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tkese professionals.

* The unique contributions of the Project advisory coundil, secon
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RATIONALE

During recent years there has been a surge of interest in
vocational home ecdnomics curriculum development. According to Spitze
(1977) curriculum muSt.change-along with.the sociepai changes if 4he
professionis to continue, to assist individuals to survive in an ever-

.

** =" changing world. Faced with changing families,%diverse populations., And,
a national concerns, educators perceived a need to modernize the clpthing
-and textiles curriclum guide floor secondary hOme economic4 teachers in
Louisiana. .r

.v Clothing.and textileg ere a basic need of.all persons. Changing
conditions and life-styles effect the means by which this need is .

satisfied. Providing vocational home economics program participants
with diverse apportunitigs for improving decisin making, clothing and
textiles consumption and care, or entering and advaRcing in employmemt .
at home and the marketplace can enhance the knowledge base, skill
development,and attitudinal adjustments of.those indivOuals. Preparing
persons for today and tomorrow must be considered.when developing

-curricula-to expand years and constant Change as well as diverse
populationg and ages. Seven areas of focus needed in clothing and
textiles evolved from the research for this project. The areas are
(1) Social-Psychological Aspects of qlothing, (2) Personal Appearance,

(3) Textiles, (4) Economic Aspects of Clothing, .(5) Clothing Care,

(6) 'Careers in ClOthing and Textiles, and.(7) Clothing Construction
Skill Development. Each of the areas appears to be necessary for the
general preparedness of youth and/or adult program participants.
However, limited availability of clothing and-textiles curriculum guides
in America was found. An eagerness to obtain this work: was expressed

from many areas of .the-cduntry. The focus.for study in clothing and
textiles must be relevant to today but adaptable for tomorrow. Tbere-
fore, individuals responsible for ciassroom study must lieep current,

remain flexible, and willingly adjUst classroom opportunities for
students to enter and competently exit the program.

A primary goal in using the research base mentioned above in
.this curxiculum development project was to help the classroom teacher.

- The intent is for the material to be used as a guide and not.to delimit
the creativity and enthusiasm of the teacher and/or program participant.

The format of the guide allows independent use of.topics,
objectives, content, student learning experiences, resources and

supplementary materials. The division of levels is for facilitating
use of the guide. Orientation of tbe.guide is aimed at relating
learning opportunities in clothingand textiles to both consumer and

homemaking activities and wage-earning aspects of vocational home
economics programs.

13
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ABOUT THr. GUIDE

This Clothing and Textilesiculum Ouide was designed for cIti-
(fent .us. by teachers in vocational 'ilome economics prograMs.
prepuation of the guide began in 1981, and it was comrleted in 1983.

A group'of persons active In the field of clothin.g4LP
cr riiated are4 was asked to serve in an advisory capacity to the --

prol ct personnel. The 'Committee members irom secondary and university
ieacJiing, research, extension, bus4ss, administrationond private
eta rprise fr6e,1y.gavd. of their time and expertise. Needs were
ap raised, guidelines suggested, reviews performed,, and general

prov-ided throughout the project,

A survey was conducted by the project personnel to assess needs
and identify priorities for subject matter content at various program
levels. Selected home economics teachers from each of

m
Ole 64 parih(s

Concepts to be addressed and the degree of emphasis f thoge. _conceptso '/'

and two city school systems plus the-pdvisory comitte respondpl.

were ewiluated. Inquiries were made to all offices of Vocational Home
Economics and to all Cooperative Extension Offices in the Unita States .

Based on these.findings, a topical outline was prepared..

Some PIP and Summer workshops provided opportunities for topical
outline revision, guide components and rormat ideas, ,teaching content
information, ideas for student learning experiences,and identification
of resources on selected topics.

Seven\major categories evolved from the research:
--Social-Psychological Aspects of Clothing
- -Personal appearance
--Tetiles
- -Economic Aspects of Clothing
- -Clothing Care 4

--Careers in Cfothing and Textiles
- -Cl6thing Construction Skill Development

: The topics wjthtn the above arens are organized into five,levels%
Some of the topics are included, in more tham_one.leYel, and the topical

outline illustrates tjie disbribution of the topics throughout the guide.
Thc guide has been divided into three volumes to facilitate distrjhution'
of the guide to teachers with programs for lunior high schook with
grades 6 through 8, senior high schools with grades 9'through 12, and
out-of-school youth-and adults.

--. V
Clothinll and Textges--Volume

This volume includeA Level I.Tor entry Level students in
,rades 6 through 8. Topics from Level I may be included

tlin Exploratory 116111 eking, an approved elective offering
f,or students in gra s 6 through 8.. The wide range of:
topics, permits the selection of appropriate learning at-
tivttles to.meet the neeck of students in these grades.

xi
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Thv unit may be limited to nonlaboratory learning experiences,
or the unit mdy Include a simple construction project, if ,,tudents

have acres* to a clothing labbratory. The_teacher is not expet.ted

to include all of the lopics and leAr-ni,ng activities presented'in
this NoldMe. ,

111

-Claching rIwttiles--Vo1 ume-11 .

a .
:rhe second voltme includes Levels If, III, and IV. These lvvels

focus on the secondary program for students in grade4 9 thlowl,

Level II is designed f use as the slx- to 'ck9tt-week onit

clothing and textiles in, Consumer-Homemaking I, a comprchen.;ivc

home economics course for students,l,n th nitit,h and tenth_gx_ade-s-.-..

If students have access to a doctrine, laboratory, the unit May

include the c.onscruction of d simple gnrment, such as, pant.,

shorts, or a skirt, and/or a set of samples illustrating basic
construction techniques.

Level III is designed tor use-as the ,(;)othing and textiles unit

in Consumer-Homemaking a comprehensive home economics course
for students who are in grades 10 through 12 and who have colli-
plett:d Consumer-Homemaking Students should Wye a(te-o, 10 d

clothing laboratory, nnd the unit should include the development
of clothing construction skills necessary for the completion of .

a simple blouse or shirt with set-In sleeves and a collar.

Level IV includes two one-semester courses lasting 18 weeks for
studentn in grades id through 12. The topics under IV-A in the

topical outline are for the nonprerequistte semester course In.
Clothing and Textiles. The selection of topics for this course
should inelnde consideration of the studevs' previous experiences
in clothing and textile*. Students who have completed Consumer-
Homemaking if, should not enroll In this semester course, becquse
'the major topics included in Consumer-Homemaking II are also
included in the nonprerequisite semester course. Topics in

clothing construction skill development should be included in
the nonprerequisite semester course in Clothing and Textiles.
The topics nre notrepeated, however, 'amd the teacher is re-
quired to refer'to Levels II apd III for appropriate learning
-experiences in cloth6g construction.

Le'vel IV afso includes civics for the semester,course entitled
Advanced Clothing and Textiles. These topics are tdent,ified

under 1V-B in the topical outline. Students are required.to ,

complete the nonprerequisite scalester.course fp Clothing and
TextLles or ConsUliter-Homemaking I and II prior to enrolling in

the advanced 46ester cours:-

xii
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CAthing_and Textiles--Volume III
The third volume &eludes Level V for adults and out-of-school
youth. Learning activities focus on basic vd/or advanced
experiences in clothing and textile-Subject matter to meet the

-,needs of participants.

%.

Scope and Sequence

Topics are in sequential order for each category.at each level.
Each topic is complete with content, student dearning activities, and
resources. This format allows for rearrangement as deemed approPriate'-

' within tile levels. All topics r e not expected to be included at each
... level in eacir program in the St

1
te. Selection of the ppics for.

.% -entry-ex-it comvetencies of the participants should be Oithin the 'scope
and time ffaMe.recommended by the Home Economics,Section.,. i .

,
. .

A complete topc-al outline,for all levels is-Atncluded in the1

initial pages of each volume of the guide. Topicalsoutlines fOr each,

level precede the materials for that specific level. Adhdring to the
general provfaions of the outlines can ensure better articulation and
greater achievement. .

--_
Student competency-based objectives are included for each topic

and/or sub-topic. Each objective indicates specific behavior expected
under the conditions identified. The acceptable level of accuracy for
each objective will need to be determlned by the teacher and/or school
system.

The detailed, outlined content area for each topic and/or sub-topic
is intended to guide the teacher's presentation'of a'common body of
knowledge. Teachers should fee0free to add, delete, or adjust the'.
information provided in the guide according to the needs, intorests, 'and,
abilities of their students. ,

Some suggested studen1 ledrning activities are given with the con-
tent under each topic and/or sub-topic; The activities were planned to
coincide with the content being presented. Teachers are encouraged to,
add other unique teaching-learning strategies for the achievement of the
object.ives stated in the guide. Some ideas for FHA/HERO projects and
ideas for special needs students-are arao included.

Teacher and'student resources are provided for,each,topic and/or
sug-topic. Textbooks related to tlothing_and textiles are those listed
in'Louisiana State Adopted Textbooks and Materials, 1982. Selected
resources include bulletins, 'pamphlets, and.audio-visual materials avail-
able for use by the teacher and student.

A listing of supplementary materials is,,providea-in the appysdix of'
each/volume of the guide. Included is complete reference information
with a brief/description of the materials. BulletIn board ideas and
teaching supplements are also included.



Reviews
An out-of-state field consultant 4nalyzed the dev9koped plan,

provided direction and suggestions for improvement, adS reviewed the
.materials for accuracy, progressiveness, and sound practice in the
.clothing and textiles content ares for (homd economics programs.

Statewide review of die curriculum materibls was done by repre-
sentative local home economics teachers. fEach city and/or parish
system was invited to participate in the review. Ideas and suggestions
for improVement were considered and incorporated Where feasible.

The 'guide'was submitted to the Louisiana DePartment of Education-
for approval prior to the printing for widespread distribution.

The Clothing and Textiles Curriculum GuidQis just that--a guide--
not an all-encompassing end but a beginning f those who use it.

1

xiv
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CLOTHING AND turILES lopICAL ourLINE

1. :;0C1AL PSWHOLOL1CA1 ASPEG1.; (n

. s
A. functions oi clothing

B. Effects of clothing on the

C. Impre,..1on.-; created by

lothing

D. Historical influences on
c loth i

E. Societal factor affecting
clothing

F. 1:ad, fashion, style

G, Values and life cycle

II. Arc principles (coldr)
1. Color (terminology)
2. 'Basic color harmonies
3. Color (effects on

personal coloring)
4. Color (guidelines for

selecting and combining)

1. Art principles tline and
designi

I. Lines (basic)
2. Lines (effects)
3. Design (principles of)
4. Design principles and

waTdrobe coordination

ft. i'ERSONAL APPEARANCE

A. Posture
1. Advantages of good

posture
2. Self sustaining rules
3. Maintenane9 of body

position

*

/

_

001
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005

007
007

009

011

011

013

017

001

001

003

005
005

007

009

Numlter

001

--- 003

001

---#

005

007

007

009

009

083

085

'087

_

001

Level 1 - Exploratory Homemaking
Level II - Consumer-Homemaking I
Level 111 - Consumer-Homemaking IT
Level 1V-A - Clothing and Textiles, nonprerequisite semester cour,:e
Level IV-B - Advanced ClOthing and Textiles, semester course
Level V - Claas;., for adults and out-of-school youtli
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Topics- xe Leve s/Pate Numb-rs
_

. I II III IV-A IV-B

B. Skin care 019 --- --- --- ---

1. Skin and care products 019 --- --- ---

2. Cosmetics 023 --- --- --- ---

C. Hair 025 --- --- ---

1. Hair care--condition,
products, schedules,
problems 025 ---

Ai

--- --- ---

Hair styles 028 --- --- --- ---.2.
-,

D. Figure (body shapes)
-

003 --- --- ---

' E. Total look 031 011 005 011. --- ---

1. Health habits
2. Type of accessories
3. Accessory u'se in waTd- 4

robe .--- 005 .--- --- ---

4. Function, selection,
and care of
accessories

5. Suitability of and
general guidelines
for atcessories --- 011 --- --- ---

.

003

6. Foundation garments
W.

I. TEXTILES

A. Fibers 035 013 009 017 089 ---

1. Use and care 035 -7- --- --- ---

2. Classification --- 013 --- --- 089 ---

3. Characteristics
,

--- 009 017 --- ---

B. Yarns (classification)

C. Fabric construction --- --- 012 020 095 005

1. Woven fabrics --- --- 012 020 --- 005

2. Basic weaves (plain,
satin, twill) --- 095 016

3. Complex weaves
'4. ,Knitted (selection,

Sewing) --- --- 015 023 ---. 011

5. Knitted (types,

characteristics) --- --- 4.- --- 101 008
Of

6. Matted, bonded/
interlocking,
braided, knotted,
twisted,.or looped --- --- ---

.

104/ 013

-

D. Design a
--- --- --- --- 107 024

1. Dyeing --- --- --- --- 107 024

2. Characteristics and meth-
ods of printing design --- --- --- 109 026

xvi
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Tópics

3. Sel,ction and kiri!s Jof
-;urface designs

E. Fabric finishes (aesthetic
and functional finishes)

*. Levels/Page/Numbers

III IV-A IV-B;TT

, F. Fabric selection 039

IV. ECONOmIC ASPECTS OF C1OTHING

A. Decision making (needs,
wants, money) 043

B. :..:ardrobe planning

1. Situation and need
2. Special wants, inven-

tory
3. Care requirements
4. Resources available
5. Clothing for the

teenager 019 ---

C. Shopping for clothing 157 --- 023
1. Pre-determined goals
2. Quali* indicators --- 023
3. Places and time co bdy
4. Comparison shopping --- 027

017

--- 111 028'

025 --- 019

031

047 % --- 035
047 --- --- 035

051

055

017

D. 'Acce ting consumer respon-
s ilities

1. Sources of consumer
info ation

2. Advert sing
3. Labels
4. Basic rights

Complaints
6. Federal Trade Commis-

sion

E. Family clothing
1. Values and life cycle
2. Selection and features

of children's
clothing

3. Children's clothing--
measuring and sizing,

. workmanship, buying
tips

1110

4. Men's clothing
5. Women's clothing
6. Older person's clothing
7. Special needs

"0,39

10

f

043 133
- -- 133
043
047

051

059 029 029 053

059

xvii

QL 20

031

029

035

053
055

057
06J

029 063

113 030
113 ---

115 030

118 033

121 036
125 039 4(
127 041

131
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V

Topics Levele,age Numbrs
x.

I, II. III IV-A IV-B V

_F. Extending clothing resources 061 021 031 065 1 135 043

1. Repairs' ---.`" 021 --- --- ---\ 051

2. Terms used-With recycl-
ing clothing

4. Steps in recycling
C garments

,

-.

.4. Minor and other changts
in recycling garments

. .

5. Recycle an item of
clothing

6. Alteration of ready-
it, t6-wear, upgrading

the quality of ready-
to-wear, altering

if

ready-made garments --- --- 031- 065 --- 043

7. Alteration.of custoin-
constructed clothes --- --- 139 046

G. Energy needs (factors
affecting thermal conic
fort while using

,-,-- .clothing to save
energy7 conserving
energy while sewing, .

effect of energy dn i

future wardro e5 --- --- --7 --- 141 048

V. CLOTHING CARE
.

,r,.. Plan for care of clothing
.

B. Storage principles and
frecedures

.

C. Home launder4 . --- 037 035 069 145 ,054

1. Procedures . f
.'-'-- 037 --- 069 ---

2. Equipment
3. Space

.

4. Products
5. Stain removal \

--- ---

---

---

035

---
07

150

---
---
054

D. Commercial care --- --- --- 55 058

1. Laundering; altera- ,

A tion/repairs --- --- --- 155 058

2. Dry-cleaning

L. CAREERS IN CLOTHING AND TEXTILES
\

.
.

..

A. Job and career opportunitieS
in 'clothing and textiles

B. Personal qualifipations
f

---: 041 --- ---

xviii
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j Topics

C. Job acquisition skills

6, Advancement possibilities

E. Leadership development in
clothing and textile
careers

VII.. CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL
DEVELOPMENT

A. Sewing equipment
1. Selection, useo and

care of small equip-
ment

.2. Use of sewing equipment
(sewing machine)

3. Selection of large
equipment (sewing
machine)

4'. Care of large equip-
ment (sewing
.machine)

5. Sewing notions

B. Pattern selection
1. Commercial patterns
2. Size and measurement
3. Packet information
4. Recycling patterns

C. Fabric selection

D. Fabric considerations
1. Fabric preparation,

woven; knit, nonwoven
2% Stripes

\ 3. Plaids--identification,
selection

4. Plaids--pattern place-
ment, construction
techniques

5. Napped and/or one-way
designs

E. Pattern preparation,

alteration, and placement

4.1

Numbl
II III IV-A V:13

073 043

073 043

077 047

079

079
081

087

039

095

095

089

049

049

051

0;5

057

061

061

065

039 077

043

043

045
047

051

V

161

163

167 1

167

169

171

1171
-7

173

173

177

180

183

060

060

062

_

062

065

068

071

Refer-to the pages indicated for Levels II or III for information
these topics for the nonprerequisite semester course in Clothing and
Textiles.

xix
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Topics Levels/Page Number

II

1. Pattern symbols,
selecting pattern
pieces

2. Pattern alterations'
3. Placemet

F. Pre-constructi
1. Cutting
2. Marking

G. Interfacings
4

1. Function, types, selec-
,

tion

-2. eatting, application,
evaluation

H. Unit construction (advan-
tage of method, develbping
a work.plan, basic steps in
unit method)

I. Pressing
O.. Importance of and

techniques used in
pressing

2.. Equipment

J. Stay-stitching

K. Seams

L. Seam finishA

M. Fullness
1. Gathering and shirring
2. Darts and tucks
3. Pleats

N. Facings (function, types,
cutting, constructing,
finishing)

0. Collars (types, applica-
tion, construction,
detachable)

P.. Reeves
1. Vocabulary, select-

ing sleeve styles
2. Types, fit, parts

089 065

091 067

099 071

099 071

103 075a

107

111

111

115

121

4

079

083

083

087

093

097

097
099

III 1V-A IV-B

051

-

= - - *

.057 078

057 078

061 082

187

187

065 *

191 074

074

191 076

069 * - -

075 085

079 193 089

079 *

081 *

* kefer to the pages indicated for Levels II or III for information on
these topics for the nonprerequisite semester tourse in Clothing and

Textiles.
XX
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Topics Levels/Pa.e Numbers

II UT IV-A IV-B V
3. Characteristics of

/ sleeve types,

construction and
application --- 083 * --- 089

,).

Finl9hes, openings,
cuffs, bands ,

Zippers (types, selec-'

193 091

kLion, application) 103 * --- 096

R. Waistline finishes 125 109
1. Facings, elastic i

casings 125 111 * --- ---
2. Waistbands--construc-

tion, application,
evaluation 113 ---

3. Identification and
.

selection --- 109 --- * --- 115

S. Hems 127 ,117 ---
1. Kinds, construCtion 127 117 .--- *
2. Finishes for hems,

hemming stitches 131 121. --- *

T. Fasteners 125 ,-:-.- * --- 102

U. Buttonholes and buttons
,

-

, .
(types, selection,
application)

-

--- --- 087 * --- 117

V. Trims and tapes (types,

selection, application) --- --- --- --- 197 106

W. Pockets (types, construc-
tion, application) .--- --- --- 201* 109

X. Belts (types, selection,

construction) --- --- --- --- 205 113

Y. Tailoring --- --- 20/ 120
1. --- --- --- --- 207 120
2. Equipment --- --- --- --- 209 122
3. Standards --- --- -4- --- 211 124
4'. Fabric and pattern --- 211 126

/
5. Pre-construction --- --- --- --- 215 128
6. Lining, underlining,

Interfacing --- --- --- --- 217 130
7. Pressing --- --- --- --- 221 133
8. Principles of fitting ---

,
--- 225 136

9. Constructir techniques --- --- --- --- 227 138

* Refer to thc, pages indicated for Levels Il or III for information on
4', these topics for the nonprerequisite semester course in Clothing and

'Textiles:

c,

xxi
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LEVEL II - CLOTHING AND TEXTILES UNIT
(Consumer-Homemaking I)

4t
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LEVEL II- CLOTH;PG AND TEXTILES UNIT
(Consumer-Homemaking I)

SOCIAL-PSYCH,A,0d1C#U ASPECTS OF,CLOTHING
Art Principles

Page
4

Basic Color Mrmoniel
II-001

Color (Effects on,Personal Coloring) 11-003
lines (Basic)

11-005
Design (Principles of)

11-007
DeSign Principles and Wardrobe Coor&ination , II-009

PERSONAL APPEARANCE
Total Look

Suitability of and General Guidelines for AccessoriesII-011

TEXTILES
Fibers

Classification
11-013

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING
Wardrobe Planning

Resources Available
11-017

* Clothing for the Teenager-
11-019

Extending Clothing Resources
Repairs

11-021
Steps in Recycling Garments .

11-025_
Accepting Consumer Responsibilities

Basic Rights
11-029

Labels
1I-031

Federal Trade Commission-------- -------------- ------ II-035

CLOTHING CARE
Home Laundering

Procedures
11-037

CAREAS IN CLOTHING AND TEXTILES
Personal Qualifications

Job.Qualities, Basic Skills 11-041

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT
Sewing Equipment

Selection, Use, and Care of Small Equipment 11-043
Use of Sewing Equipment (Sewin,.; Machine)

Pattern Selection
II-047

Commercial Pattern&
I1-049

Size and Measurement
11-051

Packet Information
-11-055

Fabric ,Selection-
11-057

Fabric Considerations

Fabrtc Preparation, Woven, Knit, Nonwoven 11-061-



4.

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELdPMENT.(continued)
4 Pattern, Preparation, Alteration, and Placement

Pattern Symbols, Selerting Pattern Pieces------ 7 --- ----II-065
Placement 11-067

Pre-Construl:tion

Cutting
Marking 11-075

Unit Construction
. Advantage of Method; Developing a Work Plan, Basic

Steps in Unit Method 11-079
Presling

Importance of and Techniques Used in P'ressing ' 11-083,
Seams

Seam Finishes 11-093
Fullness

Gathering and Shirring 11-097
Darts and Tucks- 11-099

Zi ers

s, Selectift, Application
Waistline Finishes

Identification and Selection
Facings, Elastic Casings

Waistbalids--ConStruction, Applir.ation, Evaluation
Hems

Kinds, Construction-
Finishes for Hems, Hemming Stitches

Fasteners

4

11-103

11-109

11-113

IA -117

11-121 11111
11-125

4
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II-001

SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOG1CAL ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

TOP It ART PRINCIPLES

SUB-TOPIC , Basic Color Harmonies

OBJECTI4ES Giyen in6o4mation on coto4, the <student witt be abte
to cm:stn.:Act a coto4 wheet and di4tinguiAh among the
pn.i.maAy, 4econda7'ty, and intekmediate-cotou.

Wing the cotok wheet, the 4tudent witt be abte,to
ducAibe- the baac coto4 ha4monie6.

CONTENT

Color Wheel

--Placement og colors on color
wheel
.Priricary

.Secondary

.Intermediate
-=-Use.of color wheel

.Develop color harmonies,

.Identify color schemes.

.Determine effect of color on
size.

.0bsirrve warm-and cool colors.

dolor Harmony
.

--Combine colors to achieve
pleasing effects.

Basic Color Harmonies

--Related harmonies produce
restful cOmbinations because
of unity.

.MOnochromatic

.Analogous

--Contrasted harmonies produce
exciting combinations 4sing

.-a strong color,plus a neutral
tone.

.Complementary

.Triad

.Split-complementary

.Accented neutral :

--Use of color harmonies

STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Make a color wheel using paints
or construction paper or fabric
swatches.

Discuss color scheme used in
individual fashions worn by
members of the class.

Find pictures of clothing that
illustrate the apparent effect of
colors on size.

Explain the term "color harmony."

Prepare a value scale for a
favorite color. .

Study illustrations of color
harmonies in reference books.,
Define and/qr explain each color
harmony.

Compile a booklet of picture's
depitting the 'various color
harmonies. Label each harmony.

14ake a color harmony booklet using
paint, paper, or fabric. Label
each harmony.

Plan a basic wardrobe for an
individual with specific needs and
characteristics using a selected
color and/or harmony.

28
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11-002

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. 4, Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking

(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,

1977, 264-265.

Cincinnati Public Schools, Home Economic's Department. Exploring

fabrics (4th 'ed.). Bloomington, Ill:: McKnight Publishing COmpany,

1977, 114-117.
e

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. NeW-fork: J. B. Lippincott

Company, 1973, 211-212.

Draper,.W. & Bailey, A. Steps-in clothing skills (Rev. ed.), Peoria,

Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,_1978., 127-132.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. 'The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 106-107.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.).

1'975, 75-77.

Jones, J. Clothing--YOur way.
Hall,,Inc., 197.7, 21.

Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,

Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-

Liddell, L.,Clothet and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Wilrcox Company, 1977, 22-24:

McDermott, I.,'Norris,-J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Zook-II (4th ed.). .Peoria,Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,
387.

Oppenheim, I. Living today. Peoria; Ill.: Bennett Publishing
Company,-1981; 229-230.

Paolucci, B., Faiola, T..& Thompson, P. Personal'perspecttves
(2nd ed.), New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1978, 212-213.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. 4 Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.): New York: Webster bivision,.McGraw-Hill Book

,CompanY, 1973, 38-39:

The new Vogue sewi:ng book (Rev. ed.). New-York: Butterick Publishing,
American Can Company, 1980. 10-211.

Vanderhofff, M.

and Company,

Vanderhoff, M.
' and Company',

Clothes, clues, and Careers.
1981, 75-76.

Clothes---Part of your world.
1973, 61-63:

texington, Mass.: Ginn

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

Vanderhofi, M. Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Textiles for home and people
Lexingtom, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 177.

Bulletins

,Dedic,"J. & Hilliker, J. A. Putting it all together. Lexington, Ky.:
'The uniVersity of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, 1979.

Potter, G. D. Elements sild principles of design._ Knoxville, Tenn.:
The University of Tem:lessee Cooperative Extensfon Service, 1976,

29.;



TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTiVE

11-003

SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CLOT-HIi1G

ART PRTNICIPLES

Color (Effects on Personal Coloring)

Wing the in6o4thation gained thtough the 6tudy o6 coton,
the 4tudent witt be abte to 6etect zuitabte cap/us Ok C.

peuonat watdkobe.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Use of Color
- -ComplementAry,colors-
emphasize each other by
contrast.
.Pink skin tones are
emphasized by use of the

greens.

- -A neutral color appears
brighter when used with

,B other colors.

. Example
(off-white trimmed with red)

- -Black absorbs light;

white reflects light.
7-Use bright colors in small

areas, dull colors in large
areas.

-;=kepetition emphasizes color

. Pink emphasizes red skin

tones.

- -Color is altered by
a'rtificial light.

--Colors are changed by
texture.
.Example (satin, velVet)

--Illusions with light and
color .

.White and.light colors
appear to, increase ize.

.Black and dark col s

appear to decrease 4ize.
--Intensity and color

.Bright colors tend to

increase size.
. Dull colors tend to
aecrease size:

, "Collect fabric swatches
appropriate for specific individual
descriptions.

30

11..

'Using color collars, choose colors,
suited for personal wardrobe.

Prepare examples of the principles
considered in using color..

Illustrate through the use of a
light box the effects of different
kinds of artificial light.

Select a model to illustrate
illusions formed by color and
intensity of fabric, lighting
effects and color--texture

combinations.

Conduct an electric projec,t using
color, heat absorbancy, o
refraction-of light On clothing
or household items.

go



--For better balance, light
colors are used above dark
colors

.ExaMple: beige sweater
brawn skirt

Ar

11-004

Explain the "why" of color
principles.

Suggest a list of do's and don't's
for combining Colors for jobe
interviews and/or specific jobs/
'occupations.

RESOURCES:

Textbooks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking
(4th ed.). ,New York: Webster Division, McGraW-Hill Book Company,
1977, 268-270.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 212-215.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster-Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 109-112.

Gawne, E. Da (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Co.,
.-

1975, 90-92.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Booi II (4th ed.); Peoria, "Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1975,
3a0-.391.

Oppenheim, I. Living today. Peoria, Ill.: Bennett Publishing
Company, 1981,-228-229.

The new Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Publishing,
American Can Company, 1980. 8-16.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1573, 60-61.

Bulletins

Potter, G. Elements and principles of design. Knoxville, Tenn.: The
University of Tennessee Cooperative Extension Service, 1976.



TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVE

11-005

SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

ART PRINCIPLES

Lines (Basic)

Given examptu o gwunents, the 4tudents Nat be abte to
identiO the bazIc tine's in clothing dezign.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Basic.Lines
--ertical

.Defined

-lines tlhat go up and down
.Functio

-create an effect of height
and slimness

.Examples

-pleats, tucks, vertical 'It

seams, vertical striped -
'fabric

--Horizontal
.Defined

-lines that go straight
across

.Function

-add width to a thin figure
end divide length of a tall
person

.Exa8ples

-belts, square yokes,
waistline seams

--Cdived
.Defined A

-lines that are rounded and
have no straight parts

.Function

tend to draw attenticin and

increase the apparent size
and shape of the flgure

.Examples

-round collars, darts,
ruffles, collars, curved
seams

--Diagonal
.Defined

-lines that slant

Show tranlipliFncies of, line and
shape. Name.and discusc the
various types of lines.

(Appendix A)

Observe on transparency how
horizontal lines vary in function.
(Appendix B & C).

List functions and give examples
of each type of line.'.

'Compile a nitebook of pictures of
garments that illustrate the
basic types of lines.

Write answers to the following
questions:

1. Which lines make one appear
shorter?

What lines in clothing
will make one appear
taller?

3. Why shoeld one consider
. his/her facial features as

well as body proportions in

determining the best design
for personal clothing?



.1;

II-)0406
,k

.Function
- add height to a.short
figure or width to a thin

figure

.Examples
- V-neckline, bias cut seams,

long pointed collar

RESOURCES:

Textbooks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking

(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,

1977, 271-272.

Craig, H. Clothing--A omprehensive study:, New York: J.B.

Lippincott Compan 1973, 229.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:

Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 100, 117.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 54.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 34.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). ,Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1976, 397.

P

Paolucci, B., Faiola, T. & Thompson, P. Personal Perspectives
(2nd ed.). ew York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book.CompanY,
1978, 212.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-41i11

Book Company, 1973, 41-42.

The new vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Publishing,

American Can Company, 1980. 13-16.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers.
and Company, 1981, 80-82.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part of your world.
and Company, 1973, 64-65. .

Bulletins .

Dedic, B. & Hilliken, F. Putting it all together. Lexington, Ky.:

University of, Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, 1979.

Landry, L. Alrse color, line, design, and texture in clothing. Madison,

Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin-Extension, 1975.

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

exington, Mass.: Ginn

Potter, G. EleAents and principles of design. Knoxville, Tenn.: The

sf University of Tennessee Cooperative Extension Service, 1976.

33



11-007

SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CLOTHING
4

TOPIC ART PRINCIPLES .

SUB-TOPIC. Design (Principles o )I\
OBJECTIVES .Faelowing cia64 4.t.ady and by uzing ietuotirati.ona o6

dezign dement,6, the. student mat be. able. to ph.odue.e.
, 0 // examples o6 the ceements in ceothing en, an individuat.

Given avaitable Acsounces to study, the student wilt be
able to apply knoweedge ,o6 the pAineipla o6 &Less
design to a 4peci6ie situation.

. CONTENT STUItNT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Princples of Design
- -Italance

'.Formal

.Informal
- -,Rhythmn

.Color
Line
.Design
.Shape

--Emphasis
.frimary
Aetondary

--Propoetion
--Harmony

Select pictures that depict each
of the principles ,of design.

Determine effects of the various
principlea of design on specific
figures or other personal.

characteristics of an individual.

, Prepare a design by line bdrawings
which would be suitable for a
specific item of clothing.

'w
Identify principles of design in
their personal clothing worn the
day of the lesson.

RESOURCES:

Textbooks

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J..B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 226-233.

Cross, A. Enjoying family living. Philadelphie: J. B. Lipp cott
ComPiriy, 1973, 378. r-

Faiola, T. &,Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 119-120.

...

Kelly, J.-& Eubanks, E.
A. Bennett Company,

McDermotp, I., Norris,
Book II (4th ed.).
401-410.

Todays teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas.
1981, 120-129.

J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,
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Paolucci, B:, Faiola, & Thompson, P. Personal perspectives (2nd ed.).
New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978, 216.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 44-50.

The vogue sewing book (Rev.'ed.). New York:
Company, 1973, 13, 19-20.

Clothes, clues, and careers.
I981,'72, 80-95.

Americah Can

Vanderhoff,'M.
and Company,

Vanderhoffl M. Clothes--Part of your world.
and Company, 1973, 52-58.

Butterick.Division,

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

Lexington, Mass.: -Ginn

Vanderhoff, M., Frandk, L.4 Campbell, L. Textiles for homes iuld
people, Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 180-186.

Bulletins
Dedic, B. & Hillikin, J. Putting it all together. Lexington, Ky.:

University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service.

Kalba, 1. Using design principles in clothing. EXtension Division,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.

Potter, Geneva. EleMents and principles of design. Knoxville, Tenn.:
University of Tennessee Cooperative Extension Service, 1976.

Rankin, Vilda. Designs for you: Part IV. Columbia, Missouri:. )
University of Missouri Extension Division, 1980. .
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

TOPIC ART PRINCIPLES

SUB-TOPIC .Design Principles and Wardrobe Coordination

OBJECTIVES Upon compt 'on o 4tudy and aitek viewing pkojectz that
ietwstnate,sound pkinciptez o6 ctothing dezign, the
ztudent witt be abte to pan a cooAdinated wand/Lobe.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Using Design Principles to Plan
a Wardrobe,

--Select lines, colors and
textures for pleasing
proportions.

--Use accessories, line, color
or texture to create balance.

--Form rhythm by effective
handling of fabric, pattern
in fabric or contrast in
line, shape, or color..

--Attract attention to personal
attributes through a center
of interest.

--Fit part of the garment to
the whole of the ensemble.

--Combine various designs for
a totally pleasing look.

CUt parts of. garments (belts,
pockets, collar).yarious widths

; from light colored paper. Place
on different locations of body.
Discuss fhe effecfs on different
body types.

1Plan a coordinated; wardrobe
based on sound principles of
clothing design. Set a limit
on the number of items for
the wardrobe and illustrate
the various combinations of
garments that create a pleasing
look.

Play accessory dress-up. Note
how emphasis changes with various
accessories.

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking
-(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 261-276, 281-284.

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super eewing. Pladelphia, J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 21-22, 61, 3 , 321.

Cincinnati Public Schook, Home Economics Department. Exploring
fabrics (4th ed.). BItomington, Ill.: McKnight Publishing Company,
1977, 39-40.
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Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippiucott Company, 1973, 226-242.

LidOell, L. Clothes and yodr appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
GoOdheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 32-38.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern clothing
(3rd ed.). New York: Tebsper Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1973, 45-50.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass..: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 72, 254, 329.
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TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVE

II -011

PERSONAL APPEARANCE

A

TOTAL LOOK

Suitability of and General Guidelines for
Accessories

Given the genetat guidetines ton buying accez4oAiez, the
.4tudent caUt be abte to 'select 4witabee acceisuPulez
a given eniembte.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Planning for Accessories

--Analyze self in terms of
figure proportion, facial
shape, and coloring.

--Inventory accessories on
hand.

--List accessory needs for
up-dating wardrobe.

--Prepare a shopping list of
accessories.
.color .kind .budget.

Guidelines for Buying Accessories
--Purchase beSt quality one
can afford.

--Select and wear accessories
that provide for self-.
confidence.

--Blend accessories and
garment for the occasion.

--Select accessories that have
simple and classic designs.

--Be selective.
. --Choose accessories that are

flattering.

Considerations in Buying
Accessories

it fit need and budget?
--What will one wear with it?
-:-Can it be worn with more

than one costume?
--Does it have an "indivianaf

look?

Develop a list of accessories
suitable to a specific body build
and 3personality..

Have a style show. Use a series
of ensembles properly accessorize0.
Exchange accessories so that.they
are not appropriate for
Discuss effects.

Prepare a bulletin board display

on.accessories suitable for
garments.

Clip from magazines illustrations
of accessories that do not enhance
a costume. Place on a bulletin
board.

Develop a brochure for distribution
in local stores. Provide guidelines
for wise accessory purchases.
Identify the FHA or schoolhome
economics department.

Choose.different accessories for a
basic garment and demonstrate how
accessories can be used t,o expand
the wardrobe. How many different
looks can one achieve?
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RESOURCES

Textbooks
Brinkley, J. & Aletti, A. Aliering ready-to-wear fashions. Peoria,Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976, 296-297.

Cross, A. Enjoying family living. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.tippincott Company, 1973, 299-301.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 295-301.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,Ill.: Chas A.Bennett CompanY, 1978, 176-177.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New-York:Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 148.
Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1977, 35.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-WillcoX Company, 1977, 96.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd. ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 81, 110, 112.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part of your world. Lexington:Mass.: Ginnand Company, 1973, 88, 112.

Pamphlets
Accessories. Cooperative Extension Service, Lexington, Ky: Universityof Kentucky, College of Agriculture.

, eh

Clark, M. Accent on accessories; Cooperative Extensionervice,
Morgantown, W. Vir.: West Virginia University for Extension and
Continuing Education.

Culp, B1 Step into accessories for a total look. 2egeStation, TX.:Texas Agricultural Extension Service, Texas A & M U versity.
King, B. Style/long with scarves. Lexington, Ky.: Coopera ive Extension.

service; 'University of Kentucky, College of Agriculture. ,

Money Mamageraent Institute. Your clothing dollar. Prospect Heights,Ill.: Household Finance Corporation, 1978, 26.

Rader, H. Hosiery. Cooperative Extension Work .61-Agriculture and
Home Economics, Miversity:of Tennessee.

Rader, H. Handbags. Cooperative Extension Work'in Agriculture and
Home Economics, ..University of Tennessee.,

Rankin, V. Accessories. Coluinbia, Mo.i Extension, Division, School
of }Come EarigmiCa, liniversiy of Missouri.

Winge, J. Accent on accessories. CCioperatiire EXtension Service,
. '.Fargo, N. Dak.: North Dakota State Uni-i7efsitz4)

0 ,
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TEXTILES

TOPIC FIBERS

SUB-TOPIC Classification

11 -on

OVECTIVES A4ten 4tudy o6 avaitabte nuounce6, the student witt be
abte :to Aecatt the two majoA gnotto o4 tiibeA4 and
ewtain each. ,

Fottowing a c2a46 di4cu4,sion on 4ibem, the student witl.
witt be abte to cta464y 6ibefu accoAdin9 ta 6ou4ce.

CONTENT. STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVI1IES

,Fibers

--Raw materials from which
yarns and fabrics are made

Major Groups of Fibers
--Natural

.Fibers that grow in nature
as plants and.animals

--Manufactured froth natural
soures

,r.Fihers made by transforming

,tbe natural sources (rayon)
--Manufactured from chemical

Sources _

.Fibers not foun in nature
but are createl from a

combination of ¼chemical
elements (nylon a

,polyester)

Natural Fibers
--Major plant sources

.Cotton

Seed pod of cotton plant
.Linen
Woody core of.the'flax

, plant
--Minor plant sources

.Hemp

Similar,to flax'
.Jute

Bast fiber from the stalk
of a semitrOpical plant

--Animal sources
Wool
Fiber from the fleece
of the sheep or lathb

Collect end display raw materials
used to make fibers. Explain how
fibers are made from the raw,
materials.

Read "references on methods of
fiber classification..

Develop a series of exhibits .CTI

textile products of natural and
man-rmade fibers.

Prepare individual booklets on
the classification-3f fibers.
Collect samples oreach grouh for
future reference.'

Prepare a bulletin board displa
on a fiber from one Df the major
groups. Collect,and mount labels
with terms that,refer to the
selectetrfibei-.

Select and read,information on a
liber used for clothing. 'Prepare
.apd present a report to the'class.

Make a school survey to ffnd out
which fiber is most popular for,
school wear and analyze results .

condugt-a spelling bee on the name:.
of chemical and manufactured fiber::

ac well es some of the less''
familiar natural fibers.



.Specialty pair fibers--

obtained from several
famili,es or species of

animals
-.goat

-alpaca. -

-llama 7/eindeer

-vicuna
.Silk--silkWorm

--Mineral sources

Manufactured Fibers

--Natural-sources
.Rayon

.Rubber-

.Triacetate
--Chemical Sources

.Nylon

.Acrylic

.Creslan
0'efin
.Polyester

--Blends,

..Blends

.A.combination'yarn

Reasons for blending:
To obtain cross dyed effects
or new color effects
.To improve spinning,
weaving and finishing .

efficiency for uniforMity af

.Acetate

.Glass fiber

product
.To obtain better texture,
hand or fabric appearance
.For economic reasons--
expensive fibers blend with

more plentiful fibers
To produce fabric ith .

better pérfora%e i.e.
polyester/cot n brends give

more dutable'praducts than;
100%;ctotton

Examples of Blends?

.Polyester/cotion

.Polyeater/acetate.

.Polyester/nylon,

Field trip to fabric mills to
observe: the blending process. ,

Hand in written report.

Visit garment store. Note the

iabel on garment. Look for

.blended fabric. Note the
combination of each fabric.

Display garments of varioUs blends

for students to feel,'touch and

study.

,
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RESOURCES

Texebogks

-Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F: Teen guide to homemaking
(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 282.-

,

Burns, M. & Eishop, E. Supersewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, k974; 308=304.

,

Craig, H. ClothingA comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lip cott Company, 1973, 2467255:

t!')I-Cross, --.6n.Zoying family,living. Philadelphia, Ta.: J. B.
Lippine-dt .Company,-1973; 287-288.

raPer,,4 & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
M.: Cha&. A. Bennett Company; 1978, 71-77.

.

ku:-
Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill suide to clothing.. -New York:

Webster, Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, /122-125.

Gawne, 'E. J., Fabric fo,r clothing. Chas,. A. Bennett Company, Inc,
1973, 16, 41-59. (Extended excerpts from Dress. 3rd ed.) ,

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts il clothing. New York: Webster
_

Division,,McGraw-HilrBook Company,. 1976, 33-40. .,
.......

.
_

,

Hollen, N., Saddler, J., Loniford, A. Textiles. Macmillan Publishing
_

, Company, Inc., 1979, 142.

4Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: ',Prentice-
-Hall, Inc., 1977, 22, 27.

Kelly, J:-S-Euhanks, E. Today's-"teen
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 4981, 15

(Rev..ed.) Peoria, Ill.:
5-159.

Levy, L. & Feldman, B. Textile workbook
Fearon Pitmah Publishers, 1970, 55-58

(Rev. ed.). Belmont, Calif.:

Liddell, 1,, Clothes and your appearance. South Halland, Ill.: .

Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977; 169-170.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,
179.

_New simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 30.

-Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division,-McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1973, 59-61.

-

Textile handbook (5th ed.). Washington, D. C::" *American Home
Economics Association, 1974, 7.

Vanderhoff, M.
---

Clothes, clues, and.careers. Lexington, Mats.: Ginn
and ComPany, 1981, 108-112.

0
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.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part of your world;:texington, Mass.: 'Ginn
'and.Company,.1973, 90-92.

,

_Vanderhaf, M., Tranckt L.. & Campbep, L. -Textiles for home and
people. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn 'and Company, 1973, 4-5'.
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF C5AIRG..

TOPIC WARDROBE PLANNING

SUB-TOPIC P;esources Available

//.017

OBJECTIVES Mtek Iteading kezoakcez avaitabte 4o4 waitdlio4 ptanning
and waking in gkoup4, the ztudent beiitt be abte to
.determine use o6 te4oukce4 iok waklebe i)tanning.

Given a budget with a Lixed 4u/nto:4pend on ctothing ioka ',season, the 4tudent wilt be abZe to dezign a.ctothingbudget io4 pemonat uze.

Given inLamatZon on buying vemu4 maki.ng etothea, the4tudent witt be abte f4 compane the me/Utz oti whethe4
,to-buy a to' make atothing.

-

AM,

CONTENT
STUDENTIEARNING ACTIVITIES

Recognizing Resources for Wardrobe
Planning ,

- -Budgeting and money
--Time .

--Ability to make clothing
--Knowledge of fabric.care.
--Prtiper fit

--Services available for_
clothing care ,

- -Energy

--Physical assets (figure and
attractive features)

Before Deciding to Buy Anything
\A --Estimate cost by studying

-catalogs.

--Read the adliertisements.
--Window shop.

Plan Purchases

--Develop spending plan.
. --Shop within the,clothing

allotment.

Determining.Money to Spend-for
Clothing

--Total.family income
--Number of family members
--Unusual expenses
-,-Other things needed
- -Values of the family members

_.
surdialarizs ways that resources
influence wardrobe planning;

Divide into groups and brainstorm
ways Co use available resources
-for wardrobe planning.

c

Discuss reasons for buying clothes.

Following' a discussion on paying
for clothing purchases, the student
will be able to decermine the best
method for paying clothing
purchases.

4 4
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Alternative Methods of Payments
.--Cash.

--Installment.buying
--Lay-a-way
--Charge accounts

Cs

ansiderations to Buy Or Make
Clothes .

--Type of clothing and the

jntended use
--Family standards
--Energy and skill of tamily
members

- -Time and equipment

--Availability of.local outlets
--Urgency of'savinemoney

Main ReasOn for Home Sewing
--Save.money

Other Reasons for-Home Sewing
- -DiSplay creatiliTty

--OppOrtunity to improve.skills
- -Relaxineand rewarding
--Improved fit
--Durable garments
--Re-use of leftover fabric

and pattern

11-018

Visit a department store and
obtain information on types of
credit offered.

Invite a guest speaker to talk
on the advantages and
disadvantages of different -

methods of paying for goods.

Compare total cost of several
articles of clothing uiing
different payment plans.

List items and occasions to

consider when buying or making
clothes.

Plan a.debate on buying versus
-home 'sewing. Record the ideas
brought forth.

Determine.cost of making a dress
instead of buying one. Consider
time, skill, and money.

EUESOLOCES

Textbooks
Cross, A. Enjoying family livig. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.

Lippincott Comparly, 1973, 296-297.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 127-131.

Midden, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 100.
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TOPIC

.SUB -TOPIC

OBJECTIVE

ECONOMIC'APECTS OF CLOTHING

WARDROBE PLANN I NG

Clothing for the :Teenager
Given inp4mation on ne4ocac6 Sok waohobe
ptanning, the 4tudent witt be (Lb& to ptan Ok
and acquine.addons ,Ok apeoonat ccanditobe.

.

s -

II-019

--CONTENr> STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Planning for Personal Apparel ,

--Ahalysis,of 'current wardrobe
--Activitfes participated in by

teenager
--Time required for building

wardrobe.

7-Accessories selected to
complement or extend a
limited wardrobe

- -Changes in one's lifestyle

Selecting Clothing ior the
Teenager

- -Cost

--Role of activity
- -Fad/fashion change
.4-Occupation

--Growth expectations'

Before Buyiqg Clothing for the
Teen

--pealuate all costs.,

--Know various sales techniaues
--Know methods of advertising
that influence buyer.

--Use selective methods for
seasonal buying and with
'different brands.

uk- 46

View filmstrip: "Your Wardrobe and
You."

Interview a teenage friend to
determine his/her wardrobe needs
in clothing. -

Prepare an inventory of your
wardrobe. Based on your
activities, list,items to be
repaired_and/or replaced and
those that need to be purchased.

Read tO determine ways to extend
your wardrobe by use of
accessbries.

Select a panel of teenagers to
discuss the inflhences on their
clothing decisions. Summarize the
influences of each role on
selectsion of clothing.

Prepare a chart listing five
clothing items for teenagers.
List cost by each item and
compare to fad/fashion change,
desirability, occasion,

occupatipn, and growth patterns.

Discuss alternatives to consider
when deciding how to pay for a
garment.

Collect clothing advertisements
'from newspapers and/or periodicals.
Evaluate for appeal and validity
of information presented.-

Ask a f*shion buyer to speak on
how to'practice selective buying.



--Use information on labels and
hangtags to assist in wise
clothing decisions.

Judging Quality of tbnstruction
--Check construction and fabric

quality for durability.
--Compare cost With quality.

11-020

Visit selected stores to gain
specific information on identified
clothing items. Make class
comparisons.

Compare labels and hangtags of
garments for type and-valpe of
information.

List workmanship and fabric
suitability guides-to use in
selecting various items of
clothing.

Observe garments in wardrobe
.for workmanship and suitabllity
of'fabric.

Make a list of points on
durability to look for prior to
purchasing a garment

Evaluate a garment in terms of
price vs. quality.

St'udy fashion mapkines, visit
stores; pick an expensive desired
item of clothing. Then study
.p.41,,tArn books to find the pattern

which most nearly dulplicates the
chosen garment. Visit fabric
stores to find fabric,which most
nearly matches the fabric of the
desired garment. Compare the
price to'buy, price to make.

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York:
Lippincott Company, 1973, 326-327, 315, 318, 334.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.:. Chas A. Bennett Company,
1975, 316-337, 99-118.

Oppenhein, I. Livipg today. Peoria, Ill.: Bennett Publishing
.Company, 1981, 223-229, 232-238.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts,
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1973, 92-106.

J. B.

J. Guide to modern

Audiovisual Aid
1

"Your Wardrobe and You," Money Managemen Institute, Household

Finance Corporation. Prudential Plaza, Chicago, Ill. 60601

4 7
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TOPIC:

SUB-TOPIC

Objectives-

11-021

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING '

EXTENDING CLOTHING RESOURCES

Repairs

Fallowing a discussion on clothing nepains and attmations,
the student witt be abte to distinguish between
tepaining ctothes anti atteAing ctothes.

Age4 identi6ying common nepains that can be oxide
ctothing, the student mitt be abte to dete/unine
kepaiits needed on c29thing in petzonal waAdn'ob.

CONTENT ST0DENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Clothes Repair

--Minor processes that do not
alter the structural lines of
a garment

Common Repairs made to Clothes
7-Replacement of broken zippers,
huttons, and fasteners

.

--Re orcing ripped seams
- -Patiing torn parts of

ga

- -Re

ents -

lacing hems

Factors to Consider before
Repairing a Garment

--Cost

--Amount of skill needed to
make the repair

--TiMe
- -Value of garment

a--Style of germ nt
--Amount of we left in the

garment

Techni ues to use n Re airin
Clothing

- -Mending

.Repair or replacement of the
damaged area in a garment.

--Patching

-Additional fabric adhered
to worn area.

- -Darning

.Broken yarns covered by

new yarns anchored in the

Discuss the difference between
repairifig clothes and altering
clothes.

-

Identify types of repairs usually
needed in clothing.

List repairs needed on clothing.
Determine method of repair.-

r Refer to the inventory of your
1 wardrobe and determine the
I repairs needed on the contents.

Nuf

Bring to class garments in need
of repair. Discuss different
techniques that can be used to
repair that which was brought to
class.

Make a bulletin board on different
techniques used to repair clothing.

View a filmstrip on different
techniques used to repair
clothing.
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' fabric on either side of the
tear.

Ahead-of-Time Repairs Can
Eliminate Repair Problems

--Hem loose dr visible on right
side
.Re-hem ga rment.

--Dangling threads
.Bring threads to inside of
,garment and tie.

--Areas of stress
.Reinforce seams.

--Pockets, pleats, and' plackets
.in areas of stress

.Reinforce with hand stitches,

--Knees, elbows, and seat of
pants

.Reinforce with iron-on
patches. ".

--Frayed or weak buttonholes

.Rework by hand or machine.

Methods Used to Mend Clothing -

--Patching ,

.Covering a hole or tear with
fabric or fitting a piece of
fabric into the hole or *tear

--Darning =

.Using the grain line anchor
new yarns in fabric on all
sides of a hole or tear.

Factors to Consider before Mending
a Garment

--Location and size of the tear
or hole

--Shape of the area to.be
mended

--Fabric and its characteristics

Principles of Patching
--Cut patches on straight of-
grain and sew in place
matching threads in fabric.

--Match fabric detail or design
for the patch perfectly.

--Use fabric from the hem or
'facing for,the patch to niatch
perfectly.

-=Preshrink patch material to
prevent puckering after the
patched garment is laundered.

II_02i

Prepare a file of samples to
address specific repair
problems.

Interview older persons in che
community aboUt how clothing
budgets were stretched add
clothes use extended when
economic conditions were a prime .

consideration.. Share information
with the class..

Write an article for,the school
or local neWspaper ori a topic
such as preventive savings
through clothing care or ways to
extend clothes of times then and
now. Organize a competitive
writing effort through FHA.

View a demonslration on proper
repair techniques for patching
and/or darning.

Make a bulletin board on simple
repairs for clothing.

Repair_a piece of cloihing using
either patching or darning.

Arrange for a repair=kit.ro be
placed in the Home Econopics

department_for school use.,

Devise methods to replenish
supplies.

4 9



Principles of Darning
--Select thread that-blends
with garment. %

. --Use a fine needle and short
8inglé thread.

- -Work from right side of
fabric with no knots in
thread.

- -Use small stitches to draw

darning thread through

fabric being careful not to
draw thread too tight.

For an FHA Activity: Repair

usable clothing for donation
to a charitable agency for
distribution.

Demonstratewtkill in machine and/
or hand darning procedures.

RESOURCES

Textbooks :3

-Brinkley, J., Chamber1a1n, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking
(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, OcGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 303.

'Cross, A. Enjoying family living. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 352-357.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 273-280'.

Jones, J. Clothing-,-Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1977,96-102.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas A. Bennett Company, 1981, 185-190.

.

Strum, M., Grieser; E., Lyle; D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing '(3rd ed.). New York:-, Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 117. /

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexingtonf'Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 332-339.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1973, 243-247.

Bulletins

Consumer care guide for appai-el. Litrle Rock, Ark.: University of
Arkansas Cooperative gxtension gervice, 1978.

Cullen, M. Good Txooming nd calles care. .London, Eng.: Heinemann
Educational Books, Ltd., 1975/, 41-96.

Culp, B. Clothing care. Collhe 'Station, Tx.: Texas A & M University
Agricultural Extension SepVice, 1975

--
Daigle, C. W. Care guide for clothing. Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana

State University CoOperative Extension Service, 1975.

Mead, M. Care instructions. Crbana-Champaign, Ill.: University of.
Illinois CooperatiVe. Extension Service.

t
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

TOPIC EXTENDING CLOTHING RESOURCES

SUB-TOPIC teps in Recycli Garcents

OBJECTIVE Given imtnucti,onaZ pcocesses., textbook .614onmat.ion, and
actuat ganment evatuatiom, the student mitt be abte
detenmine the,steps to comb:len in necycting gaAments.

CONTENT .STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Factors to Consider before
Recycling a Garment

--Condition of garment
--Time involved

--Skills or ability to perform
the task

-.rCost

--Expectect 'results
---, -

Steps to Consider in Recycling a
Garment

--Why the garment is not being
worn as is

--Whether the quality of the
item i worth the time, money,
and effort to be expended

--If it can be repaired or
adjusted

- -Competencies needed to make
adjustment

--If it will be worn after
changes are made

Steps in Recycling a Garment
- -Find a garment to recycle.

.Individually worn garments

.Clearance-sales

.Garage sales
' --Determine why an item is no

longer worn in its current
condition. '

.Not fashionable

.Poor fit

.Needs repair

- -Determine solutions to make
the'item wearabie.

- -Obtain needed supplies,

Determine the feasibility of
recycling a specific garment or
item.for a garment.

Make at least one'minor and one
more difficult change in garments.
(It is important for students to
have determined how these garments
are to fit into their Wardrobe
before their time and the teacher's
time is used.) Show as many
changes as possible:

-Discuss possible sources of'
clothes suitable for'recycling:

Locate a garment that can be
recycled; suggest changes for the

)garment.

Replace broken, lost, or poor
quality buttons on garments.

Sew patches of choice to selected
garments.

Construct froi old garments one of
the folloWinv Book ba, make-up
bag, kerchief, scarf, etc. .
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--Perform necessary tasks to -
recycle garment.

RESOURCES
.

TextboQks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking ..,

/
'(4th ed.). New york: 'Webster Division, McGraw-Hill BoOk_CompanY4'
1977,-198.

.Cross, A.' Enjoying family Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B1
Lippincott Company975; 358.-

, ''J-.AA ,

Gawne, E. Dress. Ofn ed.,),, Peoria, Chas, A. Bennett Company,
1975, 622,

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977,0102-103;

Strum, M.; Grieeer, E., Lyle: & Roberts, J. Guide to modern,
clothing (3rd'ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973,'216-217. .

Bulletins

Clark, K. Today's look with yester8ay's clothes. 'Morgantown, W. Va.,:
West Virginia Cooperative Extension Service, 177.

Don't let your clothes get datedrecreate. Storrs, Conn.: University
of Connecticut Cooperative XXtension Service, 1976.

'Gotwals, L.M. -Recycle your wardrobe.' West Laiayette; Ind.: Purdue'
University Cooperative Extension Service,

Koester, A' W. Decieions about recycling clothing. Corvallis, Ore.:
Oregon State UniVersitY Extension Serliice,-1976.

LandrY, L. Clothes with a new look. Madison, Unive sity'og
Wisconsin Extension Service, 1975:

.

Rader H. ecycle your,unwearables. Knoxville, Tenn..: University of
Tennessee' Agricultural Extension Service,. 1972-,

Rags to riches. Lexington, Ky.: University of Kentucky CooPerative
-Extension Service, 1980.

,

Rankin, V, Clothes closet ecology. Columbia, Miss.:' Columbia
Fxtension,Division,' 1978.

'

'Recycle your wardrobe. Moscow, Id.: -University of Idaho,'Copperative
Extension Service, 1975.

Roberts,-W. J. & Moshet, K. L. -Second time"around'. Little Rock, Ark.:
University of Arkansas,Cooperatiye Extension,Service, 1978.

: Spiece, 4., Restyiing or remodeling a garment. Lincoln, Ne.:
". University of Nebraek-a-Lincorn Cooperative Extension Service, 1978.
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Wilson, R. A. Investment in dressing. University Park, Pa.:
-Pennsylvania State University Cooperative Extension Service, 1979.
Other Resources

Dewey, M. Teaching home economics to special_stddents. Portland,J. Weston Walch, 1976, 61-65.

.7
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"ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

kCEPTING CONSUMER RESPONSIBILITIES

Basic Rights

Given Auoutce4 to 4tudy, the 4trident witt be Ate, ,totat and dacu44 the basit tights and fie4pon4ibititie4
teganding the buying o6 clothing and/at iiabtic.

r-maNe.

k,CONTENT

Basic'Rights of Consumers
--Right to shop for,products
and seriiceS wi 4pressure

--Right to return faulty
1-products

--Right to receive individual
,attention to a complaint

--Right to clear gliai.antee
conditions

--Right to expect accurate and
truthful labeling on all
'products

6.6

STUDENT,LEARNING,ACTIVITIES

From neadings in resources, make a
list of rights and responsibilities
of the clothing consumer.

Prepare a bulletin board depicting
rights and responsibilities of the
consumer.

Role play situations related to
clothing Lonsumer rights and
responsibilities.

Use case studies that refer tb
consumer rights and

zesponsibilities. .Analyze studies
when shopping fdr clothing.

Write and present a'skit on the
problem of shoplifting -(FHA).

Determine abuses made to
merchandise by consumers. Explain
effect of these on clothing cost.

Consumer kesponsibillties
Interview people about their

--Handle store.merchandise
consumer responsibilities; find
out how many peOple know. and
exercise them.

Collect magazine and newspaper
articles desctibing donsumer.
responsibilities-.

Interview as.tore manager to
identify Vusiness concerns and'
generally accepted procedures for
addressing consumer encounters.

carefullY:.
.--Read and follow'product label

directions.
--Pay proMptly. for-productsf
--Report false advertising to-

the Federal Trade Commission.
. --Stay informed of consumer
. 'rights and store policies.
--Do.comparison shopping to
select product best suited
to individual needs.

5 4
6.6
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RESOURCES

Textbooks
%*

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. &Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking
, (4th ed.). New York: Webster Division,_McGraw-Hill-Book Company,

1977, 236-237,1g

Cincinnati Public Schools, Home Economics Department. Exploring
fabrics (4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill.: McKnight Publishing
Company1,977, 258-260, 286, 299, 303-304, 310.

Graef, J. & Strom J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill BOok Company,-1976, 28.

Kelly,- J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Pebria, Ill.:
Chas. A. Benhett Company, 1981, 10 .

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appea nce. South Holland,-Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977,'133.

Paolucci, B., Faiola, T. & Thompson, P. Personal perspectives (2nd
ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 197g,
242-244.

'Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Robert,s, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book

'Company, 1973, 144-161.

.
0
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a

ECONOMIC. ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

I ,

TOPIC ACCEPTING CONSUMER RESPONSIBILITIA

SUB-TOPIC Labels

OBJECTIVE Given a setection o6 tabeZ4, the student wite be abke to
identi6y the 6onot.6 oi &bets attached to a gatment.

Given di6lienent sets o6 govanment negutati0n4 on
&Wing taws, the <student mitt be abZe to identi6y

. the govanment nequiuments ion liouk di66ekent
&being acts.

Given exampted o &bets, the student wiet:be abte to
intetionet the nequited and/on vatuntany inioAmation
ptaced on textite tabeli.

Fottow.i.n a <study o egthative acts cleating with
gabniu, the student (vitt be abZe to descAibe how
tegistation on textite tabeting a66ect4 the conzumek.

CONTENT 1
STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

ins of Labels

--Printed identificafion on
bolt, rollers, or garment

-.-Identification woven or
printed on the selvage

--Printed labels secured to the
merchandise

--Hangtags
--Woven or printed labels

permanently attached to bolt
or garment

Methods of Labeling Garments
--Temporary cardboard tag
hanging from the garment

--Permanent label attached to
seam or facing

--Permanently stamped

Types of Labels

--Information labels

.Fabric construction, special
finishes, performance
Nualities, special care
instructions

--Brand labels

.Distinctive symbol for
specific manufacturer

^

Begin a file folder of hangtag
careinstructions for all items
_of clothing purchased during the
school year.

Write a letter of complaint to the
manufacturer of a faulty garment.

Prepare a display of personal
choice on the types of labels.

Wiite an essay of support for the
type depicted.

go.



- -Certification labels
.Tested by a laboratory to

desigvate standards of
quality

--Onion labels
.Garment made by'union

members practicing fair
working conditions

Wool Products Labeling Act 19,39
=-Type of wool fiber
7-Percentage of wool in a

garment

Tektile Fiber Products
Identification Act, 1960

--Generic name of fiber
--Percentages of fibers

- -Manufacturer's name or number
- -Country of origin if imported

Permanent Care Labeling Act, 1972
--Explain care and maintenance

required in regular use of
garment.

--ProVide warning statements
when the usual care methods
seem to apply but do not.

--Make consumer aware of
possible choices for care and
maintenance.

--Attach labels in a place
where they will be easily-
located.

--Ensure that labels will be
legible for life of garment.

- -Place labels on removable
garment parts.

Flammable Fabrics Act, 1967
- -Prohibits sale of highly

flammable wearing.apparel
--Developed stricter

flammability standar'ds for
wearing apparel

Required Information for Labels
- -Generic name

--Trade name
--Fiber content
--Finish.

--Care instructions

11-032

Write a consumer awareness article
on labeling for the local newspaper.

Divide into groups. Research
government requirements for the
various labeling acts. Summarize
information..

Define terms found on hangtags
and labels:

Collect labels from clothing items.
Mount on one page examples qf,
informative labels. Mount on a
second page examples of poor
iabels.
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Voluntary Information on Labels
--Size and/or dimensions of a

product

--Fabric name and description
--Yarn description

--Finishes that affect fabric
performance (Scotch Guard)

--Guarantees or standards
--Special qualities of the

product
--Construction

1.1-033

Determine information needed on
labels.

Bring a gaFment to class. Desiin
an original label including all
information4required.

Begin a file of labels and
hangtags. Establish a system
for proper filine and use.

Prepare an exhibit or a bulletin
board showing voluntrry
information on labels.

RESOURCES

TeXtbooks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking
(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 237-239.

CinCinnati Public Schools, Home Economics Department. Exploring
fabrics (4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill.:NsMcKnight Publishing Company,
1977, 305.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 288-289.

Cross, A. Enjoying fatily living. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.

e

. Lippincott Company, 1973, 290.

Draper, W. &'-Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
*Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 164-166, 188, 199, 519.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 170.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 138, 145-149, 250.

i)

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing.. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 26-27.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentite-
Hall, Inc., 1977, 121.

. Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. ,Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas.
A. Bennett Company, 1981, 107,.

Liddell, L. Clothes and-your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willtox Company, 1577, 143-148.

Oppenhein, I. Living today. Peoria, Ill.: Bennett PUblishing
COmpany, 1981, 102, 234.

Strum, M.,Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: 'Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973,,144-150..y

0( 58
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Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981; 127-129.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1973, 89.

Vanderhoff, M., Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Textiles for.home and
people. Lexington, Mass.: .Ginn and Company, 1973, 243-247.

46.
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

TOPIC ACCEPTING CONSUMER RESPONSIBILITIES

SUB-TOPIC Federal Trade Commission

OVECTIVE Fottowag aus di6m4.6ion and given nuomeez to 4tudy,
the 4tudent witt be abte to de6ine and exptain the
6unction o6 the Fedetat aade Commi64ion.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Federal Trade Commission

--Government agency charged
with the responsibility of
pr-eventing unfair practices

Function of Commission

7-Interprets and enforces,
various laws and acts which
protect the consumer

- -Prevents dangerously

flammable -fabrics, apparel,_
and interior furnishings from
.being marketed in interstate
commerce

Purpose of Federal Labeling Laws
- -Provide consumers with

information enabling the:hi to
select and/or care for
textile products

Care Labeling Rule

--Trade regulation established
by FTC on July 3, 1972

Provisions of Care Labeling Rule
--Clothing items and fabrics
manufactured or completed on
or after July 3, 1972 must
have permanent care labels.

--Care labels must be provided
with fabric purchases.

--Labels must explain care and
maintenance required in
regular use of garment.

- -Labels watning
statements when-the usual
care methods only seem to
apply.

Study references on ;he Fedexal
Trade Commission and prepare a
written report on the functions
of this agency.

Discuss the provisions of the
Care Labeling Rule and explain
how this rule benefits consumers.

,

Examine ready-to-wear garments
for permanent care labels.

A-
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--Labels should make consumer
aware of possible choices for
care and maintenance.

--Labels must te attached in
easily located places.

--Labels must be legible for
the life of the garment.

--Labels must be placed on
removable garment parts.

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & bhampion, F. Teen guide to homemaking
(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977,. 239.

Cincinnati Public Schools, Home Economics Department. ExplorinR
fabrics (4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill.: McKnight Publishing Company,
1977, 305.

Craig H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Li pincott Company, 1973, 249, 269.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 149, 159, 250, 368, 372, 376, 379.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 31, 41.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 105.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 133, 144, 146.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,
186.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw=Hill Book
Company, 1973, 150.

61
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CLOTHING CARE

TOPIC HOME LAUNDERING

SUB-TOPIC Procedures

'OBJECTIVES qtert <studying cettain lokocedult. u4ed 6ok the &uncle/Ling
prtoce44, the /student wae be abte to.pupdxe ctothes Tort
wa4hing.

Fottowing a cia44 daccazion and demonztAation on garment
rtepairo, the 4tudent witt,be abte to demomtnate
knowtedge and 412,itt o6 prteventative garment nepairt4.

Given 4evertat. exampte4 t6 'examine,.the 4tudent witt
be dbte to dekrtibe the e66ect o6 mshing on kip4 and
teart.4.

Given 6aet4 on 4ortting ctothe4 6oA the wa4h, the 4tudent
milt be abte to 4eparLate taundity into cottect waohtoad4.

X6tek ob4aving a demonistrcation on,taundeting

watek tegpercaturte On Zaundming.

di66ekent
£abtic4, the 'student be abte to -note the e66ect o6

Fottowing a demon,stAation on &Lying 4pecigc 6abAia in
an autoinatic drtyek, the 4tudent witt be.abte to determine
a prtocedurte 40h Vmiting wit.i.nktes in the &tying pitoces.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTiVITIES I

Preparing Clothes for Washing
--Mend any clothes that need
mending.

--Shake dust, dirt, or sand out
of pockets and cuffs.

--Close iippers, fasten hooks,
and secure buttons.

-i-Remove nonwashable items such
;as trim or belt.

- -Treat soil, spots, and stains.
- -Sort clothes before washing.

.Whites from colors to keep
whites looking white, bright;
and fresh

.Fibers that can be washed in
hot water (colorfast cotton
and linen) from fibers that
need a warm wash

(manufactured fibers and
special finishes)

.Heavily soiled from lightly
soiled_

Identify procedures for efficient
and.easy clothtng care.

Explain the importance of getting
clothes ready for the wash.

Describe what should be done.to
garments before putting them in
the clothes masher.

Discuss consequences for not
preparing clothes before washing.

Develop guidelines for sorting
clothes.

Discuss factors to determine

method of sorting the wash.

62
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Cut clothing pictures from
.Delicate articles from catalOg to "sort."
sturdy articles

Guidelines to Use in Washing
Clothes

-

--Water temperature
.Hot used on white or heavily 4

Demonstrate in a lab experiencsoiled clothes
the effect of temperature on.Warm used on permanent_press,
specific fibers.special finishes,and lightly

soiled clothes
Determine load size and why it is

.Cold used on bright and dark important not to oyerfill the
colors and washable woolens washing machine.

--Select appropriate cleaning
products for the wash load.

1i-03$

Discuss best water temperature
for washing different types of
fabrics:

--Size of load

.Read instruction book that
accompanies washer
.Load the washer loosely with
dry, unfolded clothes.
.Mix large and small articles
-for best results.

.Use smaller loads tor

manufactured fiber and
fabrics with special
finishes.

--Cycle and time
.Sturdy fabrics can.use a

regular cycle and longer
wash period:

.Knits,.permanent press, and
. delicae fabrics need the

'wish and gentle cycle. A

--Rinsing

.Use cold wker for
manufactured fibers and
permanent press to keep
wrinkle free.

Hand Washing Procedures

--Use water temperature that

is compatible.with type of
fabric and color.

--Select appropriate cleaning'
products for the wash load.

--Soak item of clothing-for
20-30 minutes.

--Gently wash item. Repeat
sudsing process if needed.

--Rinse item in several rinse
waters (from warm to cool).

--Use fabric softener in final
rinse, if desired.

Study the various wash cycles
available for washing. Discuss
the besttcycIe to use for
different fabrics and why.

Demonstr'ate the importance of
rinsing manufactured fabrics in
cold water to prevent creases
and wrinkles.

Observe a demonstration on the
use of the washing machine.

Describe steps to follow when
using the washing machine; Make
a chart :atid post- above the

.

machine.

Practice hand washing an item of
clothing. Compare results with
an item that has been washed by
machine. Note time sp4nt,
cleanliness; and ppearance.
Determihe,items which may best be
washed by hand and why.
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Drying Clothes
--Dryer advantages

--Dryer disadvantages

Methods of Drying Clothes
--Drip.dry

Jianging dripping wet

without squeezing.or
wringing

--Flat dry
.Garment placed on flat
surface, shaped to original
shape, and allowed to dry.

7-Automatic. dryer

--Line dry (indoor and. outdoor)

.Hanging clothes on line
following machine washing

Guidelines for Drying Clothes

--Read and follow care label
instructions for drying.'

--Dry lightweight and heavy
things separately for even
drying.

--Clothes will have fewer
wrinkles if removed from
dryer before fully dried.

--Dry colored and white clothes
senarately.

--Dry clothes thatproduce lint
separately.

11-039

Discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of drying clothes.

,

Analyze methods used to dry
clothes and determine method to

garment use for specific fibers and
garments.

4.0

Explain ways of getting best
results when using a home dryer.

View a demonstratim on use of
the clothes dryer. Decide on
type of -Clothes thatcan be dried
using each cycle.

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Chainpioh, F. Teen guide to homeMaking

(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 306-308.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 281-282.

Cross, A. Enjoying family living. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 348.

Crowley, C. All-about clothes.. New York: Gregg Division, McGraw-411
Book Company, 1978; 58-61, 67-68.

Draper, W.

Peoria,

Faiola, T.

Webster

& Bailey, A. Steps in_clothing skills (Rev. ed.).
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 189-190.

& Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to. clothing. New York:
Division; McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 134-135.
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Gawnf, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria,,I11.: Chas. A. Bennett'Company,
1?75, 258-264.

Jons, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
nc., 1977, 130-138.

Kel- y, J. & Eubanks, E. -Today's teen (Rev. dd.). Peoria, Ill.:has. A: Bennett ComPany, 1981, 179-182.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland,
lioodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 118-.124. '

Oppenhein, I. Living today. Peoria, Ill.: Bennett PublishingCompany, 1981, 242-243.

Strum, M., Grieser, E.., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern-Clothing (3r4 ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-HillBook Company, 1973, 125-126, 132-134.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes1 clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginnand Company, 1981, 1 9-183.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part o our world. Lexington, Mass.:. Ginnand ComPany, 1973, 136-138.

fl
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TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVE

47/

11-041 ,

CAREERS iN CLOTHING AND TEXTILES ,

.4;

PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS

Job Qualities, Basic Skills

Given inOnmation on pmsonat qua-U.124 needed OA a
job_and/m ecutee!L in ctOthing andloA textau, the
4tudent coat be stbte to detenmine'peuonat quat4icationz
needed by peuorus put6uing a caneek andloA job. 4.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Personal Qualifications for a Job
or Career in Clothing and Textiles
---Reliable
--Responsible
- -Cheerful

--Interested and willing to
learn

--Cooperative
- -Communicative

.Write sentences ind letters

.Read messages

.Understand and give
directions
.Explain situations

..Answer questioni

--Complete forms
- -Improve Mathematical skills

Qualities for Employability in
Textiles and Clothing

--Sewing skill
- -Attractive appearance
- -Creative

- -Aesthetic appreciation
- -Industrious

--Good memory
- :-Good'health .

- -Congenial

View the filmstrip: Getting Along
on the Job.

Summarize personal traits that can
help o e in a career.

Listen t'a.i.k by Employment
Counselor on personality traits
important for vocational
achievement. Summarize personal
qualities essential for a career
in the clothing'aad textiles area;

'Develop a bulletin board or display
using illustrations about people
who have made successful careers in
the clothing and textiles field.

(FHA) Sponsor a workshop,or
seminar on communication skills.

Role play selections using
'qualities that can help or may
hinder employability of a person.

Determine bow individual personal
traits are related to specified job
tasks. Write &job description and
identify the Orsonal-traits most
likely to be appropriate for that
jab.

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 40-44%

Liddell-, L. Clothes.and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodfleart-Willdox tompany; 1977, 308-310.

0 66
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Paolucci, B., Faiola, T. & Thompson, P. Personal perspective§ (*2.nd

ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978,
96-99.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts,
clo,thing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster
Book Company'; 1973, 169-171.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers.
. and Company,,1981, 34 347.

J. Guide to modern
Division, McGraw-Hilk

4

-Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Pa t of yobr world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Compariy, 1973, 251-25

Filmstrip.

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

Getting along on the job. Washington, D.C.: Changing Times
Educational Service.
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TOPIC

CLOTHING C6STRUCTIOR SKILL 9EVELOPMENT

SEWING EQUIPMENT

SUB-tbPIC Selectionk, Upe,,and Ca're Of Small Equipment-
: ,

OBJECi4IVES Given Auouncez to 4tudy; the 4tudent witt be abte to
aenti6y buic zewinequipment toed in comotAucgion.

Fag.tou.ng a demonotuition'o6 cuttinfr equipmen; the
4tudent mitt be. abte to deoutibe zuitabtelcutt:i.ng top&
needed lio)1. 4,ew.OL9%

11-043

G'iven zamptu 6'6 6abAic Ae..ady oJt maAking, tire 4tudent .

wiet be-abte to detenmine.the man/zing toot-needgil 6DA the '

givenAabnic. 4 *I

Gi.yen'inoitmation on mea6laing aid,S, the 4tudent wigt be.
abti to zeteCt and woe: Mgaating toot4 6on a 4pec:gic
zituation. "

G.4n-zamptt4 o6 othet zewing iboth, the'ztudent tate be'
abte to Lizt and exptain othet zewing toot4 needed 6°,4
zucCeuliut.machinezewing.

Aeit ob.seit.ving a demonztAatecin on ihe

equipment, the 4tudent wite be abte to
u6g o6 4peci6ic zewing equipment.

Givgn a vatigty.o6 zewing equipment, the ztudent wiee be
abte to'exptaik how tcy.eane 66k zetatng wipment use:din.
conztAuction.

u,se (4 'sewing

deMonotAate pitopeA

'

, CONTENT,

:Basic Sewing Equipment
--Hand sewing needles
--Pins
--Pin cushion and emery bag

-Dresspaker,shears and
scissors

--Thread clippers
--1.Pinking shears

- -Measuring equipment

--Marking tools
--Thread
--Thimbles
- -Sewing box

Cutting Tools
,-Shears

--Scissors
--Pinking shears

STUDENT' LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Identify the,basic small equipment\
used'in construction. Group tools
and supplies according to area of
use or function..

Make and decorate a personal
sewing box or purchase-one.



_

--Scalloping shears

--Buttonhole.scissors

Marking SUpplies
--Tracing.wheel
-7-Dressmaker's carbon paper
--Tailor's chalk and pencil

Measuring Aids
- -Tape measure

--Sewing gauge
--Skirt marker
- -Yardstick or meterstick

Other Sewing Tools
--Needles: sharps, betweens,
crewel

- -Pins: dressmaker, silk,
ballpoint

--Thread: cotton and synthetic
--Thimble
--Seam ripper

Use and Care of Sewing Equipment
--Safety
- -Convenience

--Productivity

Storage of Equipment

--Considr use location,
- -Determine placement, safeeY
--Review space

ro
requirements;:

11-044

Collect and place in a sewing
box the most essential small
sewing equipment.

flemonstrate theiproper way to use
'cutting tools, marking tools, and
measuring tools.

Show Doi", to use small equipment,
safely.

Demonstrate how large and small
sewing equipment,,should be cared
for and stored.

RESOURCES

Textbooks '.

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, l',., 'Teen guide to homemaking
0(4th ed.). New YOrk: Vebster Division, NcGraw-Hill Book.Company,
1977, 319-:Vr.

,

, ,.

Draper, W. & BaNy, A. Steps in clothing skill (ReV. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, Inc 1978, 228-241.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. Guide to clothing. New York: ePster
. .Division, gcGraw...tHill Book Company, 1982, 253-F259..

. . A

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing, Mew York; ,Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976?145-1.58.

,.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:' Prentice-Hall
,

. Inc., 1977. 10-17. '
. ,' ! ,

N

.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). eorja, Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 206-207. r

o
. r

Liddell, L. C]lothes and your appearance. SOO' Holland;
,

Goodheart-Willcox.Company, 1977, 207-212. . ' 6 '4%. .
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Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster.Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 219-237.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues,and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginnand Company, 1981, 205-211.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginnand Company, 1973, 156-159.



TOPIC

SUB:TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

-047

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

SEWING EQUIPMENT

Use of Sewing Equipment (Sewing Machine)

Fottowing a 4tudy f.,6 the 4eceing machbte, the

4tudekt mdt be abZe to identi6y and match pa'iJ. o th
zewing machine to theit &Diction.

Given inionmation on thteading the zewing machine, th
4tudent witt be abZe to identiliy the bazic thteading
point's on a ?Awing machine.

Given toots and matet4, the 4tudent wite be abZe
to demón4tnate how to thtead and openqte the zeaing
machine.

qten, puctice 4titching on the 4ewing machine, the
6tUdent cat,e. be abZe to 6titch Ltnaighteine,s, Lew
au/Lye's, and twin cotnetz.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Essential Parts of Sewing Machine
--Hand wheel
--Bobbin winder
--Stitch, length dial
--Tension regulator
--Thread guides
--Take-up lever
--Spool pin

--Bobbin ease

Threading the Sewing Machine
--Winding the bobbin
--Position of needle
--Threading the upper part of

the sewing machine 4

- -Threading the lower part

Operating the Sewing Machine
- -Lighting

--Posture
- -Speed control

- -Stitching a straight line
--Stitching cdrners and.curves
--Stitching a circle

Study and compare
different models.
and the functions
parts.

Relate the sewing
kinds of machines

the parts of
Learn the names
of the different

machine to other
operated by

Display large chart on how to
thread the machine. Discuss the
difference in the'different models.

Thread the machine and.fill the
bobbin.

Practice stitching by following
lines drawn on paper or lines of
a seam allowance on a pillow tdp
or miniature item.

6 71
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RESOURCES

TEnabcroks

Brinkley, J. & Aletti, A. Altering ready-to-wear fashions. Peoria,
Chas.%' A. Bennett Company, 1976, 328-333.

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing., Phflad1phia,Pa. J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 96-100.

Cincinnati Public Schools, Home Economics Department. Exploring
fabrics-.(4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill.: McKnight Publishing
Company, 1977, 45-53.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Chas. A. -Bennett Company, 1978, 242-257.

1.10

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill-Book Company, 1982, 243-252.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.)..-Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 512-524.

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction
(6th. ed.). Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1979, 9":12.

1

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.)., Peoria, Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 221-225.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland", Ill.:

'Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 212-216.

Strui, M., Grieser, E., Lyle,-D. & Roberts, 'Guide to modern
4lothing (31-11 ed.). New York: Webster Division; McGraw-Hill' s.

Book Company, 1973, 287-299.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues,and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 198-203.

.4
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STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

II- 049

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC PATTEM SLEdTION

SUB-TOPIC Commercial Patterns

OBJECTIVES Given commekciat pattan sampte4, the student witt be
abte to identi6y the vaAious types o6 Commekciat
patteoz used by consume/a.

Given 4e4ourtce4 to study; the student wit&be abte to
name the ctitertia used .to setecta be9inne4 and/ok
advanced pattetn.

. -

CONTENT

Patteins
--Basic to sewing

Uadely Publicized Brands of
Commercial Patterns.

--Butterick
--McCall's
- -Simplicity

- -Vogue'

- -Kwik Sew

Buying Patterns
--Department stores
- -Variety stores

.--SpeAialty shops
- ,-.Magazines

--Mail .catalogs/papers

Selecting Beginners' Pattern
- -Pattern with few pieces
- -Simple ne'ck finish

--Sleeve or armhole finish
--Few seWing.details

Selecting idvaneed Pattern
- -Large number of pieces

--Much cOnstruction detail
--Cgmbining parts of patterns

.FactArs Affecting PatternChoice
--Kind of item one will make
i--Type of'fabric being used
- -Figure type and pattern size
- -Sewing ability -

.--Availability of funds for
payment of needed materials

Select an easy-to-make pattern.
Explain regsonS for choice.

Compare examples of different
brands of patterns.

Assemble a list of stores and
brands of commercial patterns that
are available in.your community:

Display an easy-to7make pattern.

Demonstrate haw a pattern can be
uniquely personalized.

Compare patterns to determine the
most difficult.

Demonstrate how to transfer
pattern pieces (Ex: sleevest
collars, --etca).

Select a pattern for a project.

7 3



Categories of Patterns used by
Pattern Companies

"--:.F.ast and Easy.

,Simple to sew with.few
'pieces

--Special How-to-do
.Detailed instructions for

_ specific construction on
garment-(collar)

--Special Fabric Patterns
.Designed for specific fabric
(stretch knit)

--4.1u1ti-sized patterns

.Adjustable ormulti-cutting
lines "and/or extra

instructions for altering or
fitting

--Specialized-design patterns-
.Basic, classic, casual,
contemporary, or designer
-looks

II-050

Categorize selected patterns from
the major pattern companies.
Defend the decision(

Determine reasons for placing a
specific pattern in a category.

Prepare a bulletin board to show
patterns that illustrate each of
the categories used by pattern
companies.

RESO ES

Textbooks

Draper, W. & Bailey, A, Seeps in clothing skills (Rev. ed. ). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas A. Bennett Company, 1978, 270-274.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:-
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 259-267.

-

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: ChaS- A. Bennett Company,
_J975, 609.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. toncepts in clothing-- New York:, Webster
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 159, 162-163.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc.--; 1977, 35-36.,

Kelly, J. & Eubanks,'E.-Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria; Ill.:
Chas A. Bennett Company, 1981, 193, 197, 260.

McDermott, I Norris', J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria,,Ill.: Chaa A. Bennett Company, 1976,
256-257.

New Simplicity sewing book% New York: Simpliaty Pattern Company,
1979, 21-723.

,

Strum,M;, priesdr, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern -

clothing "(3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division,-McGraw-Hill Book
CoMpany,- 1973, 239-241.
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TOPIC

. SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVES.

11-051

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKId. DEVELOPMENT

PATTERN SELECTION

Size and Measurement

Using int5o4mation on tiiguke types, thestudent aultt be
abte to.desertibe the ydm/4 6iguke types.

.

Fotto*ng a demonstnation, the student witt be abte to
tdke accukate body measukements sok iddttekn setection.

With.body measukements and alioAmation on iiguke types,
the student witt be abte to detekmine peksonde pattexyl
type and size.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

. Guidelines to Determine Category
for Figure-type

- 7-Compare personal basic body
measurements with the various
figure-type categpries in a
pattern book.

--Use try-on patterns of non-
. woven fabric.

- Use sample garments or shells.

Basis for Selecting Pattern Type

--Basic bOdy measurements
-0-Back waist leng,th-(for.girls

and wamen)-

- -Overall'body build

Categories of Figure Types
--Junior Petite,
- -Junior

Petite-
- -Misses- ---

.--Half-size
- -Women's

--Meres
--Children

Categories of Figure-Types for
Pre-Teens and/or Teenage Grqups

1-Girls ,

--Young Jiinior/Teen.
--Chubbies-0-

--Boys

.Select a partner and use standard
tools to take measurements -

required by each person. Make a
chart of the measurements for each
person.

'Make personal measurement charts
"using metric measurements.

Refer to evall chaft- on figure
types and list figim types.for
whieti-patterns_are

buli'etin board

illustrating vaxious.

characteristics..of-different
figure types.

- 75
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To Determine Pattern Size
--Bust measurement/chest
measurement
.Blouses, dresses, coatg, or
shirts, jackets

--Hip measurement
.Fitted skirts
.SlackS

.Shorts

--Waist-measurement
.Skirts with fullness
.Trousers/slacks

Other Factors to Consider if Size
of Pattern Falls Between Sizes

--Body build
- -Desired:fit

--Consider measurement area(s)
of greatest agreement

- -Type of garment

410'

Principles of Measuring for a
Pattern

- -Measure over the
undergarments.-

=-Take measurements snugly.
--Have someone help take body-
measurements.

- -Use an accurate measure of

non-stretchable material.
- -Keep measurement tools around

the body parallel to the
floor.

--Stand straight and relaxed.
--Tie string around natural.
waistline prior to taking
actual measurement.

bend.elbow to
. Measure sleeve length.

Selecting Pittern Size
- -If bust measurement fells

between tWo sizes, select
the larger or smaller size
according to other
measurements.

- -If measurements fall between
pattern sizes and bone
structure is small, select
smaller size patterrh

"-=If thejigure is fullei
through the bust than other
parts of tHe,body, seleet
pattern one size Smaller than

11-052

Identify'body measurements that
are necessary for selecting
pattern size. -

Analyze 'personal figure type.
Discuss other factors to consider
if pattern does not fit exactly.

Demonstrate how
measurements.

Take and record
measurements.

to take body

individUal body

4

Use pattern Size charts to
determine pattern type and size
th'Si best corresponds to

individual body measurements.

Bring ready-made garment to class.
Measure garment in same ared--as

,

for pattern. Compare sizing,

7g
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the bust measurement,

--For skirt's, slacks or pants,
buy pattern by waist

ieasurement; if hip
measurement Is larger than
the pattern buy pattern by .

hip measurement and adjust
pattern at waist.

--For shirts, consider neck
size, shoulder width, and
sleeve length.

Types of Ease in Patterns
--Basic

.Ease that pattern companies
allow in excess of the basic
body measurements

--Design

.Amount of ease is dependent
upon design or style of
pattern,

-Styles with fashion details
calling for fullness will
have more ease.

-Tight-fitting and strapless
styles have less ease.

-Patterns designed for knits
_ have less ease because rd.

elasticity of fabric.

1

RESOURCES'

Textbooks

11-053

_ ___-.-__.-

,

Bishop E. & Arth, M. The bishdp mothod of clothing construction
(R rJp ed.. Philadelphia, Pa.:- J. B. Lippincott Company, 1966,

: 31- 5 6.
.

'Brinkley, Ji, Chamberlain,-V.'& Champion-, FTeeP_guide to homemaking
.

*(4th ed.). New York:- Webtiter Division, McGraw-Hill Botk Company,
1977, -335-342:

44.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in nothing skills. .(Reir. ed.).- Peoria,
Ill.: Chas A. Bennett COmpany, 197.8, 275-288.

.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas A... Bennete Company,
1975,-461-470.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts-in clothing. New York: yebster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976,-160-165.

.

Jones, J. ClothingYour way- Englewood Cliffd, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977, 38-40.

p.

7
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Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen
A. Bennett Company, 1981, 193-200,

New Simplicity sewing book. New York:
1979, 12-20.

11-054

(Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas

Simplicity Pattern Company,

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to.modern clothing
(3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1973, 240-247.

The vogue sewing book° (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Division,
American Can Company, 1973, 104-111.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothesurclues, and careers.
and Company, 1981, 2r5-219.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part of your world,
and Company, 1973, 163-166.

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
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° CLOTHING.CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC PATTERN SELECTIONS

SUB-TOPIC Packet Information

:OBJECTIVES, GiviiiwatetZa )60- patteu 6etection and inionmation,
the ztudeni wilt be abte to 6elect a zu,itabte patte4n
and ebnuet 6abt2 c yandage.

Given a'Apeciiic,patteu the 4tudent witt be abte to
inteout inlionmati,on inctuded on a pattan envetope,
guide <sheet and pattetn piece-6.

00

CONTENT ISTUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES 1

Pattern'Information
--Pettern envelope :

--Guide sheet
--Pattern pieces

Pattern Envelope
--Front

.Styles and diIfetent views

.Reference nuMber.

..Size and meesuremente,

-.Pattern COMpanyi::

.Rack vieW(s) of the *em
7,Suggeqted fabrics

, ,.Yardage requirement ..for

Jdifferent siies,',viewt, and
widthijefibiio
;List of_semlili no4ons'

.IllustratiOns ofTnattern.
piedei
,Garment measureMent,'

Guide Sheet----

.
varias

,

lmftern:ofies,- fabriC widths,

-=-4-40-..1-tsttifiBddiredtipns
:Simple:alteration ideas .

,.

---,,,-Terms defined

Examine a pattern. List kinds o
information provided.

Reproduce the front and back of a
pattern envelope. Discuss kinds
of information provided on
enVelope.

Uping a pattern envelope, find
the f011awing,and record on a
chart:

.Select a view.

.Determine yardage for yogr-
size.

7

...Libt notions needed to'
constructitem.
.List pattern. pieceb needed
forview selected,.

t

id-groups.to anatze
,fnformation included one 'guide
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RESOURCES

Textbooks
Bishop, E. & Arch, M. The Bishop method of clothing 'construction

(Rev. ed.). Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1966,

Draper, W.
Peoria,

Faiola, T.
Webster

Gawne, E.
1975, 5

& Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.).
Ill.: Chas A. Bennett C4mpany, 1978, 323-341.

& Pullen, J. The'McGraw-Hill guide to c36thing. New York:
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 260-263.

Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas A. Bennett Company,
38.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York Webster -
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 167, 178. -

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977, 14, 30, 37, 38, 39, 66-67.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed..). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas A. Bennett Company, 1981, 201-202.

New Simplicity sawing book. .New York: Simplicity iattern Company,
1979, 21-27.

.

The Vogue sewing book (Rev.. ed.). New York: Butterick Division,

0
Vand

erican Can Company, 1973,'112-116.

rhoff, M. Clothes, clues, andaareers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
nd tompany, 1981, 220-224.

80
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CLOTHING GONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOfc FABRIC SELECTION

OBJECTIVES. A6teA keading saecied kel6eAence4 on iab4ic setection,
'the 4tudent wit& be abte to determine 6actoxs that,w.itt

the.choice o6 6abtic 6o4 a given 4it4ation.

Given7n6ormatiOn on shopping 6o4 6abticb, the student
toitt be ,abte to idematy quatity 6abkics.

iipon.the_comptetion o6.tesson on setecti.ng 6abkies eok .

vartious needs, the 4tadent witt be abte to select 64om
the suggested t,Lt on back o6 a-pat-Win envao0 6a6A,Zu
suitAbte 6o4 a pant(lcut4A, item,

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Vocabulary
--Grain" --Bias

.'--Lengthwise yarns --Selvage
--Crosswise yarns

Factor's Affecting Choice of Fabric
--Style of garment
--Figure type

--Individual clothing need
--Sewing ability
.1Purpose of garment

Characteristics of Fabrics
'Suitable for Beginners

--Firm weave

--Medium-weight fabric
--Solid colOrs or small all-

,

over designs
--Moderate price
--Easy care
--Durable
--Stable quality
--Suitability to pattern

I .

Shopping for Fabrics
--Look for fiber conterit,

fabric width, and finish.
--Check for shrinkage.

.--Observe wrinkle-resistance.
--Note the grain of woven

--Secure a nprmanent care label.
Examine tare labels and note

.difference in care .

requirements and symbols.

;

Illustrate. the fabric terms .

Display the illustration.

Read available resources on
'selecting fabric and cite factors
that will affect the choice of
fabric for a project.

Construct bulletin board using
fabric samples suitable for
specific apparel.

Examine two different grades of
the same type pf fabric. Compare,
care, price, use,and appearance. ,

Visit a fabric shop Or department:
store. Identify the'decision One
must make and ow one's knowledge
of textiles and fabrics rplates to
sound consumer de'cisions.4 Wiit4
a report.



Common Fabric Defects
"Flaws in yarn
--Tears or cuts
-,Color changes in fabric piece
--Excess sizing
--Misprinted pattern

Selecting Specific Fabrics
--Wovens

.Correct grain lines

--Knits

.Test stretch and recovery
of knit fabric by using the
knit gauge on the pattern
envelope.

.Check for wrinkle and run
resistance

--Plaids, stripes, napped,or
one-way designs
.May need to P-urchaseextra
amounts of fabriC
.Fold fabric to match stripes
or Plaids.

.Lay.all pieces of patfern in
same direction on fabric.

Considerations when Selecting
Fabric

--Be sure that line, Olor,
texture, and designs.
complement the figure,'
coloring, and personality.

--Select fabric appropriate
. ": for the pattern.

--Be sure that the fabric is
suited for the intended use

. of the garment.
--Use natural light o look

at the fabric.
--Read the label.

RESOURCES'

. TextbOoks

Examine fabrics before purchasing.
Identify any defects present dn
cloth.

Working in groups, list factors to
cOnSider when selecting fabric for
specific garments. Visite fabric
shop and identify, appropriate
fabrics to use for specific
garments. '

Discuss problems associated with,
use of plaids, stripes,or one-way
designs.

Demonstrate how to lay a specific
pattern On fabric with special
considerations.

Divide into small groups. Each
group selects a fabric and
coordinates with a suitable
pattern. Share findings with
class members:

Brinkley, J., Chamberlian, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide t.09,11omemaking
(4th ed.)."New York: WebsterDivisdon, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 323-327..

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewiT
Uppincott Company, 1974, 19-21

& Pullen,
Webster Division,

,Philadelphia, Pa.:: J. B.

J. The McGraw7Hi1l guide to'clothing. New york:
McGraw-Hill.Book Company, 1982, 266-267;

(3awne, E. ,Dress (4th ed.).
1975, 479-480, 591, 608.

A

Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company',
r
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, ,

Graef, J. & Strom, J.. toncepts in clothing. New York: Webster.
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 170,-174:

,
,

'1:,
. _ .

,

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit meined of clothing gonstruction
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University Press, 1.979, 22-23.

r ,

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. -Engkawood Cliffs, N. Je: tPrentice-Hall,...
Inc., 1977, 30.

,,--

.

,

.'
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC FABRIC CONSIDERATIONS

SUBTOPICS Fabric Preparation
Woven, Kni,t, Nonwoven

OBJECTIVES Given avaitabte tuoutce4 to atudy,-the atudent witt beabte to deeine'teAms that au a4bociated;*th
6ab/tic.6.

Given iniotmation dn paintine4, the Astudent witt be
.abte to identi6y charmateztia 06 di66etent gnaintine4.-

Fottowing a demonzttation, the 4tveent witt be abte to
exptain,di6ien.ent method's caed don. 6tnai9htening

Given zupptie4 and matetiatis, the ztudent witt be abieto demonzttate two way's to make eabtic thitead pet6ect:

Given 6upptie4 and matekiatz, the 6tudent witt be abte
to dem&sttate two way6'to make a'eabnic gtain peqect.
Given eabnic zampte,s, the,6tudent witt be abte to
demonztAate an adceptabte method eot pte-dshAinking
eabtiu.

CONTENT
STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Terminology
--Crain

--Fitting or crosswise graih
- -Selvakes

- -True bias

-Pre-shrunk
- -Thread perfect

--Grain perfect
- -Warp oi lengthwise geain

--Bias.grain
--Off-grain

--Straightening the'grain

Characteristics of Grain for Woven
Fabrics

--Lengthwise grainparallels
the lengthwise threads
.Fabric strong, stiff, and
least likely to stretch

--Crosswise grain--perpendicuLer
to.the lengthwise grain
..Less strong, less stiff, and

Define and illustrate the terms
associated with fabric preparation.

Show On Samples Lhe various
grainlines in woven, knit,
nonwoven fabrics by dr.4win,
in with pencil, ink, or a marker

. 841 tt,



stretches.

--Selveges--smooth finished
lengthwise edges of woven
fabric
.Strong and stiff

--True biasdirection of the
fabric 45 degrees from the
lengthwise and crosswise
grains
.Stretches

.--Biasany fabric direction
Qther than lengthwise,
crosswise, or true bias
.Tendency to stretch

Chacteristics of Grain for Knit
Fabrics

--Ribs (wales)--lengthwise
grain 0

- -Courses--crosswise direction

Characteristics of Nonwoven
Fabric's

--Lengthwise 'grainleast
stretchy direction

--Crosswise grain--most
stretchy direction

Fabric Widths
--18, 22, and 25 inches

.Interfacing fabricswoven, ;

knOlyinonwoven
--35-36 inches

.Cottone, cotton blends, silk
- -42, 44, 'end 45 iLthes

.CottOn b f ds Woven
synthe cs, silk<some
nomw,Oen fabrics/r

- L54-6(rinches

.Woo $, )(nits
.--72 inches

.Knits

'

I I- 062

Draw the lengthwise grain and
crosswise grain on a knit fabric.

et`

Find examples of nont4oven fabric,
Observe the amount of stretch in
the various grains. ,

-"-"ifN

Collec samples af different fabric
width . Label fabrics and widths.

StKaigbten fabric Ends (Thread
Perfect) .

- -Tearing

- -Pulling a thread
--Cutting aloft a

ise'thre
- sti g a th
.lengt ise

Straighten Febr
Perfect)

--Pulltng the diagonal
(except

- -Steam pr ssini.

,Explain,and deMonstrate the
different methods used to' ,

straighten the fabric ends. .

Mount samples of fAbrics that can
,.be made thread pdrfect by cutting
along a woven design.

Discuss various methods used to
straighten fa ric grain in woven
and knit4 fabrics 4%



4

- -Submerging in 'water (use with
washable fabrics only)

--Marking with chalk on knit--
place lengthwise grain of
folded fabrid against one
side of a square table or a
cutting'board.

Pre-Shrinking Fabric
--Submerge in warm water, dry
-on A flat surface, steam
pvess

- -Prefessional dry7cleaning
- -Not necessary to pre-shrink

Sanforized fabric

--Shrink interfacings, zippers,
and trims when seftnking
fabric

1iressing Fabric

--Remove wrinkles.

--Press out center fold of
fabric.

II- 063

Demonstrate ht.y.,to straighten

fabricgrain bY:making a fabriC
length grain perfect.

DemonstrateOseveral ways to
pre7shrink fabric.

Shaw how to pres; fabric on,
correct grain.

00-

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Brinkley, J.,
(4th ed.).
1977, 286.,

Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking
New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
326-327.

Butns, M. & BiShop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.; J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 58-63.

Draper, W. & Bail4, A. teps in clothing sskifls (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 306-308, 80-84.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill'Book Company, 1982, 264-270.

cawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 1E4, 486-489.

r
Graef, J. 4:Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New Yorkr Webster

DiviSion, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 186-189.

Iowa Hdbe gconomics Aisociation. Unit method of clothing lonstruction
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa.State UnUersity Press, 19 9, 23-25.

Jones, J. ClothingYour Way.'" Englewood Cliffs, N. j.: Prentice-
Hall, Inc.,, 1977, 20, 23, 28-29, 68.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 213-216.

Liddell, L- Clothes and your appearance. 'South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 247-249.
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McDermott; I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking fol.' teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria; Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,
263.

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Compani,
.1979, 77-79, 81.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle; D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973; 257-268.

The Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Division,
American Can Company, 1973, 165-169.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 212-214.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and,Company, 1973, 169-170.

Bulletins
-

Bibs, L. Preparing fabric for use. Lincoln, Ne.: University of
Nebraska-Lincoln Cooperative ExtensionIService, 1980,

Clothing for teens. Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana State Univers'ity
Cooperative Extension,Seryice, 1980, 8.

Landry, L. Preparing fabric for cutting. Milwaukee, Wis.: University.
of Wisconsin Cooperative-Extension Programs, 1969.

Minifie, F. Fingertip fashions. New Brunswick, N. J.: Rutgers University,
1977, 16-17. '

,

Rader, H. & Potter G. Basic sewing techniques. Knoxville, Tn.:.
University of Tennessee, Agricultural Extension Service, 1976,
11-12.



'TOPIC

SUB-TOPICS

OBJECTNgt

CLOTIiING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVE6PMENT

PATTERN PtgAAATION, ALTERATION, AND
PLACEMENT

Pattern Symbols,
Selecting Pattern Pieces

Wen. 4tudying 4etected Ae,soun.ce4 and viewing
exampte4 o pattan piece4, the 4tudent wiit be abte to

4ymbo.e6 abed on patteu piece4.

Given a pattan and 4peciiic vie:iv, the 4tudent witt be
abte to ehooze patteAn piece4 nece44at4 tio't con4tAucting
a clothing item.

-

'496

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES I,

Symbols on Pattern Pieces
--Guideposts used for proper
placement and construction

Number of Pattern Markings
--Vary with detail and style

of item

Identification of Pattern Piece
--Pattern company .

--Size
7-Name of pattern.piece
--View number or letter
--Number or letter of pattern

piece

--Terms in multiple lansuage

Symbols for placing, Cutting,
Marking, and_Constructing

--Dots.
--Seam line -
--Notches 4-

--Directional stitching
arrows

--Darts ;4)
- -Buttonholes

--Solid lines
- :-Cutting lines

--Straight Grain
- -Alteration Lines
- -Fold Lines.

Explain why symbols are used on
pattern pieces. Collect and mount
examples of symbols used on
patterns.

0

Review transparency on how to
interpret a pattern. Using a
commercia/ pattern, locate and
list the symbols used to
identify tl pattern piece..

List the different symbolS
printed on pattern pieces. Explain.
the meaning of the symbols.

Prepare a set of flash cards for
identifying pattern symbols and
their use.

Perform the activity on'.

identifying.pattern symbols.

Devise game for reviewing pattern
symbols or for use withspersons
with limited mental capabilities.

I.
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Considerations for Selecting
Pattern Pieces

- -Size

- -View to be used

II- 066

Select a pattern. Determine
which pattern pieces in the
envelope will be needed to
constructsa specific size and
view.

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Brinkley; J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion,di. Teen guide to homemaking

(4th ed.). New York: Webster Divisiar, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 346-348.

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
LiPpincott Company, 1974, 86-88.

Draper,^W: & Railey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 330-331.

Faiolai T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to-clothing. NeW York:
Webster Division, kcGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 262-264.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Chas. A. Bennett Company,
. 1975, 474. .

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 181-183.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977. 66-68.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas.
A. Bennett Company, 1981, 208.

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 28-29, 80, 82.

-Tar

Strum, M., Grieser,-E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
. clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book

Company, 1973, 270-271.

The Vogue sewing book "(Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Division,
American Cap Company, 1973, 117-119.

;Is Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass:: Ginn
and'Company, 1981, 222.
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TOP IC;

SUB- TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

-

- 4

CLOTHING C_ONSTRUcTIGN :SKILL2:DeVELOPMgNI'
/- -;

PATTERN PREPAkAT ION , -ALTERATION; --AND:
,

PLACEMENT .

Placement

II-067

_ -i - ,

Gi n.ven e6ouAc6 to; study, thk.:i-tatitit.t 1,4.Litt ,itie-'abte

tiist the iac-toitz ,,to., eafizii*A-;:in:-..01-deih4- -Ile ,-i.1:67 ;I. ,<In-

liaimic.. -f .
-.--, ...--. ,----- .-,:. _"..-

AliteA 4tudyin9..maAlif4g4C_;:rikf-pti;drgiii-ixec4 ;:thz audent

mitt be abte ta latent4y.-.77.1afuking4,d4ied, iot patteirn

ptacement,

a'Aeview ofavaiZa4te-intoton-onAab,-the,'
. -

student witt b'e 'abte to det&Unine'the 4.3:ght.a0 wAong,
-side .06 a 6(th/tic.

-

Ae't 6tudying.inlioAmation owc opd tiabiaa6;,
the 642.dent U be'abte to demorit.he.,4nd5. o6' -

6abnic liotdo neceiszaty,;66k-',MCO.y.out.o6 ayatt6tm_-!--:'

Given 'ittuatAationa 6i patekn'p.eacem&t.,s, the'ztudent
wite be abte to zeteth-coiviect.-patteAn tayout sok
the width, the typtW..id:b4c.-F-and tke pattewdezign Or'
the chozen ,
Given zupptZez and mateli,C44;-the /student witt (:pe. abte,_

to demonatAate the ptacemeneoli a pattm onzaeeted

"

CONTENT

Patt Layout
-= agram showins how each

ettern piece ig laid on
e f bric

Rea ns for
ve time,

-,-Eliminate./placement problems

of 1:)tterns.

--Avoid extra.expenses..
.

Selecting a.Pattern Layout
--Patte'r'ff size/

view r style
--Width and..type of fabric

Determine Right Side of Fabric
--Observe outside while fabric

is. folded on the bolt.

41.

90

STUDENT LEARNING 1ACTIVITIES I

Demonstrate knowledge of.patte-rn.

Discuss reasons Ior iiging a

prescribed patte n layout.

Students wilI circle information
on the pattern envelOpe which is
reqUired for selecting he

'correct pattern layout.

Using pattern pieces for a simp,le
blouse (size 10 arid 16) and pieces,
of fabric (same yardages tut

2 4
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4,

--Examine fabric for flaws and
defects.

--Right side selvage is
usually smoother,

.--Right side of weave dsually
looks more finished thanthe
wrong side.

Types of Folds
--Open fabric

.Fabric in a single thicknessi
is spread out flat, usually
with the right side up.

- -Lengthwise center fold--fold
in which the selvages are
even and parallel to the fold

- -Lengthwise fold less than
half the fabric width--a fold
in which one selvage is
parallel to the other and the
width of the fold is adapted
to the pattern pieces.

- -Crosswise center fold--fold
is crosswise ai center ending
with two complete, full-
width layers of fabric and
even alignment to the ends.

--Off-center crosswise fold--
fold is less than half the
fabric length, in which one
end is parallel to the other
and t1e length of the.fold is
adapted to the pattern piece

--Double fold,--fold is made by
opening the fabric out flat
and folding in ihe two ends
of.the two sides with the
ends of selvages meeting or
lying-parallel to each other.

--Combination fold--combining
two-or more,types Of folds
with one pattern layout

fOld--madeoby folding
the selvage parallel to the
'crosswise grain,

1

Pattern Maikings for Placement':
- L.Stiaights'grain of..the fabric

line'with arrows'
a't both ends io help one.

place Ole pattern piece on
.the.line with the fabriC
grain-

.

different widths: 36%, 45", 541$),
work in small groups to determine
length of each width of fabric
needed for the given blouse siie.

Examine differenttypes of
fabric-samples. .Determine right
side of fabric samples.

Discuss' reasoas for knowledge of
fabric folds.

Demonstrate differenttypes of
fabric folds 'that can be used for
pattern placement..

es

,

Study a attern and'identify. =W--
markings.designed)or placement.

I.
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, . .

/ -:'..,. ., . ,
,

t. -: : ,

7-Fq1a,

curved .into ,briOcets **ate-.

'that pattern edie-mUst h'e
plACed on.fqld of ;fabric aa
well as cln.he grain

-Ttulei 'for .Laying Pattern Yieces on
- fabric

--Circle the layout which:best
deadribes the type and width .

of ihe fahrid.
--Fold the fabric as suggested-

by the guide sheetf,

4-,Viace pattern pieces an the
, fabric aconsrdin'g ta the-

. a%etch.

Other Ouidelines4for: Laying
Fattern op Fabric-.

--Layiarge.pattern pieces
--Wide énds,-of pattern/piece.

!are 1.4.1.141,ty placed a t_ cut-7

nds o6the- fabric'.

7-Place 'Piees:4Ls close
tageth .a (5g s Vie- 1:rih 'no

s'eamlines. ovet1app4w
sure

tiTe aftlegual:di,stance

br fold'of
sfbr44r

41.:ay galmernpieces 'thatl-filuss

Che' fóld

,

117069

RevieW rules for laying pattern:
pieces on fabric,

Study

'firs t*Tlace

Value !of Sceduring Pattern Pieces'

7-XpePleges on S"traight
Todd' 1*-Piace while yolf are:.
. cutting'. 1..

0 .

PinniAr Partern to FabriC
,-=-Piace pips at 'right angl-i's to

gtitching; duttini,ind fOld
diagcnially toward

,!.the,-dorners.

.P-Start bk pinning the train
line an each pattern xiece.

1-Space pins 4ta:6 °Indies.

apart-around pattern Weey_
--Smooth p0e-.tisdue gently frOm
thCsectiOCgrain line as./
oppelaite:Side.g of the pat.Oern

- '

7.Pf4ce 'd.pla -inside each notch

-74Keep,4J1.11" froit ,exterlding over

ea cutting

.

N

sellted patterri layout..

patterwon fabric.

.DergOstrate pinning Oattern:Pie.ne
to fabric. -

:"

,*

;



liESOURCES

Textbooks

,

Y1,470-

Brinkley, J. Chamberlain, V. & Champion, Y. ,Teen inide.tohomemaking
(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hiil Book Company,
1977, 348-350. .

N

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia,Pa.i. J. B..
Lippincott Company, 1974, 84, 8849.

Cross, A. Enjoying family liin. Philadelphia, Pa.:. J. B. Lippincott
Company, 1973, 321-322.

Draper, W. & Bailey; A. Steps in .clothing Skills (Rev.- ed.). 'Peoria,
Ill.: Chas A. Bennett Company, 1978, 336-346.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J,. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,'1982, 268-270, 272.

Gawne, E. Fabrics for clothing. Peoria, Ill.: %Chas A. Bennett
Company, 1973, 490-493.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 189-193.

Iowa.Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University Press, 1979, 43-45..

Jones, J. Clothing--Yout way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977, 68-69.

'Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas
A. Bennett Company, 1981, 216-218.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 250-254.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-a ers:
Book II (4th ed.). -Peoria, Ill-.: 'Chas ABennett Company, 1976,
276-283. . -

New- Simplicfty sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1939, :81-85:

_

Quick-and-easy guide teCiewing-teebniques.- gew Yotk: Butterick
Publishing, ComiSank: 1978 12.

_ ,

_Strum-,A-_--;;.--Grieseri- E,-,,,Lyie, "D". & Robert's, J.- Guide to-tbdern
-clothing (3rd ed.). Newyork:--= jfebster-Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 2697-278. _. ---- --- . --: .-

..
........,

. -- ...__ -- -..._ .._ _

Vanderhoff, IC' lItOtbes, Clues,-anateers. --Lexington, Masg.: Ginn--
_and_Company, 1981,2228-231. ' -

Vandethoff; M. Clothes-7-.Part-TaLiyour-werld:---Lexington, Oinn
and Company, 1973, 176.

bulletins

.Splede, 3; PolIow that.grainline,. Lincoln; Ne.: University-of
Nebtaska, College 9f Agricuiture.gXtens4a.Service.

,
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TO PI C PRE-CONSTRUCTION

SUB-TOPIC

OBACTIVES

Cutting

Given example4 o6 vaxiou4 types o6 equipment u4ed 6on
cutting,the ztudent mite be abte to identi6y tool4 used
6ok cutting, 6abnic4.

Wet /Leading <selected ke6ekence4 oh cutting toot4,the
4tudent witZ be ab4 to necatt the chakactetiztic4 o6
good cutting equipment.

Given 4pec26ic cutting toot.4 and a 6abtic 4ampee, the
4tudent wiel be abte to expeain and demonstkate
dikectional cutting.

Using 4eeected piece4 o6 cutting equipment, 6abttic, and a
pattekn, the <student wite be able to cut a pattekn &clout
cotnectey.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

electing Cutting Tools
- -Qualityeof tool
- -Use for which the equipment

is intended
--Sewing needs
--Price

EquiEETIL_f2E_LLing
--Shears

.TWo-bladed and at least six
inches in length
.Bent handle desig-
.0ne of two handles hen_
opening for two or mor0
fingers

.Adjustable.tension,screw
,Sharp cutting edge

- -Pinking sheas
.Used for making ravel-
resistant seam finial-les_

. .

:Expensive-
.

.Less versatile than shears\

.Cannbt be sharpened easily
_ -.Care offered by Manufacturer
--Scissors

.Shorter-in length than
shears (376")
.Ring handles.

Read selected references and state
guidelines for selecting cutting
tools.

Display cutting tools. Label with
name and use.

Compile a referencesnotebook by
using pictures,from a magazine
or catalog. Make a chart of
equipment used for.cutting and
give use of each item,.

Practiceduttin&_ fabric samples
(later used for seams, seam
--finishes) using different types
of equipment.

9 4
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. Sharp points, slender

blades
--Ripping scissors

. Small

Dull at tip
. Remove stitching errors from
garments

--Electric scissors
--Buttonhole scissors

.4-5 inches long

.Pointed blades

.Blades set to cut a
prescribed length

--Thread clips
.Short blade
.Cuts stray threads quickly
;Used with a clipping motion

--Seam ripper
.Used for removing stitches

DirectiOnal Cutting
-:-Cut fabric in the same

direction in which the seams
will be stitched, usually
from the wider part of the
pattern to the narrower
(direction of arroWs oa'seam
line).

Basic Guidelines fiir Cutting
--liandle fabrie'as little

poiSible in cutting.
'--Use, single or double solid

line fpr cutting.
--Use sharp shears.

11,072 ....

Compare use and cost of cutting
tools. Identify places where
equipment can be purchased.

Demonstrate how to cut
directionally and discuss the
advantages of the cut.

-List basic guidelines for cuttin
as out a pattern.

Before Cutting
--Pin all pattern pieces:in
place. .

---Parallel grainlines to
selvage or place on fold.

--Allow adequate space for
pieces labeled: "cut four."

7-Study special notes for
cutting piedes without a

_

pattern.

-7Make sure pins are all inside
. . cutting linca. _ .

Procedures lor Cutting Fabrics
.-7Keep fabric flat omsurface;.'
--Use long, firm cutting

strokes.
--Cq notches away from 'the

pattern piece+.

- .

Cut out fabric using correct
cutting tool.

Or



S.

--Cut slaSh and clip lines ."

together.

--USe-Small clips for center'
lines, fold 'lines, top of
sleeve.

"-Use.full4length of blade to'
-'cut long straight areas and
points to cut corners,
'curves, and small details. ,

' -
f

P
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RES0UR4S .

Textbooks
BrOkley, J., Chambsirlain, Chftpion, F. TeentgL__ciet:olgmemak..1,n

(4th,ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraW-Hill Book Company,
A

*,

1977, 350-351, 320.,

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B..
Lippincott Company, 1973, .381'382, 407.

.Draper, 1,4'..& Bailey; A. ,Steps iR cloDhit. skills (Mv.
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CLOTHING CONSTkUCTIO.N SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC pRE-CONSTRUCTION

SUB-TOUC Marking

OBJECTIVES' Given zetected pattekn pieces, the 4tudent witt be ab4
to identqy pattekn makh,thg4"%that need to be tkan46ekked
likom pattekn to liabAtc,

Given avaitabte ke4oukce4 to 4tudy, the 4tudent mitt be
abte to exptain the pukpo4e o matking4 on 4etected
patteAn pieces. ,

Aga 4tudying method40 oi tAanzliek and given needed
4umatie4 and equipment, the 4tadvt witt'be abte to
exptain the dilgekent method4 oi ttansliming pattekn
makking4 to liabkic. .

Given-exampte4 o6 liabnic,the 4tudent witt be abte to (4e
the makhing equipment to.tnan416e4 manking4 Vuom pattekn
to &Lb/tic.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING,ACTIVITIES

Reason for Transferring Pattern
Marking to Gargent Piece's

,--Accurate construction of
project ,

--Accurate fitting Of project
--Ensure desired fashlon of
project

Equipment for Marking
, --Tracing wheel and paper
--Tailor's chalk
--Tailor's tacks
--Pits

Seleaion of Method for Marking
Fabrid

--Color; texture, finish, and
weight of fabric

--Location ofmarking on
pattern piece

A

.4,

Read selected references and state
reasons for marking pattern pieces:

Shaw equipment used for marking--
carbon and trating wheel; needle,
thread,and thimble; pins; tailor's
chalk and dresstaker's chalk pencil.

Demonstrate how each method Is .

used on various fabrics*

Explain advantages-and
disadvantages of eath method op
specific fabrics.

Cite factors to cons±der.in
choosing a me"Dod esbr marking .

fabric



AL

sPuipose of Markings -I. .

--Show location of construction
details

,Types of Marking's tO Transfer to

Fabric 0
--Lines

--Dots
--LNotches to show where to

. alter
- -Seam.lines

- -LPlacement positiono of darts,

pockets, centers, fold lines,
buttons and buttonholes,

4 pleats, ond tucks

Methods of Markfng
--Dressmaker carbon papet and
.tracing wheelfirmly %.toven
fabrics

-1Tailor's tackqUse on knits,
sheers, lightweights, wools

- -Pins

--Tailor'i .chalk and dress-
maker's.chalk'pencils.

/--Basting
V -

Advantages and Disadvantages of
Each Marking Method

7-Tracing wheel and paper
.Quick,method
.Markings sometimes are hard:

.
to rempve and may show on
right side of fabric

--Tailor's chal
Desirable to use on heavy
fabric
.Mapleave greaSe spot after
pressinA

,

--Tailor's tacks
.Best method to use on white,

heavy fabrics, and sheers
Time consuming
.Less accurate

--Pins

-11 ally readily available
. east-accurate and least

eflectiveof all-marking ,.

tools

Transfer M4rkings,tO'Fabric
--Select marking method to use".

on-fabric.

00.

11-076

Show a pattern ,tddie that-is

properly m4rked and one that is
not. Discuss.

Review.the various construction
detail markings on commercial
patterns. Compare.similarities
and differences VeNeen the majoi
pattern companies7-Simplicity,
Butterick, McCalls, Vgue,
Kwik-Sew.

Have studentt briig in Zused
patfern from home. Identify
markings to be transferred by type
and reason for transfer..

Summarize procedure for using each
method_of Marking.

Display samples showing ways of
marking on different kinds of
fabric.

Using a smhl sized pattern,
ttansfer markings by each
method. List reasons for using
one method over another.

Ex?lain advantages and
disadvantages of each method for
transferring pattern' markings.

-
.Choos,4 a marking method suitable

for ee ected fabric. ,

Cut OUt small saleyattern pieces
and transfer marking using the
different marking,methods.
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:'

--Decide on markings 6-1]-a-I-C need Use.cortect marking techinques to
- ..,

to be transferred from transfer pattern markings to .

pattern to fabric. - fabric.

--Trace maKkinp. Use ruler as

a,guide for straight lines.
.

11-077
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CLOTHIi1G CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC UNIT CONSTRUCTION

SUB-TOPICS Advantage of, Method

yeveloping a Work' Plan

'Basic Steps in Unit Method

Wing a come/Lex:at guide 6heet Sot a pattenn, the
4tudent witt be abte to ductibe the unit method (IS

ctothi,ng,con.6.kw.ction.

,'Gimen-ae6ouAce6 tg Ltudy, the 4tudent mat be abte to
.exptain the advantage4 oS the unit method in conztAuctAInga pufect.

OBJECTIVES

11-079

.
Given iriSotmation opi-Nthe unit method, the 6tu1ent RLLL
be abte,to de6ine unit conztAuction and tist thebazic
4.cep6 in the unit.method oS couttuction.

6iven a guide zheet 6ot a 4speci6ic pattan, the atudent
wtt be abteto'devetop a woa ptan OA a' 4pecc
zituation. Ab

CONTENT ' ,S.TUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

.Unit Construction

.Putting a garment together in
units; stitching mgin garment
parts and joining them in an
orderly way

Advantages of Unit Method ,of

Construction.4

--Takes less time to construct
a garment ,

--Minimal handling of garment.
sections

--Parts of the garment that
belong together can be eastly
fotind because they are left
in units ,

- -Sewing can be completed on
each piece as the pattern is
removed

- -Short perl.ods of

used to adVanta
)1 single,un

- -S t matic proach makes one
visua ze where each part of
"the garment is located, how

t e can bi
y work4ng,

Read references. W ite a
definition of.unit ethod of
clothing constructi n.

Explain how Unit construction
contributes to an organized way of
work.

10 0



parts are joined, and shows the
relationship of one part to anothe

Basis for Selecting Unit. Method
Gradual progression of learning
-from the bimpleXo the more
complex decisions, procedures, and
techniques -

General Steps in Developing a Work
Plan

- -Top.with cut-on sleeve1

.Front

.Back
Facings
.Seams and hems

,--Simple-shirt with darts,
zippers,and waistband
.Frout
.Back
.Seams and Zipper
.Wiistband
Fasteners and Hemming

- -Simple D;ess with back zipper
Dress front
Dress back and ziPper
.Prepare facings
.Shoulder seams and neck
facings

%Side seams
.Hemming and fasteners

Steps tor the Unit Method of
Construction

- -Complete each unit before
beginning work on another
unit.

--Wben twd' units are completed,
they can be joined.

--Complete aftother unit and
join to others; repeat
procedure until all units
are joined.

- -Finish all construction
details.

-7Give project a final pressing,

z

11-080

Demonstrate the use of unit
constructiOn vs. construction
steps randomly gelected.

`

Study guidesheet of the pattern
selected for a-project.

Make a plan fora project you
select.

Plan a display of each type of .

garment listed at left. Identify

units to use in construction.

Brainstorm steps to,follow in the,
unit method of construction. Then
outline specific steps and a time
line for a selected personal.

project.
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-CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL:pEVELOPMENT

, \A
OPIC :PRESSING

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

-

Importance of and Techniques Usesil
In Prssing

.4teA 4tudying se&Cted usotaces,the student witt be
abte to exotainfhe impoxfance o6 when and R6w to
puss conuctty.

Wet obseAving a demonstication on pusaing seams and
dant6, the student witt be abte t4 demonstute the
coAuct /bussing technZques 404 seams and dara.s.

Given estabtished eteAia, the student wilt be dbte.to
evatuate pussing techniques used in-icuunent-,
conatuicti_on.

. CONTENT
#

STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES
4

Importande of Correct Pressidg
.--Maintain the shape and grain
- -Maintain texture of the
_fabric

--Maineain a deSirable outer
apPearance

'When to Press,
- -Before cutting

.Smoolth, straighten,

shrink fabric
- -During construction

.Under pressing
--Complete

.Final pressingr

Pressing_Seama
- -Press both sides with seam
edges flat together. OPan
and press flat.

--Place strips of heavy paper
undei seam edges before
pressing open.

- -Press seam over a: seam-ioll,
-/ a rolling pin, or a point

piesser.

--Press open enclosed seams.
(collsrs, cuffs, belts and
facings).

or

\

Demonstpeie cófrect procedure for
pressiag seams; darts, hems, and
sleeves.
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.Press seam allowance on- edge
of point presser.

--Open seam with tip.of4iron.

--7,Press waistline seam upward.

.Press seam flat on both.
sides;

.Ptess seam open before
pressing both seam
al owance up. .

--Ste ding seam allowances
(arMhole and crotC10 2,

.Press together and turn up.-
.Press open the top position .

of center front and center
..., back seamq,'above the

notches.

Pressing Darts
--Press on both sides
-along the line of stitching.

--Press to one side over
a tailor's ham (for-shaping).

--Darts that are utde'or of a
heavier fabric may be split
and preised open.

..

--Vertical darts at waistline
or neckline are pressed

. toward the center.
- -Horizontal darts at busOline
-or elbow are pressed

downward.
/

Pointers on Pressing
- -Press with the grainline and

in the same direction as
stitched.

--Press on wrong side offabric.
- -Remove bastings and pins.

--Set iron temperature on -, q
lowest heat for a blend. 4

- -Pound sharp creases after
fitting the garment,is '

checked.

ess gathers toward line of
ers.

- e a pressing cloth for ..

touch up or final pressing.
L-Avoid overpressing your '

garment,

11-084

Construct an illustrated
pamphlet on pressing:

'Describe the appearance of seam
and fabric after pressing has
been coMpleted.

Demonstrate pressing various -
kinds of darts.

Develop general guidelines 'for
preskng.

Write a news felease on the
value of.pressing items 'during
the construction process-.

'/

Compare two garments for
qualities of preasing. On a
check sheet rate'each garment
according to a selected scale
for using correct guidelines
in pressing.

AP
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC SEAMS

OBJEOTIVES, Given Aesouxces to study, the student mite be abee to
cite the tiactoas abiecting choice o6 seams ion a
setected paoject.

Fotioming a study oi seams, the student wat be
abZe to identi6y and seeett seams appaopaiate Lot
a specitiic pkoject.

Given mate/U.0..4 and too.4, the student wae be abte to
constauct sampees OL 4 eam4.

Using samptes c76 seams, the student wite be abte to
demonsttate the cokkect pkocedmke 4ok pkessing seams.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACITVITIES

Seams

- -Lines of machine stitching

joining two fabric edges

Seam Allowance

--Fabric between the line of
stitching and the raw edge
.Standard seam allowance
-5/8 inch on most patterns
-Narrow seam allowance on
lingerie and knits

Purpose of Seams in a Garment
--FUnctional

.To join the individual parts
Of a pattern to form a
whole garment

--Decorative'

.Adcents on garments

Considerations in Selecting Seams
and Suitable Seam Finishes

--Fabric
- -Design,

- -Purpose of garment

--Location of seam in garment
- -Effect desired

- -Sewing ability

Basic seams
--Plain seam

.Basic

Define terms.

List on the board the purpoae of
seams in a garment.

Look at patterns and note
types of seams suggested for the
garment.

Explain.how and why standa0
seam allowances vary.

Discuss reasons for;
choice of seams for specific
fabrics.

Show samples of.plain seams and
enclosed seams. .
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.Versatile
--Enclosed 'seams

Variations of the Plain Seam
--Topstitched seam
--Lapped seam.
--Welt seam
--Corded seam
--Slot seam

Preparing a Plain Seam

--Reinforce the beginning and
end of each seam.

--Remove pins from seam as you'
stitch.. 1

--Keep the two edges evenly.as
.you stitch.

--Clip curved seams before
being pressed so they will be
flat.

Characteristics of a Well Made
Plain Seam

--Lies flat
--Is a uniform
--No puckers

--No tangled or broken threads
--Stitched on grain

Examples of Enclosed Seam
--French sead

.Seam within a seam
--Flat fell seam

width

Differences in French Seam and'
Plain Seam

--Two rows of stitching
- -Raw edges enclosed

- -Narrower finished seam
allowance

Use of French Seam
- -Sheer fabrics

I--Fabrics that ravel

Constructing a French Seam
--Join wrong side of fabric
pieces with a 3/8 inch seam.

- -Trim seam allowance to
3/16 inch.

- -Press seam open.

- -With right sides together,

press or crease the fitst
iow of stitching.

--Stitch 14 inch from folded
edge, encasing raw edges.

11- 0,88

'Identify the basic seams and
,discuss reason for use with
specific fabrics,.

Show examples of variations
of the plain seam.

Prepare a bulletin bOard on the
different,variations of the
plain sead.

.Design a score card ,to evaluate
the construction of a plain seam.

Ilemonstrate procedure for making
selected'seams.

Construct a sample of a Plain

Show
seam

transparency of the French
and a fabric sample.

.

Discuss differences between a
plain seam and a French seam.

Demonstrate the making of a
French'seam.

Construct a catalog of uses ifor
the French seam.
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Mock French Seam
--Variation of plaIn seir

-4Seam allowances given special
treatment At

--Especialay desirable on
curved seams on sheer. fabric

Use of a Sickaated French Seam

--Crisp, sheer fabrics
' --Used only on straight seams. ,

Making a Simulated French Seam
.--Place right side's of fabric

together and stitch a
neguldr seam.

.--Press seam open and fiat.
7-Turn in both aRies ofithe,
sei1 allowance 4 inchppress.

'--Edge stitch the folded edges
.together.

Flat Fell Seam
--Enclosed seam
--Tailored appearance
--Decorative

.

.Use for Flat Fell Seam
--Sportswear
- -Men's shirts

--Pajamas

Qualities of a Flat Fell SeaM
- -Strong

.

-Serviceable finish
. --Comfortable'

Constructing a Flat Fell Seam-
--Stitch a 518 inch seamwiths
: wrong sides together
--Press'seam open
--Press both.allowancet to

one side.

,--Trim one seam.allowance to
ipch.

--Turn Under k.inch on raw edge
of,other-seam allowance.

,--Press t'he trimmed edge.

,Top-stitch close to folded
'edge on garment.

Steps in Pressing Beams
--Press seam allowance
together flat.

--Press seams open or to' one
side according to pdttern
direction's.

'109'
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,

Showtrantparency and sample of
-a. flat fell seam:'

Display clothing items that make
use of the flat_fell seam'.

Observe a flat.fell'seiM. Evaluate
seam according Co criteria listed.

Using examples explain the
constructilontf a.flat fell seam.

Demonstrate the pressing of a

plain- seam.
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--Turn garment to right side.
--Press along the seam crease
with a presscloth.
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0 .McDermott, /., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,

. 292-293.

New Simplicity sewing.book. New York: SimpliCity Patte Company,
. 1979, 160-161, 190.

Quick and easy guide to sewtng techniques. New York: Butterick
Publishing Company,'1978, 114-120.

Strum,14., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. &' Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division-, McGiaw-Hill
Book Company, 1973, 301-308.
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Clothes --Part of yonr world
_

1973, 145;
Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

Vanderhoff, M. Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Xextiles for home andLexington, Mass.: Ginn and Cqmpany, 1973, '392.

'Bulletins
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Dedic, B Chonaing the right seam/seam finish. Lexivton, Ky.:University of Kentucky Cooperative ExtenSion Service, 1979.
Koester, A. Plain seams and seed finishes. Corvallis, Ore.: Oregdn%S,tate University Extension Service, 1977.,,

Rader,T. & Pdtter, G. 6,Basic sewing techniques. Knoxville, Tenn.:A University of Tenneihee Agricultural Extension Setvice, 1976,17-18.

Roberts, W. & Fite, K. Seam finishes. Little Rock, Ark.: University.of Arkansas Looperative Extension Service.

Sadler, M. L.. Seams and seam finishes. Stillwater, Ok.: OklfahomaState University, 1976. 43* JV0
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StAtiford., Conn.: Coats And Clark, Inc.,Consumer and Educational Affairs Department, 1980.
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TOPIC-

SUB7TOPIC'

OBJECTIVES

11.

11-.093k

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILCDEVELOPMENT
.

SEAMS

Seam Flhishes

Wert 4t2dyirig ;iezourt.ce$ on iiinizhing 4eam4,
the.4tildent mitt 6e abte..to give 6act4 a6tie
choice 06 beam 6ini4he4 vet/lima type4 06 6

Given te4ouAce4 to 4.tudy on 4eam iini4he4,. the 4tudent
mitt be abte to descAibe 4eam 6iit4he.6 4uitabte 6ot
4etected £abnic4.

4

U4in9 4eam 4dMpte4, thF. 4tddent witt be abte to 4aect
andsconstuAct Sinishez apoopniette 60k a 4peci6ic
'6abkic.

.CONiENT STUDENT LEARNING AdTIVITIES

Seam Finish
. --Sewing or trimming seam edges

Purpose of Finishing Seams
--Neat edge

--Reinforce the seams
=-Preveni,raveling
--Reduce strain on the seam,
--Reduce bulk

Factors Affecting Choice of Seam
Finish

--Type of fabric

--Style and purpose ofjsarment
--Sewing equipment avaflable
--Time

(----.Li-Sewing.. experience

Types of Seam Finishes
--Pinked

.Quick

.Firmly woven fabric
--Clean-finishing

.Attractive

.FunCtional

.Usea on light to medium
weight fabrics

-70vercast finish.

.Used,on sheer fabrica
--Machine zig-zag fiiish

.Good forufabrics that ravel

Read several references to -4

dbtermine'meaning of tei-m.

Select four different types of
fabrica. For each, Zetermine
purposes of finishing 'seams.

Name and briefly discuss factors
affecting choice of seam
allowance.

Identify and show samples of
each seam finish.

List 'procedures for applying the
various seam finishes..

Look for seam finishes in
commercial garments. Describe
ppes of finishes applied to seams.

Determine why the selected seam

finish ilppropriate for a

112
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easily
. Cuxved areas

--Hong Kong finish
. Use on medium to heavy
fabrics
. Attractive on unlined
garment

--Pinked and stitched finish
.Easy.

.Used On fabrics that ravel
slightly

Eliminate Seam Finishes'

--Firmlyiwoven fabtic
--Knotted fabric that does nqt
curl

--Non-woven fabric
--Enclosed seam allowances

11-094

pecific garment andlabric.
Prepare a chars illustrating
finishis'and fabrics:

Prepare samples of common types
of seam finishes usee in
construction.

Observe specific fabricl. Explain
reasons for nbt using a'seam
finish on certain fabrics.

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Burns, M. & Bishop, E, Superjsewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.

Lippincott Company, 1974, 155-156.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 441-.443.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982,.334-336.

4
Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,

-1975,.553-557.

Graef,-J- -& Strom, J.

Division, McGraw-Hill

Iowa HOme Economies Associati
(6th ed.). Ames, Iowa State University Press,-147.9,78-80.

e. . New York: Webster
ompany$ 1976, 2137214.

n. Unit method of clothing construction

ts in clothin

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen. (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 167, 232-234.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company,, 1977, 260-261.

4 A

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 123.

Quick and easy guide,to sewing techniques. New York: Butterick
Publiehing Company, 1978, 121-124.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Divisiol, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1973, 308-309.

'

The vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York,: ButteriCk Division,
American Can Company, 1973, 219-220.

4
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Vanderhoff, M.
and Company,

Vanderhoff; M.
end Company,

and careers. ...e;cington, Mass.: Ginn
1981, 252-253.
Clothes, clues,

Clothes--Part of
1973, 184-186, 2

your world.. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
42.

Vanderhoff, M., Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Textilei .for home and_people.Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company, -19.73,-405.

Bulletins ,

Dedic, B. Choosing the right seam/seam finish. Lexington, Ky.:University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, 1979.
Koester, A. Plain seams and seam finishes. Corvallis, Ore.: Oregon

State University Extension Service, 1977.
. .Rader, H. & Potter, G. Basic sewing techniques. Knoxville, Tenn.:

University'of Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service, 1976, 46.
Roberts, W. & Fite, K. Seam-finishes. Lit.t,le Rock; Ark.: Universityof Arkansas Cooperative Extension Service.

Sadler, M. L. Seams and seam finishes. 'Stillwater, Ok.: Oklahoma,
State University, 1976.

. Seams and seam finishes. Stamford, Conn.4: Coats and Clark, Inc.,
Consumer:. and Educational Affairs Department:1980.
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CLCITHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TORIC FULLNESS

SUB-TOPIC -Gathering vld Shirring

OBJECTIVES Given kesounces testudY, the studentwitt be abte to
. exptain the puvose 06 gatheting and shiAAing in

speciitc situatidna-:-

Fottowing a demonaAatan on gathe/Ling and skinning,
the student (vitt be abte ta &sc./Lae the pAoceduiyA
used in gatheAing and skin/Ling-

Using a gathming o4 shiAAing exampte, the student Wittbe abte to demon4t4ate the method4 60k 6astening
stitches at the end o6 gatheking,o4 shin/Ling.

r,

II-037

CONTENT
STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Fullness in Garment 'ConstrUction
- -Gathering

T-Shi.rring

Gathering
- -One or more lines of long

stitdhes used to draw up
excess fullness in fabrio

Shirring
- -Several rows of gathering
with rows left visible on the
exterior of garment for

-
decoration

Steps in Gathering or Shirrins
- :-PlaoloLfirst row orstitching

on Ofteam line; second row,

14 inch inside the seam line.
- -Secure onc-end-of stitching
inr wrapping threads around a Make samples of each.pin.

--Pull gently on bobbin threads Show how to 'fasten stitohes whensliding fabric with hand. uiing gathers or shirring.--Wind threads around pin for
desirecrwidfh.

Find an-example of...,a garment with
gathering or shirr'i.ng.

Observe clothes with gathering or.
shirring. Determine.why this
fullness is used in a garment.

Demonstrate how to gather or do.
shirring. Place samples in a
reference file.

Attaching a Gathered Edge to a
Straight Edge

--Divide the straight edge into
four e4Ua1 parts.

11.

Demonstrate the attachment of a'
gathered edge to a straight edge.
Review steps in process.

11%



II-098

--Gather elliksection.
--Stitch fa rics toge.Uer

with gathered edge oti top.

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Superdsewing: :Phildelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 150-151.

,Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. gew York: J. B.
lippin-Cat Company, 1973, 432.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 457-464, 499.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide'to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Boojc Company, 1982, 305-307, 339. .

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 558-559.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. 'Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,'1976, 182, 207-208. ,

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method,O1 clothing construction
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State Universityiress, 1979, 71-72.

Jones,'J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Inc., 1977, 74.

Prentice-Hall,

Kelly, J. & Eubanks,,E. Today's teen. (Rev. ,ed.). Peoria, Ill,:
Chas A. Bennett Company, 1981, 244-245.

New Simplicity sewAig book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 135, 147, 159,,192.

guick and easy guide to sewing techniques. New York: Butterick
Publishing Company, 1978, 72-74, 110-113.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. &
_clothing prd ed.). New York:
Company, 1973, 397-398,

Roberts, J. Gui'de to modern

Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book

The Vogue'sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York:

American Can Company, 1973, 228-233.

Vanderhoff,.M. Clothes, clues, and careers.
and Company, 19814,270-274.

Bulletins

Butterick Division, .

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

Koester, A. Ease and gathers. Corx7gNis, Ore.: Oregon'State
'University Extension'Service, 1977.

Rader, H. & Potter, G. Basic sewing techniques. Knoxville, Tenn.:
University of Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service, 1976, 23-24.
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TOP IC

SUB-TOPIC ,
OB-JECTIVES

44.44

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

e,

a.

F LLNESS

MErts and hicks
i

Given in6onmatioWon dartts and tuCks, the student witebe abte to ident,Z6y the di66ekent types o6 dants and
tuckS used in constAuction.

Fottouling a discussion on dalas and tucks, the student
wat,be abee to descAibe the bunctions 66 dafits and

U4ng avagabte matertio.24 and supppleshe student

tucks in clothing' construictidh.

402 be abte to-demonstnatelthe
stitching and pkessing

o6 dilgekent types o6 daAts and tucks'.

CONTENT

Darts and Tucks
--FOlds of fabric itched in
a garment
.Control an& direct
fullness

Difference between Darts and Ttics
--Tucks have various shapes:
--Darts are stitched to sparp

/// points.

Function of arts and
--Tucks

.Shoulder, yoke,
area

--Darts
.Conform
curves

Tucks

or waistline

to body made up of

Deccrative lines

Kinds of Darts e
--Single pointedOart

. titch fromThe wide nd to
he point.

cure thread ends by
ba kstitching or,tying
threads.

--Dart tuck
:Stiich from the narrow end
'to the wide end and then
toward the fold.

.Press toward center of
garment.

STUDENTIEARNING ACTIVITIES

Describe several ways to give
shape to garica-nt.

Show exampres of fullness.

Identi61 types and purposeA of
darts in garmiht.

II099

Find,lnount, and label examples
Ofedartg in clothing.

Practice stitching each kind of
dart: Show,how to make threads.
secure at end of dart.

117



--Double pointed dart
:Stitch from the center and
taper to a point. /

.Slash at widest part to
avoid puckering.

Cutting Darts

--Bulky fabric requires opening
dart.

Pressing 1rts
--Press the dart flat.
--Smooth lines of stitching
with point of the iron.

the center fold of the
dart in the same direction as
stitching.

--Block the dart.t

.Place dart, wrong side up,
over tailor's ham.
.TUrn dart in correct
direction.

-press waistline and neck
darts toward CF or CB.

-press underarm and sleeve
darts down.

.Press the dart crosswise.

.Top-press lightly.

Characteristics of Good Dart (.!

---,Straight stitching

--Stitching tapers tp point at
. end

--No imprint of dart showing on
. the right side

--Dart pressed in.correct
direction.

--No,bubble or cup on right
side at point

Show how to cut seam allowance
off dart.

Demonitrattleessing the various
kinds of darts.

40.

Stitch sample darts and evaluate
work vs, criteria established for
a good dart.

RESOUitES

Textbooks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain; V. 6 Champion, F:. Teen guide to homemaking
= (4th ed,). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,

1977, 353,,355.

Burns, M. & Bishop, E.

Lippincott Company,
%

Craig, H. Clothing--A
,Company, 1973, 429.

Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
1974, 125-126.

comirehensive study. New York: J, B. Lippincott

Draper.), W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing akills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 267, 372-373, 386-391, 498.
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Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. )(cGraw-Hill guid to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, yr -Hill Book Company, 1982, 327, 300-301, 341.

Gawne, E. Dress (4thied ). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 557-558.

Graef, J. & etrom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 182, 206-207.

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction.
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State Usaversity yress, 1979, 52; 68-69.

Jones, J. ,Clothing-t-Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentic4-Hall,
Inc., (777,_72, 74

'Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen. (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 231-232:

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 120-121, 191-192, 166, 76.

Quick and easy guide to sewing techniques. New York: Butterick
4mblishing Company, 1978, 62-63, 139-140.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. +,quide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New Yopics-= Webster Division, Mdtraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 315=317, 395-397. -

.A

The Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Division,
American Can Company, 1973, 222-227.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington-, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1181, 243-246.

Ilenderhoff., M. Clothes--Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1973; 178-180.

Bulletins
-

Koester, A. sDarts. Corvall'is, Ore.: 'Oregon State University, 1977.

Rader, H. and Parter, G. Besic sewing techniques. Knoxville, Tenn.:
University of Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service, 1976,
21-23.

Roberts, W. Darts. Little Rock, Ark.: University of Arkansas
Cooperative Extension Service; 1974.

/*-
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKIç.L -DEVELOPMENT

ZIPPERS
.

SUB-.TOPIC Types,. Selection', Application

OBJECTYVES Ft.touciAg a di4cu44ion on zippeu, the 4tudent mat
be 4bte-to identi6y the di.66enent kind:4 o6 zippeu.

Mten dAtudy on zippera, the 4tudent wat be aiate,
to zetect the coueet kind ai zippek oiz 4pectc
apWcationa u4e4.

Given 4ampte4 o apptied zippeu, the 4tudent mitt
be aiate to identiliy the vaxiora typez o zippe&
apptic4,Uon4.

U4ing a 4pect6ic zippe4 appticaIion and the cattect
type o6 zippet, the 4tudent milt be ab-te to carat/wet
a 4ampte appeication. S.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Zipper

- -Closure consisting of

interlocking coils or teeth,
attached to tapes, and .

operated by a slider

Kinds of Zippers
- -COnventional

.Closed bottom
- -Separating

.0pen bottom (twO sides cone
apart)

--Invisible
.Resembles an ordinary seam

when closed

.No stitching on right side
of fabric

Selecting a Zipper .

--Check pattern envelope for
style length and use.

- -Match zipper color with
'fabric.

Styles of Zippers Used on Garments
- 4ress

441eck or skirt
+Separating or jacke
--Trouser

2Slurvey stores in ihe community.
Observe kinds of zippers available
fo use in garments.

Cite factors to consider in
selecting a zipper.

Label.and display different
styles of zippers used in
construction. Identify
composition and use.
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Suggestions for Using Zippers in
Garment

--Begin with 5/8 inch seam
'._ allowance.

--Preshr and fabric
prior to application..

\--Use a zipper.foot for
installation.

Consideration Prior to Zipper
Aipliction

--We ght of fabric
--Design of-garment
--Convenience

Methods Used.for Zipper
Application_

--Centered
.Ideal for heavy fabrics
.Reduces bulk in zipper area
.Sdited for-center back or
front openings

--Lapped
.Ideal for light to medium
weight f bries .

.Con zipper at back or
side openings 2 .

.Reduces gapping at. waistlide
--Concealed.

.Not visible from right side
except pull tab
.Ideal for front aPplications
.Suitable for all Tabrics
except pile fabrics

--Hand,
.Used for couturier finish
:Used on napped and pi4:
fabrics, lposely knitted
fabrice, and sheer fabrics

e+
--Ely Peont

Zipper ,Preparation
--Shrink zipper.

:--Determine zipper length and
opening...

--Baste seam.
--Clip basting.
--Use a zipper foot.

--Stitch from bottom to tOp.
, -,Keep.zipper pull tab turned

up fok skitt and neck
application. ,

,

11-104

Give examples of zipper
applications mpst frequently used.

Subbarize characteristics of each
mefhod of zipper application.

Determine places qtost appropriate
/for each method.

Write a _task analysis for zipper
application.
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-Applying Zippers
--Centered .

.Pin one side of_opened
zipper to one seam

alldwance and machine baste
along coil.

.Pin other side of opened
zipper to seam allowance and
machine baste along coil.
.Close zipper,

.Spread garment.flat.

.Stitch'l inch on outside edg
from bottom to top .of-zipper.
.Remove seam line basting and
press placket.

--Lapped

.Machine stitch the right
hand zipper tape to the
right-hand seam allowance.
.Close zipper with the tab up
,Stitch along the fold
Created by the first row of
stitching.

.Return zipper to face.down
position.

.Stitch other side along the
guide and bottom of the
zipper.

.Remove basting stitches to
open seam.

--Invisible
.Machine baste stitching
lines on each side of
garment.

oo
.Place zipper on right side
of garment with tab down and
coils on the stitching
lines.

.Place coil in the invisible
zipper foot and stitch from
the top.

.With zipper open place and
stitch other side of the
zipper.

.Close.zipper,

.About 14 inch above the
bottom of the zipper, stitch
rest, of seam closed.

--Fly Front
.Place opened zipper face
down on right side of left

//

122

Display steps used in the
different kinds of zipper
applications. Explain why the
procedure was outlined.

Describe the steps. in applying
zippers by the different
methods.

Using'the appropriate method,
aPply,zipper to a selected
-project.

Construat examples of the
different methods of zipper
application.
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fly extensidn and machine ,

leste along tape guideline..
Clbse'zdpper,pand-tern fade
up.

.Stitch close to fabric
thFoUgh All layers.
.Turn zipper face doWn aver
right fly extension with
tab turned up; stitch along
tape guideliae through tape-
and fly extension.

.Spread garment flat, wrong
side up. Pin right fly
extension io garment iront.
.Stitch along the baste-
'marked stitching line.

Zipper Care
--Press zipper area using A

. press cloth.
--Keep zipper closed during
Washing and dry-cleaning.

--Use a zipper lubricant to
keep teeth operating.

D'aluating Zipper Application
----Concealed from top to bottom-
-i-Covered pull tab
- -Placket opens near end of the

zipper teeth
- -Closed placket lies smoothly
--Tbreads cut-short and
fastened at ends

Review criteria for evaluating ,

zipper applicatidn. Using the
criteria evaluate application of
the zipper in a home constructed
item or in a ready-to-wear item.

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Championi- F. Teen guide to homemaking_
(4th ed.). New York: 'Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 359.

4

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 23, 28-29, 72, 160-166.-

Cra,#, H. .Clothing--A comprdhensive study. New York: J. B.
tippincott Company, 1973, 447-448. 4

Cross, A. Enjoying family living. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 332-333.

CrowleY\ C. 'All about c1dthis. New York: Gregg Division, McGraw
Hill-took Company, 1978, 109-111.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed:). Peoria,,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,-1978, 426-433.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing: - New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 259, 352-353.
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Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett

Company, 1975, 574-576, 596.

Graef, J & Strom, J. Concepts ih'clothing. New York: Webster
Division, MCGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 216.=224.

e,
Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction

(6th ed.). Ames, la:: Iawa State University Press, 1979, 128-135.-

Jones, J.- Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall,.Inc., 1977, 80-82.

Kelly, J. &Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 205, 240-242.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox company, 1977, 263-268:

-
McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:

Book II (4th ed.): Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,
322-327.

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: -Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 35, 1?0-136.

Quick and easy guide to sewing techniques. New York: Butterick
publishtng Codpany, 1978, 146-r56.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guiae to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, Mcgraw-Hill'
Book Company, 1973, 353-360.

The Vogue sewing boOk (Rev. ed.). . New York: BUtterick Division,
American Can Company, 1973, 326-333.

Alanderhoff, M.

'ahd Company,

Vanderhoff, M.
and Company,

Clothes, clues,
1981, 261-269.

Clothea--Part o
1973, J86.488, 2067207.

and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn.

r,

f your world. Lexington, Mass.,t Ginn

Vanderhoff, 14. Franck, L.Ec Campbell, L. 'Textiles for home and people.
Lexington, Mass.: Ginn'ana Company, 1973, 280, 436-437.

31.111etins c

Futrell; E. & Bivin, R. aothing 3. Baton Rouge, La.: LOhisiana
State University Cooperative Extension Service, 1980, 24.

,

Futrell, E. & Biirin, R. Clothing for teens. Baton Rouge, La.:.
Louisiana State University Cooperative'Extension Service, 1.980,

..

McFatter, B. Lapped zipper--Closed seam methodt 8aton Rouge, La.:
Louisiana State University Epopefative Extension Service, 1975.

Potter, G. Putting in a Zipper. knoxville,.Tenn.: The University of
Tenneree Cooperative Extension Servite, 1973.

Rader, H. & Potter, G. Basic sewing techniques. Knoxville, Tenn.:
The University orTennessee Cooperative Extension Service, 1976,
42-45.
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Sadler, M.L. Zipper tips. Stillwater, Okla.:- 'Oklahoma State
University Cooperative Extension Service, 1976.

Thompson, T. Oonventional zipper neckline facings. Lincoln, Neb.:
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension Service, 1978.

'Zippers. Stamford, Conn.: Coats & Cla*rk, Inc., 1979.
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CLOT[iI.NG CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC WAISTLINE FINISHES

SUB-TOPIC Identification and Selection

11-109

.

OBJECTIVES Given kezotace6 4tudy, the-istuclefiWiet be abte
:to ident26y, d460r.e;ft -waio.W.ne Viva hez .

Given waist mea4suteinent6 and ,intiolunation on ptopontion
6igurte,,,the 4tu4aent wite be able anatyze individuat
chaitactivazti.czrand detetniiie a compatibte mist.Vne

Wet 4tudy.ing h.e6e,tenc.¢.5 and vieu.a.ng e1ampts6 06
toa,iztt,Zne Ilini4hez, the 4tudent Rae be abte to 4wronaitize
'lactate to conzicte)t.in 4e2ecting an appkooiate petoonat
wa,iztUne,

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Selecting a Waistline

--Ftinction,of the garment
- -Type of fabric

- -Available time

- -Sewing skills

Methods of Finishing Waistlines
--Waistband

7-Casing

Waistband

- -Narrow strip of fabric

stitched onto the waistline

Types of*Waistbends
--Straight

.A,straight strip of fabric
that rests above the nat-
ural waistline

- -Contoured

.A shaped strip of fabric
that curves to fit the
natural shape of the body

Determinini Width of ajgaistline
Finish

--Composition material,
.--Pattern Ityle

--Individul preference
- -Individual Azure size

126

Summarize faCtors to consider in
selecting a waistline finish for
a project.

Find e4amples of the different
types,of waistline finishes.

;44'Explain the term ";aistband."
Show examples of waistbands.

Determine reason for using
selected waistline finishes.

4
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Determining the Widtivand Length
of a Waistband

.

--Width -

.Add together twice the

desired'wfdth plus tdo seam
allowences of 5/8inch each.

--Length

.Measure waistline and add
1 inch for ease.s

.Add an additional 3 inches
for the seam allowances at
the ends of the bahd and for
the underlap.

Demonstrate how to measureNfor the
length and width of the'waistband.

RESOURCES . .

Textbooks

Draper, W. & Bailey; A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas A. Bennett Company, 1978, 438-440.

Quick and-easy ti'ide to sewing techniques.

Publishing Company, 1978, 141.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts,
clothing (rd ed.). New York: Webster
Company; 191$, 325-,326, 329-330.

The 1.7_95ue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York:
American Can Company; 1973, 334t3-35.

VanderhOff, M. ClOthes, clues, and careers.
and Company, 1981, 286.

New York: Butterick

J. Guide to modern

Division, McGrawHill Book

127
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOP C WAISTLINE FINISHES

SUB.-TOPIC Facings, Elasjic Callings
OBJECTIVES Agfrft 'Leading aeleeted ni6e/Lenee4, the 4.tudent Wit -abte cti.i6eAenti.cae betmen a 6ae_ing and d cazinga waattine

Aga obzeAving a demonztnation on -the appticatton o66a.ang4 and/on ccaing-s, the tudent win be abtedescAibe the weed/wt.,. azed in malthig an etaztie
ca4.b2g and/on &tans Waff6ttlize4
Given matexia24 d 4upptie4Uhe 4tudentitalt.be abte
demonattate the apptieation o6 a &ming and/on cazing.

_ CONTENT

arFacing as Waistline Finish
--Replaces separate waistband
--Finished edge of garment
rests ar natural waistline

--Additional fabric allowed to._
. finish the waistline edge '.

Making and Applying a Facing
--Interface waistline edge.
--Stitch facing to garment.
--Clip seam allowance.

--Understitch the seam
allbwances to the facing.'

--Secure facings in place where
seams Cross.

--Turn in ends of facing.
--Hand stitch in place.

x

Casings
,. --Easy and cOnvenientto use
7-Ad4itional fabric attached

. to item(which allows for
el'astic)or cord to move.

.

f*ely to cinch'the waistline

Applying a Casing,

--Turn the taw edge of the
waistline under ;qinch and

,..-

press. I.

--PFess along foldline for
caiing. 1 ''

, .

kV%

STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

,DieOlay an example of a garment
with a faced waistline.

Demonstrate finishing a waistline
with a facing.

,Construct a sample of a waistband
with a facing.

,4
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--Edge stitCh along the first
fold to form a casing,

leaving an opening of 1 to.2
inches.

--Insert elastic.
--Overlap cut ends.of the

elastic 1 inch and stitch.

--Slip stitch opening of the
casing.'

RESOURCES ,

Tmtbooks
0/Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, ua.: J. B.

Lippincott Company, 1974, 158-160.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
. Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,,1982, 295-296.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 234-235.

Iowa Home Economics Aisociation. Unit method of clothing
construction (6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University Press,
1979, 1247125.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen. (Rev. ed:). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas.A. Bennett Company, 1981, 246-247.

New Simplicity sewing book. Nei./ York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 109-110.

Quick and.easy guide to sewing techniques. New York: Butterick
Publishing Company, 1978, 143-145.

The Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Division,
Americatt_Ca<7pany, 1973, 336.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clueg, and careers: Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 281-285.

Vanderhoff, M. elothes--Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1973, 214-216.
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPM6T

TOPIC WAISTLINE FINISPIES'

SUB-TOPIC WaistbandsConstruction, Application, Evaluation

OBJECTIVES. Following a demonztAation on the waiaband, the student
witt be age t4 tist the steps in canotAucting a
waistband.

Given matertiata and 4upptie4, the student witt be age
t4 4etect and appty teinliotcement to a waistband.

Using matelliatz and 4uppeie6, the 4tUdent mat bv.abee to
constAuet and appty a-waiaband
With eztabti4hed @bite/IA:a and examptu, the 4tudent witt
be abLe to evadtate a waistband.

CONTENT STtDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Straight or Contoured Waistband
Construction

---Pin interfacing to wrong
side-of fabric on unnotched
edge.

--Stitch.
- -Trim interfacing.

--Turn unnotched edge of i,and
toward the wrong side of
fabric.

--Press along the seam line.
- -Trim ;4 inch fiOni se-6 line.

MethgdsofApplying a Waistband
-7-Hand-stitched method

.Machine stitch hand to
waistline. -

-.Finish the band by,slip-
stitching the seam.

--Machine stitched method
.Finish waistband with
stitching on outside'.

/
----Overedged

.
.

.Place two wrong sides of
band together.

.Pin cut edges and stitch the
seam with zig-zag seam,

--Stitched in the diich
.Finish the raw edge.

.Use,the,selvage and stitch
in the well of the seam.

.130

View a detonstration on constructing
a waistband. ,Sutmearize steps used

,to construct the band.

'

Discuss various,methods of applying
waistband's.



Application of Waistband to a
Garment

--Pin the edge of band to
waistline.

--Stitch waistband to the
garment along seamline.

--Clip seam allowance if a
contoured band.

--Press seam allowances upward.
=-Fola waistband in half with
right sides together.

--Stitch the ends of the band.
--Turn waistband to right side.
--Press.

--Finish band.
.Edge-stitch.

Slip-stitch on the inside.
.Stitch in the ditch.

Purpose of Waistband Reinforcement
--Gives body to the band
--Retains shape

--Prevents stretching and
rolling

Summarize reasons for interfacing
a waistband.

.
Criteria for Evaluating Waistbands ivaluate waistband by established

--Cut with grainline riteria.
--Band interfaced

--NIT --Stitches an hored to-

If
interfacin and invisible on
the outsid

.--Band attached to garment with "

'grainline accuracy
, \

--Snug fit with no pulling or
wrinkles

--Same width its entire length
for straight waistband

RESoORCES

TextboOks
,

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 157-158. _s

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,Ill.: Chas A Bennett Company, 1978, 441-449.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to'clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 3487349.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill:: Chas A. Bennett Company,
19I5, 579.

4#
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Oraef, J. & Strom, J: Concepts in clothing. - ew,York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 31.

Iowa Home Economics AssOciation.
Unit method tof cfothin& construction(6th ed.). Ames? Ia.: Iowa State Univers ty Press; 1979, 121-1,23.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cli fs, N. j.: Prenticl-
Hall, Inc., 1977, 82-83.

, 4.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. .) Peoria, Ili.: Cb_aa-,_\A. Bennett Company, 1981; 246-247. i
/

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simpl4ity Pattern Company,

1
, . ../Quick and easy guide to 'sewing techniwes. Ne4 Yorki Butterick

Publishing Company, 1978, 142-143:
i /..--

Strum, M., Grieser, E. Lyle,'D. & Roberts, J. IGuide to modern (clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster DiVision, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1973, 330-335. .

/

1
, r

1

The Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: 111.14erick Division,
AmeriCan Can Company, 1973, 334-335.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careera' L4xington, Mass.:, Ginn
and Company, 1981, 286-290. / 1

t.Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part of yourwoO.d. Lelxington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1973, 189-190, 213. -. / 1 ,

/
1
'

/
1

,
4 ,

1979, 167-168.

sob
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N.

TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEV OPMEN
N

'HEMS

lands, Construction

Given zamptez oi vaou4 hem,s,' the 4t2dent mitt be
.abte to identiliy the kind4 oi heft.

Aga discuzzion4sand demon4tAation4 on the 4tep4 in ,

making a hem, the 4tudent mitt be abteto exptain and
4h0w the step4 -invotved.

FottpWing a demon4tution
on diztAibuting 6uttne44 in a

hem; the 4tudent mitt, be abte to zetect and demon6tAate
--one method o6 diztrabuting ea4e i,n a hem.

.CONTENT
STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Vocabulary
Hemline
Seam tape '

Hem

--Finished bottom edge of a
garment or garment part,

hem width

Incqnspicuous hem
s,

Factors Affecting Hem Length
--Fabric, type ,

--Garment style'
--Garment cut
--Personal desire

Kinds ot Hems

-.Straight eages
--Narrow

.Clead tinith for
tailored garments

- -Shaped-

'.Curied hem edge od -flared
or circular garments

--Rolled

.Very narrow hem for
lightweight and sheer

.fabrics

Basic Steps'in Hemming

r-Turn up 'desired:*
allowance.

- -yin Or press to establish and
hold.the hemline.

Btowse through references. Define
terms used with hems.

Sty fashions in current magezines.
Se ct hem length for an individual
and sx'plain the reason tor the
selection.

Study examples of hems in various
garments. Identify the advantage
and/or disadvantages-of the kind
of hem used.'

/

Reed references on basic-steps in
hemming.

Demonstrate correct procedure for
roaking a hem,



- -Select. width for hem

allowance.

--Trim excess fabric for

desired hem width.
--Apply appropriate edge finish

to hem,

--Hand'or machine stitch hem,

Distributing Ease in a Hem
- -Shrinkable f brics

.Align seams of skirt with
seams of th# hem.
.Insert browi paper between
hem and sk t.

.Steam-pres to shrink out
fullness.

--Non-shrinka le fabrics
.Stay-stitch-plus
.Fabric threads crowded
together during the
stitching process to pr ide
extra ease

.Ease line

-Machine stitching 14 inch
from edge With a long-
stitch and pulling.machine
stitching to align seams of
the hem wieh seams -of skirt

Observe a demonstration on wa,,tr-,
to distribute fullness in hems.

Choose and demonstrate one method
to distribute ease in a hem.

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Burns, M. & Bi op, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.

Lippincott 7ompany, 1974, 133-134.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New.York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 434-435.

:(

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Step in clothing skills (Rev. .). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Co ; pany, 1978, 464-469.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 312-

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). peoria, Ill.: Chas,A. Bennett Company,
1975, 560-562.

Giaef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in cloihing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 246-250.

Iowa Home Economics Association. 'Mit method of clothing canstructi6n
,(6th ed.). Ames; Ia.: Iowa State University Press, 1979, 138-140.

jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.,J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977, 91-93.
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Kelly, J. & Eubanks, 5. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.: -ChasA. Bennett Company, 1981, 251-253.
'

Liddell, L. ClotHes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977,'268-270.

New simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,1979, 139-142.

Quick and easy guide to sewing techniques. New York: Butterick'Publishing Company, 1978, 82-85, 100.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide'to modernclothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill'Book Company, 1973, 373-378.

The Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). flew York: Butterick Division,American Can Company, 1973, 337-338.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginnand Company, 1981; 312-315.

Vanderhoff, M. Olothes--Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginnand Company, 1973, 191-192.

Bulletins

Bibs, L. Hems for sarments. Lincoln, Neb.: University of Nebraska-Lincoln Cooperative Extension Service, 1980,
Hems. Stamford, Conn.: Coats & Clarks, Inc., 1980.
Hem your own clothds. Knoxville, Than.: The universitysVof TennesseeCooperative Extension Service, 1971.

Koester, A. Hems'. Oorvallis, Ore.: Oregon State University ExtensionService, 0777

McFatter, B. Hems. Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana State University
Cooperative Extension Service, 1975.

Mead, M. Hemming. Urbana-Champaign, Ill.: University.of IllinoisCooperative Extension §ervice.

Sadler, M. Here's to hems. Stillwater, Okla.: Oklahoma stateCooperative Extension Service, 1979.



CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPfiNT

TOPIC HEMS

SUB-TOPICS:Finishes *for Hems
Hemming Stitches -).

OBJECTIVES Given examptes oi.hem 6inishes,the student witt be abte
to identL6y'vaitiams kinds'oli hem 6.i.n.i.she4.

Wet obseAving a demonstAat.Lon on iiin,i4hing hem edges
and hemming stitches, the student wite be abee to
constAuct examptes o di6tietent hem iiinishes and appty
an appuptiate homing stitch do& seeected sampees.

Using established cAiteicia dok hem application, the
student mitt be abte to evatuate a wete-made hem.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Selecting an Appropriate Hem
Finish

--Cut of garment
--Fabric type
--Style of garment
--Wear garment will receive
--Time
--Skills and preferences

kinds of HeM-Finishes

--Clean finish
.

.Turned andstitched
--Stitched and pinched

.Tailor's
- -Overcast

- -Zig-zagged

--Seam binding and stretch lace
--Bias tape
--Hong Kong

.Bound
- -Rolled

- 4"aced

--Iron-on tape
--Fusible materials

.136

'Study resources to cite factors
for selecting an appropriate
hem finish,for various types of
fabrics.

Read selected references to
identify hem finishes suitable for
various fabrics. List

characteristics, uses, advantages,
and disadvantages of the various
edge finishes for hem.

Examine and determine the type of
edge finish on garments worn by
class members.

Observe a demonstration on edge
finishes suitable for specific
fabrics.

Prepare several hem finishes for
specific fabrics.



Methods of Attaching Hem to
Cikzent

Machine
- -Hand

Selecting a Method for Hemming
-=Weight and weave of the
fabric

--Style of the gaiment

'Types of Machine Stitching
Suitable for Hems,

--ToPstitching
--Blind hemming stitch
-=Shell
--Picot-edged
--LettUce

Hand Hemming Stitches
- -Slip.or blind stitch
--Catch-stitch
- -Lock stitch.

--Slanted-hemming
--Vertical-hemming *

stiich -

Special Hemming Tips

--Hang garment 24 hours before

hemming.
stitches fairly loose.

--Usesingle.thread Ior
hemMing.

- -Make' hemming stitches in

direction of grainline.

Characteristics of a Good,Hem
- -Lower edge hangs an equal

.m,distance from the floor
-.7-Inconspicuous on right sida
--Smooth and flat
- -Uniform hem width
- -Hem width is suitable. for

fabric and design
--Hem:finish suited for fabric
and design

--Hemming stitches
.Uniform ,

-Evenly zpiced
.Secure
.Ftee of puckers

=-qarefully pressed

Prepare several hem Iinishes for
specific fabrics.

Identify.methods used to attach
garment hems.

Study resource, materials, Note
reasons for selecting.hemming
stitches for specific fabrics.

View illustrations of machine
stitching and hand stitching
used on hems.

Prepare samples of hind hemming
and machine hemming for specific
fabrics.

.Apply a suitable hemming stitch
to selected project.

Review selected references and
summarize extra hewing tips
prior to applying heftming stitches.

Evaldate samples of hpths'fhat
include correct hem finishes and
hemming stitches:

'



'IESOURCES

Textb6oks

.Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen gilide to homemaking
, (4th ed.). New York: Webster DiVision, McGraw-Hill Book.Campany,

1977, 362.

Burns, & Bishop? E. Super sewino. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
LippinC'ott Company, 1974, 134.,436.

Cincinnati Public-Schools, Home Economics Departmene. Exploring
fabrics (4th ed.). Bloomington, 111.4 McKnight-Publishing Company,
1977, 44.

Cxaig, H.- Clothing-4A comprehensiVe 'study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 434-435:'

DraPer, W: & Baileyt A. Steps in clothing 'skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
11.: ChasA. Bennett tompany, 1978, 469-473.

: Fai T. Pullen, J. .The McGraw-Hill guide.to clothing. New York:
e steeDivision, McGxaw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 313-315.

Gawne4E. Dress (4th ed.). .Peoria, Ill.: Chas A. Bennett Company,
1975, 562-564.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 750-256.

Iowa Home Economics Association, Unit ietho'd of clothing construCtion
(6ih ed.). Ame4 Iowa State University:Press, 1979, 140-143.

Kelfy, J. & Eubanits, E. -Today's teem. .(Rev. eds). Peoria, 111.4
Chas" A. Bennett Company, 1984_253-254.;

Liddell, L. Clothes and-your_appearance. South-Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company0977, 170-271.

New_simPlicity sewing book. New York: Simplidity Pattern Company,'
1979, 137-138, 139-142:

'strum-HR., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. GUIde to modern
. clothing (3rd ed.). New York; Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book

Company, 1973, 3781384.

The Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.): New York:
American Can 'Company, 10,.39-340.

'

Vanderhoff, N. Clothee, clues., and careers.
and Company, 1981; 316-317;

.

Vanderiloff, M:-Clothes--Part of your world.
and Company,

Bulletins

Butterick Division,

Lexington, MasileGinn

Lexington,Mass.:.Ginn

Bibs, L. Hems for gar6ente. Lincoln, Neb.: ,University,of Nebraska -
Lincoln Cooperative Exeinsion Service, 1980.

qt
Hems. Stamford, Conn.: Coats & Clarks, Inc., 1980.

. .

Him your own clothes. -Knoxville, Tenn.: The University of Tennessee
-Cooperative Extension Service, 1971.
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Koestar, A. Helms. Corvallis) Ore.:b Oregon State.University
Extension Service, 1977. .

4,)

McFatter; B. Hems. Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana-State University
Cooperative Extension Service, .19.75.

Mead, M. Hemming. Urbana-Champaign, Ill.:
Cooperative Extension Service.

Sadler, M. Hete's to hemt. Stillwater, Okla
. Cooperative Extension Service, 1979

"es
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC FASTENERS

bBJE.CTIOS Aga atadying vaAjou6 4e6exenef.4'tuld'ing a
di6ptay.06 6a4tene44, the atudentiatt be cOte to
identi6y vartiows typez 06 6azteneus.

FoZiowing a 4tudy 06 0.4'tene4.6,-ihe4tadent toitt be.
abte to zetect-the app4o/34-i"att.6.a.stene4 04 a 4pecic
ctomae.

Age4 obse4ving denionotication4 on vatiou4 6a4steneu 'and
. p4aat4f..eing on 4peci6ie aamplez, the atuderit'aultt be abte.

to mahe and apgy d aetected 04terie4 04 a ptoject.

1

C014TENT. STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES
4

Fasteners Deftne'the term fasteners.
--Specific devices used.alond r

or in combination to help- :"

close garmentssecurely-.

Samples Of. Fasteners
--Buttons and_buttonholes.
..-Hook and eyes
---SnApd
--Loops

--Thread closures-
--Frogs

--Nylon.tape

Factors Affecting Selection of
Fasteners

--Purpose of garment
--Coordination with garment in

color, weight, and size_
--Costs

Hooks and'Eyes,

--Used at waIstline and
- neckline

--Strong

--Wide range of sizes

Hooks -

--Stitched in place first, for

accurate measurement

140

Survey personal wardrobe. Explain
'the choice of fastener on garment.

Arrange a display showing different
fasteners used.on garments.

PreRgre_a reference file of
. different types of fasteners and
tell where each could best be used.

Determind how one arrives at the
choice for selection of a specific
fastener.

Explain, why sizes 00 and No. 4
hook.and eyes are most often used;
show examples.

Show Placement of hook on garment
piece for accurate overlapping of
garment edges.



Types of Eyes
--Straight eye -

.Usea where garment edges
overlap-(e.g..skirt
waistband).

--Round eye
.Used where two edges meet
(e.g. Neckline) .

--Thread eye
Used In place of.a purchased
;straight eye

Snaps

--Designed to hold Overlapping,
edges together
.Used, where there is a
minimal amount of strain

Snap Parts
--Ball half

.---Socket half

_Applying Snaps
--Place ball half of snap
on underside of overlap.

-1'--Overcast stitch through 'each I

hole.

--Mark position for.socket half
of snap.

.0verlap edges and push pin
through ball of:snap.

--Overcast stitch through each

f----'hole.

Nylon Tape Fastener
--Strip faced with tiny hooks
and the other with a pile
fabric serving Ss the eye

Use for Nylon-Tape Fastener
--Loose-fitting garments

.Jscket fronts

.Belt overlap

Nylon Tape Application
--Machine stitch lawer strip
in place through all layers.

--Machine stitch upper strip
through only one layer.

--Apply the upper strip by
.hand uting a slip stitch
through one layer of fabric
and the lower strip by
machine through all layers.

,

0,04

11-126

Explain when and where different
-types-of eyes may be placed in
garment construction.-

Prepare a7-TePfeOnce-fileiwith hook
and one type of eye. Indicate type
of garment that could use this hook
and eye.

Collect samples of hooks and eyes..

altuss reasond for nqing snaps as'..
'a closure.

..-

Demonstrate'application of swift.

..1.-Explain different methods of

aPPlying nylon tape.

1

.40

Attach to a fabric sample a nylons
tape fastener using one of the
demonstrated methods.

141
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--Topstitch Voth strips
through all fabric.layers.

Loops and Frogs

--Fabric closures made qrself-
filled bias tubingrchased.
braid or tubular.material

like the garment fabric

Making tubing

--Cue bias strips 11/2 inches
wide.

--Fold in half-lengthWise.with
right sides together.

--Seltch 2 inc1 ..f..nom fold. -

, --Using a lOopj:eqner-,2tern-all

tubing totighside:tii,
pulling.,seam alidl'4ance-into

.

Thread Closures

--Made with the blanket
stitcb.and'a double thread-

,.

Making a Thread Loop -.

-i-Use several foundation
A

stitches to accommodate the"
buttonsor hook size.

7-York71dankei stitches,closely
over the entire lefigth of the.
foundation threads.-

Observe a demonstration on
preparing tubing for loops or
frogS.

Prepare a sample of bias tubing.

Analyze use of thread closures.

Shaw how to make a thread loop.

Prepare a file sample of a thread
loop.'

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Brinkley, J. Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking
,(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977,.304.

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Compapy, 1974, 1204122, 129.

,

Craig, HI Clothing--A comprehensive%.tudy. New York: J. 13;
Lippincott C6mpany, 1973, 274, 435, 438, 445.

Cross, A. Enjoying family living. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 335%

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 413-424.

Faiola, T. & PullenrJ. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982; 136, 189-190,
259, 315-316, 333, 343-344.
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j1-128

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria,- Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett CoMpany,
1975, 162, 511, 571, 574.

Greet, J. & Strom, J. Conceptsin clothing: New York: Webster
qivision, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 245-246.

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction,46th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University Press, 1979, 105-107.
Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, NI: Prentice-Hall,Inc., 1977, 61,

Kelly, J. & Eubanks P. Today's teen (Rev_....a.d..). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 187-189. '

LiddelLy L. Clothes end your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
'Goodheart-Willcox CoMpany, 1977, 113.

. .

.0.4.McDermott, I.; Norris, J,'& Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
, Book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill:: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,

New mplicity se 'book. -New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,-
Si

1979; /31-133.

Quick and easy guide to sewing techniques. New York: Butterick
-Publishing Company, 1978, 7-71.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to-moderd
clothing (3rd ed.). New-York: Webster Dillision, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 351-352, 366, 369-372.

The Vogue sewing book, (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Division,
American Can Company, 1973, 313-317.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, cluea, and careers. Lexington,,Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 310-311, 324.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes7-Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1973, 183, 241, 246.

Bulletins

Roberts, W. J. & Fite, K. M. Fasteners. Little Rock, Ark.:
University of Arkansas Cooperative Extension Service.

Sewing.hooks and eyes oh your clothes. Knoxville, Tenn.: The
University of Tennessee College of Agriculture, 1966.

Velcro fasteners: The timesavers. New York, N.Y.: Velcro Consumer
Education.
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LEVEL III-- CLOTgING AND TEXTILES UNIT
(Consume4-Homemaking II) ,

SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CLOTHING
Fad, Fashion, Style

Page.

III-001

PERSONAL APPEARANCE
Figure

Body Shapes 111-003
Total Look

AcCessory,Use in Wardrobe 111-005
Foundation Garments 111-007

TEXTILES
Fibers

Characteristics
Fabric Construction

Woven Fabrics

Knitted (Selection, Sewing)
Fabric.Finishes

Adsthetic_and Functional Finishes
1/4

-111-009

.111-012

111-015

111-017

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING'
Shopping for Olothing

Quality Intlicators 111-023
Comparison Shopping "111-027

Accepting Consumer Responsibilities
CoMplaints 111-029

-Extending Clothing'Resources
Alteration of Ready-to-Wear, Upgrading the
Quality of Ready-to-Wear, Altering Ready-Made
Garments 111-031

CLOTHING CARE
Home Laundering

Stain Removal

CAREERS IN CLOTHING AND TEXTILE

Job'Acquisitiod Skills

Competencies, Job Preparation, Training

111435

111-039

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT
Sewing Equipment

Selection of Large EqUipment (Sewing Machine)---- 111-043
.Care ofLarge Epipment (Bewingjgachine)- 111-045
Sewing Notions 111-047
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT (coAtinued)

Pattern Preparation, Alteration, and Placement
Page

Pattern Alterations. 111-051
Interfacings

Function, Types, Selection 111-057
Cutting, Application, Evaluation 111-061

Stay-stitching 111-065 n
Facings

Flinction, Types, Cutting, Constructian,
Finishing 111-069

Collars

Types, Application, Conitruction, Detachable 111-075
Sleeves

VO4Pabulary, Selecting Sleeve Styles 111-079
Types, Fit, Parts 111-081
Characteristics of Sleeve Types, Construction

and Application 111-083 .

Buttonholes and Buttons -
Types, Selection, Application
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. . III-001

SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL ASKCTS OF CLOTHING

TOP IC FAD, FASHION, STYLE

OBJECTIVE Gimeh
6a6hion Arum, tfte 6.tudent

mite be abte to diAccus6 and ittlatAate di66ekenee4 among
dadjaskLon, and 6.tyte.

CONTENT
I STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Vocabulary
--Fashion

.Prevailing style of dress
at any given time

--Fad

.New idea in clothing that is
popular for a short time
(one season or less)

--Style

.Specific unique

characteristics (diTferent
from others) prominent for
long time periods

--Classic

':Popular style that is
,lasting and becomes "anstom

--Fashion Bomb
-

.A style that people reject

Collect pictures illustrating
fashion, fad, style, classic, and
bomb. Make group arrangement on
bulletin bbard.

Make a list of current fads.
Identify-fads likely to become
fashion. .

Write article for the school
newspaptr'entitled "Fashion vs.
Fad,"-and speculate on the future
in fads and fashion.

Develop a.display of the
"Continentals" and "Edsels" of
clotfiing industty. Include
illustrations and definitions of
fashion, fad, style.

Interview individuals whose teen-
years were in a specific time
period. Compile infarmation
concerning fashions and fads of
the interviewee's teen years-
Also, identify the styleqkof

today whia originated in that
same time period.

View examples of fashion claseics.
Discuss advice to give someone
buying a fashion classic.

Analyze reasons for fashion bombs.
'Mount illustrations on bulletin
board.

RESOURCES :

Textbooks

Brinkley, J. & Aletti, A. Altering ready-to-wear fashions. Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976, 277-278. /
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JII-002Craig, II; ,Clothing--A comprehensive study. IsIew-York: J. B.Lippincott-Company,'1973 75-76.
'Cross, A.

Enjoying.family 1 ing. Philadelphia: J. B. LippincottCompany, 1973284-285.
Faiola, Pullen, J.

The°McGraw-Hill guiae to Clothing. New York:Webster Division,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982; 6.8-69.Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed0., Peoria, Ill: Chas. A.-Bennett Company,1975, 21-22.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. 1Concepte in clothing. tiew York: WebsterDivision, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 62-64. -
ReJly, J. k Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev.

ed.). 'Peoria, Ill.: Chas.A. Bennett Company, 1981, 163-164.
Liddell, L. Clothes and your app4.7n8e. South H011and, Ill.:Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 93-96.
Pavlucci, B., Faiola, T, & ThoMpson, P. ,Personal perspectives,(2nd ed.).New York: Webster Divition,

McGraw-Hill-Book Company, 1978, 199.Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern clothing(3id ed.). New.York: Webster Divisidn, McGraw-Hill BoOk CoMpany,1973, 54.'
/
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III-003

PERSONAL APPEARANCE

,.TOPIC ' FI*GURE

SUB-TOPIC Body 'Shapes

vi

;

OBJECTIVES AIWA teading telimence,6 on we,i.ght and body zhape, -the
4tudent-wat be abte to_vey-h,Whtt-avooximate
pfea,irtabte weight..

.

USingi.nliovnation gained litom the Atudy on body 4hape6,the 4tudent cute be abte to di6cuu. 6aetwa a66ectingthe body zhape.
Given a di.6cu,64ion on liactou that,a66ect body zhape,
the 4tudent will. be abte 6 detenmine way4 to modiliy
body zhape.

Age rt. obberiving a demono4ation on 4pec4ie 6igune
pnobtem4, the 4tudent witt be abte to.zetect an
appuoiate ,ittuzian/ca)fte6aan 6b11. imovving body
zhape.

60-NTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Vocabulary
--Bone structure

.Size and shape of Ehe
skeletal:bones

--Bbdy shape
.Stage 6f physitaldevelopment

Factors Determinihi Appropriate
Individual Body Weight

--Height
,Weight
--Bone structure
--Muscle quantity

Factors Determining.Body Shape
--Circumference of body at
chest/bust, waist, and hips

--Overall body proportions
.Ratio of one measurement
to another

--Weight

Basic Figure Types
'--Tall and-slohder

, --Taal and'stout
--Short and's/ender'.
--Shiirt and stont

Define terms. Contrast the'
meaning of the terms. **

Consult insupnce tables and.
determine relktionship of weight,
Age, height-, and body structnre.

Interview a Physical education
teacher to get idea's for exerciges
to improve individual.posture and
body shape..

Contact a medical spetialist and/
or tesearch the literature fox-
ways to correct Selected posture
or body-shape problems.

Work with a partner. Observe,self
in mirror and determine figure
type.
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,4

--Top heavy

--Bottom heavy

Guidelines for Determining Figure
Types

--Compare persOn41 basic body
measurements with standardized
body measurekents

Modifying the Body's Shape
'--:.Short range goals

.Lines

.Adherence to design
principles
.Color

.Fashion-lengths

.Fabric texture, drapeability;
1 and prints

.Proper foundation garments
--Long range goals

.Diet

.Exercise

Posture -

Figure.Problems
--Broad should
--Broad hig4 "

--Heavy figuye/thick waistline
--Stan bust
--Thin nedkinarrow shoulders
.,Large'bust% I

--Round/sloping.sh6UIders-: "

7-Long/ehort waist : .

...;-7Heavy alighs

-&:domen/derriere
. .

b 111-004

Discuss fIsure typed in relition
to clofhing selection. Determine
fabrics and styles appropriate
for selected types..

Discuss ways to modify specific
body shapes".

Use illustrations from catalogs
or magazines to demonstrate how
to conceal personal figure
problems.

4elect dlothing styles from "paper
'.dolls" or publIcations that Will
conceal specific'figure problems.

4
..

. 4.
_Prepare a reseatch paper

1

on how to
diess.or redress selected figure
problems.

,

RE8OURCES

TeXtbooks
Craig, H. Clothing- -A domprehensive:studY:
'Lippindott Company, 1973, 193-195...

.

New York: - J. B.

, o

Faiola, T: & Pullen; J. The Mcdraw-Hill guide to clothing: New York:
Webster Division,'McGraW-Hill Book Company, 1982, 97-98.

Graef, S. & Strom, J. . Concepts in clothing.
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976,

Kelly; J. &,Eubankst,'E. Today's teen .(rev.
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 133-134.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.: .

Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977,.44-46.

.VanderhOff, M. CI:oil:es, clues,,and careers.- Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and.COmpany, 1981; 55-5$.'

New York: Webster
51-64.

ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
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*PERSONAL APPEARANCE.

TOPIC TOTAL LOOK

SUB-TbPIC

OBJECTIVE'

Accessory Use in Wardrobe

Wing'Oshion 41u6tAat'ion4 9Lorn curikent\magazine4 the
<student mitt be Ote tb deMRistnate how acce44onie's can
comptiment oit change the aggeakance oi a.gdAment wt. a_ _

boityleatute.

CONTENT

Accessoriesoin- Wardrobe Tlan
--Part of the total design
--Cost effectiveness
--Availabld accessories
--Features of accessories.-

--Accessories coordinated with
Specific clothing

Accessories Includ
, --The little thing hat'

.Shoes .Be

.Socks/hosierY .Hats -

.Handkerchiefs :Jewelry

.Hacdbag/waJjet. .Gloves

.Foundations .Scarves

.

STUDENT LEARiTING"ACTIVITIES

. .

Determine an individual, budget
allowance for accessories.

Select pictures of appropriate
-accessories for selected. garments
within a speoific wardrobe budget.

Usi retail cataloO, select -

su able accessories for a
eciftc,outfit.,. Record costs.

and-care-Instructions.

Exchange selection of a.c'cessories
for spe ific garments to view how
they af ect the appearance of
clothin . For use as a contest,
elect't e.best.gar3ent-accessory

combinati ns at a given time.

;RESOURCES

rextbooks

Brinkley, Jeanne H. Teen guide to homemakimg (4th edi). Dallas:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1977, 296-299.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive sttidy. New lork: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 302:

4

. .Cross, A. Enlpying:fauftly Iliftinp New York: J. B. Lippincott
Company, 1973, 299-304.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A, Steps in clothing skills (Rev..ed.).
Peoria,,I11.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, Inc., 1978, 176-181, 516.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. .The McG.Lw-Hill4uide to clCthing. New York:

_

Webster Division, McGtaw-Hill Book Company,-082, 148, 285-286.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in.clothin. New York: Webster.
Division, McGraw-Hill' Book Company, 1976, 87-89.

7
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-Lid411, L. Clothes and ydur
Goodheart-Willcox Company,

Oppenhe , Living toaay:
COmpany, 19 27.

'Opearance. Sbuth Holland, Ill.:
Inc., 1977, 96-100, 1537164.

Peoria, Ill.: BennettTh-ib-1.ts14ng

a

,Vanderhoff, 14: Clothes-- f your world. .1.exihgton, Mass.: Ginnand Company, 1573, 88, 112.

Pamphlets.

Accessories. Lexington, Ky.: 'Cooperative Extension Service,',University of Kentucky, College of Agriculture, n.d.
:Clark, M. ,Accent on accessories. Morgantown, W. Va.: CooperativeExtension Service; Weq5,0Virginia University for Extension andContinuing Education.'

4
Culp, B. Step into accessories for total look. College Station,Tmc.: Texas Agricultur x ension Service, Texas A&M University,

r

01,

rtd

King, B. Styling with scarves., Lexington, Ky.: Cooperative
Extensioh Service,jUniversity of Kentucky, tollege of Agriculture,n.d.

Money Management institute., Your clothing dollar. Prospect Heights,Ill.: Household Finance Corporation.;.1978, 26._ _

Rader, H: Handb4a
Agriculture and

Rader, H. Hosiery
Agriculture and

-Knoxville, Tenn.: Cooperative Extension in
Home-Economics', University of Tennessee, n.d.

. Knoxville, Tenn.: dooperative Extension in
Home Economics, Universi6 of Tennessee, n.d.

Raincin, V. Accessories. Columbia, So.: Extension Division, Schoolof Home Economics: University of Missouri, n.d.
Winge, J. Accent on accessdries. Fargo, N. Dak.: Cooperative

Extension Service, North DakOta State UniVersity, n.d.
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.11.

TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

PERS6NAL APPEARANCE

TOTAL LOOK

Foundation barments

A6tet viewin exam tez 4, 4 4g!..oi

111-007

.e aige to state the 6unctions o6 good lioundation
garments and determine need OA individua use.

Based on Study and individuat choice, the student mat
be abte to pAopelEty wear:. and cate-6ort 6oundation gaitmentA.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES -1

Foundation

--Any garment that supports or
controls the figure

Examples of Foundations
--Girdles --Panties
--Brea
--T-shirts

- --Boxer shorts

--Hosiery '

--Slips and
petticoats

-=Briefs

Foundations Needed are Determined

12/

--Figure types and Measurement
--Personal preference
--Specific clothes functions
--Fashion &lenges

Functions of Foundations
--Give the body a smoother

line

4--Make clothes fit better
--Support and control,the
figute

--Promote good posture and
poise

--Protect your body from
seasonal elements (hot or
cord)

Pointers on Wearing Foundations
-rUse two or more garments and
alternate wear to prolong
life.

--Put on,gently to safeguard
shape of foundationand r

incrPase service agility..

What is the purpose of a

foundation garment?

Develop a list of do's and don't's
in foundation garment selection.

Prepare a bulletin board on types-
of foundation garments and the
outer garments that should be worn
with

Design and follow a plan for'
wearing foundation garments.

Discuss precautions to follow in
wearing foundations.

Demonstrate how to wash and dry a
foundation garment.
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...
Care for Foundations
--Launder frequently.
--Follow care label instruction's.

- -Be cautious in using chlorine
bleaches.

- -Hand-wash with lukeWarm water
add mild soap.

--Shape garmenis while sill wet.

Experiment with the use of
chlorine bleach. or foundation'
garments made with natural and/or
man,made fibers. Share results
with class.

--Dry at room temperatures
--Plate gaments in mesh bags and
machine wash using gentle cycle.

4

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Craig, H. Clothing-'-A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.

Lippincott Company, 1973, 148-151, 297-299.

Crowley, C. All abou't clothes. New York: Gregg Divislon, MéCraw-Hill
Book Company, 1978, 15.

Draper, W.
Peoria,

Gawne, E.
1975, 1

& Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.).
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 174-175.

-

Dress (4th ed.). Peoria,'Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
80-187.

StruT, M., Grieser-, E., Lyle, 1) & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd. ed.). New York:- Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, -197t, 107,109.

Pamiihlets
Minifie, F. G. Foundation garments: New Brmnswick, New Jersey: -

Rutgers-7-Tbe State University 0ooperative Extension Service, n.d.

Rader, Helen. Foundation garments. Knoxville, TenH University of

I .

Tennessee Agriculture Extension Service, n.d.
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TEXT I LES

TOPIC F I BERS

SUB-TOPIC Characteristics.

OBJECTIVgS Given di.66eAent heteetexi 6ibeia, the AStudent Rat be abtedamine chakae,te)tizticA oi the diMaent hada o6&Lbw.

* Given 4eteeted 4ampte6
and equiPment; the 4tq4ent uLUbe abte to duexibe method4 msed a idemaiyag

choitactvtiatiza o6 gbe/14.

CONTENT
* STUDENT LEARNING,ACTIVITIES

Natural Fibers
--Cotton

.Absorbent .Strong

.Excellent .Dyeability
launderability 111

--Linen

.Stronger than .Cool
cotton .Wrinkles

..Absorbent
.Crisp

--Wool

.Warm .Resilient

.Absorbent
. .Dyes well

. dan be made moth and wrinkle
resistent

--Silk
. Lustrous .Soft

-.Luxurious .Drapes well
.pyes to brilliant shades

Natural Manufactured Fibers
--Rayon

.Lustrous

.prapes well.

:Launderability
--Acetate

.Luxurious feel
and appearance

..Resistant to manufactured
wrinkling fibers .

.Drapes well
--Triacetate

. Heat set into pleats

.Launders easily

.Economical

.Versatiie

.Blends well
with other

Display fabric samples and examine
characteristics of each sample.

ObserVe difference in appearance
and feel.between cotton and linen.

Review characteristics of wool
fibers. Report on reasons for
using wool.for cAnter clothing.

Collect samples of silk fabrits
and/or garments., Display: View
differences in appearance.

Name popular silk fabrics and
identify supply sources.

Look through current mauzines.
LoCate.-examples of clotring that
contain a natural manufactured
fiber.

Collect and mount exampies of the
natural and manufactured fibers.

Examine saiples of triabetate
fabrics. Compare with rayon and
acetate fabrics giving siniilarities
and differences.,
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.Resikant to, wrinkling

Synthetic Manufactured fibers
--Nylon

.Strong .Durable

.Versatile, .Machine

.Need little washable
or no ironing

--Acrylic-fibers-(arloni=
Acrilan, Crdslan, Zefran)
'.Durable .Warm
.Lightweight .Shape
.Wash and wear retention
qualities

--Polvest...er fibers (Dacron

c'Fortrel, Kodel, Vycron)
:functional .Durable
eStrong .Wrinkle
.Launder resistant
easily

--Modacrylic fibers (S.E.F.,
Verel)

.Waim and soft .Heavier than
,Flame acrylics
resistant

Vie:4 examples of clothing made of

nylon, acrylic, and polyester fibers
--So observe characteriStics.

Identify trade names used' for
nylon fibers.

Burn samples of acrylic fibers.
Report on results to class-

Prepare a display of fabrics mdde
'of acrylic fiber's.

Examine polyester fibers under a
microscope. Describe
characteristics of the fiber.

Shg and compare samples of
polyester fibers and blends with
other fibers.

Compare differences between
acrylic:fibers and modacryIic
fibers. Report findings to class.

RESOURCES

Toxtbooks 4

Cincinnati Public Schools, Home Economics Department. Exploring
fabrics (4th ed.). Bloomington,,Ill.: McKnight Publishing
Company, 1977, 1.9-31.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 246-252.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 71-76t

'Faiola, T.,& Pullen-,-J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book tompany, 1982, 122-125.

Gawne:1E. Dress, (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas A. Bennett Company,
1975, 346-392.

Gradf, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothirig. New _York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 34-43.

Iowa Home EconomiCs Association. Unit-method of clothing construction
(6th ed.). -hies, Ia.: Iowa State University Press, 1979, 20.

-
)/ Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.:). Peoria, Ill.:

Chas A. Bennett Company, 1981, 155-160.
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AP .

Levy, L. & Feldman, B. Textile Workbook (Rev. ed.). Belmont, Calif.%
Fearon Pitman Publishers, 1970, 67-68, 79, 84, 89, 98, 100, 102.

'Liddell, L. Clothes'and your appearance. South'Holland,,I11.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 174-193.

McDermott,"I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas A. Bennett Company, 1976
188-223.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 59-66.

At
Textile handbook (5th ed.). Washington, D. C.: .American-Home

Economics Association, 1974, 7-33.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 108-11R.

Vanderhoff, M., Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Textiles for home and people.
Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 16-18:22-25, 32-35,
38-39, 46-47, 50-53, 55, 59-60, 63, 66-68, 70-71, 72-76.
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TEXTfL

TOPIC ' FABRIC :e0NSTRUCTION

SUB -TOPIC Woven Fabrics

OBJECTIVES GA/en cdaitabte Aedoute to 4tudy; thg 4tudent mitt be
abte to agnt,iiy woven 6

Fottowting a di4eu44ion o 6abkic con4ttuction, the
<student wiet be abte to exptain what a !Amen
con4tuction.

lt
Upon comptetion o6 the 4tudy on woven -taim,i.c

con4tAucttor, tze 4tudent mitt be abte to demon4tnate
'1ttchnZque4 to u4e with woven 6abitic4 on 4peci1çie
pAoject4.

CONTENT

Vocabulary
- -Warp yarns-grainline

--Filling yarns--on-grain
- -Cloth count--yarn in warp

and filling .

Woven Fabrics

- -Inserting a crosswise set of
yarns at right angles to a
lengthwise set of yarns that
is held taut

M9thod of Weaving.Fabrics

--Hand-woven
--Machine woven

. .

Characteristics of Woven ,Fabrics
--Appearance
--Hand
--Strength

--DimensiOfinI-StaBility
--Absorbency
--Warmth
.--Transparency

I STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I

4

Unravel a fabric sample.- Identify
warp and filling yarns.

Secure a sample of petcale or
muslin-fabric. Look through a
magnifying glass in a ruled area
1 inch square and do a thread
count on warp yarns and filling.
yarns.

Prepare a bulletin board or chart
picturing samiiles of fabrics that
illustrate the vocabulary terms.

Display samples of hand woven -

fabric ind machine woven fabric.

Read an assignment on woven fabric
conStruction.

Collect samples of different fabric
-'weaves. -Exp-lsi-n each weave.

Bring a woven garmedt to class and
identify and point out

characteristics of the Wvven
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Varying Woven Fabrics
7-Changes in fiber content in

yarns '
--Variation in the diameter or

tightnesi of twist of the yarn
--Different spacings between .

yarns (number of yarns per
inch)

--Interlacing of the --y'arns in
different patterns

--Sizes of yarn

Techniques for Working with Wolien
Fabrics

- --Select a pattern closest to
one's size and type,

--Select fabric from list of
suggestions on back of
pattern envelope.

--Test different types of
interfacing with woven fabric.

--Match thread with type of
fabric.

--Use sharp pins and needles
.for gewing.

--Pre-shrink fabric, notkons,
and interfaeing.

Compaie the construction of
different fabrics that have
variations in fiber, yarn,
and weaving.

1II-013

Using a selected eativity

demonstrate technique to use
-with woven fabrics-.

1

RESOURCES

Textbooks .

-

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 58, 140, 275, 310-311.

Cincinnati Nblic Schools, Home Economics Department. Exploring
fabrics (4th ec1.). Bloomington, Ili.: Maniiht Publishing
Company, 1977, 32.

Craig, H. ClothingA comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 258-259.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.)... Peoria,
Ill.: Chas, A. Bennett Company, 1978, 78-85, 88-89.

Faiola, T. & Pullen J. The McGrawHill guide to clofhing. New
York: Webster el:1414pion, McGraw -HillBook Company, 1982, 264-365.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in 'clothing. New York: Wastei
Division, McGraw-Hill Bdok Company, 1976, 43-48.

Iowa Hone Econ5Mics Association. Unit Method of crothipg ConstrUction.
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iawa-State-Universit5f Press, 1979, 20.

Jones, J. ClothingYour way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1977, 23, 28-29.
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Kelly, J. & Eubanks,-E, Todayls teen.
Chas 'A. Bennett CoOpany, 1981, 157.

(Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:

Levy, L. & Feldman, B. Texiile workbook (Rdv. ed.). Belmont,Calif.; Fearon Pitman Publishers, 1970, 1-10,, 12-27.
Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:

Goodheart-Willcox CoMpany, 1977, 1,96-497.

Oppenhein, I. Living today. Peoria,.Ill.: Bennett Publishing
96

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts,'J. Guide to modernclothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webiter Division., McGraw-Hill BookCompany, 1973).257-268:-.

'Textile Handbook (5th ed.). Washington, D. C.: American Home'Economics Association, 1974, 43-48.

The Vogue sewing book (Rev..ed,). New York: Butterick Division,American Can Company, 1973, 3.6. -
.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginnand Company, 1981, 115-116, 165, 212-214.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginnand Company,-1973, 96-97. ,

Vanderhoff, M., Franck,,L. & Campbell, L. Textiles foi home andpeople.
Lexington, MasS.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 88-163, 8.
Bulletins

Koester, A. W. The seructure of woven, knitted,and other fabrics.
Corvallis, Ore.: Oregon State University Extension Service, .1979.

Winge, J. W. Serving with woven fabrics. Fargo, N. D.: North DakotaState UniverSity Cooperative Extension Service, 1978.
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TEXT I LES

TOPIC FABRIC CONSTRUCTION

SUB-TOPIC Knitted (Selectio Sewing)

OBJECiIVES Given examp.ees oi pattenns matabte knit and 6aing.C4o 6 6abcis,_ the Atudent -WU be.abte to tsetect .knit
switabteian-the,chozen-pmttenn .

III-015

,t

Aga absenving a demonstnation on laying the pattenn,
cutting and matking on knit, the student witt be abte
to Aecognize pnocedunes tO use with knits-in Laying the
pattenn, cutting, and manking a,gatmerkt,

Using inOnmation gained 6tom the At/1'4 chi sewing with
Wts, the student wit-E. be abte to use good canstAuction
Leehn-Lque.. a 4ewing on !mita.

COliTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

.-Selecting Knita-

--Choose fabricthat is on grain,
, --Texture and design of the

tabric should be suitable for
the.type of garment selected.'

- ec-Cut all pieces with the top of
. the pattern lying in the same

" 4Aection.
-7Chenk the stretchability of

the fabric.
' --Check recovery from 'stitch.

Sewing w,ith Knits'

- -Use'aTattern that was
designedlor knits.

-:-Layout the fabric without,

stretching.
--Use special ball-point pins
an&needle to prevent hole'
cutting along the seams.

special stretchable
thread- oflilament polyester
:wrapped with mercerized
cot&m.

--Stretch seams as you sew.,
--Tape shoulder and nrmseye to

prevent stretch during wear.
--Use,a stay under buttonholes
to prevent stretaT

--Avoid use of hem tape. .4101*
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--Use LOOSE healming'stitches.

--Pressing sample test
. Avoid high temperatures.

. Avoid stretching fabric.
;

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Burns, M. & Bishop, E.

Lippincott Company,

Craig, H. Clothing--A
Lippincott Company,

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide-to Clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill "Book Company; 1982067.
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_

Super'sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
1974, 168-173, 298, 300.

4

comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
1973, 393-394.

A
Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria; Ill.: Chas. A. Betnett Company,

1975, 452, 498.
_

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothins. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 237.

Iowa -Home Economics Asso'clation. Unit method of clothing construction.'
(6th ed.). 'Ames, Ia.: Iowa Sbite University Press, 1979, 21-23.

,

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977,.27.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, 3. Homemaking.for teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,
287-289.

New simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 33.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 68-71.

The vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: rButterick Division,
American Can Company, 1973, 185-189.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 117-119, 214.

.Vanderhoff, M., Franck, L. & Campbell, L. JOtiles for home and
people. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 117-123.

fi
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-TEXTILES r

TOPIC . FABRIC FIWISHES
I.

SUB-TOPIC Aesthotic and Func'tionallEtnishs,
N (

OBJECTIVES Given in6oAmation. on. 6abnic 6iniShe4, the 4tudent vitt be
abte to name and'aewsZAate the vaitiows kinds o6 6abAic .

6.i.nizhe4 poptied fr
U4siAg inOnmation gained 0.90(the <study o6 6inizha .

suZtabte 04.3abltia, the 4tudent witt be abte to cite '
tefuono qn. di66exent gni6he6 being apptied to 6abltic4:

Fott.oating the 6.tud4 o ctbnJ.c. ini4hei, the gudent
witt be abte to ideJvti6ythe impoAtance,o6 Apeciat 60/tic
ni6he6 6m the canzuma.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVTT1ES

Fabric Finishes
--Special materials or
substances added to fabric
after it leaves the loom or
knitting machine to improlie
the appearance, feel, or
performance of the fabric

Purposes of Tabric.Finishes
- -Improve fabric performance
--Enhance aesthetic appeal

Types of Fabric Finishes

--Nondurable--finishes that
can be removed in the first,
few washings or dry cleanings

- -Durable--finishes that last-
for much of the wear-life of
the garinent'or fabric

- -Permenent finishes--finis

that last as long as the
fabric does

Identifying Fabric Finishes
--Reading labels and hangtegs
on garments

--Printed information on bolts
of fabric

--Information on the selvage
of the fabric

4632-

Explain fhe phrase "fabric
finithes" in own words.

Tdscuss the purposes Of fabric
finishes.

View the filmstrip "It's All in
the Finish."

Collect hangtags,that provide-
information,on finishes applied
to fabrics. Analyze information
for

--properties of the finish
--eype of finish
--special care in wear and

cleaning



"

Classification of Fabric Finishes
--Aesthetic finishes

.Treatments which prepare a
Tabric for consumer use by
making the fabric more ,

attractive and giving it' I

some characteristic
appearance.

--Vocabulary
.Calendering .Bleaching
.Mercerizing .Embossing
.Napping .Sanforizing

,.Sizing .Tentering .

.Flocking, .Weighting
-,-Functional finahes

.Finishes applied to fabric
, to change properties of.the

fabric and change the

surface,appearance of the
fabric

,

Kinds of Functional Finishe-s
-71)urable,press

.Resin treatment finish
which sheds wrinkles after
wearing,or washing
Recovers original shape with
little pressing

.Does not hold a pressed edge

.Must be top.7-stitched flat,

.Tradenames
-Dan-Press -Never-Press
-Ever-Press -Penn-Prsst
7Koratron -Perma-Prest.
-Sta-Prest -Vanopress
.Care

-Avoid chlorine bleach.
-Avoid too hot wash water
and drying which may set
wrinkles in.clothes.

-Remove clothes froM the
dryer and hang to eliminate
wrinkles.

-Tumble clothes with'a damp
towel to shed wrinkles.

-Launder clothes wrong side
out to reduce abrasion on

, edges and_creases.

--Soil release
.Finishwhich allows easy
remMal-of-stain-or dirt

- 111-018

Define-and explain the phrase
aesthetic finishes.

Prepare a chart for the finishes
giving the definition, function of
the finish, procedures used to
apply the-finish, and examples in
fabrics. .

Identify ways that a functional
finish can change.the fabric.

Prepare a bulletin board of
fabric samples with aesthetic
finishes and functional finishes
to familiarize students with
different types of finishes.

View finish labels; prepare a list
of brand names which identify the
durable press finish.



da-

*A.

4t' -2

.006:flu-races the tondency or

.syothetirlibers to attract
and oily stains

.11sns

*--hicre1se4 tile anti-static.'

'prnperties of the fabric
erlocreases the Ntqability"-'
of the fiher.dr minimizes
the soIling

-Are durable btu Aradually
wash away

.TrAdenames
-Scotchgard
,-Come clean
-1)erma-elean

"-Wash-ease

- Zepel

- Soilex

-Visa

Water-Repellent or Water Resistant
--Fibers are coated with waxes

or substances that resist the
absorption of liquids.

.--Air can penetrate the spaces
between yarns but liquids
bead on the surface.

Fire Retardant

--Chemical finish added-to
resist the-spread of'flames

--Available in children's
sleepwear, carpets,,
mattresses, etc.

meet.strict government
'standards

- -Finishes

.Apex ,

.Firegard

.Prohan

.Pyioset
--Care .

-.To, maintain finish avoid
hard water, non-phosphate

detergents, soaps, chlorine
-bleach, fabric softeMrs,
and commercial laundries.

.B fire

Fir aid
Pyroçl

Moth P'?*.c)ofing F14..3hes

- -Wools chemicilly treated

during dyeing todeter moths'
.and other ins.ects

--Mothproof finishes
. .Eulan .LarVex

.Lanoc CN , .Cieseociae

.Hartocide .Mitin

Collect fabric samples That aie
water-repellent. ,Place a drop of
water or oil on each. Note-effect,
of liquid on the sample.

Cut a sample of cotton fabric in
half. Make a teMporary finish
using>f4 oz.,borl.c acid, 34 oz.
hOrax, and-1 quart warm water.'

Immerse.dne sample ih solution
ahd.let dry. Observe.and note)
differdhte between the treated
saMple and the Unt gated sample .

of cottomfabric
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--Care

.Feep clothes-and household
textOes clean and store .

with a moth preventative.
.Place in tightly closed area
.Use crystals or spray as
directed.

Mildew Resistant
--Retards growth of bacteria

and fungi which may develop
in high humidity or'in

presenceof sizing and starch.

Antibacterial Finishes
--Chemical added to retard
bacterial growth caused' by
perspiration or mildew and to

guard against the spread of
.disease and infection.

.Reduce aehlOe's foot
infection

.Minimize diaper rash

.Eliminate mildew odors
--Tradenames

.Sanigard

.Sanitize

.Vita-fresh
--Care

.Chlorine bleach may remove
finiSh.

.Treat fabric with an
antibacterial laundry
product.

Antistatic Finishes

--Addition of chemicals to the
manmade fibers before they
are spun

.Tradenames
-Crepeset
-Fybrite or polyester
-Zepel
-Stanox
-Permostat

Free
-Resitat

--Care.

.Fabric softeners such as
Downy,,NuSoft, StaPuf added
to the rinse water

Sheets (Bounce and Cling
Free) added to clothes in
the dryer

166
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RESOURCiS

Textbooks
Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking

(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 284-285.

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 318-320.

Craig, IL Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 260-262.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.)
Ill.: CMS-. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 107-113.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing.
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982; 126-131.

Gawne, E. Dress (4ih ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 414-435.

Gawne, E. Fabrics for clothing. Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett
Company, 1973, 20-21, 25-26, 41, 94-101.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New tork: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 47-148.

Griffin, E. Individualized instruction units in crothin Tony, Wis.:
Homemaking Research Laboratories, 1976, 41-42.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. i'nglewood Cliffs,4 .: Prentice-Hall,Inc., 1977, 28.

Kelly', J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.).
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 162-103.
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Peoria, ,

New York:

Peoria, Ill.:

Levy, L. & Feldman, B. Textile workbook (Rev. ed BelmOr4,
Fearon Pitman Publishers, 1970, 36-54.

Liddell,I. Clothes and your appearance. South Holl d, Ill.:
L;Goodheart-Willcmc Company, 1977, 204-205.

. ) .

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teeh-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,
238-253.

New Simplicity sewinia book. New York: Simplicity Patter

Paolucci, B., Faiola, T. & ThaPpson, P. Personal ers dtt
ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw=Hil/ Book Comp

Company,. -
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(2nd
, 1978,

StruM,M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Rober S, J. Guide-to modern clothing
(3rd ed.). New York: Webster Divis on, McGraw-Hill-Book
1973, 71-79, 158, 165.

TeXtile Handbook (5th ed,). pashj.ngton, D. C.: American Home
Economics Association, 1974, 50-57,
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-TOR-1.0

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CL

SHOPPING FOR CLOTHING

Quality Indicators

Fof2oulag a d4cu.44ion on q
the <student witt be abte to id
<setected ganment4.

Upon comptetion o4 the <study o

<student witt be abte f4 make d
quatay ctothing.

Agek evatuating putcha4ed cto
abte to appAccae. Ae wokkman4

CONTENT

Quality in Clothing

--Characteristics which give a
Arment the ability to :

perform.the functions for
. which it is purchased

aharacteristics of Good Quality
. --Good construction

--Fitfline
--Fabric
--Style
--Finishing

--Durability
-LShrinkage control

-,4W--Popularity
--Safety

Importance of Workmanship in
Clothing .

--Wear well

,--Minimum of Tfteep and few
repairs

--Fit properly
correOtly

7-Wear comfottably

Quality Checklist for Clothing
--Garment cut so that the

grainline is straight

--Seams stitched"straight with

THING

ind2cato44 in ctothi.ng,---,

6y quatit -eatuitez.on

<shopping teehmique4, the
ion6 about buying

g, the 4tudent witt be
p o4 4etected etothing.

Discuss the topic, "Quality versus
Quantity."

prepare a debate. One slide arg
that it always pays to buy the .

best quality. The.othet side
argues, that is is- wise,to'pay as

little as possible for clothing.

List guidelines for determining
workmanship and construction of
clothing.

A

EXamine examples of gatment
including some with flaws.
Determine the problems. Indicate
whether a flaw is major or minor
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adequate seam allowance

--Fasteners'stitched securely
in proper place

--Lining has firm wear,
requires same care as the
garment, and moves easily
over other clothing

--Hem at leagt' 2 inches deep,
even, and finished

Developing Shopping Techniques
--Plan for clothing needs.
7-Establish price awareness.
--Follow a spending plan.
- -Read and interpret labels

.

and hangtags.

- -Compare.prices, value, and
,service:

--Select best quatity.for items
worn often.

"--Ensure that there is goOd
workmanship in clothing.

. 111-024

and suggest ways to correct the
problem. Brkng articles of.
clothing from hope to demonstrate
how to assess construction.

Assemble a good cross section of
fabrics, styles, prices, and-
imported clothing.

-List construction techniques
associated with better quality
clothing.

Discuss seasonal purchasing-
power.

Collect'iabels. Note fiber- *-
content, care requirements, and
expected wear.

$nle play a situation in which a

salesperson applies pressure to
a custonler. Explain effect of
pressure on the customer's
decision to buy. '-

Write a skit:on clothes shopping
andipresent,to a-selected audience.

RESOURCES .

extbooks

Brihkley, J., C
(4th ed.).

1977, 290-29

amberlairi, V. & Champion, F. Teen uide to homemekln
ew York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,

Craig, H. Clot ing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.-
.Lippincott Company, 1973, 288.

.Crossi A. .Enjoying family living. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott 1.mpany, 1973, 295-297.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
.Chas.!A.-Bennett Company, 1978, 164-167.

Faiola, T. & Pullen,,J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York!.
- Webster Division, McGrew-Aill Book-Companyi 19827-149=159..

-
Gawne, 'E. Dres (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,

1975, 155-156,160-480.

Graef, J. & Stom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York! Webster
Division, MOGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 27-28.

Jones, J. glo4Ling--YOur way., Englewood dliffs, N.s.J.: Prentice--
Hall, Inc.,j1977, 120-121.

I

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 107.

0
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Liddell, L. Clothes and.your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-WillOqx Company, 1977, 15Q-152.
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_Pao1ucci,11;, -Fatale, T. &-Thampson,-T: Personal perspectives (2nded.). New York: Webster Division, MOGraw-Hill Book Company; 1978,.243-245.-

Strum, M., Grieser E:, Lyle, D, &:Roberts,-J. Guide to modern
'clothing (3rd ed.)..-New York: "Webster.Division; McGraw-Hill Book.Company, 1973, 99-107.

Bulletins

Brown, M. Your f*shion dollar. College Station, Tx.: Texas
Agricultural E/tension Service, 1975.

Clark, K. Your clothing dollar. Morgantown, W. Va.: West Virginia
University Cooperative Extension Service, 1977.

Futrell, t. Shopping for jeans. Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana
Cooperative Extenqion Service, 1980.

Hilliker, J. A.41 Your clothing dollar--Quality clothes. Lexington, Ky.:
University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, 1979.

-Money Mnnagement Institute._ Money' managemerit: Youi clothing dollar.
Chicago, Household Finance Corporation, 19783 16-18.

SOS: Clothing dollars and sense. College Station, Tx.: Texas
Agricultural Extension Service, 1981.

Williams, E. Quality before you,buy. Baton Rouge, La.: LOuisiana
State-University Cooperative ExtenSion Service, 1972.

Wilson, R.A. Investment inidressing. University park; Pa.
Pennsylvania Stnte Univetsity Extension Service, 1979, 1 -1 .
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7 ECONOMIC ASPECTS .0E CLOTHING

. -SHOPPING FOR CLOTHING'

SUB-TOPfC Comparison Shopping

111-027

OBJECTIVES Wet aeading setected ae4eaerices "bn cOmpaaison shopping,
the student teat be abZe to delgne and exptain the teAm
"compdaison shopping."

Fottoming'a aeview o4 souaces adated to compaaaon
shopping, the student wae be abte to deteamine the

.

_best 4ounce4 OA the consume& to use in compaaison
shopping.

essentie inioAmati.on On compaftaon shopping, the
student wit.e.be alIee to use- good shopping. ttchniques,
when ceothing is puachased bidividuae 6amity membeas.

- CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES I

Comparison Shopping.
--Compare prices and qualities
of clothing,in several stores",

Values of Comparison Shopping'
---Current price quote
7-General idea of goods
available

Sources of Pre-Sho in Ihformation
--Newspaper and magazine

advereisements -

--Television commercials.
-.41adio. advertising - ---
--Mail oider catalogs
--Catalogs

Comparisdn Shopping' -

--Sales

--Irregulars
--Store brands
--Types of Atorea
--Floor samples

, --Bargains-- .-

Points to Consider in 'CamparatiVe
Shopping

--Prices
--Styles,
.--Brand names

--Garment labels

Read selected references on
comparison_shopping.

Define term And :share shopping-

informatibn with class.
,

Discuss the value of-comparison
ehogping in relation to the
impottance of the purchase.

Study the varioui sources
available tothe-consumer-that
include information on shoppirig.

Discuds.VArioui methods of.
comparison shopping.

. .

. -

Give examples of comparative
shopping using

.Consumer gdided:
, ,.Shopping_in different types.- '

. .

Deterthine informatiod heeded ?or-
comparison shoPping.

Select an.item in'clothing in a
wardrobe. Compare.cost 'of clothing
article at local stores.
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--Quality
.Care requirements

--Store services
- -Type of shopping outlet

--Appearance

Negative Aspects Of Comparison
Shopping

- -Use of time

-:-Real cost

- -Traliel costs

AChieVing Skills in Comparison'
ShoPpidg...

--Compare aud inlerpret,labels.
--Selecting suitable designs,

fit, and colors.

--Compare ind interpret prices.

111-028

Analyze prices and decide on best
'value.

Discuss value of comparison

shopping in relation to the points
listed.

-

Compare the.prices of/several
items of clothing at different
stores. Do the prices differ from
one place-tlenother? Why or why
not? .

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Cincinnati Public Schools, Hoine Economics Department. Explotirig

wfabrics (4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill.: McKnight Publishing
- Company, 1977, 305-307.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippi cott Compahy, 1973, 133.

Graef, J. & Strom, J: Concept's in clothing. New York: -Webster
Diviiion, McGraw=Hill Book Company, 1976, 19-21.

.Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. 'Today's teen (rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
ChaS. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 107.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
GOodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 136.

Oppenhein, L Living today. Peoria, Ill.: , Bennett Publishing
! Company, 1981, 233.

Strum, M.,,Grieset, E., Lyle, D. & Roherts, J, Guide to MOdern
,clothing (3rd ed.). NeTiYork: Webster Division, McGraw-HA].

- Book'CoMpany, 1973, 97. , ''' 4 .0.--, ...

'
. .,

IVandei
,

hoif, M. .Clothes,-clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 13k-.-.*'-

Vanderhoff, M. Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Textiles for home and people.
Lexirigton, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 325-36.



TOPIC

SUB TOPIC
_-

OBJECTIVE

ECONONU ASPECTS OF .CL6TH I NG

ACCEPTING CONSUMER: REsP0NsIBILrTIEs.

Comp l aints

Uts,ing 4peci6ic caze 4tucUe4 on po:m pek4oAmoice o6
ctothing Asetection, the 6tudent wite be allee to
communicate with the pugen agency about comptaints
6.on de6ective ctothing petlioAmande.

III-029

CONTENT
STUDENT LEA. MING ACTIVITIES

Guideline's to Reduce Consumer
Complaints

--Avoid buying goods and.
services on impulse.

--Deal with reputable business
people:

--Read labels and instruction
sheets carefUlly.

- -Check the warranty or
guatantee..-

--Check.the merchandise
carefully before leaving the

I store.

--Sign a/contract only when it
is thoroughly clear in
content and'meaning.

--Be aware of consumer
legislation.

Re orting Complaints

--ThvoIVe the eupervisor of the
department.

--Address the store manager.
--When necessary, contact

outside agencies, i.e. Better
'Business Bureau or Consumer

.41114 'Protection Agency.

Reasons for Filing Complaints
--Money loss'
- -Rude salespeople

--Late deliveries
- -Incorrect labels

--Deceptive advertising
--Outright gyps
--Defective product

173

Read printed ieSOUrces

Contact'the Cooperative ExteneiOn
office for current bulletins an.

consumer aids.

.

Relate stories of dissatisfaction
with a garment in filing
complaints.'

Prepare a complaint letter for
-lsome item received from a local
store.



4..

Points to FolloW in Filing a
Written Complaint

--Explain where and when the
produdt was bought.

-Z-Describe what wasKexpected
of the product..

--Describe fault of the product

--Identify what is expected.as
an adjustment for the product.

--Include the product in
question.

- -Include the sales slip and' '
tag from the product.

- -Keep copy of your letter and

any other possible items
included:

--Close with'name,
ttlephone number.

courteous, yet firm:

So'

Select best complaint letter for
koduct purchased. Obserxe the
action that follows as..each step
is taken.

RESURCES'

Textbooks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champitn, F. Teen guide to homemaking
(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
077,, 236-246.

, (

Cincinnati Public'Schools, Home Economics Department. Exploring
fabric's (4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill..: McKnight Publishing Company,
1977, 303-308.

-Greet, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New'York:. Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 27-31.

Jone6,,J. ClothingYour way. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1977, 123-124.

Liddell, L. Clothes 'end your appearance. South H011and, Ill.:
,Groodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 134-135.

.

Oppenhein, I. Liliing to0y. Peoria, Bennett Publishing
Company, 1981, 124-127.

Paolucci, B., Faiola, T. & Thompson, P. Personal perspeCtives (2nd
ed.).". New York: Webster Division, MdGraw-Hill Book.Company, 1978,
96. '

r.5
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TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

.--ECONOM1C ASPECTSOF CLOTHIqG

EXTENDING CLOTHING RESOURCES

Alteratkon of Ready-To-Wear
Upgrading the quality of ieady-to-wear
Altering ready-made,garments

vided withqa tist o vocabutany wads and A.dated
exampte4 o use a44ociated with ateng gatment4, the
4tudent witt-be A& to de6ine the team and Attate the
position o6 appaiption.

.

.

GiAn g.xamptes'p6 the common kinds o6 gahmenattekations,
the 4tudent witt be abte to, detekmint atteka.iion ol6 a
ganment.

With actuat 4iAment4 and in6ohmation 60Cdeterunining
qaati4 o6 6abh2c, constnuction, and 6inding4, the
/student witt be abte to evatuatesthe 4eazibitity o6
ate/Ling, a ganment.

Pitovided with ittust*tions o6 ways to impuve the
appeatance ol6 a gahment,.the.student witt be abte ptan
and appty enhancements.

Having an actual ga&ment to aZtet, the student witt be
abte peqoAm a.ptanned atterzation

CONTENT 'STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Vocabulary

--Alteration-
--Hem width
- -Seam -width

--Darts

--Grainline
--Fabric
--Wear marks

-Reasons for Altering a Ready-Made
Garment

-r-Improve,conifort

- -Improve appearance

--Reasonable price for garment
--Care for individual fitting
problems -

,Factors to Consider Before
Altering a Ready-Made Garment

- -Construdtion details
- -Fabric

Common Kinds of Alteration to
Make in a Garment

-Verns. .

..Shortemor lengthen.",

Provide illustrations tosaccompany
.<rocabuláty list./

Define words and write related
places of application.

Lis and briefly discuss reasons
why one migfit alter a ready-zmade
garment.

Display examples of ready-made
garments that cannot be-easily
altered. Determine the difficulty,

,of alteration.

Locate a garment needing a common
alteration.



skirt/pants

--Adjust wai.st sizes

.Widths and lengths

Points to RevieW for Quality
Construction'in.a Garment

--Fabric ddlitent

--Weave andwfinish of,fabric
--Seam width and finish
- -Hem width and finishing
--Top-stitching
--Collar, cuff finishes
- -Application of trims
--Button, trims, belt

Enhancing or'Up-Grading the
Quality of a Garment

--Trimming threads
--Straightening.hem lind
--Re-hemming and pressing
--Changing buttons or belt
- -Adding a trim; applique, or
piping

--Top stitch4egia collar or
cuffs

--Hand stitching buttonholes.
- -Steam pressing

Alt rin a Garment
--Determine area(s) ne
alteration.

--Plan 'Steps and procedures for
making alteratin accordingly.

--Determine equipFent and
supplies needed,.

Evaluating Alterations
. rPr±de of accomplishment
--Economic benefit
--Enrichment oi wardrobe'

-r

IIId032

Visit the alteration department
of a local store. Brepare a list
of common alterations recommended
by the personnel and report
findings to the Class.

Use garment for an_evaluative.
study as well as for=the actual
alteration, if applicable.

Display examples of ready-made
garments in low; medium, and high
price ranges:

Determine quality of each in
threeicategories: fabric,

constluction processes, and
find gs.

Disp ay garments that have been
imprcved in appearance.

Inves igate the possibility of
using alteration skills for
personal income/employment.

a garment according to the
eValUation of need, procest, and
econOmic or aesthetic value. ,

--

Investigate the cost of common
alterations made by a dressmaker

Read selected reference materialt.
Wrie a summary of one reading on
alterations.

ComPile-individual reference file
fotextending clothing resources.
Evaluate organization and content.

Set:up a display (hall case or show
window) to illustrate ways to alter
garments and/or extend wardrobe.
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Invite an alteration expert from
a local retail store and discuss
a career in a,chosen area.

RESOURCES 'A

Textbooks

Cincinnati! Public Schools, Home Economics Depa;tment. Exploring
fabrics (4th_ed.). Aloomington, Ill.: McKnight Publishing
Company, 1977,, 64-68.

f't?

A

Cigg, H. Clothing--A comprehensvie study. New york: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 274, 293, 303-304.

Crowley, C. All about clothes. New York: Gregg Division, MiGraw
Hill Book Company, 1978, 112-127.

Z.Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennettnompany,
1975, 610-614, 621-622.

Z.Jones, J. Clothing--Your-way. Englewood Cliffs, Pre4ice-Hall,
Inc., 1977, 90-93.

Kelly, J.:&
Chas. A.

/
Eubanks, E. Today's teen atev. ed.Y,--t416t±4,
Bennett, Company, 1981, 168-170.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts,
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster
Book Company, 1973, 214-216.

Variderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers.
and Company, 1981, 321-331.

Vanderhoff,. M. ClothesPart of your world.
apd Company, 1973, 232-240.

'Bulletins

Clark, K. Altering is the name of the
West Virginia Coqerative Extension

1.:

J. Guide to 6o 1ddrn

McGrawiHill

Lexington, Masi.: ,qinn

Lexington, Masi.: 'Ginn

sl

1

s 0

game% organtown;
Se ice.

y-to-wear. .Co1lege..*ation:,'
Tx.: Texas Agricultural Extens

Saunders, B. Fitting and altering

n Service, 1980.

re
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CED.THING aRE _

.TOPIC NOME LAUNDERING

SUB-TOPIC Stain RemOval

OBJECTIVES

'1

111-035

U4ing in6o4siation,9ained inowithe 4tucey o6 4tain-temovae,
tke /student wite Seabte to-exptain the.genetae /ate&

nimov,i.kg 4tain4-kom a.given

Given 4antrte4'oli 4tain temovat agent4,.the 4tudent
be abte cta,s4i6y 4taini aRd netate the 6tain umoyaic
agent needed td the type

Given exampte4 o6 4n--.4emovat pnoducts, the 4tudent
witt be abte to 4ummahize-the advantage4 and
di,sadvantage4 uzing d46ekent ionoduct4 6ot tonoving
otaims 6nom and.4abitia.

(14ing idea4 dained.6kom 06 Woltine and powdeked-
bteach; the 4tudent 44,tt be abte to 4etect-and u4e the
pupa bteaeh _OA the.elec..6.d

Given di66etent tupe4 o6 4taiu on 6abitic4, the 4tudemt
,wite'be atbe to nemove.va4tows typo 04- istain,s, Adm
'di66etent 6abA244.

CONTENT
-

Categories of Stains
.

--Water-based stains
..

.Wet process (detergent and
water) to'remove stan ,.

--Oil-based stains .,
.

, ,

.dry process (solvent or
spot remover) to remoe'
stain'

.-,, ...

InforMation Needed Prior to
Removing a Stain%

-.7Type qf stain

--Fiber content
',--Avilable,cleaning agents

.. --Treatment recommended :for
-.spec fic stain arld.fabric

tv

.0

,

Stain"Remo al Principles
,:-Treae stains as soon as

possible. . \ I

--Learn correct pr6'cedures to
,use.

--Repeae stain,removal ,

procedure several times.

STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES .

.Identify"common stains and ways
J. of rembving the seain.

Stain-fabric samples that will,
require Use of the wet process and

-some that will require the dry
prOcess.. Treat appropriately for

. stain removal.

Brit* in clothing of prepare .

variouS samples of fabfics witb
stains. ,

Identify fiber and stain.
Determine method and materials to'
use on tbose identified.

Prepare a display on stain ;

removal showing proper procedures
to use,

1:78



MethOds of Stain Removal
--Soaking in water for a
washable garment'

--Detergent spread over the -

atained'area-
--Bleaches-added to.wash water
according t6 manufacturer'a
directions

--Solvents used to remOve
greasy stains prior to-
placing into water

General Guidelines for Removing
Stains'

--Identify the stain.
--Treat stain as soon as
possible.

--Select method of stain
removal thaCwill be saie for
fabric and user-.

--Mark location of the stain .

--Use the gentler methods
first,

Method of Making Stains Permanent
in Fabric

e --Delayed t.reatment of stain
--Using hot water
--Laundering fabric before
pretreating stain

wrong cieaner

. Removing Stains--Wet Process
--Examples of stains

.Catsup .Ice cream

.Coffee, tea :Leather-dye,
.Milk

.Washable ink

.Soft drinks

.Blood

.drass

.Wine

.Mustard

.Urine

.Chocolate

Removing SteinsDry Probes
--Examples of stains

.Candle,wax .prin

.Ballp9int ink
ink .Wax hoe

.Makeup poli h
Mil and .Typ riter
grease rib on
.Road oil and-tar.

; .--Removal

.Soak stain in warm s dsy or'
'.cold. water.

ub the stain.
.Rinse stain thoroughly.

ex.'s

ITT-036,

'Brie"fly 'discuss the priyeiples of
.sUcceSsftilly removing.s.:teins from
fabrics' -

'List precautions to obserlie 1411eh

using stain removal produCts.on
,

different febrids andiaiscuss the
results of not observing these
precautions.-!
Discuss safety,prvautions given,
on the'labels of stain'repoval
supplies.

List.the general steps for
,removing stains:

Collect samples of fabrics with a
variety of stains. Test stains
using name brand products and
common household ohgmical.S.
Compare cost and effectiveness of
the different 'products.

. _

179
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--Removal

.Pl&ce white paper towel ,

undei stained area.

.Saturate stain area with
fluid.

:Rubwstain Tightly with
fingertips.
Remove tqwel.
,.Wipe on outside edges of the
spotted area using a piece.
of cheese cJoth moistened
with cleaning fluid.
.Allow fabric to dry.

Bleaches

--Chemical products
,.Remove'dirt and stains
.Make fabrits whiter
.Provide disinfectant action

Types of,Laundry Bleaches
--Chiorine bleaches

.Sdld in liquid farm

.Less'expensive

.Used for natural and
synthetic fibers

--Oxygen bleaches
.Sold in powdere form
.Not as strong a chlorine
bleaches
.Used for manufacturedfiber

Forms of Bleaches Available on
the Market

--Powder

. --Tablet

Using Bleach in the Laundry

--Read instructions before
using.

--Add to wash water.
--Use only on tynes of fiberu

recommendechby manufacturer.

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Compare the cost of the different
types of bleathes.

Callect fabric samples. Plpce one
drop of each'type of bleach on
samples. Note the effect of
bleach on the.samples.

Prepare an exhibit showing the
various forms for bleaches and
types of fibers for which each is
suitable,

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking(4th.ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,1977, 303, 306,,



Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. 'New York': J. B,
Lippincott Company,,:1973, 277-278.

Cross, A. -Enjoying family living. PhiladelPhia, Pa.: J. p.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 350-351.

Crowley, C. All about clothes. New York: Gregg Divialon, McGraw-
Hill Book Company, 197S, 65-67.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skill (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A.-Bennett Company, 1978, 190-191, 196-197.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Coipany, 1982, 136-137.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chad! A. Bennett Company,
1975, 255-256, 265-270.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. Nitw York: Webster
Division, McGraW-Hill Book Company, 1976, 260-261.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977,'131-133, 137. 4

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. TOday's teen. (Rev.'ed.). .Peoria, Ill.:
Chai...A. Bennett Company, 1981, 179-180.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 117, 122.

Oppenhein, I. Living today. Peoria,' Ill.: Bennett Publishing,
Company, 1981, 239-242.,

Paolucci, B., Faiola, T. & Thompson, P. Personal peespeCtiVes
(2nd ed.), New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Bo9k Company,
1978, 249.

Struth, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, .- G4de .tb modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster ivision, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 127-132.

Vanderhoff, M. Clot s;'clues, and 'car rsz Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 171172, 175-178.

- !

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes,Part of your-Woryd. Lexington, Mass-: Ginn ,41,

and Company, 1973, 132-133, 138-141,

Bulletins
s

'4
Hilliker, J. A. Stain removal thade ',Lexington, Ky.: University

of Kentucky Cooperative Extension ''t drvice, 1980.

Removing ttaini froth fabrics. Corvaliis, Ore:: Oregon State
University Cooperative Extension Service, 1976.

Stain'removal'from washable fab
State University Cooper

Stain remove ide. N , I

Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana
sion Service, 1980.

TheeMaytag Company.
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TOPIC

. CAREERS IN CLOTHING AND,TEXTILES

JOB ACQUISITION SKILLS

SUB-TOPIC Competencies, Job. Preparation, Training

'OBJECTIVES Given .inicoAmation on cateet6 i n-ctothino and textieu,
the 4tudent wat be abte ductibe egneta
competenciu ot 41z.ati needed ilok thoze jobs.

Aget Liztening to a pke4ent4tion by a ctothag 4tote
managa, the 4tudent wiLe be.abtuto detetmine the job '

ptepatation ta4124 ezzentiat .tô a ctothing buzineu.

upon comptetion o6 the Atudy on job acquiation
. the ztudent witt be abte to iden46y and demonist/tate the
pucedute liot.zeekingAecuting a cateet'in ctothing and
textite4.

.

III-039

Fottowing a teview o6 ttaining ptogtams o616eteFi, the

ztudent witt k.abte to anatyze'oecic ptogtoms
612.1. 4peci6ied cateet optiont.

I

CONTENT STUDENTLEARNING ACTIVITIES

: Competencies Required for Clothin
and Textile Jobs

--Principles of design
--Cloth±ng selection'
=-Knowledge o'f textiles

--Abilities in clothes buying,

alteration, and construction
a--Cafe for.clothing

Preparation for a Job
- 7Adequate education
- -Personality development
-=Good health habits

Job Acquisition Skills
--Employment opportunities
- -Career decisions

. --Personal data information
e --RAurne
--Applications '

- -Letter of emplo
. --Job,interview

--Personal appea nce

- -Do's and do

--Communicat
:--Interpersonal-skflls

ent

18.2

wmpile a list of jobs and careers
in clothing and textiles.

Select a specific job in clothing
and textiles and determine
.competencies needed for the, job.

Illustrate competencies needed
for a specified career option via
bulletin board or other visual. -

Invite the manager of a clothing
business to explain the employer's
expectations of employees.

Determine job preparation.tasks
essentisd to the clothing
business.

Visit a local employer to discuss
the preparations iecessary for a
specific job.

Collect newspaper advertisements
of jobs related to clothing and
textiles. Discuss preparations
needed for.entry dnto clothing .

and textile careers,

Pr pare a resum. key it to the
b market.



Locating a Job
17-School placement offices
--Advertisea positions
7-Public amkloyment agencies
-7Private e ployment agencie8
--Professio

associati
--Apprentic
--Vocationa

al and technical
ns

ship programs
training programs

Participate in practice job
interviews.

Read resources,on do's and.don't's
in developing job acquisition
skills: Compile-a list for
display and reference.

Wfite a letter seeking employmen
for a specific clothing or text
job.

Survey agencies for employment
opportunities._

RESOURCES

Textbo

Brinkley,
Ill.: C

A
Cincinnati

fabrics
Co ny,

-Craig,

oks

J. & Aletti., A. Altering ,ready-to-wear fashions.
has A. Bennett Company, 1976, 10-17.

I

PubiLic Schools, Home Economics Department. Ekploring
(4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill.: McI&ight Publishing
1177, 94-102, 147-153, 234-254, 326-349.

Cl4thing--A comprehensOe study. New 'Lark% J. B.
LippincottiCompany, 1973,,356-375.

DraperW. & 13ai1ey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peor a,
Ill.: Cha. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 506-515..

Jones, J. C othing--Your way. Eng,lewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice
Hall, Inc/., 1977, 14§-149.

Peoria,

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McCra-iU guide to clothing. New York:
Webster DiJvision, McGraw-Hill Book COmpanY, 1982, 187-238.

Graef, J. &,Stram, J. Conce ts in clothin' . New York: Webster
McGraw-Hill'Boo ny, 1976, 12-14, 19, '26, 62-63,

jellY, J. & Eubanks, E. To (ReV. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas. As?' Bennett Company, 0-171, 1907191, 254-255.

Liddell, L. Crotlies atd our a..ea ance. 'South Holland, IN.:
GoodWeift-Willcox Company, 977, 30a-,334.

McDermatt, I., Norris, J. i olas, J. Homemakin
Book II (4th ed.). Peori , Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
-52-63.#

New Sitplicity Sewing book. ,New York: Simplicity Pattern CoTpa'n
1979.

for teen-a e

Oppenhein, I. Living today. Peofia, Ill.: Bennett Publishing
, Company, 1981, 3077322.

Paolucci, B., Faiola, T. & Thompson, P. Personal perspectives (
ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
25)-265.

162,
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Quick and easy guide to'sewing techniques. New York: Butterick
Iblishing Company, 1978, 157-172.

4,-Se ian, M. S. Fashion and textires careers. PrenticeHall, Inc.,Englewood Cliffs,'New Jersey, 1977, 1-120..

Strum, R.; Grieser, E., Lyle, D.:6 Roberts, J. Guide to modern -clothing (3rd ed.).''Ney York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book Company,.:1973,".169.

Vanderhoff, M., Franck, L.:6.Campbell,
iles4or home,andpeople. Lexingan, Mass.: Ginnxid CoMp y, 1973, 56-477.

VAderhoff, M. Clothes, clues,;and. careers. exington, Mass.: Ginn-and CoppapY,,, 1981, 341-367.

Vanderhoff,- M. Clotbes--Part of your vibrld. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1973, 2497264.

184
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC SEWING EQU I PMENT

SUB-TOPIC Selection of Large Equipment (Sewing rachine)

OBJECTIVES Given tesoutces 4tu4y, the student tate be abte to
-compaite modet, styZe, and 6eatuAe4 o6 swing machinee .

(Laing in6oAmation gained Otom the study o6 Awing
machina, the studen kie be abte to setect a .kwing
machine 6ot use accoAding to p onat need and budget.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES 1

Selection of a Sewing Machine
--Pu oses

(used or new)
- Model

--Budget
--Space -

--Total cost

--Service agreetents and
- guarantees

Categories of Sewing Machines
--Straight
--Basic zigzag

-Cann zigzag
--Tri-motion zigzag

Styles of Sewing Machines
--Flat bed or open arm

sewing machine for disabled
persons

--Cabinet or portable machine
--Machine,or attachment
bvttonhole

- -Speed ntrol: foot pedal or
knee lev r

Visit local stores or check store
catalogs to find out what kinds of
sewing. machines are sold in the
local area.

Compile areference file on the
the sewing machine and other

.

personal selections of-large.
equipment.

Compare the uses and price of the
different models and/or categories
of sewing macHines.

anvite a sewing machines

representative to stress the types
of sewitig machines available and
qualities to look for in buying a
machine.

2

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Phi gdelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 95-100.

I

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive stud. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 197.3, 379-381,

Deeper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing;skills (Rev.- ed.).' PeorAa,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 242.

'



Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill Guide to Clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill-Book Compahy, 1982, 243. .

Iowa Home Ecohomics Association. UnIt metho'd of clothing construction
(6th ed.). Am's, Ia.:- Iowa State UnivArsity Press, 1979, 9.

Jones, J. ClothingYour way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc. 1977, 16.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's Oen (Rev..ed.). Peoria,
A. Bennett Company, 1981, 221.

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Paetern Company,
.1979, 42.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 219-222.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and-careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 198.

186
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CLOTHING'.CONSTRUCTifON SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC SEWING EQUIPMENT

SUB-TOPIC Care of Large Equipment (Sewirig Machine)

OBJECTIVES GiVER 4peci6ic dihection4 the <student witt be abt.e to
demon4thate the phoceduhe £o.t ceeaniiv and oiling the
<sealinj machine.

Fottowin4 a <stu4y o6.thhead and needte zetection, the
<student LAW be abte to <setect a <sewing machine needft
and thnead Oh a 4peci6ic machine and 6abitic.

Given examptes oi machine <stitching, the <student w.i.tt be
abte f4 daciuni.ne Accuhacy o6 tenzion On a given 6abAic.

CONTENT. STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Care Considerations of Sewini
Machines

--Safety
r-Instructions
- -Cleaning

--0±ling
--Simple problems
- -Maintenance plan

Needle and Thread Size Depends on
Use

--Fabric weights and types
- -Fabric comp ition
--Availability machine

tieedles

--Course to fine ize thread
--Lon.g to short stitch lengths

Prfect-5titches -

--The tension'on the upper
thread must bequal to that
on the bobbin.

To,Achieve Perfect Stitches
17-Use the tension regulator for

^' upper thread'temsion.
*---Use'thumb screc4 for tension

onibobbin.
7-AdjuSt stitch length
regulator.

--Adjust stitch width regulator.
,

0
Demonstrate correct procedure for
cleaning and oiling different
parts of the sewing machine.

Study a charron the combination
of needle,-thread, and fabrics.

Do test runs using varying needles,
threads,and fabrics. Analyze
results. 4

Demonstrate how to use the tenslon
regulator.

0 Si

Demonstrate adjustments of the
stitch regulator.

log
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WOURCES

Textbooks
Burns, M. Altering ready-to-wear. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.

Lippincott CompanY, 1976, I00-101.

& Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. ,New York:
Division, McGraw?-Hill Book ComPany, 1982,_25,1,7252.

press (4th ed.). Peoria, Chas.-I:Bennett Company,
1975, 520-521.

Faiola, T.
Webster

Gawne, E.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster'
. Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 137-139.

.Jone.s, J. ClothingYour-way; Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: 'Prentice-Hall,
- Inc., 1977, 48.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.).. New York: , Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company; l03, 235.
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'CLOTNING CONSTRUOTION'SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC SEWING EQUIPMENT

SUB-TOPIC Sewing Nbtions

OBJECTIVES Alitet teading selected tektences,the student Witt be
abte to deSine and/o4 expla.i.nseng notion's.

Using intioltmation gained Otom a vizit to the notions
depattment,o4 a stoke, the Student witt be abte to
identi6y and give use ot 6unction of, selectcd seming
notions.

Given specitiic 'pattetn and tiabtic samples, the student
witt be abte to select 'suitable notion4 iiot the selected
6abkica and pattetn.

Upon the comptetion oi6 te6etence teadings on 4eoting
notions, the student wilt be abte to detetmine guidelines
to use in selecting notions iiot specqicactivities.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES_

sewing'Notions
--Itemp needed to complete or

enhance another item as in
clothing construction

Basic Sewing Notions
q-Thread
--Fasteners

.Zippers

.Hooks and eyes

.Snaps

.Frogs-

.Buttons-
--Binders

:Tape

-.Dias -fabric

--Extraa
.Patches.

.AppliqUes

..Laces

.Padding
. Braid

Belting
buckles'

.Eyelets

.Snap grippers

188

Research the-development of
selected notions.

Collect notions and arrange in a
display. Label items with name,
use, and function.

Visit_the notion department in a
store; :Find out,.uses and'

-purposes of it.ets on diaplay..



Selection of Notions for a
Specific Purpose

--Color coordinated to fabric
--Size of item related to
garment size

--Fib r content of notion
com atable with fiber content
of jfabric

7We ght of fabric .

Guidelines for Selecting,NotidhS
--Buy notions when you purchase
-pattern and fabric,

--;Consider care requirements

the same for notions as for
fabric.

--Select button size in
proportion to area in which
placed,

--Follow suggestion& given with
patterns,

--Select buttons to serve as
accent or enhancement of the
garment.

--Select thread color a shade
darker, than garment fabric or
predominant hue in fabric,

Types of Thread Available
- -Mercerized cotton

--Plain cotton.
- -Heavy duty cotton

- -Silk thread

-1Polyester thread (dualduty)
---!--LButtonhole twist

Selection of Thread
- -Same color Or slightly darker

than, fabric

--Correct weight for tiPe of
fabric

--Purpose ihread *ill serve in
garment

fTypes of ZiPpers
' --kegular with teeth-visible on

both sides of the zipper tape
with-cOvered teeth.--

--Invisible--teeth or.coii
designed to remain on the
garment

Demonstrate selection of notions
for use with a specific fabric.

Describe factors to consider when
selecting notions for a new
pattern or tor rewling an older
item.

Design a bulletin,hoard using
two or three patterns, fabric

scraps, and appropriate
suitable notions.

Discuss guidelines to follow in
selecting otions for a.specific
project.

Survey types of thread available
in local department. Identify
threads avgilable for use on
projects.

Show how to select thread for a
specific fabric.'

Select type of thread for use on
a certain project.

:Arrange a bulletin board on types
of_zippers.

Determine use for each type of.
zipper.

- 19u



qelecting :Zippers .

.

4=Matopes the fabric imtcolor
' And- textute

r=Function serveiiri gftmeni
.t-rDes*gn of;garment

'--Fabrip 'Weight

.Wes.of Bu4ons-
--Sew;-throLgh
,-=Shank

--Covered buttons
.

Selectin: Duttons

7-Atc4nts-tor the garmeht
7.-Correet .size for area used
--aolor coordinated'

RES9URCES

textbboks
/-Brinkley, J. & Aletti,.A.

Alternating ready-to-wear fashions. .Peoria,III.: Chas. 4Bennett Company, 1976, 322, 343..

4 :

.

- .^
.

--.404 . ,

;1.11.49'. :
'... .

s .
.

, .-, '.,
. ,, .- ---,

ti.'Using a specifyk,pattern select .

zippersSuitebl-for fabric" and- '.

4 pattet-select4d. c.-, ,

t

+11,

Obse,;ve'typesof buttons Used-with
differerit kinOs of garments%. ,

Select appgRpgiate buttone for
Speci6.c tgrant openings.

Burns, M. S Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, J,. B.-lappinchtt Compaq, '1974, 22-30.
-

.Draper, M. & Bailey, A. Steps in ciOthi4 skills (Rev. ed.i: Peoaa,Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett'Company,
1978, 323-326, 503.

.

Faiola, T. & PUllen, J. tThe McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. NewYork:Webster Division,-McGraw-41ill Book Company, 1982, 257-259.
Gawile, E. Dress (4th ed.). 'Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,1975, 486, 504-50, 509-512. ;

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Contepts in clothing. 'New Yerk: WebsterDivision, McGraw-Hill Book Company,'1976, 167, 170, 174.
Jones, J. .Clothing--your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hang,Inc., 1977, 14, 30, 37.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peorip, Ill.:Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 205.
-Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland', Ill. t

Coodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 241.

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
207,213,_237.

Quick and easy guide to sewing _techniques.. New York:,.Butterick- Publishing Company, 1978, 10, 13; 28, 36, 75-; 97,140.

- -

he,...Vogue sewing-book (Rev. ed.:). New Yo'rk-:. But terick DiViSion,American Can Company, 1973, -86-95.

Nr
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47 Bullet in's
.

Dedic.,!B. 3: S6wing essentials. Lexingtopc Ky.:. University of
e

Kentucky,Copperative Exten ion Sei-vice, 1980.

JDedic, B. .5..& Chapman, S. ewing notions and aids. Lpxington, Ky.:
.' University 'of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Sefvice, 1.979.

.lieterseni C. As you sew with sditable thread. Lincoln, Ne.:
University of Nebraska Cooperative Exteniion Service.

. .
. 0 c"

Sewing notions for easier dressing. Amherst, Mass.: University of
MassachuSetts Cooperative Extension Service, 1981.

.
. :

Thread. Stamford,,Conn...:.'Coats & Clarks, Inc., 1978.
,

/
.T .

Today,s threadQuestiods and answers.'e Ithaca, N. Y.: pew York State
College.of-Human Ecology, ,Cornell University, 1977.

\
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1111 CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC PATTERN PREPARATION, ALTERATION? AND
PLACEMENT

SUB-TOPIC Pattern Altere,tions

OBJECTIVE' Using in6onmation on pattenn 6itting, the 4tuart
;),i.tt be abte. to ducnibe the bazic method4 6ot checking
the 6it o6 a pattekn.

Using estabtahed cttetia measati.ng pattetn pieces,
4he student witt be abLe to derh..msttate how tc gat
measute pattekn pieces.

v- . .

Given nesounces- to .ztudy on pattenn ease, the student
wUi be abte to detetmine suitabte body-eme 60A
,di4knent types o6 gakments.

Given newt/Aces to study, the student R.V.t be abte to
exptain the bazic me,thoL o atteting epattenn.

Given genenat puce-dunes on &toting a pattenn, the
student witi be ab.p.e to exptain the-basic guidetine4 6ok
aZtenieg a commenciaepattekn.

LLi' specigc body measuxements ond pattennnteasutemc.ts,
the student witt be abte to detetmine,patte4n
adjtotment,s 6oA a given situation.

Using suppties and pattenn pieces, the student wiLt be
abte to demonztnate how to of/ten pattekn pieces don
spec26ic situations.

CONTENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Reason for Checking Fit of Pattern
Checking the fit of a pattern is
essential to a good fitting
garment

Factors to Consider in the

r Selection ofigethod to Check Fit
of Pattern k

--Sp'ecific problems
r-Type of garmenti
- -Working condi,tions

Checking the Fit ofljattern-

- -Comparing.measurements--
compare individual
measurements with the flat
measurements of a pattern

193

Observe a demonstration on methods
for checking the fit of a pattern..

Check fit ofa specific pattern
for a specified individual.
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--Comparing pattern with a
well-fitted garment--compare
measurements taken.of a'
garment that, fits well with
pattern measurethents

- -Holding pattern pieces
against the body

7-Trying on a shell
--;Making a trial garment of

muslin_or similarly woven
fabric

se.

Flat Measure Pattern,Ple.ees
--Press 'Pattern td-iemove
wrinkles

--Measure on,pattern at same .,

location as body.measurement
--Measur.e within seam

allowance
- -Double measure for main

pattern pl.eces

- -7Record measurements

--Compare with measurement
found on envelope and-note
ease provided.

Pattern Ease
- -Extra room needed for free
movement

-7.Three to four inches of ease
in non-stretchable woven
fabrics
Bust, cheat

-=1:'14,.9, inches of ease'in hip'

area needed for sitting:down'''.

- -One inch of ease in
waistline

-s-Allow for stretch in.knit

fabric

Determine Pattern Adjustments
- -Use flat pattern measurements
'and body-measurements to
determine pattern adjustments.

When to Alter

--It is much easier and more
accurate t6 Alter a pattern
before it is cut. .

.Alter pattern before cutting

Cutting to Fit .."

--Making alterations in the
pattern before the fabric is

A

III-052

'

Design a personal.measurement,
chart and determine amount of
alteration needed.

.0"

Demonstrate how to flat measure
a pattern. Compare pattern
Measurements to body measurements.
Determine ease in pattern. Where
will alterations be needed?

Do same activity with'a pattern
that will be usdd for individual.
project.

.Using flat pattern measurements
and bodj measurements, determine
proper ease allowance on 'a variety
of types?of patt6rns--

a. blouse'
b. skirt
c._pants
d. dress
e. shirt
f. jacket

Compare flat pattern and body
measurements to determine the'
areas and athounts of alterations

needed.

Discuss reasons for making
alterations on patterns.

Explain the'term "cutting to fit.'!:

194 .
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cut or during the cuttihg
peoces5

Reasons to Use "Cutting to Fit"
Technique

--Original pattern lines are
retained

--Easier to make most

alterations during this
stage

--Simplifies 'construction of
garment

--Limits mistakes
--Suecess of the prment is

assured in advance .

General Principles of Pattern
Alteration

--Preserve grain perfection--
any adjustment line must be
parallel to lengthwise or '

drosswise grain.
.--Retain the original outline

of the pattern.

--Make only one alteratiOn at
a time.

--Check the effect of pattern
,alteration on other pattern
pieces.

--Make sure altered pattern
pieces lie flat.

-Even-up cu'tting lines and
seam lines on distorted
pattern edges. .

- -Avoid changing the shape of

the neCkline, shoulders, and
armhole.

-Avoid changing the basic
design of the pattern.

L --Alter center. front and back
only rarely.

-Make pattern alterations
where the problem exists.

7-Consider another pattern size
if the needed adjustment is
more than two inches7-"*"

Methods of Altering Pattern
- -On the outer edge--used to

`I either add or subtract lz; inch
or less

--Within the pattern at the
point of the problem

Jo

v

III- 053

Summarize reasons for Using the

problems may arise f one does

"eutting to fit" What

not use this-technique?

4.

.Read references and discuss
general principles of,pattern
alteration.

Desciibe and demonstrate the two
basic methods usdTo alter
patterns.

.95
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Disabantages of Altering'Pattern
at Outer Edge

--Restructured cutting lines in
curved areas may not be
accurate.

- -Pattern proportiohs may be
changed.

--The problem to be solved may
not exist at seam,line.

- -If pattern is re-used and

unless adjustment.is well
noted on the pattetn, one may

-forget the alterati6n.

General Alteration Methods
Within a Pattern 0

--Fold a pleat to make pattern
piece narrower or shorter.

--Slash and spread to make
pattern piece longer or wider.

- -Slash and lap used .%.,11en the

amount rembve'd from the,

-pattern does...not go all the

way through the pattern piece.

Lengthen and Shorten Pattern
Pieces

--Cut along adjustment line and
spread pattern pieces to
Zesired width; insert

premeasured tipue and,tape,
--Draw a line parallel to the

adjustment line, fold
desired imount, and either
pin or tape foldea edge to
the pattern.

-

Increase andior Decrease Pattern
-Width

--Add one-fourth of the totak
amounv to be added to each
side seam. Taper as,needed.

-,-Trim one-fourth of the total
amount to be.removed from
eaCh sideLseam. Taper as

,needed.

Changing Positions of PaAS
--Draw a large rectangle around

theabusline dart. Slash the

,T

III-

Demonsvate-on a sample pattern
piece how to increase/decrease
paetern width.

Discuss procedures for.changing
positions of a dart on a specific
patte'rn piece..

ft
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rectangle and raise or lower
the dart the aMount needed.

---,For princess style garments
draw a line alross .the

pattern at the widest part of
"the bust curve and af'a
corresponding point on the
front pattern piece.. Slash

, and add or fold and pin to
raise or lower the bust curve;

Why AlterBefore Cutting
Altering a pattern before you cut
into the fabric c.in'save a lot of
trouble and help you make garments
that fit.

.RESOURCES
.

Texooks
Brinkley, J.,talantlerlain, V. & Champion,,F. Teen gui,de to homemaking

(4th ed.): New .york; Webster Division, McGriiw4lill Book Company, '

1977, 346-348.

411,

111-053

Show how to change the position
of a dart on a specific sample
pattern. -

Determine pettern alteratiorls
needed foi.selected pattern.

Make needed alterations on
specific liattern.

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, ye.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 185-207.

.

Cross, A. Enjoying family living. Philadelphia, J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 319-322.

braper,, W. &Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills ( 'Peoria,
Ill.:- 'Chas A. Bennett Company,.1978, 269-297.

- Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas A. Bennett Company,
1975, 476-478.

Graef, J. &,Strom, S. Concepts in clothing. 'New York: Webster
Division, McGrdW-Hill Cook Company, 1976, 183-186.

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction
.(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa state University Press, 1979, 26-42.

Kelly, J. & Empank's, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas A. Bennett Cdmpany, 1981, 208-213:

Liddell, L. Clothes 4nd your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 250.

4 .

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholat, J. Homemaking for teen-agers;
, Book II (4th e4.)% feoria, Ill.: Chas Ae Bennett Company, 1976,

261-273.

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: oSimplicilky Pattern Company,
1979, 49-76: r .

Strum, M.,Grieler, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to mpdern
clothing (3rd 'ed.). .New York: Webster Divisio, McGraw-Hill 1
Book Company, 1973, 249-256.
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111-456
_

Vanderhoff, -ClOthes-Part of your world. Lexinaon, Nags.: Ginn
and Company, 19/3, 166-167.

Bulletins
.

Center front and back pattern alterations. Baton Rouge, La.:
Louisiana State University Cooperative Extension Service, 1976.

Clark., K. Fit or.misfit? Morgantown,. Va.: West Virginia University
Cooperative Extension Service.

.Futrell; E.& Bivin, R. General guides for pattern alterations:
Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana State University Cooperative Extension'
Service, 1979.

'Eutrell, E.'Bilstfine pattern alterationS.. Baton Rouz, La.: Louisimna
StAte Un4versity Cooperative Extension Seviice, 1980.

,Futrell, E. Hipline pattern alterations. Baton Rouge, La.: Louisia.,:a
State University Cooperative Extension Service, 1980.

GotT.4a1s, L. -Pattern alterations. LafAyette, In.: Purdue University
Cooperative Extension Service..

Landry, t.- Fattern selectidn and.alteration. Madison, Wi.:
University of Wisconsin-Extension, 1976.

McFatter, B. Shoulder pattern alterations. 'Batsn Rouge, La.:
Louisiana State University Cooperative ExtensAn Sesrvice, 1976.

McFatter, B. Sleeve_pateern alterations. Baton Rouge, La.:
Louisiana kate Universi67 CopperatiVe Extension Service, 1976.

Roberts, W. & Mosher, K. Pattern selection and alteration: Little
Rock, Ark.: qpiversity of 'Arkansas Cooperative Extension Servp.ce,
1979. .

I

Wright, H. Fashion is fitting. University Park, Pa.: Pennsylvania
State Univefsity, College of Agriculture Extension Service.
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LOTI-iING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT'

44,...

111-057

TOPIC 'INTERFACINGS
-)

SUB-TOPIC Function, Types,' Selection'

OBJECTIVES Given.nu-ounce4 tci study, the <student w,det be ab.te to
identi6y types intek6acing and give pa/gooses 6ot its
use in.cektain akeas in constnuction.

A6tek viewing garments with intek6acing, the student
wite be abte to detekmine a/Leas that need to be
iriteqaced.

\qiven examptes o6 intet6acing, the student witt be alote
to identi6y and ductibe.the chakactmistics o6 a woven
and nonwoVen inteqacing.

Given advantages and disadvantages o6 di66enent tYpes o6
intek6acing, the student witt be abte tc detekmine
intek6acing to use 6ot a speci6ic gavent 6abtic.

t4

,

CONTENT .STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Intérfacing

--Layer of fabric placed

between the outer fabric of a
garment and facing '

Purposes of Intel-facing

--Add shape to specific, areas
of-garment

, --Support details of styling
- -Add firmness and body to

outer fabric
--Keep loosely woven fabrics
-from stretching or sagging -

--Cushion bulky seams and hems
.--Add strength

Garment Areas that Use
Inter;acings

--Collars
--Cuffs
--Necklines
--Pockets
- -Buttons and buttonhole's
--Beltt
- -Waistbands

Define interfacing.

!Pr,

Discuss reasons for using
interfacing. ,

Show garments made -without
interfacings in contrast to
garments using interfacing.

am.

-

Using a temple garment thOw where
interfacings may be-Used.

199
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Types of Interfacing
--Woven
- -Nonwoven

--Fusible

Characteristics of Various Types
of Interfacings

--Woven

.Lengthwise and crospwise
grain

. Cut on same grain as outer
fabric

--Nonwoven I
_

.Web of fiber4 bondeds
together
.Lacks a grainline
.Retainp shape
.Wrinkle resistant
. Does not fray

--Fusible
Coven
.Nonwoven
.Knit constructiOns

..Applied to outer fabric
-Heat '

-Moisture.

-Pressure

Determining Choice of Interfacing
--Fashion fabric
--Desired. support

Buying Interfacing Fabrics
- -Width

--Color
--Fiber content
---Fabric consiruction
--Finish
--Weight

--Laundering qualitieá

Apparel.Fabri:c for Interfacing
--Advantages

.Wide range of weights _

.Wide,rahge of colors .

. Varying degrees of stiffness
- aid flexibility

.Variety in thread count
- -Disadvantages

.Can crease or wrinkle
May need ironing

Nonwovens for Interfacing
- -Advantages

.No grainline

Study samples of interfacing
fabrics.

Make a poster loith different types

of interfacing and list the
advantages of each type.

On a field trip to a fabric 'sho.i),

..view the types offinterfacing to

use for various type& of fabrics.

Design checklist for seletting
interfacings. Take it to a store
and use when selecting interfacing
for a project.

Summarize factors to consider in
choosing ,interfacing.

List advantages and disadvantages
of using apparel fabric, non-
wovens, special woven fabrics, and
fusible interfacihgs.

Select approlpriate interfacing
fabric for a specific project.

Give reasons for selection.

Prepare'a bulletin board showing
different types of interfacing to
use with various fabrics.

20u
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.can cut to advantage
--Disadvantages

.Difficult to shape

.Limited colors

.Hard to remove puckers and
creases

-Fusible for Interfacing'
--Advantages

.Good for special effects-in
small areas '

--Disadvantages
.Adhesive.backing may ndt
hold

.Expensive

.Add stiffness

Fabrics iaoven Especially for
Interfacing

--Advantages
.Wide range of weights
.Varying degrees of
stiffness and flexibility

--Disadvantages
.Limited colors
.Shrinking needed
.Off-grain

RESOURCES

Textbboks
Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Campion F. Teen guide-to homemaking(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,

1977, 259, 356.

Burns.a. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott.Company, 1974, 127-128, 245, 259.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 438, 500.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. 'The McGraw-Hill guide to clothlng. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill .Book Company,, 1982, 316-317.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed-.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett/Company,
1975, 570.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Gany, 1976, 46, 204.

Iawa Home Economfts Association. Unit method of clothing conitruction
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University Pres, 1979, 59-62.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,Inc., 1977, 75.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
.Chas. A. Bennett Compa4, 1*, 204-205.
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Lidaell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
poodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 262.

McD.7mott, I. Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homamaking for teen-agers:
,Book II 44th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. tennett,Company,
1976, 312. ,

New Simplicity-sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company
1979, 34, 96, 1432 236.

Quick and easy guiae to sewing techniques. New York: Butterick
Publishing Company, 1978, 86-87.

Strum, M., Grieser, E.., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1973, 448-451.

The Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). Naw York: Butterick DiviSion,
Anikerican Can Company, 1913, 77, 82-83.

Vanderhoff, M.
and Company,

Vanderhoff, M.
and Company,

Bulletins

Clothes, clues, and careers.
1981,, 275-276.

Clothes--Part of your world.
1973, 197.

Lexington, .Mass.: Ginn

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

Clark, K. Interfacing facts. Morgantown, W.Va.: West Virginia
University-Cooperative ExtensIon Service.

Dedic, B. J. & Herndon, J. Inner fabrics. Lexington, Ky.:
TniversitY of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, 1980.

FutAll, E. P. Choosing and using interfacing. Baton Rouge, La.:
Louisiana State University Cooperative Exteniion Service, 1980.

Interfacings. Boise Id.: University ov Idaho Cooperative
Extension Service, 1979.

Mosher, K. L. & Roberts, W. J. Interfacings. Little Rock, Ark.:
University ot Arkansas Coopercive Extension Serivce, 1977.

Roberts, W. J. & Fite, K. M. Fusible interfacings. Little Rock,
Ark.: University of Arkansas Cooperative Extension Service.

Skinner, G. .Interfacing. Lincoln, Neb.: University of Nebraska
' Cooperative Extension Service, 1976.
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

, TOPIC INTERFACINGS

SUB-TOPIC Cutting, Application, Evaluation

OfrACTIVES Wert a <study o6 zetected 4eaounce4, the student mitt be
abZe to summakize cuttir{g tio 04 inte46acing4.

Using mateA,W4 and equipment,-the student wat be abte
to show how to cut inte4liacing 04 a apecqic puject.

kite& ab4e4v,<Ing a demoh4t4atLon uzing a liabrac sampte and
one wt. mite type's o6 inte46aang, the student witt be
abte to one type o6 inte4tiacng to a oeci.6ic
ptoject.

Using estabtLshed etitelaa, the 4tudentwil4 be abte tc,
evatuate the appticat.i.on o6 an inteqacinp Zection a
oecqic aAea.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

.Cutting TiRs for Interfacing
--Use pattern pieces designed

for

- -Use

--Cut
and

interfacing.
facing or garment piece.
on bias for undercollars
hems.

Method of Applying.Interfacing
- -Stitching.

.Join pieces of interfacing.

.Trim the points from
interfacing corners.

--Press-on
.Attach by bonding with heat
of iron.

Principles of Applying Interfacing
- -Altered garment piece

requires identical alteration
of corresponding interfacing.

--Overlap interfacing seam'
allowanCes and trim to reduce
bulk.

- -Trim and grade seam
allowances of interfacin .

- -Slash the center line, ap
the stitching lines, an
stitch darts.

203
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Demonstrate methods used to
attach interfacing to a garment.

Determine metbod to use in
applying interfacing to a project.

Discuss principles of applying
interfacing for specific problems.

1



--gut the corner of,a pointed,
collar before attaching the
interfacing.

Applying a Woven Interfacing
--Odt interfacing accordingto
pattern directions.

--Baste the interfacing to
wrong side of seam.line.

--Trim seam allowance close to
stitching.

Applying a Fusible Interfacing ,

--Out interfacing to desired
shape and size.

--Trim'seam allowance and
corners.

--Place coated side of the
interfacing against wrong
side of garment.

--Press interfacing to the
fabric.

Evaluating an Interfaced Section
on a Garment

- -Gives fashion and
silhouette

- -Is cleaned or launöered as

for fashion fabric
- -Adds strength

--Gives support in areas of
strain or stretching

--Adds firmness and support
--Stitches invisible on
outside edges

--Garment free from excess bulk
at point of use

Apply a wovedand/or fusible
interfacing to a specific projecSof

Evaluate the interfaced section
of garment according to listed

cri7eria.

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super.sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.

Lippincott Company,, 1974, 128.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New

York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 317-318,

328, 329.

Graef; J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster

Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 226.

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit Method of clothing construction

(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University Press, 1979, 63-65.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: PrentiCe-

Hall, Inc., 1977, 75, 77.
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Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.).. Peoria, Ill.:
Chas.' A. Bennett COmpany, 198r, 234-23§. ,

----

McDermott, I#, Norris', J. & Nicholqs, J. Homemaking fdr teen-agers:,
ok II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas: A. Bennett Company, 1976,
-313..

-...
.

New simplicity sewing book. New York: SimpliCity Pattern Company,
1979, 143, 238, 241.

Quick and easy guide to sewing techniques.. New York:, -Butterick
. Publishing Company, J978, 87-88. . A

. ,

.

Strum, M.,Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern-.

qlothing (3rd ed.). New Yorke Webster Division, McGraw-Hill .

:Book Compan5r, 1973, 451-453.0 49"

The vois.,,, 4sewing book (Rev. ed.). 'New York:- Butterick Division,
AmdfY an Comriapy, 1973, 250. ..,,

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Ldxington, Mias.-: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 275-276.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Pall yOur worlid. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
. and Company, 4973. 200,'213.'

'Bulletins

Clark, K. ?Interfacing facts. Morgantown, W.Va.: West Virginia
University Cooperative Extension Service,

Dedic, B. J. & Herndon, J. Inner fabrics. Lexington, Ky:: University
of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, 1980.

Futrell, E. P. Choosingand loing interfacing. taton Rouge, La.:
Louisiana State University. Cooperative Extension Service, 1980,

Interfacings. Boise, Id.: Univerdity of Idaho Cooperative Extension
Service, 1979.

A
Mosher, K. L. & Roberts, W.-J. Interfacings. little Rock, Ark.:

-University.of Arkansas Cooperative Extension Servioe, 1977.

Roberts, W.J. &yite, K. M. Fusible interfacings. Little Rock,Ark.: University of Arkansas Cooperative Extension Service.
Skinner, G., Interfacing. 'Lincoln, Neb.: University of Nebraska

Coop4ative Extension ServEce, 1976.
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. III- 065

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC STAY-STITCHING

OBACTIVES Given kesoutces to study, the student witt. be abte to
de6ine stay-stitching az used in gavent constkuction. 5-

A6ten Aeviewing pkinted matmiatz, the student witt be
abte to exptain the pukose o6 stay-stitching.

zetected pattekn pieces: the student witt be abte
to ident4y akeaz that need sty-stitching.

4tudying selected ke6etence4 and ob4enving a
demdh4tAation,the 4tudent witt be abte to de6ine and
exptain the 4unctions o6 ptuo.

Using garment samptez, the ziadent mitt be abte to
demonstriate how and wheke to pkovide extka stay-stitch
04 stay-stitch ptuz.

. CONTENT
I STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

5tay-Stitching ine stay-stl.tching.
f "Line of regular machine

stitching placed through a
single layer of fabric seam
allowance, 11 inch from the
cut edge, around curved
edas of garment pieces

Put-Poses of Stay-Stitching List and explain the purpose of
--Prevent fabric edges from stay-stitching,
becoming stretched out of
shape at corners or very
curved areas.

--Reinforce an area before
cl4ping.

--Retain shape and measurement
of pattern.

DirectionarStitching
--Stitching in direction of
grain

Determinirig DirectIon for Show how to determine direction
Stay-Stitching of grain on a fabric sample.

--Move your fingers along raw
edge of.the fabric.

.Smooth direction of the
grain
.Rouh threads against the
g ain

.1
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4

.a

--Nig arrows on pattern
pointing.to grain direction.

General Rule for Stay-Stitching
--Stitch from the yide to the

narrow part of the garment.

How to Stay-Stitch
--Regulate machine stitch.
--Match thread.
--Use regular tension.

--Stitch 1/2 inch from the seam
allowance.

Areas to Stay-Stitch
--Armholes
--Necklines
--Waistlines
--Shoulder seams

Stay-Stitch-Plus
--Fabric threads are crowded

together during the stitching
process to provide extra ease.

l

Why Use Stay-Stitch Plus
.-Control fullness in Seam
--Control fullness in other
areas of garment
.Sleeve'cap
.Back-shoulder seam
.Fitting waistline to
waistband
.Elbow area of fitted sleeve
.Hem edge of flared skirt

Rules for Stay-Stitch Plus
--PresS'index finger of the
right hand against back of
the presser. foot.

--Fabric piles up against the
finger while stitching for
rseveral inches.

--Release the fabric.
--Repeat preceding steps until
section is completed.

Practice stay-sstitching on a
fabric scrap.

On specific pattern pieces
identify areas that need to be
stay-stitched.

Define stay-stitch plus. 4

am/

4P 4

Using a garment sample; show
where to use stay stitch-plus.

Practice stay-stitch plus on
a sample.

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champton, F. Jeep guide to homemaking

(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 352-353.

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: 'J..B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 147-149, 134.
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Craig, H. 0hingt1. --A comprehensive study.. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 446.

Draper, W. & Railey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978; 375-379.

Faiola, T._& Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothings New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book'Company, 1982, 276, 285.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A.,Bennett Company,
1975, 545. .1 .

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts In clihing. New York: Webster
7

Li-
Division, McGrawzHi l Book Company, 1976, 202-203.?,

Iowa Mlle Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State Univer-gIETPress, 1979, 57.

*

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977, 71-74. .

.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen *(Rev. ed.). Peoria, I ll.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 229-230.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 256-257.

.

All,New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 158.

...

III-067

Quicleand easy guide to sewing techniques. New York: Butterick
Publishing Company, 1978, 96.

Strum, M.c Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide-toollodern
clothing (3rd ed.).. New York: Webster Division., MeGraw-Hill
Book.Company, 197341208, 295-297.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 241-242.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1973, 177.
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6 TOPIC

CLOTH-ING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

FACINGS

SUB-TOPICS Function, Types, Cutting, Constructing,
Finishing ,

OBJECTIVES A6ten a eta. s cii6cu..64ion on 6acing<s, the 4tuctent
witt be abte to exptlin the 6uncti.onrs 06 6aci.no
wsed on a ga/went.

Given ite4outc.e.6 to <study, .the <student witt be abte
tocate and identi6y the diti6eAent typeo 06 6ae-Zyug4.
Given in6o/ynation on the cli66m.ent typers 06 6ac.i..ng6, the
<student tr.LUt be abte, to deteAnZne the type oi, 6acing
conztituctiorp technique to u<se on a ze,eee,ted.pkojec,t.
Fottowing a demou on on con4t&ucting a 6acing, the
<student wilt be abte o de6cAibe the pucedute.604
conAttucang a a
Wing aitabte matexia4 and zuloptiets, the 4tudent)matbe abt to demonrstAate the appeicatOn 6 6ae,i.ng to achou.n a oject.

G e4tabthhed 4tandand4 On 6aci46, the <student
be abt.e to evatuate the cortztnuetion and appLication

6 65cing ok a speci6ic <si.tuAtion.

CONTENT
STUDENT'LEARNING ACTIVITIES "C

1

Facing

.--Fabric section used to finish
a garment edgik ,

.Sleeveless armhole

.Neckline

.Front and back openings

.Patch pockets

-Characteriscs of Facings
--Sharp, clean, even edge
--Smooth, flat'surface free of
puckers

--Invisible on right side of
garment

--Firm enough to avoid
stretching

Types ofilacings

4
.Cbt on the same grain
.CUt to match the edges of
the garment section

Define.facing.

View a finished facing. Lis.t.

Characteristics of a well-made
facing.

Display illustrations of
different types of facings.
Label facing types with correct
names.'

Discribe the differences among
fitted, extended, and bias facings.
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--Extended

.CUt in one piece with the
garment section .

.Folded back along the
garment edge

--Bias

.Bias strip.of fabric shaped'
41 to curve'

Pointers in Cutting'Facings

- -Cut according to pattern
instructions..

--If.no pattern piece is
provided for fitted facings,
use original pattern, cut
along the outside edges ande
a desirable facing width.
equal distance from edge of
pattern.

--PlaCe pattern on fabric,for
A a fitted facing on same

grain as garment piece.
--Cut bias bindings on true

bias.

--Pin pattern piece to paper
fitting the edge of the

\._,pattern to matching folded
'edge of the paper for an
extended fa?ing.

. 41taAttern from paper and
tranNter markings.

G.

Constructing a.Fitted or Extended
Facing

,--Stay-stitch curved edges of
facing.

- -Join facing pieces:
- -Press seams open,
-linish outer edge to prevent
raveling.

Selecting Finish for Outer Edge of
Facing.

- -Weight of fabric
- -U4e of garment

--Desired finish
--Firmness and weave of fabric

Clean-Finishing
- -Turned and stitched for

finished edge on raw fabric
'edges

Where to Clean-Finish
- -Sleeves

--Hems

7-Facings

I -070

Match types of facings with theiy
most common uses in garment
constructidn.

View filmstrip and summarize the-.
,steps used in constructing
different types of facings.

Discuss how finish'applied to
outer edge will affect garment
appearance.

0>
Review finishes applied to seam
edges.

gelect appropriate edge finish for
facing.

Explap reason for'using clean-
finishing on outer facing edge.

View examples of clean-fiAL1.5,hing
an edge.
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How to Clean-Finish

--Stitch with regular-length
.stitches "I. inch from edge,

--Turn the raw edge inside
,toward the stitching line.

- -Topstitch Close to the k

folded edge.

Steps in Applying Facing
fr --Place right side of the

facing to right side of the
garrilent, matching notches
and seams.

--Stitch outside edges
together.

- -Grade alid clip seams,

- -Understitch facing.
--Anchor facing at seams and/

or darts.

Grading_

--Trimming away part of width
of one side (facing) of seam

,.narrower that the other
(garment side)

Other Name's for Grading)
--Layering
--Staggering
--Leveling
--Blending

Pui-pose of GradinR
- -Reduce bulk'in seam

--Prevent blunt edges
--Can press seam flat

Clipping and Notchihg

--Methods of slitting seam
Ealerwatites in corners or
curves fii:4smoothness

How to Clip ,

- -Short cuts into the ,eame"
allowance on inside curves

How to Notch

--Cut tiny wedges from the
seam allowance on outward
curves

Understitching
--Line of straight stitches
applied to facings
.Prevent the bottom layer of%
fabric from rolling out and
showing on right side of
garment

111-071

Demonstrate clean-finishing an
edge.

'

Demonstrati applying facing to a
girment,

-

'On sampleg of inside arrd outside ,
curves show how and where to clip.

Explain the purpose of
understitching as applied to a
facing.

211
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4 Use of Understitching

--Facings

A .Neckline
.Armhole
.Front

--Lapels

How to Understitch i Facing
the clipped and

trimmed seam41lowance toward
the facing.

--Stitch with a regular length
stitch on the facing close to
the seaM line; through the
fabric and seam allowance.

Securing a Facingiin Place
se --Fastened at seams or (IL-ts

with small hand stitches
--Stitch-in-the-ditch-stitch

.Regular stitch length
..Matching pread

.Stitched on the right side,
in the ridge of the seam,
through all thicknesses

Preparing a Bias Facing

--Finished width ½ to 1 inch
--Length equal to sieam line
plus 2 icches

Guldelines for Applying a Bias
Facing

--Fold seam aAowances of
bias to the wrong side.

- -Press_flat with steam iron. .

- -Pin bias. facing keeping the

Kessed seam line on the
garment seam line.

--Stitch on seam line.
-Grade.

- -Clip.

--Press.

--4Jnderstitch.
--Pin outer edge in place.
--Edge facing to inside of

garment.

Demonstrate how to understitch
and secure a facing.

Demonstrate preparing and
applying a bias facing to a
curved edge.

III-072

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Brinkley, J. & Aletti, A. Altering ready-to-wear fashions. Peoria;

Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976, 356.

SAM..
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Burns, 1. & Dishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippindott Company, 1974, 128-133, 155.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 430-432.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company; 1978-, 267, 392-405, 499.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-ifill Book Company, 1982, 304-305.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria,sIll.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 56$7---

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 224-225.

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University Press, 1979, 83-85.

. Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977, 75, 13?.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen. (Rey. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 204-205, 234-237.

New simplicity sewing book. New Y k: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 126-130, 193.

Quick and easy guide to sewing techniques. New York: Butteick

///
Publishing Company, 1978, 64-66', 143-144.

Strum, M., Grieser-, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). Nevi York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 439-448.

The Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick

/...fis

American Can Company, 1973, 249-253.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, ass.: Ginn
and Company, 19814 277-280.

Vanderhoff, M. ClothesPart of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1973, 178, 181-183.

Bulletins

Koester, W. . Facings and enclosed seams. CorvallA, Ore.: Oregon
State University Extension Service, 1978.

.

Let's face it. Stamford', Conn.: Coats and Clarks, Inc., 1970.

McFatten, B. Neck facings-:Back opening finishes. Baton Aouge, La.:
Louisiana State University Cooperative Extension Service, 1975.

Mead, M. ilcing and interfacing necks and armholes. Urbana Chamimign,
T.: Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois.

111/1

Roberts, W. & Mosher, K. Facings. Little Rock, Ark.: Cooperative
Extension Service, University of Arkansas Division of Agriculture,
1974.

Sadler, M. So you faced it? Stillwater, Ok.: Oklahoma 'State
University Cooperative Extension Service.
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC COLLARS

SUB-TOPIC Types, APplication, Construction,.Detachable

' OBJECTIVES

in-075.

Given a 4et 06 cab/Es, the 4tudent wite ble abte
to identiliy the typt 06 cattari. and wheke it may
appLopti4tetq be u4ed in garment cons-auction.

Given avaitabte rt.e4ounce4 to <study, the,4tudent witt be
abte to identi6y the chatacteAistics o6 a wett-made
coetak.

e\Given estabtizhed crLitutiv, the student v-itt in 0.11PC tO
give a comptete anatois 06 cattaA con4tAuction.

U4iAg avaitabte 4upptie4 and matekiats, the 4tudent
witt be abZe to demoutnate the coutnuction o6 a
collat wi4h the devtee 06 acceptabte perqwmance
determined by an utabt.i4hed scou

Given in6otmation On deconative cattaius ethe 4tudent
'witt. be abee to expeain the puripme etachabte

garment4.

cot-ea& and to'diztingui4h between pes u4ed on

CONTENT

Collar

--Two fabric layers sewed
together

--Usually interfaced

Parts of a Collar
,--Upper collar

.Top layer
-41nder collar

.Bottom layer
--Inner layer

.Interfacing

Types of Collars

--Peter Pan Collar
Flat and round

--Convertible collar
.Pointed ends
NO= over a V-shaped neck

--Mandarin collar
.Narrow standing collar

.linch to 11/2 inches
--Tie collar

.Fits closely around the neck

.Long ties for a bow or knot

2 1 4

iSTUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

View a collar. Define.terms.
Identify collar parts.

Seiect, mount, and identify
pictures containing different
collar styles. Determine
appropriateness for wearer.

vs



- -Turtle neck collar
.Wide, bias cut
.Standing collar

--Sailor collar
.Large square collar.

Purposes of Applying_a Collar
--Ftnish neck edge
- -Emphasizes the face
- -Decorative Aice/blouse

Characteristics of a Well-Made
Collar

--Sharp-edge
- 41e1 1-pressed

--Upper collar rolls over seam
edge .1p,

--Flat and smooth
--Both sides symmetrical
L-Top stitching straight
--Sharp points

Constructing a Collar
--Attach interfacing toupper
collar.

- -Stitch upper collar to under
"collar.

--Turn'and grdde
- -Clip curves.

- -Press.

-"Grading

--Trimming one seam edge
P\ shorter than the other edge

Understitching

seamt

--Row of pernianent machine
stitching applied to
under collar and seam
allowancps
.Function

-Preserve he invisible
look on the outside

Applying a Collar

--Mark center front or back
of collar.

-

--Match and pin Center of
collar to center of garment.

--Match the notches on the
permanent neck.edge.

--Clip neck edge to stitching.
--For neck facing, lay facing
wrong side up on collar and
fit in..place.

--Pin in place.

`2

1II-076

List on the chalkboard
characteristics of a'well-made
collar.

Observe collars tn class.
Evaluate each collar according
to selected characteristics.

Identify steps in constructinF,, a
collar.

Demonstrate procedure for
constructin g. a collar.

y.

Study pattern guide sheet on
applying collar to a neck edge.

Demonstrate procedures for
attaching collar and facing to
a garment.

Evaluate the attadhment of a
collar using a specific score
card.



--Stitch three layers together.
--Clip curves.
- 7Grade seam allowances.

--Turn.

- -Understitch facing and

inside collar seam together.
--Press.

Detachable Collars
--Temporary attachment
--Decorative overlay for
garment

Typ'es of Detachable Collars

--Collar placed_on an existing
collar

--Collar placed inside a
collarless neckline

Determine purpose of adding a
detachable collar to a specific
garment.

View a detachable collar as used
on a commercial garment-.

RESOURCES

Textbooks 4

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking
(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 358-359.

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. PhilogeIphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 122-125.

Cross, A. Enjoying family living. Pfiiladelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 329-330. 1;

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 296-298.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 225-226.

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction
(6th ed.). Ames,.Ia.: Iowa State University Press, 1979, 88-93.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977, 74, 77-78, 111.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. eda). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 238. 4

New simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 111-116, 178-179, 182-183.

Quic and easy guide to sewing techniques. New York:* Butterick
Pu lishing Company, 1978, 16, 54-58, 86, 139.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing '(3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1973, 455-464.
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The VOgue sewing booi (Rev. ed.). New York: Buttrick Division,
American Can Company, 1973, 260-273,

Van'clerhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 291-298.

Vanderhoff, M, Clotyes--Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Cqmpany, 1973, 195-196.

Bulletins

Collars, cufts Eind facin$s. Stamford, Ct.: Coats and Clark, Inc.,
1982, 4-8.

pollars. -Urbana-Champaign, Ill.: University of Illinois Cooperative
' Extension Service.

Roberts, W. J. & Fite, K. M. Collars. Little Rock, Ark.: University
of 4rkansas Cooperative Extension Service.

Roberts, W. J. & Fite, K. M. Tadored collars. Little Rock, Ark.:
University Of Arkansas Cooperative Extension Service.

Rader, H. & Potter, G. Basic sewing techniques. Knoxville, Tenn.:,
University of Tennessee Extension Service, 1976, 28-33.

Roll col ars. Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana State University
, Cooper tive Extension Service, 1980.
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CLOTHING CONSTRU&IDN SKILL DEVELOPMENT
t

TOPIC- SLEEVES

SUB-TOPICS Vocablilary, Selecting Sleeve Styles

OBiECTIVES Fotloulag a tazon on aeeve'4tytt6, the 4tuden; tate
be abte to 4umma1ize 0.ctou to conzide4 in Adecting
a aieve 4ty,f.e.tiox a peuonat gaAment.-

GiOen e.xampte6 o aeevez, the 4tudent wiet be ab.te
to identy aeeve .styte.6 wsed in etothing.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

111 -079

Vocabularx
--sleeve
- -cap-

- -arms eye

Kinds of Sleeve Styles
--Long
- -Short

- -fn-between

--sleeve style
--sleeve type

Factors to Consider in Selecting
a Sleeve Style-for a Personal
Garment

--Figure type

--Arm length and width

--Overall garment design and
function

- -Fabric chpice

-=-Sewing experience'd the
individual

"Time and effort one can
devote to sleeve
construction

View a film or transparency on
sleeve styles. Identify and
discuss styles shown.

Complle a record book with
illustrations from pattern books
or magazines to identify the
different sleeve styles.

Prepare a personal selection
guide for sleeve styles most
appropriate for self.

A

RESOURCES

Textbooks k

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in .elothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 406-407.

'

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 227.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). !New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 52, 465-466.
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The Vogue seming kook (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Division,
Ameridan Can Company, 1973, 274.

Other Resources
Dewey, M. Teaching home econordics to special students. 'Portland,

Me.: J. Weston Welch, 1976,-66-67.. .

4
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CLOTH NG CONSTRUCT I ON SK I LL DEVELOPMENT

TOP I C SLEEVES

SUB-TOPICS Types , Fit , Parts.

OBJECTIVES Fottowing a Atudy oi nesoukces on steeves, the student
wilt be abee to identi6y the vanious types ol6 seeeves
caed ganment constAuctLon.

Aiten: obsetving a demonstAation on ease and 16it needed
6ot a steeve,the ztudent mitt be abte to associate
com6oAt and 16it with an attached steeve.

Using pnepate4 wotk skeet4 with steeve pcvaz, the
student wilt be abte to identi6y paAtz a basic
seeeve.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Three Basic Sleeve Stylds
--Set-in sleeves
.Shaped sleeve
.Eased or gathered into
armhole of garment over the
shoulder

--Raglan sleeve

Attached to garment in
:front and back by diagonal,/
'seams running from neckline
to underarm

--Kimono sleeve
.Cut as part of garment with
shoulder and underarm semm'

Name Shapes of Sleeves
--Pleated sleeve

--Leg-O-Mutton sleeve
--Peasant sleeve
--Bell sleeve
--Bishop sleeve
--Lantern sleeve

Determining Comfort of a Sleeve
--Fit and ease at the upper

arm and the elbow ,

Parts of the Basic Sleeve
--Capline
--Sleeve cap'
- -Cap seam line

--Grain line
- -Fold line

C.

Identify the speciTic sleeve type
in each illustration.

Study sleeve styles.and determine
sleeve style for each illustration.

After visiting thedibrary or a
hiStorical costume exhibit,
prepare a written ieport relating a
prominent sleeve type to a
specified time period.

Using sleeve pattern examples,
identify sleeves according to
name, shapes, and lengths.

Prepare a bulletin board.on sleeve
styles. .

Create a gamd for sleeve '-
identification and purpose;
present to class.

Draft case :studies of armhole and
lower Sleeve fitting problems.
Exchange case studies in class.iand
resolve the problem.

Campare and contrast the sleeve
types. Consider personal

22o



--Elbow darts
--Notches

Liportance of Sleeve, Notches

--Keep correct. amount of
fullness

--Equalize ease in each
segment of armhole

III-082

'preference and compile examples
acceptable for self.

Disassemble a garment. Identify
the sleeve, its parts, and the
type.

Using a pattern identify and give
purpose for sleeve markings.

Demonstrate on a sample sleeve how
to machine baste between notches
and distribute ease.

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 139.

Craig, H. Clothing77A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Compafiy, 1973, 77-78.

Cross, A. Enjoying family living. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 330. -

-Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill Jnide to clothing. New York:Webster Divisio9, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 341.
Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,

1975-,.578.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 228.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers%
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,

, 270-272, 310-311.

Quick and easy guide to sewing techniques. New York: Butterick
Publishing Company, 1978, 125.

Strum,'M Lrieser, E., Lyle, D. &
clothing (3rd ed.). New York:
Book Company, 1973, 466-468, 47

The Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New-York: Butterick Division,
American Can Company, 1973, 274

Roberts, J. Guide t modern
Webster Division, cGraw-Hill

2.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.;
Ginn and Company, 1981, 299.

Other. Resources
DeRey, M. Teaching home economics lo special siudents. Portland,Me.: J. Weston Walch; 1976; 66-67.
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC SLEEVES

SUB-TOPICS CharacteristicS of Sleeve Types
; Construction and Application

OBJECTIVES Wing in0Amation gained in ctass di4c.u.44ion4 on
chatacteti4tic4 ol6 weet-made 4teeve4, Ole 4tudent witt
be abte to evatuate the de1Lent .steeve type4 apptied
to gartment4.

kite& ob4eAving a demon4tution on 4teeve couttuction,
the 4tudent witt be abte to de4cAibe the technique4 u4ed
to con4tAuct a 4teeve in a given 4ituation.

.Giv,en a 4teeve and equipment, the audent witt be abte
to appty the .steeve to a 4pec4ic 4ampte.

._

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Characteristicsid a Weil-Made
Set-In Sleeve

---Sufficient ease in underarm
and at the cap

--Smooth rounded cap with no
pleats or gathers unless

they are a fashion feature
--Good armhole line resulting
from straight stitching and
notched seams

--Crosswise:grain parallel to
the floor .

--Lengthwise'grain -

perpendicular to the floor

Constructing a One Piece Set-In
Sleeve

--Stap-stitch armhole edge of
sleeve on seam line using.a
basting stitch between
notches.

--Make darts or gathers in
elbow area.

--Block sleeve hem.before
joining underarm.

--Stitch underarm seam.'

222

Observe the types of set-in
sleeves on the'resource sheet.

List on 'the chalkboard specific

characteristics of a. well-made
sleeve.

Evaluate the constructibn and
application of sleeves according
to established criteria.

Discuss techniques used to
construct and attach sleeves,

Observe demonstration on steps
in constructing the sleeve.

Evalpate sleeve attachments in
ready-to-wear.



Attachin& a One Piece Set-In
Sleeve

--Match notches.

--Press in fullness at dap.
- -Pin baste sleeye into garment
, matching notches and shoulder

seam of garment to marking at
top of sleeve.

--Machine stitch with sleeve
side up beginning at one of
the notches and reinforcing
the underarm area where there
is stress.

--Place armhole seam over a
tailor's ham and press seam
allowance into the sleeve cap.

Clasqic Kimono Sleeve
- -Simple sleeve

- -T-shaped with a large opening

use,

III-084

"Practice constructing and
attaching a sleeve.

f.

Study information sheet on the
kimono sleeve.

Constructing the Kimono Sleeves Demonstrate construction of a
--Sleeve seam is an extension kimono-sleeve.

of the bodice,
.Segm must be reinforced.

--.After underarm seam is
stitched, a piece of bias
iape is stretched and stitched
over the Underarm seam

-OR-

--Firmly woven narrow strip of
tape is stitched at curve of
underarT seam

Gusset

--Triangular or diamond ihaped
wedge of bias fabric, sewn
into a diatonal slash.in the
underarm area of the kimono
sleeve

--Allows a closer fit -

- -Avoids drawing or pulling at
the underark

- -Lessens ripping of the upper
ileeve seam

Raglan Sleeve Design

--Form the 'kimono sleeve, by
extending the sleeveline to
the neckline

DeMonstrate construction of
gusset in a garment.

Study printed material on designs
of the raglan sleeve. Select peer
partners and quiz each other on,
the material.
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Raglan Sle'eve Construction

- -With right sides together,

and with notches matched,

stitch the sleeve to the
front and back of garment.

--Clip curves so seams lie flat i

- -Press seams open.
--Join the underarm and sleeve

in one continuous seam.
-

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company)1977, 360-362.

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia., J. B.Lippincott Company, 1974, 140-141.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 412, 445.

Cross, A. Enjoying family living. Philadelphia,aPa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 330-331.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing dkills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 407-412.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw,Hill guicle to clothing. New York:*Webster Division, McGraw-Hill...Book Company, 198?, 342-343.
Gawne, E. .Dresa (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,1975, 578-579. .

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing; New York: WebsterDivision,. McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 229-230.
Iowa Home Economies Association. Unit method of clothing construction.(6th 'ed.). Ames, Ia.; Iowa State University Press, 1979, 108-113.
Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,Inc., 1977, 76-77.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's .teen (Rev. ed.). Peo a, Ill.:.Chas A. Bennett Company, .1981, 238-240.

New Simplicity ,sewing book. New York.: Simplicity Pattern Compatly;1979, 162-164:

Quick and easy guide to sewing techniques. New;tork: Butterick
.Publishing Company, 1978, 125-130.

Strum,-M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing. (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1973, 317-318, 468-471, 473-474, 475.

The Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Diyision,
American Can Company, 1973, 275-278.
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Vanderhoff, M.
and Company,

Vanderhoff, M.
and Company,

Bulletins

Clothes, clues , and careers.
1981, 299-306.

Clothes--Part of your world.
1973, 198-199, 222-223.

III-086

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

Koester, A. W. Set-in sleeves. Corvallis, Ore.: Oregon State,
University Extension Service, 1980.

Mead, M. Sewing slbeves. Urbana-Champaign, Ill.: University of
Illinois Cooperative Extension Service.

Mosher, K. L. & Roberts, W. J. Set-in sleeves. Little Rock, Ark.:
University of Arkansas Cooperative Extension Service, 1973.

Thompson, T. The set-in sleeve. Lincoln, Neb.: UniveAity of
4Nebraska Cooperative Extension Service, 1979%

Other Resources

Dewey, M. Teaching home economics to special students. Portland,
Me.: J. Weston Walch, 1976, 66-67.

:';
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC BUTTONHOLES AND BUTTONS

SUB-TOPIC Types, Selbction, AppliFation

OBJECTIVES Aften /Leading setected A.eietences and viewing a setdction
oi buttons,the 'student Witt be abte to identiliy the basic
types oi buttons.

Upon compteting a discussion .on buttonhotes, the student
witt be abte setect the apptopniate types o6
-buttonhotes and detetmine comect ptacement on a speci6ic

oject.

Aitet obsetving a demonstAation on making a buttonhote
and sewing a button, the student-mitt be abte to make a
buttonhote and sv a button by hand and/ot machine.

CONTENT

Button and Buttonhole
- -Used on garment openings

Buttonhole Types
--Worked

.Hand

.Machine
- -Fabric

-=-Piped

--Tailored
1.11

Considerations for Positioning
-Buttonholes

- --Sex of the ?maw
- -Position on gaiment
L-Type of garment
--Buttonhole in relation to

the bust, neckline, and
-waistline

j

Determining Length and Placement
of Buttonholes

--Measure diameter of button.
--Add measurement of diameter
plus thicknWof

Pointers on Buttonholes
--Buttonholes are wade on the

right side of women's
.garments and on the left'side
of men's garments.

- -Buttonholes are made on 'he
horizontal grain and evenly
spaced.

STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Discuss and bring illustrations to
class showing the various
locations 0 buttons and
buttonholes on garments.

Find examples of worked and bound
buttonholes and compare the effect
they give to the garment.

Collect pictutes of garments with
bound buttonholes,,e-.

pliksgss and Ust rules to follow
Irpositioning buttonholes.

Show a woman's blouse and a man's
shirt to demonstrate differences
in placing buttons and buttonholes.

Examine different sizes of buttons.
Determine the diameter of various
sizes.
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--Horizontal b
slightly (1/
center frortt

--Vertical but
suitable for

ttonhole extends
") beyond the
jine.

onholes are
se with small

spaced buttons.

Piped or Bound Buttonholes
--Faced rectangle
--Patch
--Strip methods

Basic Tyes of Buttons
--Sew-through buttons
--Shank buttons

General Guidelines for,Placing
Buttons

--Use markings of the pattern.
--Make buttonholes .on correct

side.

--Place side with buttonholes
over the other side of the
garment.

--Pin garment sections
together.

--Mark button placement by
inserting a pin through the
buttonhole 1/8 inch from the
end of a horizontal or
vertical buttonhole.

Sewing Buttons by Hand
--Use a double knotted thread.
--Place a pin or toothpick on

top of button-to provide a
shank for the button.

Sewing Buttons by Machine
--Turn stitch length to "0" or
.set machine for no movement
of-fabric. ,

--Place button with pin or
..toothpick on top, under the
presser foot.

--Set zig-zag widO to hit
eyes of,the button and stitch.

Determine the width necessary
for a specifie buttonhole.

Demonstrate making of machine
buttonholes vertiCally or
horizontally.

Make a sample buttonhole.

Explain the differences in the
various methods et raking bound
buttonholes. Prepare a sample
of one method.

III-088

Explain the importance of pressing
when making fabric, piped, or
bound buttonholes.

Demonstrate the steps for sewing
on the sew-through and the shank
button.

Demonstrate sewing a button with
a shank.

Prepare a sample to be graded.

Demonstrate how to sew a sew-
through button.

Observe demonstration on sewing
buttons by machine.

0

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,1977, 305.
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Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 113-114, 119-120.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 402, 425-427.

Cross, A. Enjoying family living. 'Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973,. 335.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 414-418.

Paiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 259, 292-295, 333.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill:: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 162, 511, 570-571.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 239-245.

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University Press, 1979, 94-97,
105.

Jones, J. ClothingYour way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977, 14, 60, 121.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 186-187.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,
315.

New Siinplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 106, 108.

Quick and easy guide to sewing techniques: New York: Butterick
Publishing Company, 1978, 42-47. A

Strum, M., Grieser,"E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webdter Division, McGraw-Hill Book

, Company, 1973, 362-365, 367-369.

The Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Division,
American Can.Company, 1973, 303-307, 311-313.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 307-310.

Vanderhoff, M. ClothesPart of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1973, 200-202, 241.

Bulletins

lader, H. & Potter, G. Basic sewing techniques. Knoxville, Tenn.:
University of Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service, 1976, 55-
56.

Sew on your awn buttons. Knoxville, Tenn.: The University of
Tennessee Cooperative Extension Service, 1966.
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LEVEL IV-A - CLOTHING AND TEXTILES SEMESTER COURSE
(nonprerequisite)
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I.

.LEVEL IV-A - CLOTHING AND TEXTILES SEMESTER COURSE,
(nonprerequisite)

Page
SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

Functions of Clothing IV-001
Effects of Clothing on the Individual IV-003
Impressions Created by Clothing IV-005
Art Principles

Color (Guidelines for Selecting and Combining) IV-007
Lines (Effects) IV-009

PERSONAL APPEARANCE
Total Look

Function, Selection, and Care of Accessories IV-011

TEXTILES
Fibers

Characteristics IV-017
Fabric Construction

Woven Fabrics IV-020
Knitted (Selection, Sewing) IV-023

Fabric Finishes

Aesthetic and Functional Finishes IV-025

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING
Decision Making

Needs, Wants, Monq IV-031'
Wardrobe Planning

Situatiom and Need 40;V-035
Special Wants,Inventory IV-039

Shopping for Clothing
Quality Indicators IV-043
Places and Tithe to Buy IV-047
Comparison Shopping IV-051

Accepting Consumer Responsibilities
Sources of Consumer Information
Advertising IV-055
Labels IV-057
Basic Rights IV-Q61
Complaints IV-063

Extending Clothing Resources
'Alteration of Ready-To-Wear

Upgrasting the quality of ready-to-wear
Altering ready-made garments IV-065

CLOTHING CARE
Home Laundering

Procedures IV069
Stain Removal -

-

IV-073
e-
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LEVEL IV-A (continued)
, -

CAREERS IN CLOTHING AND TEXTILES
Rib Acquisition Skills /

Competencies, Job Preparaticrfi, Training IV-077

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTIONSKILL DEVELOPMENT IV-080
Sewing Equipment

Selection, Use, and Care of Small Equipment I1443
Use of Sewing Equipment (Sewing Machine) 11-047.
Selection of Large Equipment.(Sewing Machine) 111-043
Care of Large Equipment (Sewing Machine) -111-045
Sewing Notions 111-047

Pattern Selection
Commercial Patterns .11-049
Size and Measurement 11-051
Packet Information 11-055

Fabric Selection 11-057
Fabric Considerations

* Fabric Preparation, Woven, Knit, Nonwovpn 11-061
Pattern Preparation, Alteration, and Placement

Pattern Symbols, Selecting Pattetn Pieces 11-065
Pattern Alterations 111-051
Pattern Placement 11-067

Pre-Construction
Cutting 11-071
Marking 11-075

Interfacings

Function, Types, Selettion -111-057
Cutting, Application, Evaluation 111-061

Unit Construction 11-079
Pressing

ImpOrtance of and Techniques Used in Pressing 11-083
Stay-Stitching 111-065
Seams 117087_

Seam Finishes 11-093
Fullness

Gathering and Shirring 11-097
Darts and Tucks 11-099

Facings 111-069
Collars 111-075
Sleeves

Vocabulary, Selecting Sleeve Styles 111-079
Tynes, Fit, Parts 111-081
Characteristics of Sleeve Types, Construction

and Application II 083
Zippers

Types, Selection, Application. 11-103
Waistline Finishes

Facings, Elastic Casings II-1110
Waistbands--Construction, Application, Evaluation- 11-113
Identification and Selection 11-109

IVii
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LEVEL IV-A (continued)

Hems

Kinds, Construction 11-117
Finishes for Hems, Hemming Stitches 11-121

Fasteners 11-125
Buttonholes and Buttons

-

Types, Selection, Application 111-087



SOCIAllPSyCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

TOPIC FUNCTIONS OF CLOTHING

OBJECTIVE Given im.6wunat.i.on on the 6unct.i.on4 06 c.toth.i.ng, the
atudent mite- be &He to itztate van.i_ouo 6une-ti.oas o6
-c-totking to the devetopmentat ta6124 o6 adotezcence.

CONTENT
, STUDENT'LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Functions of Clothing

--Protection agaf.nst the
elements

--Identifiaation of specific
roles/status

--Modesty

--Adornment/body decoration
--Satisfaction of personal

needs

41110

'Analyze contemporary clothing
according to function.

Research evidence provided by
anthropologists and historians to
estimate when people began to
wear clothes and how clothing was
obtained by prehistoric man.

Share with the class examples of
clothing which meets specific
functions.

Analyie three theories about why
people-wear clothes.

Show filmstrip.or slides depicting
functions of clothing.

Review. Maslow's Need's Hierarchy and
relate the functions served by
clothing to the various levels
of the hierarchy.

In buzz groups, relate clothing
4unc1ions to the adolescent
developmental tasks
(e.g., assertion of independence
from adults,-pesr group'sapproval).

In groups, select illustrations
for the following influences on
clothing choice: political events,
geography, technological advances.

RESOURCES :

Texthooks
Craig, H. Clothing-:-A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.

Lippincott Company, 1973, 2-16.
a

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McCraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 72-77.
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IV-002

E -t

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1978,,12-19. ,

Giesebing-Williams, Audrey G. Creative living. New York: Butterick
Publishing, 1979, 358-63.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Bodk Company, 1976, 2-9.

Vanderhoff; Margie. Ciothes4 clues,and careers. Lexington, Mass: Ginn'

and Cqmpany, 1977, 2-5.

/Filmstrip

Cl g: :The visible self--.PThe'clothes we wear." 1976. Butterick
iebing Company; 161 Sixth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10013

a
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IV -003

SOCIALPSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CLOTHING ,

TOPIC EFFECTS OF CLOTHING ON THE INDIVIDUAL
OBJECTIVE Given in6oAmatibn on the d.evetopment o6 zet6-

c.oncept, the ztuden,t mill be able to deautibe
the in6tuAnce.6 and e66ect6 o6 clothing on. b eha wicm. arid ee 6-concept.

.CONTENT. STUDENT LEARNING'ACTIVITIES

Clothing and Behaylor
_--Clothing may produce

specific behaviors

.Imitative dress of teachers
stars,or other-persons
.Sloppy dressing and
behaving badly
.Dressing for a formal

occasion ancrbehaving well

Clothing and Self-Concept

--A person's clothing reflects
self-concept, attitudes
toward society and basic
needs.

.Howone feels abgut one's
self or how one is
perceived by others is
reflected in one's dress.
.Acceptance of the values of
so6iety is displayed when
one conforms to societal
standards of dress.

.Various movements resist
society by wearing
unorthodox clothing.
.Ciothing -can reflect a need
to belong as well as a need
for.recognition.

Watch a family-oriented television
program and mrite a summary of the
way clothing is used to picture
each tharacter's role.

Individually analyze one's personal
wardrobe. .Keep_a diary of what is
worn at a specific time/aceivity.

Record personal feelings at that
time.

Sponsor a Dress-Up Day at your
school and observe the behavior

' of your classmites.

Prepare a-bulldtin board depicting
how teenagers exprAss individuality
and conformity through their cftice
of clothing.

RESOURCES:

Textbooks
Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.

LippincOtt Company:1973, 168-169.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division; McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 45-48.
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IV -004

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). peoria, Ill.: .Chas: A. Bennett Company;
1975, 18.

PiOlucci, B.,
New York:

Vanderhoff, M.
and Company

Faiola, T. & Thompson, P. Personal perspectives (2nd ed
Webster. Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company_, 1978. 11-13

. -

Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexiniton, Mbss.: Ginn
, 1981, 42-43.
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OBJECTIVE

IV-005

SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

IMPRiSSIONS 'CREATED BY CLOTHING

Using ithatution6 og aothing, the 4tudent -mitt bedate identigy 2mpte4sion4 communicated'by one'4
ctothing.

CONTENT

Cothing Communicates Imprestkions
)--Clothing can communicate

impressions about a person's

.attitudd and behavior

.occupational role

.status and prestige

. age and sex'

. economic status

.marital status

.orgenizational membership

. emotional message

RESOURCES :

STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

View film "Clothing Communicates."
List reasons people dress as they
do.

Discuss the relationshOof
clothing and personality.

Select pictures of persons dressed
in a variety of ways. Explain
"firde impression" reactions to
each'picture.

Summarize the type of clothing
that could be worn to make a
desired first impression for a
specific occasion. Make a collage
of clothing appropriate for the
selected occasion.

Interv&ew an employment personnel
diTector regarding significance of
job applicants' clothing.bn
eMployability.

Role play dtessing for an
interview and enacting interview.

Textbooks
Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J.' B.

.Lippincott Company, '1973, 179-186.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to .c1
. Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982,

othing. New York:
1621.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: 'Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975,, 18-20.

Liddell,"L. Clothes and,your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 11-15.
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Vanderhoff, M.
and Company,

Vanderhoff, M.
and Company,

,

Clothes, clues, and careets.
1981, 42-49.-

Clothes--Part of your world.
1973, 18-23.

IV-006

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn,

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

Filmstrip

Clothing Communicates: 1973. J. C. Penney Company, Inc. Educational
Relations, 1301 Avenue of-the Americas, New York, NY 10019.
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IV-007

SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

TOPIC ART PRINCIPLES

SUB-TOPIC Color (Guidelines for Selecting and Combining)

OBJECTIVES Fottowing a
'EtUtt be abte

I.

mazion en cotok apptication, the 4tudent
Li..at the guidetine4 zetecting cotons.

Given avaitabte nehomca'to 4tudy, the 4tudent witt be
abte to tist genemt guideeines 01t combining cotons.

CONTENT STUbENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Guidelines for Selecting Colors
--Compatible to personality
--Becqming to hair, eyes, skin,

and size

- -Harmonizing colors,

- -Age factor considered

--Activity considered -

- -Appropriateness of climate
, and seasons of year
- -Customs incorporated -

- -Temperament evaluated

Guidelines for Combining Colors
uging Basic Color Harmonies

- -Single tone costume

interesting
- -Gradations of a color--two

or more values of one hue

- -Two or more colors used--

follow same pattern in
gradations

--Simple harmonies best for
clothing

-Split complements of black
,and white--striking
combinations

--Harmonies built around colors
most becoming to individual

..--Use of strongest color in tho
harmony in smallest amount

Read a reference related to color
and the individual.

Review principles of design.

Experiment with fabric swatches to
see the effect of color on the
4adividual.

Chnose a family member or select a
class partner, and using vlor
selection guidelines, select the
colors best suited to the

individual. 'Identify.reasons for
choices.

Collect pictures from magazines,
catalogs, and pattern booklets of
skirts,, blouses, shirts, pants,

jackets, dresses, sweaters, and
slacks. Group these together to
show color combinations and clothes
for attractive wardrobe components.

Show film: "Creating Your Own
Image."

Hold group discussion to determine
taste'and values in clothing
selection.

.4.
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IV-008

RESOURUS:

Textbooks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking

(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,

1977, 266-267.

Cincinnati Public Schools, Home Economics DepartmentExploring
fabrics (4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill.: 14cKnight Publishing

Company, 1977, 116-117, 268-269.

Craig, H. Clothing--A 64rehensive study. New York: J. B.

Lippincott Company, '1973, 215-222.

Draper, W. -Si Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev.-ed.). Peoria,

Ill.: Chas. A. knnett Company, 1978, 137-139.

Failoa, T. & Pulledr, J. The McGraw-H42 guide to clothing. New York:

Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 107-112.

Gawne, E.. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,

1975,,78-83, 88.
N._

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,

Inc., 1977, 21.

-Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. -South Holland, Ill.:
' Goodheart-Willcox CoMpany, 1977, 2 -30, 32.

Oppenheim, I. Living today. Peori&jt1l .1: Bennett Publishing Company,

1981,-228. r

Paolucci, B., Faiola, T. & Thompson, P. Personal perspectives

(2nd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,

1978, 228-229.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Robe414,11k.J. Guide to modern

clothing (3rd ed.). New York: WebdrertDivision, McGraw-Hill

Book Company, 1973, 39-42.

The new vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Publishing

American Can Companyl. 1980,, 8-16.

VanderhOff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: ,Ginn

and Company, 1981, 77-79.

Bulletins

Langry, L. Use color, line, design, and texture in clothing. Madison,

Wisconsin: University of. Wisconsin-Extension Service, 1975.

Rankin, V. Designs for you, part IiI. Columbia, MissoUri:

University of Missouri-Columbia Extension Division: 1978.

Filmstrtp

Creating your.own design: 1976. Wear and care program from Clorox

company. Oakland, Calif.
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SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF:CLOTHING

TOPIC ART RINCIPLES

SUB-TOPIC Lines (Effects)

OBJECTIVES

IV-009

liV

(Ming iittatAatiou o6 vatioca type4 oi tine4,the 4tudent,
witt be abte to ductibe the gene/tat chatactetatic4 oi

Given avaitabte tuoutce4 to ztudy, 41e 4tudent witt be
abte to anatyze the e66ect o6 vaAiou4 tine4 on 4pec4.6ic.
6iguite type4.

A6tet 4tadying ctitetia 6oA:deteAmining the type o6 tine
4uitabte 6ot a 6igune. tAZ4tadent witt be abte to etect
6a/sic tine type 6ot himet6 0 a.he14et6.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

General Characteristics of Lines
--Create optical illusions by
making objects eppear taller
wider, shorter, narrower,
etc.

-=Affect the shape of the face
--Express 'emotions

Effects of Lines on the Figure
=Vertical lines

.Make one appear taller
--Horizontal 'lines

.Add width to the figure

.Make a person appear shorter
,--Curved lines

.Suggest softness on a figure
--Diagonal lines.(depending on

the depth of the diagonal)
.Usually make one appear
,.slimmer

.Lead eyes toward the Center
of the body

--Body form repetition lines
.Usually produce a ..

restricting effect

Factors Needed to.Determine
Individual Line

--Full view of self
--Personal Proportions
--Personal figure problem
--Lines to create illusions

2 4 1.

Draw faces on the chalkboard to
illustrate how lines on the face
9an show emotion.

Clip pictures or ads which show
lines used to express a mood or
an,emotion.

Make a collage,illustrating the
characteristics of line.

View and discubs-the filmstrip,
"Your Clothes Lines are Showing."

Read references and discuss the
effects of line on the figure.

Show tht transparency showing how
line spacing affects apparent size.
(Appendix p)

View garments worn by students.
Discuss effects of lines on the
figure.

Demonstrate with pictures and line
drawings the kind and type of.line
suitable for oneself.

OA
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--Study proportions and
identify problem areas.

--Make.decisions concerning
lines that create tile best
illusions,for self.

RESOURCES:

Textbooks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F.
(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division,

1977,-264%267, 333.

Craig, H. Clpthing--A Comprehensive study.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 226-243.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A.\-"S-i"-e-Wrn clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,

Ill.: Chas. A. nnett CoiliPany, 1978, 116-122.

Gawne, E. Dress 4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,

Teen guide to homemgking
McGraw-Hill Book Company,

New York: J. B.

1975.

Faiola, T. 4 Pull n, J. The McGraw-Hill guide ta clothing. New,
York: Webs er Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster

Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976.

Kelly, J. & Eubanfcs, E. Today's teen (Rev- ed.). Peoria, Ill,: Chas.

A. Bennett Company, 1981, 111-113.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 34-36. '

Strum, M, Grieser, E., Lyle, D., & Roberts, J. Guide to modern

'clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill

Book Company, 1973, 41-42, 51-53. ,

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

and Company, 1973, 52-71.
1

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn.

and Company, 1981.

Bulletins

Landry,*L. Use color, line, design, and textiles in clothing.

Madison, Wisconsin: Univdrsity of WisconSin-gxtension, 1975,

Pptter, G. Elements and principles of design. Knoxville,w'Tennessee:

The University of Tennessee,Cooperative Extension Service,.1976,



IVi011

PERSONAL APPEARANCE

TOPIC TOTAL LOOK

SUB-TOPIC Function Selection, and Care of Accessories

OBJECTIVE Given exampte6 o dibiekent types o accessoties, the
student wilt be abte to discuss the,6anction o, each.

Given,Setected accessoAies and suppties, the student
wite be abte to demonst4ate how to ca4e 04 the
-accesscucies and how to conpZement accessoAies with
appakee.

1.
CONTENT . STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Accessories for the Wardrobe
--Shoes -

.Function
-Protect the feet bykeeping
them warm, dry,and safe
from injury.
election
pend the most money on
shoes to be worn daily.!

- A good fit is a must.

-If a female, consider heel
height in relation to skirt
length.

-If a male, consider low
heel height only.
-Bright and light colors
accent the foot and make it
appear larger.

-The shoe should fit the
occasion.

. Care

-Replace heel caps
-Keep shoes clean and
polilshed.

--Handbags (for females)
. Function

-"Carry all" for items to'bel
kept handy for different

ioccasions
. Selection

.-Cdnsider width, thickness, 1
length and haw to carry thei
handbag

- Keep in proportion to one's

24 3

Bring mounted and labeled pictures
.of shoes suitable for sports,
formal,dress, and tailored dre'ss.

Discuss features that distinguish
each category and tell when to
wear each.

Review the current shoe and boot
styles.

Prepare a list of tips for buying
boots and/or shoes.

Demonstrate -how to care for boots
or shoes.

Write a paper on "Why Good Shoe
Selection Is Important to my .

Future."

Students bring a favorite handbag
to class. Cite the features liked
and disliked. Discuss purse size,
body shape, and build.

Review current fashions in
handbags. Compile a list of
desirable features for a handbag.
Observe a demonstration on
cleaning a handbag.



size
- Durable, simple lines, and
material to harmonize with
costume or shoes

- Basic colors first
-essential for handbag
wardrobe
-Compartments in,purse
designed for one'S needs

'-Right for the occasion
.Care

-Wipe leather clean and
polish with leather cream
for protection.

- Wipe vinyls with damp cloth
and dry with soft cloth.

- Brush fabric to remove dust
from creases.

-Apply colorless nail polish
to-maintain a tarnish-free
iinish on metal parts.

--Belts

..FunctionS

-Hold up a skirt or pants
-Gather in a coat or dress
-Define the waistline
-Cover a waistline seam
.Selection
-Width worn is influenced
by one's size, shape, and
proportions
-Firm, but flexible
- Comfortable and ride
the natural waistline

-Buckle in the middle hole '

.Care

-Use leather cream on
leather belts.

- Brush suede and fabric
kelts.

-Ube a damp cloth on plastic
or patent belts.

-Wash or dry clean other
belts.

-Store belts by hanging or

-Nevet leave hanging in
garment loops,

.-Repair belt eyelets with .

fabric glue or'sew
buttonhole'Sfitcfies to
reinforce.

IV-012 -

Demonstrate, ways to carry and/or
use a handbag.

'Report on costs of purses
according to styles and
composition.

Develop a brochure to assist other
individuals when selecting
handbags.for self,ot for a gift'
to another.

Prepare a postet depicting
different styles bf bags suitable
for various sizes and body builds.

Prepare a display of belts.
Observe designs and styles of
belts. Discuss the type of belt
suitable for different body sizes.

Review the current belt styles
and costs. Compare making belts
vs. purchasing belts.

Discuss the care needed for
different kinds of belts.

,Observe a demonstration on belt
making.

244
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--Scarves
.Function

-Protect the head in cold or
rainy weather

-Protect a coat
from cosmetics

-Protect the neck from a
scratchy collar

-Add color
- Add variety

.Selection
-The kind of fabric
determines the occasion for
which it is worn.

- Size and shape are

dependent on use with
costume.

- Check for fabric weave,

grain, evenly turned edges
and small, neat hemming
stitches.

-If worn near the face,
scarf should flatter skin
tones, hair, and eyes.

-Bulky scarves provide the
most warmth.

.Care

-Follow care instructions
for scarf.

--Jewelry
.Function

-Accent for a costume
Selection
-Good workmanship
-Items selected should be in
proportion to the figure

- Use jewelry to enhance good
features, skin-tone, or
shape of face.

-Two or more Pieces of
jewelry worn together*

should be related in form,
texture, or'color.

.Care.
--Hosiery and socks

.Function.

-Enhance legs as a fashion
accessory

-Keep legs and -feet warm
and/or protected

.SeleCtion
- Select hosiery one shade

or jacket

Research how scarves are used.

Demonstrate how to wear scarves
with different garments.

Discuss the effect scarves have
on appearance especially in
relatiod to line and color.

Demonstrate how to care for a
scarf.

Look through jewelry_catalogs
and advertisements. Identify
current styles.

Prepare a glossary of jewelry
terms.

Research basic considerations
for purchasing selected jewels
and jewelry.

Investigate how jewelry affects
the body size and.shape.

Identify jewelry to be worn for
different occasions and with
selected apparel. ,

Bring pictures depicting ways to
.store jewelry.'

Find and mount illustrations o
different'styles of hosiery.
List use, features, and cost of
each style.

Help set up a display orrhosiery
and/or hosiery packaging.

IV-013



darker than one's skin tone
for most flattering look.

- Measurefoot,'height,,and
hips carefully.

- Sheerness is measurgd by
denier and the higher the
gauge, the more sheer the
hose.

.Care

-Wash in warm suds.
-Rinse.
-Squeeze out excess water in
soft towel.
-Shape and hang, on smooth
rod.

List factors toconsider in
selecting hosiery and/or,socks.

Research how color of hosiery
affects the wearer and/or the
observer.

0

IV-014

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Brinkley, J. & Al tti, A. Altering ready-to-wear fashions. Peoria,

Ill.: Chas. j. Bennett Company, 1976, 297-299.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.

Lippincott Company, 1973, 294-303

Draper, W.
Peoria,

Faiola, T._
Webster
290.

& Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed:).

Ill.: Chas.. A. 'Bennett Company, 1978, 172-174, 176-181.
% .

& Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide.to'clothing. 'New York:

Division, McGraw-Hill-Book Company, 1982, 172, 174, 184,

-

Gawne, E. Dress. (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,

\ 1975: 187-202, 297-298, 258. .

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:

Goodheart4,1illcox Company, 197706-98, 127-128, 153-160.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book

Company, 1973, 109-112.

PamphletS

Accessories. Cooperative Extension Seivice, Lexington : University.

of Kentucky, College of Agriculture

Clark, M. Accent on accessories. Cooperative Extension Service,

Morgantown, W. Vir.: West Virginia University for Extension and
Continuing Education.

Culp, B. Step into accessories for a total look. College Station, Tx.:
Texas Ag.,"-:ultural Extension Service, Tex0 A & M University.

King, B. Styling with scarves. Cooperative Extension Service;
Lexington, Ky: University of Kentucky, College of Agriculture.
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Money Management Institute. Your clothihg dollar. Prospect Heights,
. Ill.: Household Finance Corporation. 1978, 26.

Rader, H. Hosiery. Cooperaive Extension Work in Agriculture and
Home Economics, University oT.Tennes ee.

Rader, H. Hapdbags. 'Cooperative Extension Work in Agriculture and
Home Economics, Univeraity of Tennessee, ..

Rankin, V. Accessories. Extension Division, School Of Home Economics:
University of-MissouriColumbia.

Winge, J. Accent on accessories. Cooperative Extension Service,

jargo, L Dak.: North Dakota:State University.
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TEXT I LES

IV-017

'TOPIC FIBERS

SUB-TOPIC Characteistics

OBJECTIVES Given ditiment 4e2ected gben4, the 4tudent wit-E. be abte'
ta determine chaucteAistic4 o6 the di66ekent kind4

Given 4etected 4ampte4 and equipment, the 4tudent wU
be abte to duckibe method4 u4ed in identi6ying
chaltacterazitix..6 o6 6ibet4.

coNtENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Natural Fibers
--Cotton

.Absorbent

.Excellent
launderability

--Linen
.Stronger than
cotton
.Absorbent
.Crisp

--Wool
;Warm

.Absorbent

.Can be made
resistent .

--Silk
.Lustrous .Soft'
.Luxurions J.Drapes veil
.Dyes,to,brilliant shades

Natural Manufactured.Fibers
--Rayon -

.Lustrous .Econamicai

.Drapes well .Versatile
'.Launderability

--Acetate
.Luxurious fEel .Blends well
and appearance with other

'Atesistant to manufactured
wrinkling Afibers
.Drapes well

-:..1.Triacetate

.Heat set into pleats

.Launders easily

.Strong-

.Dyeability

.Cool

.Wrinkles

At
.Resilient

'.Dyes well
moth and wrinkle

-Display fabric saMPles and examine
characteristics of each sample.

Observe difference in appearance
and feel between cotton and linen.

Review characteristics of wool
fibers. Report on reasons for
using wool for winter clothing.

Collect samples of silk fabrics
and/or garments. Display. View
differences in appearjance..

Name popular silk fabrics'and
identify'supply sources.

Look through current magazines.
Locate examples cf clothing that
contain a natural manufactured
fiber.

Collect and mount examples of the
natural and manufactured fibers.

Examine samples of triacetate
fabrics. Compare with rayon and
acetate fabrics giving similarities
and differences.



iltesist*ant torwrinkling

Synthetid Manufactured fibers
--Nylon

.Strong .Durable

.Versatile .Machine

.Need little -. washable
or no ironing

--Acrylic fibers (Orlon,
Acrilan, Creslan, Zefran)
.Durable'" .Waim
.Lightweight .Shape
.Wash and wear 'retention
qualities

--Polyester fibers (Dacron
Fortrel, Kodel, Vycron)
.Functional .Durable
.Strong .Wrinkle
.Launder resistant
easily

--Modacrylic fibers (S.E.F.,
Verel)

.Warm and soft .Heavier than

.Flame acrylics
resistant.

IV-018

View examples of clothing made of
nylon, acrYlic, and polyester fibers
to observe characteristics.

Identify trade names used for :

nylon fibers.

Burn samples of-acrylic fibers.
Report on results to class.

Prepare a display of fabrics made
of acrylic fibers.

Examine polyester fibers under a
microscope. Describe
characteristics of the fiber.

Shaw and compare samples of
polyester fibers and blends with
other fibers.

Compare differences_between
acrylic fibers and,modacrylic
fibers. Report findings to class.,

_

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Cincinnati Public Schools, Hone Economics Department. Exploring

fabrics (4th ed.)." Bloomington, Ill.: McKnight Publishing
Company, 1977, 29-31.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York:. J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 246=252.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 71-76.

4

Faicila, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide-to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 122-125.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas A. Bennett Company,
1975, 346-392.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, MCGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 34-43.

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University Press, 1979, 20.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas A. Bennett Company, 1981, 155-160.
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Levy, L. & Feldman, B. Textile Workbook
Fearon Pitman Publishers, 1970, 67-68,

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance.
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 174-1

(Rev. ed.). Belmont, Calif.:
79, 84, 89, 98, 100, 102.

South Holland, Ill.:
93.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: 'Chas A. Bennett Company; 1976,188-223.

Strum,_M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill BookCompany, 1973, 59-66.

Textile Iln'alpook (5th ed.). Washington, D. C.: American Home
Economics Association, 1974, 7-33.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington,_ Mass.: Ginnand Company, 1981, 108-112.

Vanderhoff, M., Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Textiles for home and people
Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 16-18, 22-25, 32-35,
38-39, 46-47, 50-53, 55, 59-60, 63, 66-68, 70-71, 72-76.
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IV-020

TEXTILES

TOPIC' FABRIC CONSTRUCTION

SUB-TOPIC Woven Fabrics

OBJECTIVES Given avaitabte AthoWteed 4tudy, the Atademttatt be
abte to identqy woven iabkics.

Fottowing a discuzAion on 6abAic coufAuetion, the
student mitt be abt.e fo exptain what is a woven
con4tuction.

Upon comptetion oi the Atudy on woven liabiLic

constAuction, the student wia be ahee to demonstAate
techniques to Lae with woven 6aimie4 on 4pec16ic
pujects.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Vocabulary

--Warp yarns --grainline

--Filling yarns --pn -grain
--Cloth count- -yarn in warp
. and filling

Woven Fabrics

--Inserting a crosswise set of,
yarns at right angles to'a
lengthwise set of yarns that
s held taut

Method of Weaving Fabrics
--Hand woven
--Machine woven

Characteristics of Woven Fabrics
--Appearance
- -Hand

----Strength

--Dimensional stability
--Absorbency
--Warmth
- -Transparency.

251

Unravel a fabric sample. Identify
warp and filling yarns.

Secure a sample of percale or
,muslin fabric. Look through a
magnifying glass in a ruled area
1 inCh square an0 do a ehread
count on warp yarnd and filling
yarns.

Prepare a bulletin board or chart
picturing samples of fabrics that
illustratethe vocabulary terms.

Display samples of hand woven
fabric and machine woven fabric.

Read an assignment on woven fabric
construction.

Collect samples of different fabric
'weaves. Explain each weave.

Bring a woven garment to class and
identify and point out
characteristics of the wovdn fabric.



Varying Woven Fabrics
--Changes in fiber content in
yarns

--Variation in the diameter or
tightness of twist of pe yarn

--Different spacings between
yarns (number of yarns per
inch)

--Interlacing of the.yarns in
different patterns

--Sizes of yarn

Techniques for Working with Woven
Fabilcs

--Selg.c.t-a pattern closest to

one's size and type.
-7Select fabric fromiklist of

suggestions on back of
pattern envelope.

--Test different types of
interfacing with womtn fabric.

--Match thread with t5le of

fabric.
--Use sharp pins and needles

for sewing.

--Pre-shrink fibric, notions,_
and interfacing.

Compare the construction of
different fabrics that have
variations in fiber, yarn,
and weaving.'

Using a selected activity
demonstrate technique to use
NAth woVen fabrics.
7'

I"--021

-

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.

Lippincott Company, 1974, 58, 140, 275, 310-311.

Cincinnati PublIc Schools, Home Economics Department. Exploring
fabrics (4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill.: McKnight Publishing
Company, 1977, 32.

Craig, H. Zlothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 258-259.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 7,8-85, 88-89.

Faiola, T. & Pullen. J The McGraw-Hill guide to Clothing. New
York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 264-365.

Graef, J. & StrOtor, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 197 43-48.

Iowa Home Economics Association. ' Unit method of clothing construction.
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Imi,State University Press, 1879, 20.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1977, 23, 28-29.
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IV-023

MUJ LES
v.

TOPIC FABRIC CONSTRUCTION

SUB-TOPIC Knitted (Selection, Sewing)

OBJECTIVES Given examptes o1.6 patteAns zuitabte OA knit and samptes
o6 babnics, the student wLitt be abte to setect knit
iiabAics suitabte OA the chosen pattan.

Wet obsetving a demonstAation on taging-the patteAn,
cutting and maAking ori knit, the student W-itt be abte
t4 Aecognize pucedurces t4 use with knits inlaying ihe
pattetn, cutting, and maidzing a gEs.gare.

U4ing inlioAmation Rained linom th y o zewing with
knits,. the <student witt be abtcto use good con.4fAuctivn
technique4 in 42wing on knits.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES 1

Selecting Knits
--Choose fabricthat id ongrain.
--Texture and design of the

fabric should be suitable for
the type of garment selected.

--Cut all pieces with the top of
. the pattern lying.in the same

direction.

--Check the stretchability of
the fabric.

--Check recovery from stitch.

Sewing with Knits
--Use a pattern that was

designed for knits.
--Layout.the fabric without

stretching.

--Use special.ball-poiht pins
and needle to prevent hole
cutting along the seams.

--Use special stretchable
thread of fi1ament polyester
wrapped with mercerized
cotton.

--Stretch seams as you sew.
--Tape shoulder and armseye to
prevent stretch during wear.

.--Use a stay under buttonholes
to prevent stretch.

--Avoid use of hem tape.
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IV-024

-:-Use LOOSE hemming stitches.

--Pressing sample test
.Avoid high temperatures.
.Avoid stretching fabric.

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.

Lippincott Company, 1974, 168-173, 298, 300. -

Craig, H. Olothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 393-394.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 267.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 452, 498.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
bivision, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 237.

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction.
(6th ed.). -Ames,--Ia.: Iowa State University Press, 1979, 21-23.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977, 27.

McDermott, I., Norris, J._& Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Book (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.:- Ch4sY*A. Bennett Company, 1976,
287-289..

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 33. ,

Strum, M., Grieser, E.,' Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothin (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
ompany, 1973, 68-71.

The voue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Division,
Anerican Can'Company, 1973, 185-189;

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and cateers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 117-119, 214.

Vanderhoff, M., Franck, L. &.CampiTell, L. Textiles for home and
people's Lexington? MOS.: Ginn and'Company, 1973, 117-123.
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TEXTILES

IV-025

TOPIC FABRIC FINISHES

SUB-TOPIC Aesthetic and Functional Finishes

OBJECTIVES Given in6oAmation.on abiA.a gnahe4, the 4tudent wiet be
alite to name and littatnatethe vartiou4 kind6 o abnic
ISintshe4 apptied to 6abt2c.4.

U4ing in0Amation gained pom the 4tudy o gni4he4
4uitabte 1Son. ISabtic4, the 4tudent mitt be abte to cite
4ea4on4 ibk-di66exint iini4he4 being apptied to 6abnic4.

Fottowing the 4tudy o abi2c ISini4he4, the 4tddent
witt be abte to ident4Sythe impoAtance o 4pecia1 6abitic
ISini4hez 1Son. the con4umeA.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Fabric Finishes
--Special materials or
substance-tdded to fabric
after it leaves the loam or
knitting machine to imprave
the appearance, feel, or
performance of the fabric

Purposes of Fabric Finishes
--Improve fabric performance
--Enhance aesthetic appeal

Types of Fabric Finishes
--Nondurable--finishes that

can be removed-in the first
few washings or dry cleanings

- -Durable--finishes that last
for much of the wear-life of
the garment or fabric

--Permanent finishes--finishes
that last as long as the
fabric does

Identifying Fabricyinishes
7-Reading labels and hangtags
on garments

- -Printed information on bolts%
of fabric

--Information on the selvage
of the_fabric

256

Explain the phrase "fabric
finishes" in own words.

Discuss the purposes of fabric'
finishes.

14ANew the filmstrip "It's All in

Finish."

-Collect hangtags that provide
information on finishes, applied
to fabrics. Analyze informatió
for

--properties of the finish
--type of finish
--special care in wear Ind
cleaning



Classification of Fabric Finishes

--Aesthetic finishes
Treatments which prepare a
fabric-for consumer use-by
making.the fabric mote
attractive.and'giving it
some characteristic
appearance.

- -Vocabulary

.Calendering .Bleaching

.Mercerizing .Embossing

.Napping .Sanforizing

.Sizing .Tentering fabrics.

.Flocking .Weighting

--Functional finshes Identify ways that a functional

.Finishes applied to fabric finish can change the fabric.

IV-026

Define and explain the phrase
aesthetic finishes.

Prepare a chart for the finishes
giving the definition, function of ,
the finish, procedures used to
apply the finish, and examples in

to change properties of the
fabric and change the
surface appearance of the
fabric

Ainds of Functional Finishes
- -Durable press

.Resin treatment finish
which sheds wrinkles after

wearing or washing
.Recovers original shape with

little pressing
.Ddes not hold a press ed edge

.Mu.st be top-stitched flat

.Tradenames
-104-Press -Never-Press

-Ever-Press -Penn-Prest

-Koratron -Perma-Prest

-Sta-Prest -Vanopress

.Care

, .
r

-Avoid chlorine bleach.
-Avoid too hot wash water
'and drying which may set
wi-inkles in clothes.

.-Kemove-clOthes from the
dryer and hang to eliminate
wrinkles.
-Tumble clothes.with a damp-.
towel to shed wrinkles.

-Launder clothes wrong side
out to reduce abrasion-on
edges and creases.

-7-Soil release
.Finiah which allows easy
'reRtoval of stain or dirt

4,

Prepare a bulletin board of
fabric samples with aesthetic
finishes and functional fthishes
to familiarize students with
different types of finishes.

iView finish labels; prepa e a list

-of brand hames which ide tify the
durable press finish. .
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.Cnunteracts the tendency of
synthetic fibers tO attraCt
dirt and oily stains
.Uses

- Increases the anti-static
pr.operties of the-fabric

'-Inc'reases the'nwetability"
of the fiber or'minimizes
.the soiling
-Are durahle but gradually
wash away

.Tradenames
-Scotchgard zZepel
- Come clean -Soilex
-Perma-clean -4-It
-Wash-ease -Visa

Water-Repellent or Water Resistant
--Fibers are coated with waxes,

or substances that resist'the
absorption of liquids.

--Air can penetrate the spaces
between yarns but liquids
bead on the surface.,

Fire Retardant

--Chemical finish added to -

resist the spread-of flames
-7Avat4able in children's

sleepwear, carpets, .

mattresses, etc.
--Must meet strict government

standards
--Finishes
Apex .Banfire
.Firegard .First aid
.Proban .Pyropel
.Pyroset

--Care

-.To maintain finish avoid
hard Water, non-phosphate
detergents, soaps, chlorine
bleach, fabric softeners,
and commercial laundries.

Moth Proofing Finishes
- -Wools chemically treated

during dyeing to deter motbs
arid other insects

- -Mothproof finishes
.Eulan .Larvex
.Lanoc CN .Crestocide
Hartocide .Mitin

258

Collect fabric samples that are
water-repellent. Place a'drop of
water or oil on each. Note effect
of liquid on the sample.

Cut a sample of cotton fabric ih
half. Make a temporary finish
using 1½ oz. boric acid, 31/2 oz.

borax, and 1 quart warm water.

Immerse one sample in solution
and )et dry; Observe and note
difference between 'the treated
sanple and the untreated sample
of cotton fabric.
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Care
,Keep clothes and household
textiles clean and store
with a moth preventative.
.Place in tightly closed area
.Use crystals or spray as
directed.

-Mildew Resistant
--Retards growth of bacteria

and fungi which maY'develop
in high humidity or in
-presenceof sizing and starch.

Antibacterial Finishes
- -Chemical added to retard
bacterial growth caused by
perspiration or mildew and to
guard against the spread of
.disease and infection.

--Uses
.Reduce athlete's foot
infection
.Minimize diaper rash
. Eliminate mildew odors

- -TrAdenames

. Sdnigard

. Sanitize

.Vita-fresh
--Care

.Chlorine bleach may remove
finish.

.Treat fabric with an
antibacterial laundry
product.

Antistatic Finishes
- -Addition of chemicals to the
manmade fibere before they
are spun
.Tradenames
-Crepeset
-Fybrite or polyester

:-Zepel
- Stanox

-Permostat
-Cling Free
- Resitat

- -Care

.Fabric softeners'such as
Downy, NuSoft, StaPuf added
to the rinse water
.Sheets (Bounce and Cling
Free) added to clothes.in
the dryer
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RESOURCES

Textbooks 4
Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking

(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 284-285.

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 318-320.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 260-262.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 107-113.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 126-131.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: dhas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 414-435.

Gawne, E. Fabrics for clothing. Peoria, Ill.: Chag. A. Bennett
Company, 1973, 20-21, 25-26, 41, 94-101.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: 'Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 47-48.

Griffin, E. Individualized instruction units in clothing. 'Tony, Wis.:
Homemaking Research Laboratories, 1976, 41-42.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977, 28. ,

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. 'Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 162-163.

Levy, L. & Feldman, B. Textile workbook (Rev. ed.).4 Belmont, Calif.:
Fearon Pitman Publishers, 1970, 36-54.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 204-205.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,
238-253.

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company, 1979,
30-31.

Paolucci, B., Faiola, T. & Thompson, P. Personal
ed.). New York: Webster Drvision, McGravi-Hi Book Comp nyl 1978,
211.

es (2nd

Strum, M., Grieser( E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern lothing
(3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill_Book Company,
1973, 71-79, 158, 165.

Textile Handbook (5th ed.). Washington, D. C.: American Home
Economics Association, 1974, 50757.

..
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TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

TV-031

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

DECISION MAKING

Needs, Wants, Moner

.A6teA-4tudying the deci4ion-making lotoce44, the 4tudent
mat be able to ti.st and ducnibe, the <steps in the
deci.iion-making puces4 az the pAoce44 tetata,to

clothing putchases.

Fottowig a diocu,s4ion on clothing need's and want's,
the <student wite be able to daeAmine the dilgenence
bedtgeem clothing needs and want4.

Having viewed iteu<stAdtion4 6nom 1i.4/11eA pv(isonal

wandnobe, the 4tudcnt wite be ab.te to exgain how need4
and wants inguence clothing decizions.

FoZeouti.ng Le2d tnip to a depantment ztone on
un,C.Ohm <shojo, the ,student-will be able to Aetate

clothing need4 o6 :the 642:nay memb.e.A.4 to the clothing
budget. .

CONTENT 'STUDENT LEAJRNING ACTIVITIES

Clothing.Needs
--Protectionfrom the elements
and buildidg a self-boncept'

Clothing Wants
--Wishes or desires,beyond

. providing basic needi
4

Factors that Utermide a Clothing
Need

--Activ$V
--Amount of clothing on hand

--Number needed for actIvities.
-:-Environment

Decision Making in Clothing
Purchases,

--Faces clothing concerns'and-
uses a systematic process to
solve the problem.

261

Prepare a 11 needs and

another of'wants for clothing.
Analyze the listsfor cost of
crothing. Discugs.with parents
ways to meet'needs and wants.

be/scribe situations irx which

clo4ing needsLot,wants
irifluence clothing decisions.-

'Discuss factors that determine'
your cloihing.needs.

Gather information on clothing/
needs,foi children, special Wrk,
and physically liAndic.apped.

Prepai.e a reportitelling how the
above clothing:needs differ from
adult /othint-and costs.

'Write a short paragraph developing

the idea of déclgion making as it
0relates to'clothing purchages.

'

f



Steps in Decision-Making Process
--State problem.
--Enumerate ways to solve the

problem.

.Time .Skills

.Money .Equipment

.Energy .Books

.Knowledge
--Weigh advantages and

disadvantages of each of the
possible solutions.

- -Choose a way to solve the
pxoblem.

--Carry-out the decision.
--Accept the, responsibility for

the decision you make.

Faciors That Affect Decisions
about Clothes

.--Other Expenses
--Attitudes about clothing
--Climate
- -Occupation

--Desire
=-Family, community, and social

pressures
--Stage in life cycle
- -Siie of family
- -Ages of family members.

--Physical traits
--Time available fdr selection
- -Shopping facilities

Other Ways of Taking Care of
Clo Needs

change clothing items
ong family members.

--Alter or repair existing
garments.

Patterns in Decision Making
--Centers of influence

.People who help to influence
your thinking

--Straight line
.Decision made by one that
can affect subsequent
decision

Buying vs. Making Clothes
--Comparison shopping
--Skill in construCting and

altering clothes

IV-032

List steps to follow in decision
making.

Discuss factors that influence
the amount of money one spends
for clothing and/or for one

specific garment.

Discuss factors that influence
decisions about providing clothes.

Bring to class a purchased
garment that has never been worn.

Discuss clothing decisions for
buying but not wearing the'
garment.

Select and make a collection of I/

magazine pictures that illustrate' "
the factors influencing decisions
about clothing.

Set up a swap shop (exchanging
clothes) as an.FHA project.

Alter or repair an item of
clothing for a family member.

Give examples of two patterns in
decision making: (a) a person buys
a garment and entices friend to
purchase carbon copy, (b) a person
makes a fabric pd pattern
selection.

Debate the idea "Buying vs.
Making Clothes."

2 0
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--Sewing equipment available
- -Time management
--Costs
- -Originality and creativity

in clothes

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. 6 Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking

(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 54, 159-160, 232.

Cincinnati Public Schools, Home Economics
fabrics (4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill.:
1977, 39, 261-273, 278.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study
Lippincott Company, 1973, 340-3,1.44.

Department. Exploring
McKnight Publishing Company,

. New York: J. B.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill gdide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 147, 169-176.

, Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas.
A. Bennett Company, 1981, 25-36.

Oppenhein, I. Living today. Peoria, Ill.: Bennett Publishing
Company, 1981, 19-27.

Paolucci% B., FaiOla, T. & Thompson, P. Personal perspectives (2nd
ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978,
219, 234-236.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. 'Guide to Modern .

clothing- (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Div,ision, McGraw-Hill Boog
Company, 1973, 85-90.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 98-101.
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

TOPIC WARDROBE PLANNING

SUB-TOPfC Situation and Need

OBJECTIVES Fatowi.mg a di4c4.4<sion on coccAckb-be ptanning, the <student
, witt be abte to identi6y iactok4 that inituence

pemonat wakdkobe ptanning.

Wing the in0Amat1.cIn acquiked ikom the di4cu44ion4 on
waActube panning, the <student mitt be abte to a44e44
a wett-ptannedwakdkobe.

Given-4e2ected Avoukeez to <study, the 4tudent wtitt be
abte to ide.nti6y the .6tepn ptanning a peroonat
wakdkobe.

Wing the in6Oniation on wakdkobe a44e44ment and
4peci6ic 4ituation4, the <student win be abte tadavunine
ctothing need4 Lok a peuonat waAdube.

10.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Wardrobe

--Collection of clothing worn
during a given season of the
year

Factors that Influence Wardrobe
4 a0,21Egla

- --Income

--Geographical location
--Composition of the family
- -Varied activities

--Present wardrobe

Read references to find a
definition of wardrobe.

Illustrte the components of a
wardrobe--show 'ways to add to
basic clothing.

On the board list factors that
influence a person's wardrobe

; requirements.

Decide which factor(s) have the
, most influence in planning wardrobe

- -Available shopping facilities Evaluate a personal wardrobe.

- -Climate __Identify items ag "essential" or

--Friends - now-essential" for inclusion in

- ' Characteristics of a Well-Planned
AWardrobe

--Adequate number of garments
to meet daily requirements

--Accessories to enhance or
extend use of,basic garments

--Basic color schemes for which
garments can be combinea

--Garments thast are attractive,
becomIng, and com ortable

--Suitable items for all Compare the benefits of a well-
occasions planned wardrobe vs. the effects e

wardrobe.

rainstorm to identify
characteristics of a well-planned'
wardrobe.

f

; Construct a bulletin board to
illustrate the characteristics of
a well-planned wardrobe.

List reasons why wardrobe planning
may be profitable.

264
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--Clothes.expresrpersonality
--Appropriate fabric selections

for climatic conditions

--Mix nd match items
--Wear has a "total look" on
every appearance

Guidelines to Follow in Wardrobe
Planning

--Buy, make, or repair only
garments that w'll be used.

--Plan for combination of
garment pieces.

--Use a color-coordinated plan
for--wardrobe.

- -Prepare a list of garments on
hand with.colors to use when
shopping.

- -Coordinate accessories with,
additions to.the wardrobe.

--Make a plan for care of
clothing.

- -Revise and change wardrobe
plans as wants and needs
chadge.

--Develop a spending plan.

Rules fcir Planning a Minimum
Wardrobe

- -One to wear

---One being washed or cleaned
--One to serve as a spare

Adding Clothidg to Present
Wardrobe

--Plan to suit situation and/or
neeld.

- -Select and use becoming
designs.

--Recycle or repair clothing as
: needed.
--Decide whether to buy and/or
make garments.

IV- 036

of poor wardrobe planning. Role
play sped/fic situations.

Evaluate finig-hed wardrobe plan
according to characteristics
developed in class.

Invite a fashnin. coordinator to
show how to coordinate and extend
a wardrobe for personal use.

Interview a person who is
considered to be well-dressed.

Discuss importance of planning a
gardrobe.

(FHA) Asess existing clothing
to determine future wardrobe needs.

Using clippings from magazines or
_mail order catalogs, plan a
personal school wardrobe for a
special event or vacation.

Desdribe how weekend activities
can influence one's choice for
clothing.

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking

(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Coftany,
1977, 262-263.

(-Cincinnati Public Schools, Home Economics-Department. Exploring
fabrics (4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill.: McKnight Publishing Company,
1977, 39-40.' "
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BUI-LDING 011,1

. BASICS

DIRECtIONS: . -

_ - _ ,.
-PLACE BASIC COLORS ON PALATE: BLACK, WHITE, GRAY, BROWN,
EXTENDING FROM EACH COLOR ON THE pALATE, ILLUSTRATE.3iv

- COSTUME-DEPICTING THE BASIG COLOR,
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Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: U. B.
' Lippincott Company, 1973, 312-338.

Cross, A. Enjoyini'family living., Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 280-284.

Crowley, C. All about clothes. New York: Gregg Division, McGraw
Hill Book Cpmpany,-1978, 2-8.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 143-156.

'

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: .Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 96-118.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 61-65.

,Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E.- Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria; Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company; 1981, 163-165.

Bennett Publishing

J. Guide to modern
Division, McGraw-Hill Book

Oppenhein, I. laving today. Peoria, Ill.:
Company, 1981, 224-227.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts,
clofhing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster
_Company, 1973, 92-94.

Vanderhoff, M.
and Company,

Vanderhoff, M.
and Company,

Bulletins

Clothes, clues,
1981, 102-104.

Clothes--Part o
1973, 86-88.

and careers

your world.

Lexington, Maas.: inn

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

-
Clark, M. K. 'A winning wardrobe. Morgantown, West Va.: 'West.Vixginia

. University Cooperative Extension Service, .1980.:

Wil'son, R. A. Investment in dressing. University Park; Pa.r The
Pennsylvania,State University Extension service, -1976, 8-/3.

fAlifige, J. W% Planning a wardrobe. Fargo,. N. D.: NOrth Dakota State
University Extension Service, 1977.

_

Winning wardrobes for young women. New York: Celanese Fibers ,

Marketing Company.
,
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_TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

OBdECTIVES

IV-039
.

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

WARDROBE PLANNING

Special Wants
Inventory

Using textbook inOmmation, ceass discussions and
ittustAated matetiats, the student witt be abte to
anatyze and tist the occasions 0A"which ctothes ate
needed.

Fottowing a discussion on ctothes inventoty and Lts majoA
thtust, the student witt be abte to exptain the pa/Q*6e
ornaking a ctothing inventoty.

Using intioAmation 6Aom the study o6 petsonat waAdAvbe
needs, the-student witt be abte to pAeparte an individuat
ctothing inventoty with a peace 6ot seeecting oney
weanabte gaitmen'ts.

With a compteted watdube inventoAy in hand and using
ceass activities, the student witi be abte.to ptan A
supptementaty items needed to comptete OA extend the
waAdAobe.

e
CONTENT

Settings that Require Suitable
-Clothing

--Home
--School
--Business
--Formal speeial occasions
- -Active and speceator tports

--SemiL4Ormal apparel

Clothing Inventory-
- -Recording all clothing items

in one's wardrobe

_Factors to Consider when Taking
a Clothing Inventory

-.-Season of year

--Personal activity
--Essentials

26S

STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES I

Determine settings which require
specific apparel. Explain reason
for choice.

' Listen to speaker address ihe -

.effect of general appearance on
an audience.

-Make a list afActivities in
which a person may participate.

: Collect and mount 2-3 pictures
of suitable garments for each
selected activity.

Arrange a bulletin board depicting
suitable dress for various
occasions.

Define'clothing inventory. Cite
reasons for taking an inventory
of one's clothing.

Discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of taking an
inventory of clothing.



If

.Futute neeas

--r.r.Possible discards

. .

.The Inventory
--Purpose or value
- -Procedure

--Evaluation

Preparing for Inventory of
Clothing

--Clothes in good condition
that can be worn as they are

- -Mending or altering a usable

-item
--Clothing item cannot be worn

-Making a Clothing Inventory
--List of garments on hand
--Description of each garment
--Condition
4-Needed repairs
--Fit and style
--Where each garment is to be
worn

- -Garments to be discarded

IV-040

Develop guidelines which could
be used to help one in making
decisions in taking a clothing
inventory.

Develop a method for grouping
clothes while removing them-from

-the closet

Assess clothing in your wardrobe.-

Determine reasons for not wearing
specific clothing items.

Devise-a chart or organized way of
listing clothing items to be
retained. Note all repairs or
alterations needed.

Summarize points that should be
included in making a clothing
inventory.

Give concrete reasons for
discarding garments from closet.

Determine how diaCaids will benefit
other friends,, relatives, or charity.

Conduct a personal clofhing
inventory to assess needs and
wants and provide a guide for
future purchases. (Appendix)

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Crowley, C. All about clothes. New York: Gregg Division, McGraw

Hill Book Company, 1978, 35-39.

Jones; J. Clothing=-Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977116-117.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peotia, Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 164-165.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance., South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-.Willcox Company, 1977, 84-85.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGtaw-Hill
Book Company, 1973, 92-94.
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. APPEN-DIX

Plan Your Clothing-

To be able to plan your clothing, first you need
to liok in your closet. Pull everything out and
sort it on the bed or chairs according to use. Then
make your plan using the chart below.

THINGS I DO AND
PLACES I GO

CLOTHES
THAT I WEAR ACCESSORIES

,--4

.E.1.3 TO

, ... . . .
WILL

:RITY. ..e.

Example:
School Blue Wool Skirt

Blue blouse
loafers
white hose and
suede belt

lor
- -

Print -;-------
1....jotAis tt* -

:.,.;::r.lt
.:4 1`

I

---

...

'

.. .... '.7''

I

t

t
e

1

i

f
i

\

Are there clothes on the bed which you did not list in your plan? Why? Do tilhey need repairs?
Can they be remodeled? Should they be given away? If you have not worn them in two years,
repair, remodel or give them away.

Clothing 4, LSU Cooperative Extension Service, 1980
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TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC Quality Indicators

OBJECTIV S Fottowing a dacu.64ion on quatity indicatou a ctothing,,
the 4tudent witt be abte to identiliy quaity eeatute4 on
4e2ected' goment4.

Upon comptetion o6 the 4tudy,on 4hopping -techniquez, the-
4tudent mat be abte to .make decisionz about buying
quatity ctothing.

Age& evatuating putcha4ed ctothing, the tudent iuitt be
abte to appAaize the uorchmanzhip o zetected ctothing.

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

SHOPPING FOR CLOTHING

IV-0413

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Quality in Clothing

--Characteristics which give a
garment the ability to
perform the fuactionslor
which it is purchased

Characteristics of Good Quality
--Good construction
--Fit/line

--Fabric
--Style
--Finishing
--Color
--Durability

--Shrinkage control
--Popularity
--Safety

Importance of Workmanship in
Clothing

--Wear well

--Minimum of upkeep,and few
repairs

--Fit properly
--Hdng correctly
--Wear comfortably

Quality Checklist for Clothing
--qatmeni cut so that the

grainline is straight
--Seams stitched straig t with

271

DiscuSs the topic, "Quality versus
Quantity."

Prepare a deVate. One side argues
that.it always pays to buy.the
best quality. The other side
argues that is is wise to pay as
little as possible for clothing.

List guidelines for determining
workmanship and construction of
clothing.

Examine,ezapples of garment
including some_with flaws.
Determine'the'problems. Indicate
whether a flaw is major or minor



adequate seam allowance
--Fasteners stitched securely

in proper place-
--Lining has firm weave,

requires same care as the
garment, and moves easily
over other clothing

--Hem at least 2 inches deep,
even, and finished

Developing Shopping Techniques
- -Plan for clothing needs.
--Establish price awareness.
--Follow a spending plan.
- -Read and interpret labels

and hangtags.
--Compare prices', value, and

service.,
--Select best quality for items
worn often.

- -Ensure that there is good
workmanship in clothing.

IV-044

and suggest ways to correct the
problem. Bring articles of
clothing from home to demonstrate
how to assess,construction.

Assemble a good cross section of
fabrics, styles, prices, and
impoited clothing.

List construction techniques
associated with better quality
clothing.

Discuss seasonal purchasing
-power.

Collect labels, Note fiber
content, care requirements, and
expected.wear.

Role play a situation in which a
salesperson applies pressure to
a customer. Explain effect of
pressureon the customer's
decision to buy.

Write a skit on clothes shopping
and present to a selected audience.

OURCES

Textbooks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. &Champion, F. .Teen gaide to homemaking
(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 290-295.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York:

.

Lippincott Company, 1973, 288:

Cross, A. Enjoying family living. Philadelphia, Pa.:
Lippipcott Company, 1973, 2.95-297.

J. B.

J. B.

Draper, W. "E, Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
-Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 164-167.

Faiola, T.
Webster

Gawne, E.

& Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Division,,McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 149-159.

Dress-(4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 155-156, 160-180.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 27-28.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:
Hall, Inc., 1977, 120-121,

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev.

Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 107.

272

Prentice-

ed.). Peoria, Ill.:



IV-045

Liddell, L. Cl5thes and,:your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company,.1977, 150-152..

Paolucci, B., Faiola, T. & Thompson, P. Personal perspectives (2nd
ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978,
243-245.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 99-107.

Bulletins

Brown, M. Your fashion dollar. College Station, Tx.: Texas.
Agricultural Extension Service, 1975.

Clark, K. Your clothing dollar. Morgantown, W. Va.: West Virginia
University Cooperative Extension Service, 1977.

Futrell, E. Shopping for jeans. Baton Row, La:: Louisiana
Cooperative Extension Service, 1980.

Hilliker, J. A. Your clothing dollar--QualitiWthes. Lexington, Ky,:
University of Kentucky Cooperative Extensipn 'Service, 1979.

Money Management Institute. Money management!, Your clothing dollar.
Chicago, Ill.: Household Finance Corporation, 1978, 16-18.

SOS: Clothing dollars and senbe. College Station, Tx.: Texas
Agricultural Extension Service, 1981.

Williams, E. Quality before you buy. Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana
- State University Cooperative Extension Service, 1972.

Wilson,12.A. Investment in dressing. ,University Park, Pa.:
Pennsylvania State University Extension Service, 1979, 14-16.

4
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS'OF CLOTHING

AO,

TOPIC SHOPPING FOR CLOTHING

IV- 047

-SUB-TOPIC Places and Time to Buy

OBJECTIVES Given selected tesoukce4 and age& ctass discussions,
the student wu:le be abte to detenmine 6actoto to
couidet in setecting a ptace to <shop 4ot dothing.

Foltow-Ing the study o6 di66ehent peaces to shop 4ot
clothing, the student wilt be abte to weigh at
atteknatives and identi6i.and setect vanious shOpping
outeetz zuitable 4ot ctothing.punchases.

Using setected tesoukces and a pke4entatian by a sates
penson on the best time to Ape, the student wilt be
abte to detemine the best time to mhke clothing
punchases.

,

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES-
,

Selecting a Place to Buy Clothing
- -Range.of,merchandise
--Type of service.povided
--Convenience in shopping
-Business practiesof the
store

-.-Store accessibility

"Cpnsideratione for Shopping Wisely
--Types of stores
-7Variety of clothing
available

--Quality of merchandise
available

Factors to Consider in Choosing
a Place to Shop

- -Location

--Parking area
--Method of ordering

--Services offered
--Merchandise available
--Monetary resources
--Shopping hours

Selecting the Time for Shopping
--DependS nn

.Personal accommodations
:Shopping needs and wants
.Seryice availability

. -

Make an inventory to identify
sources of personal purchases.
List reasons for making purchases
in specific places.

Discuss types of stores in relation
to the qi.iality, type, and price of
clothing available. Give reasons
why each differs from the other.

Brainstorm ideas on selecting
store(s) for best clothing 1Y*s.

On the chalk board list factori to

consider in choosing a place to
purcliase clothing.
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Where to Shop for Clothing-
--Specialty shops .

.Limited amount ot clothing

.Personal service

.High prices

.0perate on a cash only basis
- -Department stores

.Wide range of merchandttt
and prices.
.Numerous customer services
.Reputation for standing
behind merchandise

- -Chain stores

.Centralized
management
.Low mark-up dn prices
Limited customer services
.Limited range of quality
and pric.

--Discount stores
.Self-service
.Limited services
.Low-price merchandise
.Extended store hours
*.Varied quality items
.Little variety of
merchandise in a clothin§..,-\
category

s,--Factory outlet stores
Low prices for fashion itens,
"Seconds," or imperfect

.

merchandise
Lower prices
.No fittings or returns

allowed
--MSil-order .houses

.Convenient--shop from home

.Conservitive garment styles

.Personal charge account
serv.ice

.Regular sales

.Liberal merchandise return
ileges'

.Writt details and factual
information provided
.No examination of
merchandise prioi to

...igurchase

Otherources of Clothing
Purchases

--1Garage sales

--Attic "sales

ownership and

IV-048
,',

List the varioms kinds ,:d.seorês'

where'clothiug may be purchased. ,

Inyestigate the kinds,and quality
of clothing items in variou's types
of local.clothing stores.

Select pne item .,5f clothing found

in the different types -ef stores
and compare cost vs. quality.

,DeUete the practicability of
traveling'distances to save npney
on'clothing items. ,

Construct a bulletin board on
types of,clothing stores in your
community. For each store listed
show the types of clothing
available and services affeAd.

Discuss reliability o stores and
the impact-ofreliabiiity on the
consumer. \
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- -Yard sales

- -Thrift shop,.

- -Flea markets

=-Swap shops--services

Influences on When to Buy
- -Emotions

--Bargains
--Payday
- -Necessity

--Pleasure

--Admertisement-
- -Pressure,

- -Peer groups.

--Special occasions

Selecting a Time to Shop
-End of a season

- -Day and time of the year
--Time ef day

--Weather conditions-

TiMes to Avoid Shopping
--,Rush hours

- -Holidays

- -Known busy mes of the year
- -Near store clo ng hour

IV-049

Discuss the advantages and

disadvantages of each store.

List a most recent clothing
purchase which involved a problem
of deciding,when to buy. Write
a short description of what
influenced your decision.

Relate experiences encountered
when shopping. prior to holidays.

Invite a sales person to speak
on how the time of year affects
costs of item and selection
available.

Discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of shopping ahead
of time and at the last minute.

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Cincinnati Public Schools, Home.Economics Department. .E2s.02:1dAig

fabrics (4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill.: McKnight Publishing ,

Company, 197.7, 283.

,Faiol_a, T. & Pullen, J. The MoOtw:Rill guide to clothing. New York:
WeAter Division, McGraw-Hill BOokCompany, 1182, 153-158..

1

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 19-22.

Liddell., L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart.-Willcox Company, 1977, 136.

Oppenhein, I. Living today. Peoria, Ill.: Bennett Publishing :14
Company, 1981, 111-117. A

.,
PaOluccf, B., Faiold, T. & Thompson, P. 'Personal perspectives (2nd,..
4 'ed.)... New York: Webster Division, MciGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978,

238-4,4.-1-r
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IV-050

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers.. Lexingebn, Mass..: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 105-107.

Bulletins

Clark, K. Your clothing dollar. Morgantown, West Va.: West Virginia
University Cooperative Extension Service, 1977, 2-3.

Daigle, C. Smart shoppers for smart clothes. baton Rouge, La.:
Louisiana State University Cooperative Extension Service, 1977,
10-11.

Hilliker, J. A. Your clothing dollar--Save money when you Shop.
Lexington, Ky.: University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service, 1979.

.

Your clothing dollar. Chicago, Ill.: Household Finance Corporation;
1978, 9-10.
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IV-051

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

TOPIC SHOPPING FORS CLOTHING

SUB-TOPIC Comparison Shopping

OBJECTIVES Age& Aeading setected Aeiaences On compaAison shopping,
the student wZet be abteto define.and exptain,the teun
"compaAL6on shopping."

Fottouling.a Aeview oi 40uAC6.Aetated.5to compeoioon

shopping, the student wit/ be a6te.5to daennline the
but souAces Oh the con/smelt to.use in commu:hon

. shopping.

Given eisentiat in6onmation on compaiti4on shopping, the
student atitt'be abte to use good shopping techniques

. when ctotki.ng is'punchased 6oi individuat 6ami1y membeu.

CONTENT

Comparison Shopping
--Compare prices and qualities

of clothing in several stores

Values of Comparison Shopping
--Current price quote
--General idea 9f goods

available

Sources of Pre-Shopping Information
--Newspaper and magazine

advertisements
--Television commercials
--Radio advertising
--Mail order catalogs
--Catalogs

Comparison Shopping
--Sales
--Irregulars
--Store brands
--Types of stores.
--Flaor samples
--Bhrgains .

Points to Con er in Compara4t'lve

Shopping
--Prices
--Styles
--Brand,names
--Garment labels

1

STUDENT tEARN'ING; ACTIVITIES

kead selected references on
comparison shopping.

Define term and share shopping
information with class.

Discuss the value of comparison
shopping in relation to the
importance of the purchase..

Study the various sources
available to- the consumer that

include Information on shopping.

Discuss various methods of
comparison shopping.

Give exampas of comparative
shopping using

.Consumer guides

.Shopping in diffeunt types
of stores

Determine iniormation needed for
comparison shopping.

Select an item in clothing in a
wardrobe.'`Compare cost-of clothins
article at local stares:



p.

4

=-Quality
--Care requirements
--Store services
--Type of shopping outlet
--Appearance

Negative Aspects of Comparison
Shopping

--Use of time
--Real cOdt
--Travel costs

Achieving Skills in Comparison
Shopping,

--Compare and interpret labels.
--Selecting suitable designs,

fit, and Colors.

--Compare and interpret prices.

IV-052

Analyze prices and decide on best
value.

111/1
Discuss value,Of comparison:"

shopping in relation to the points
listed.

Compare the prices of several
items of clothing at different
atores. Do the prices differ from
one place to andther? Why or why
not?

RESOURCES

TeitboOks

Cincidnati Public Schools, Home Economics Department. Exploring
fabrics (4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill.:. McKnight Publishing
Company, 1977, 305-307.

Craig, R. Clothing--A comPehensive study'. 'New York: J. B.
LippinCott,Company, 1973, 133.

Graef, J.'& Strom, J. Condepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1/976, 14-21. ,

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company; 1981, 107.

d our a earance. South Holland, Ill.:
lity, 1977, 136.

Peoria, Ill.: Bennett Publish ng

Liddell, L. Clo
Goodheart-Wi

Oppenhein* I. L
-Company; 1981,

,

Strum, M., Grieser, E, L e, D. & Roberts, J. Guide o modern
clothing, (3rd ed.) ew York: Webster Division McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1973

Vanderhoff, M. Cloehes, clues; and careers. Lexin
and Compipy, 1981, 13 . -

Vanderhoff, M. Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Tegiles fo
Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company,_1973, 325-36.

ton, Mass.: Ginn
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-

TOOIC

SUB-TOPIC Sources of Consumer Information
.4

OBJECTIVES

1V-053

,5ECOOMIC AShCTS OF CLOTHING
-

ACCEPTING CQNSUMER ..RESOCASIBILITIES

4mv_eying.<se2ected AuouAce4, .6* <student witt be
abte to tecdgnize <souAce6 o6 con4umet aothing
4nliotmation

Upon Aeviewing in6oftmati.on Ound ik paiodicatz OA
buJ1etien6 the <student wite be abte to ducAibe
inkAmation pnovided by conzumet in6okmation 40unce4.

The <student wilt be abte to pudict <satis6action4
detived Prom dothing decaion4 bazed on conaumeA
inkAmation.

CONTENT

Sourae.s of Consumer Information

--Consumer magazines, newspapers
- -Advertising
--Labels
- -Brand names

..--Seals of approval
--Textile industry classes
- -Consumer aids

--Mail order catalogs
--Short courses and workshops

'Agencies that Provide Consumer
Information

--Better Business Bureau'
--Federal Trade Commission
=-Consumer's.Union and

C nsumer's Research
- -C operative Extension Service

tail Organizations--.

Information Provided by Consumer
Information Services

-L-The way clothes-are At
together and finished

--Knowledge of fibers, fabrics,
and finishes

- -Labels and tags

STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Make a list of sources that
provide cOnsumer,information.on
clothing.

Work in groups and,select one
source to,inVestigate. Share
'findings with the class.

Gather and make a.booklet showing
different sources that provide
information on clothing for the
consumer.

A.

Prepare orai4reports on consumer
infOrmation found in periodicals
or bulletins. 'Role play reports.

Decide the reasonslor consulting
consumer inf6rmation sources
before making any.major clothing
purchases.

-2Su, ..



IV-054

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking
. (4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,

1977, 236-237.

Cincinnati Public Schools, Home Economics Department. Exploring
fabrics (4th ed.). Bloomington, 111.1 McKnight Publishing

. Company, 1977, 200-202.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 168.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
.Webster Division, McGraw-Hill ,Book Company, 1982, 162-164.

Strum,- M.,, Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 155, 159-166.

Vanderhoff, M. ClothesPart of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and CQmpany, 1973, 8990.

0

Vanderhoff,,ML, Fr-anck, L. & Campbell, L. Textiles for home and
people. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 240-243.
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1ECONOMIC 'ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

IV-055

TOPIC ACCEPTING CONStVIER RESPONSIBILITY

SUB-TOPIC Advertising

OBJECTIVES Given the component6 o6 inlimmative adveAtizing, the
4tudent mitt be abte to exptain how adveAtizing
inkkmation may be useliut in making ctothing decisions.

Wet studying vatt,bus appeats used in adventising, the
4udent teat be allee to detamine the kinds-o4 appeats
used in adveAtZsing which encomage consumem to buy.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Advertising
--Way of calling attention to
something so people will
notice it and buy it

Informative Advertising
--Picture and desciiption of

garment

--Care instructions
--Fiber content
--Brand names or trademark
names

--Size
--Price
--Color

Forms of Media for Advertising of
Clothing

.--Newspapers
--Fashion shows
--Magazines
--Bulletins and-pamphlets
--Television

282

Discuss the meaning of the term
advertising as applied to clothing.

Collect advertisements (informative
and non-informative). Point out
information which makes ads.
informative.

List words used in both types of
advertising. How does the
average consumer interpiet the
words?

Prepare a-bulletin board using
inf ative and non-informative
acts.

Read the description of clothing
advertised in a mail order catalog.
Evaluate consumer information
given. .

Make a booklet of-newspaper ads
from a local store. Analyze the,
fodus of the advertising.

Make a survey.to determine how
advertisements affect buying
habits.

Using differept forms'of
advertising madia, prepare.a
baletin,poard on the latest
fashion dr textiles.



Kinds of Appeals used in ClothinK
Advertisements

- -Love and security

--Self-identification
-.-Adventure

--Recognition
--Approval of others
- -Individuality

(

IV-056

Collect misleading advertisements.
Compare ads from television,
magazines, and newspapers.

Consider time, cost, and effects.
.

Write a letter to a company with
a misleading advertisement.

Bring clothing advertisements to
class. Report on ways advertising
encourages one to buy.

Select two ads which depict
special appeals. Give reasons
for your selection.

Observe clothing advertisements
in currant fashion magazines.
Evaluate ads and tell how they
encourage buying.

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking

(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,

1977, 235.

Cincinnati Public Schools, Home Economics Department. Exploring
fabrics (4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill.: McKnight Publishing Sir

Company,'977, 200. I

/

Craig, H. Cl thing--A coMprehensive study. New York: J. B.

Lippincott omfianY,_1973, 364-365.

Faiola, T. & Pullen,g. , The McGraw-Hill guide to cldthing. New.York:

. Webster-Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 163-166, 217.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, F. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:

Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981,105.
.A .

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appgarance:* Soutii Holland, Ill.:'
.

.

Goodheart-Willcox.Company, 1977, 138-139. \
McDermott, I., Norris,-J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for e',...en-agers:

_ Book II (4+h ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett C: pany, 1976,

1 129-130.

Oppenhein, I. Living today.. Peoria, Ill.: Bennett Publishing

Company, 1981100-102:-

.Strum, M., Grieser, E.,-Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern

clothing (3rd ed.).-- 'New York:. Webster Division, McGraw-Hill

Bdok Company, 1973, 86-89,

Vanderhoa, m.,:dIathes,.clues,'and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

and Company, 1961, 123-125.
,
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

TOPIC ACCEPTING CONSUMER RESPONSIBILITIES

SUB-TOPIC Labels

1OBJECTIVE Given a zetection 06 tabaz, the 4tudent mitt be abte to
identi6y the 150074 06 talSeta,attached to a garment.

.

Given di66eltent 6gt4 06 govinnment negutation4 on
tabeting tams, the ztadent witt be abte to identi6y
the goveknment Atquinemento 6on. 6owt diaeitent
tabeting acts.

Given examptets 06 tabetz, the 4tudent,iwitt be abte to
-i,ntetpnet.the nevi/Led and/ok votuntaAy in6oAmation
ptaced on tex4ee tabets.

Fottowing a ztudy 06 tegi4tati.ve actis cleating with
the.4tudent witt be abte to ducbe how

teg.i.station on textite tibeting a66e0A the consumm.

0.4
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CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES
;

Forms of Lai;els

--Prihted identification_on
bolt, rollers, dr gaTment

--Identification woven or
printed On the selvage

--Printed labels secured to the
merchandiso

--Fangtags
--Woven or printed labels
permanently attachedto.bolt
or garment

Methods of Labeling Garments

--Temporary cardboard tag
hanginefrom the garment

--Permanent label attached to
seam or facing

--Permanently stamped

Types of-Laels
--Information labels

.Fabric construction, special
.' finishes, performance'

qualities,Yspgtial care
instructions

--Brand labels

.Distinctive-symbol for
specific manufacturer
N .

Begin a file folder of hangtag
cam instructiOns for all items
of cbothing purchased during the
school year.

Prepare a display of personal
choice cip the types of labels.

Write-an essay of support for the
type dOpicted.

S
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--CertifiCation labels
.Tested by a laboratory to

designate standards of
quality

--Union labels
.Garment made by union
members practicing fair

k. working conditions

Wool Products Labeling Act 1939
- -Type of wool fiber
- -Percentage of wool in a

garment

Textile Fiber Products
Identification Act, 1960

- -Generic name of fiber
- -Percentages of fibers

Manufacturer's pame or number
- -Country of origin.if imported

Permanent Care Labeling Act, 1972
- -Explain care and maintenance

required in regular use of
garment.

- -Provide warning statements
when the usual-care methods
seem to apply but do not.

--Make consumer aware of
possible choices for care and
maintenance.

- -Attach labels fn a place'
where theY will.be easily
located.

1.Ensure that labelsiwill be.
legible for-life of garment.:

--Place labels on removable
garment parts.

Flamtable Fabrics Act, 1967
s'ale bf highly

flammable wearing apparel
- Devefoped stricter

flammability standards for

wearing apparel

Required Information for Labels
- -Generic name-

- Trade-name-
--Fiber content
--Finish
--Care instructions

1V-058
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1Write a consumer awareness article
on labeling for the local newspaper.

Divide into groups. Research
government requirements for the
various labeling acts. Summarize
information.

, .

Define terms found on hangtags
,and labels.

C011ect labels from clothing items.
:Mount on one page example§ of
informative labels, 'Mount on a

second page T!!les of poor
labels.

2S'-o



Voluntary Information on Labels
--Size and/or dimensions of a

product

--Fabric name and description
--Yarn description
--Finishes that affect fabric

performance.(Scotch Guard)
*--Guarantees or standards
- -Special qualities of the
product

- -Construction

IV-059

Determine information needed on
labels.

Bring a garmento class. Design
an original label including all
information required.

Begin a file of labels and
hangtags. -Establish a system
for proper filing and use.

Prepare an exhibit or a bulletin
board showing voluntary
information on labels.

RESOURCES

Textbooks
.Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking

.(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, *237-239.

ess

Cincinnati Public Schools, Home Economics Department. Exploring'
fabrics (4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill.: McKnight Publishing Company,
19774 305.

4(
Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.

Lippincott Company, 1973, 288-289.

Cross, A. Enjoyifig family living. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 290.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). .Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 164-166, 188, 199, 519.

Faiola; T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to,clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill'Book Company, 1982, 170.

-

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ea.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennete Company,
1975, 138, 145-149, 250.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division; McGraW-Hill Book Company,.1976, 26-27.

Jones, J. ClothingYour way, Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Ptentice-
Hall, Inc., 1977, 121,.

Kdliy;-J. & Eubanks, E. Today'-s.teen (Rev. ed.).-^ Peoria, -Ill.: -C14s.
A...Bennett Company, 1981k', 107.

Liddell, L.. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox pmpany, 1977E, 143-148.

Oppenhein, I. Living today. Peoria, Ill.: ,Bennett Publlshing
Company, 1981, 1Q2, 234.,

Scrut, M., GrieSer, E., Lyle, D. E: Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: WebsterDivision, McGraw-Hill Book,
Company, 1973, 144-150.

286
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Vanderhoff, M.
and Company,

Vanderhoff, M.

IV-060

Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

Clothes--Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company,.1973, 89.

Vanderhoff,, M., Pranck, L. & Campbell, L. Textiles for home and
people. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 243-247.

1981, 127-129.
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF,tLOTHING

TOPIC ACCEPTING CONSUMER RESPONSIBILITIES

SUB-TOPIC Basic Rights

OBJECTIVE

1V-061

Given nesounces io study, the,studea milt be atte tcr
List and discuss, the basic nights and nesponsibiUtLes
neganding the buying o ctothing and/on liabnic.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING, ACTIVITIES

Basic Rights of Consumers
--Right to shop for products

and services without pressure
--Right to return faulty,
products

--Right to receive individual.
attenrion to a complaint

--Right to clear guarantee
conditions

--Right to expect accurate,and

truthful labeling oft all
prbducts

-Consumer Responsibilities
--Hindle store merchandise

carefully.

--Read and follow poduct-label-
directions..

prothOtly for producter -.-

--,Repprt false adver:Usintto_..

the Federalrlrade CommisiionA,
--Stay informed of consumer

rights-and-stare policies.:

---;Do:comparison:shopping to
select:product best suited
to individeal,needs.

From readings in resources, make a
list of rights and responsibilities
of rhe clothing consumer.

Prepare,a bulletin board depicting
rights and reronsibilities of the
consumer.

Role play situations.related to
clothing consumer rights and
responsibilities.

.

Use case studies that refer to
consumer rights and
responsibilities. Analyze studies
when shopping fof clothing.

,

Write and presen't a skit' on the
problem.of shoplifting (FEA).

Determine abuses made.to'
merchandise by consumers. Explain
effect ofthese on clothing cost.

Interview people, about.their

consimer-responsibilitles; find
out how many people-know and-
exercise them.

,

Collect magazine anctnewspbper
articles desdtibingiconsumet
responsibilities.

Interview a store manner ,to
identify WIfiness concerns and
generally accepted procedures ar
addressing consumer encounter-S.

2
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RESdURCES

Textbooks

Iv-062

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champicin, F. Teen guide to homemaking %
-(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,C

fabrics (4th ed..)..
Bloomington,

McKnight PublishingCompany, 1977, 258-260, 286,- 299, 303;304, 310.
Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: WebsterDivision, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 28.

. & Eubanks, E. TodaPs teen ((Rev. ed.). Peor4, Ill.:A. Bennett Company, 1981, 104%."--

Cincinna i Public
Schools, Home Economics Department. Exploring

Kelly,
Chas.

Liddell, L. Clothes
Goodheart-Willcox

Paolucci,
ed.). Ne41York:
242-244.

and your appearance. So th Holland, Ill.:Company, 1977, 133.

, T. & Thompson, P. Personal perspectives (2ndWebater Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978,

trum, M.,.
Grieser,-E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Ggide to modernclothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book'Company, 1973, 144-161.

/
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-ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

TOPIC ACCEPTING CONSpMER RESPONSIBILITIES

SUB-TOPIC

,OBJEtTIVE

Complaints

Wing 4pec26ic caa/rstudiez on pook peqoAmance 06
.ctothing zetection, the 4tudent witt be abte to
communicate with the Rupet agenay about.comptaint4
Icon de6ective ctothing pet6o4mance.

*CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES .

Guidelines to Reduce Consumer
ComRlaints

--Avoid buying goods and
services on impulse.

-1--D4al with reputable business
people.

.Read labels and instruction
sheets carefully.

t.
--Check the warranty or

guarantee.

--Check the merchandise
carefully before leaving the
store.

--Sign a contract only when it

is.thorouihly clear in
content and meaning.

--Be aware of consumer
legislation.

Reporting Complaints
"--Involve the supervisor of the

department.
--Address the store manager.
--When necessary, contact
outside agencies; i.e. Better
BUSiness Bureau or Consumer
,Protection,Agency.

Reasons for Filing Complaints
--Money loss
--Rude ealespeople
--Late deliveries
--Incorrect.labels
7Deceptive advertising
--Outright gyps 1'
--Defective product

290

.-Read printed resources available.

Contact the Cooperative Extension,
ffice for cuirent bulletins on

consumer aids.

.Relate stories of dissatisfaciion
with a garment in fieing

.1complaints.

prepare a complaint letter for
some item received frop a local
store.

I.

i
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-;

Points to Follow in Filing t
Written Complaint

.

--Explain whet-6 and when the
product was bought;

--Describe what was expected
of the product.

--Describe fault of the product

--Identify what is expected as
an adjusiment for the product. A-

--Ihclude the product in
question. _

--Intlude the s les slip and
tag from,the product.

--Keep copy of your letter and
any other possible items
included.

N

_Select best complaint letter for
product purchased. Observe the
action that follows as each step
is taken. .

--Close with name,
telephone number.

--Be courteous, yet firm.

_1V-064

FUESOLMICES

Textbookt
Brinkley, J., Chm0erlain, V. 4s Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking
.`(4th ed.). New York: Webster Divisioh, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 236-246%

Cincinnati Public Schools,.Home Bconomics Department. Exploring
fabrics (4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill.: McKnight Publishing Company,
1977, 303-308.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1-976, 27-31.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, V. J.: Prentice-
. Hall, Inc., 1977, 123-124.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 134-135.

Oppenhein, I. Living today. Peoria, Ill.: Bennett Publishing
Company, 1981; 124-127.

Paolucci, B., Faiola, T. & Thompson, P. Personal perspectives (2nd
ed.). New 'York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978,
96.

Ce'
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TOPIC

SUB-'40PIC

OBJECTIVES

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

EXTENDING CLOTHING RESOURCES

Alteration,of Ready-To-Weir
Upgrading thequality of 'ready-to-wear
Altering ready-made garments

Puvided with a Zist o6 voCabutaky wads and teeate-d
lexamptes o6 use assbciated with ateng gaimeNt4, the
4tudent witt be abte to de6ine the. term and utate the
po4ition o6 apptication.

Given exanige4 o the common,kindo o6 garment attetatiou,
the student witt be abte to determine attekation 96 a
garment.

With actuat garments and in6wmation tot detumining
quattty o6 £abtic, constAuction, and Iiindings, the
4tudent witt be abte to evatuate the 4ea4ibLUty o4
atteung a gdrtment.

PrEovided with i.E.Euztnation4 o ays to imp/Cove the
appeatance.o6 a garment, the stddent wiZt be abZe to ptan
and appty enhancements.

Having an actuat garment to °atm, -the studenewitt be
abte to pet6orm aptanned attetation.

CONTENt STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

.Vocabulary
--Alter
--Alteration
--He4idth
--Seam width

--Dartsv

--Grainline

--Wear marks

Provide illustrations to accompany
vocabulary list.

Define words and write related
places of application.

Reasons for Altering a Ready-Made
.

Garment

--Improve comfort
--Improve appearance
--Reasonable price for-garmedt
--Care for individual fitting
problems

FactOrs.to CoAsider Before
Altering a Ready-Made Garment

--Constructibn details
jr7Fabric

mmon Kinds of Alteration to
Make in a Garment

.Shorten or rengthen
1

292

List and briefly discuss reasons
why one might alter a ready-made
garment..

Display examples oil ready-made .

garments that.cannot be easily
altered. Determine the difficulty
of alteration.

Locate a garment needing a common
.alteration.

' I
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skirt/pants

7-Adjust waist Sizes
--Dart

.Widths and lengths

AM-
Points to Review for Quality-.

Construction in a Garment
--Fabric content

--Weave and finish of fabric
--Seam width and finish
- -Hem width and finishing
- -Top-stitching

"Collar, cuff finishes
--Application of trims
--Button, trims, belt

Enhancing or Op-Grading the..
Quality of a Garment

--Trimming thread's

- -Straightening hem line
- -Re-hemming and pressing

-I-Changing buttons or belt
--Adding a trim, applique, or
.piping

--Top Ititching a collar ox.
. cuffs

.--Hand stitching buttonholes
- -Steam pressing

Altering a Garment

--Determine area(sY needing
alteration.

--Plan steps and procedures for
making alteration accordingly.

--Determine equipment and
supplies needed.

Evaluating Alterations
"Pride of accomp4shment
--Economic benefit
--Enrichment of wardrobe

1

1V-066 ,

Visit the alteration department
of a local store.. PreFeare a list
of common alterations recommended
by the personnel and report
findings to the class.

Use garment for an evaluative
study as wells as for the actual,.
alteration, if appLicable.

Display examples of ready-made
garments in law, medium, and high
price ranges.

Determine quality of each in
three categories: fabrie,
construction processes, .vid
findings.

Display garments that have been
imprOved in appearance.

Investigate the possibility of .

'using alteration skills for
personal income/employment.

-r

Alter a garment according to the
evaluation of need, process, and
economic or aesthetic value.

Investigate the cost of common
alterationebade by a dressmaker
or tailor.

Read selected reference materials.
Write a summary of one readipg oR
alterations.

Compile individual reference file
for extending clothfng resources.
Evaluate organization and content.

Set up a display (haJ.1 case or show

window) to illustrate ways to alter
garments and/or extend wardrobe.

293
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/Invite.an alteration expert from
(a local reteil store and discuss
.a career in a chosen,area.

RESOURCES-

irektbooks

,Cincinnati Public Schools; Home Econamids Department. Exploring
fabrics (4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill.: McKnight Publiphing ,=
Cdmpany, 1977, 64-68.

1V-067

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensvie study. New Yo4: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 19,73; 274, 293, 303-304.

Crowley, C. All about clothes. New ,York: Gregg Division, McGraw
Hill Book'Company, 1978, 112-127.

Gawne, E. Dress (41h ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Comp'any,41975, 610-614, 621-622.

Jones, J. Ciothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prent4e-Hall.,
Inc., 1977, 90-93.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.":
Chas. A. Bennett,..Company, 1981,, 168-170.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts,'J. _Guide,te modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster,Division, McGraw-Hill
Book Company; 1973, 214-2116.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clue's, and Careers. iexington,,Mess.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 321-331,

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.:._ Ginn
. and Company; 1973, 232-240.

at\

Bulletins r

. .Clark, K. Altering is the name of the game. Morgantown,. W. Va.:
West Virginia' Cooperativp Extension Service.

Saunders, B. FAting and altering ready-to-wear.- College Station,
Tx.: Texas.Agricultural ENtension Servile, 1980.
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TOP I C .

*SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

.

Li

CLOTHING CARE

HOME LAUNDER I NG

Proctedures

.Aga studying cettain pkocedukes used OA ,qte taundeiung
pkocess, the student wite be abte to pupate ctothes
washing.

Fottowing a ctass discussion and demoflstAa,tion on garment
tepaiirs, 4he student wit.t. be abte to demonstAate
knowtedge and skiti 6:6 pkeventative gcament kepains.

Given seveka examptes -0 examine, the student ktite
be abte to desckibe thue66ect o Nashing on Aips and
teaAs;

Given 6acts on sokting ctothes 6ok the'wash, the student
milt be abte to sepakate taundky,into contecewashtoads.

Aga obbekving a demonitAation on taundeking di66ekent
6abkic4, the student witt be abte to note the eaect
wate tempetatate on &undoing.

Fottowing a demonstmAxon on dkying 4peci6i'c liabkics in
an automatic dkyek, the student witt be abte to detomine
a puicediae timiting wvinktes in the &tiling p4oce44..

CONTgNt STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Preparing Clotkes for Wa'shing
-.:-Mend any clothes that eneed
mending.

--Shake dust, dirt, or sand out
of pockets and cuffs.

--Close zippers, fasten hooks,
and secure batons.

.--RemoVe nonwashable items such
as trim or belt. .

--Treat soil, spots, and stains,
--Sort clothes before washing.

.Whites from cellors'to keeP
'Discuss

whites looking white, brightj
preparing

'and fresh

identify proCedures for efficient
and easy clothing care.

Explain the importance of getting
clothes ready for the wash.

Describe what should. be done to

garments before pufting them in
the.clothes washgr.

consequences for,not , I.
clothes before washing.

.Fibers that can be'washed in , Develop guidelines
hot water (colorfast cotton ! clothes..
and linen) 'from fibe,rs that
need.a waeM wash , Discusd factors to cietermine
(manufacturee fibers and 1 method of so'rting the wash.
special finishes)

.Heavily soiled from lightly
soiled .

for sorting

295
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.Delicate articles from
. sturdyarticles

Guidelines-to.Use in Wa-shing
Clothes

.-;-Water temperature.

,Hot used on white or heavily
soiled clothes

.Warm usea on permanent press,
special finishes,and lightly
soiled clothes

.

.Cold used on bright and dark-
Colors and washable woolens

--Select appropritte cleaning
products for the wash load.-.

--Size of load

.Read instruction book that
accompanies washer
.Load the washer,loosely with
dry, unfolded,clothes.

.Mix large and small-articles
for best results.

Use smaller loads for
112,$nufactuved fi6er and
fabrics withspeO.dl 4
finishes.

7-Cycle and time
.Sturdy fabrics can use a
regular cycle and longer
wash period.

pits, Permanent press, and
delicatefabrics need the
wash and gentle cycle. ,

--Rinsing

.Use cold water for

manufactured fibers and
permanent press to keep
wrinkle free.

Hand Washing Procedures
- --Use water temperature that

is compatible with type of
fabric and color.

--Select approprApte cleaning
' products for the wash load.
- -Soak item of clothing for'

20-30 minutes.

--Gently wash,iteM. Repeat
sudsing process if needed.

--Rinse item in several rinse
waters (from warm to cool)k

4 4

- -Use fabrlec softener in final
rinse, if desired.,

. .

Cut clothing pictures from
catalog to "sort:"

p-070

DiscuSs best water temperature
for washing different types of
fabrics.

Demonstrate in a lab experience.
the.effect of temperaturedon
specific fibers. .

Determine load Size and whY, it is
important not to overfill the

. washing machine.

Study the various wash cycles
available for washing. Discuss

'the best cycle to use for
different fabrics and why.

Demonstrate the importance of_
rinsfng manufactured fabrics in
cold water to prevent creases
and wrinkles.

Observe a demonstration on the
use of the washing machine.

Describe steps to follow when
tJ.sing the washing machine. Make
a chart and post above the
.machine. I

Practice hand-washing an item of
clothing. Compare results with
an item that has been washed by
machine. Note time spent,
cleanliness, and appearance.
Determine items which may best be
washed bl hand and why.

296
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Drying Clothes
--Dryer advantages

--Dryer disadvantages

Methods of Drying Clothes
--Drip dry

.Hanging dripping wet garment
without squeezing or
wringing

--Flat dry
.Garment placed on flat
surface, shaped to original
shape, and allowed to dry

--Automatic dryer

dry.(indooeand outdoor)
.Hanging clothes on lihe
following machine washing

Guidelines for Drying Clothes '

--Read and follow care label
instructions for drying.

--Dry lightweight and heavy
things separately for even
dryini.

.-Clothes will,have fewer
wrinkles if.remaved from
dryer before, fully dried.

--Dry colored and white clothes
separately.

--Dry_clothes that-produce lint
separately.

"A.

1V-071

Discuss the advantages,and
disadvantages of drying clothts.

Analyze methods used to dry
clothes and determine method ta
\use for specific fibers and
gairments.

Explain ways of getting best-
.

results when using a home dryer.

View a demonstration on use of
;he clothes dryer. Decide on
type of clothes that can be dried
using eaclh cycle.

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking

(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 306-308. f

Craig, H. Clothing-rA"csomprehensive study. ' New Yorki J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 281-282.

Crosa, A. Enjoying family living. Philadelphia
Lippincott Company, 1973, 348.

CrowleY, C. All about clothes. New York: Gregg
Book Company, 1978, 58-61, 67-68.

Draper, W.

Peoria,

Faiola, T.
Webster

, Pa.: J. B.

Divisiotiv

& Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.).
Ill.; Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, /89-190.

& Pullen; J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing.. New York:
Division, McGraw-Hill Bobk Company, 1982, 13,1C-135. ,
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Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 258-264.

Jones, J. Clothing7-Your way. EngleWood Cliffs, N.j.: Prentice-Hall,

Inc., 1977, 130-138.

, Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 179-182%

Liddell, L. Ci.othesa:p_p_iraearajme South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 118-124.

,

Oppenhein, I. Living today. Peoria, Ill.: Bennett Publishing
Company, 1981, 242-243.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1973, 125-126, 132-134.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 179-183.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1973, 136-138.
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,CLOTI1ING CARE

TOPIC , HOME LAUNDERING

SUB-TOPIC 'Stain Removal

OBJECTIVES Wing inlioAmation gained litom the 4tudy o ,stain temovai,the 4tudent mitt be abte to exPtain the geneut Aute4
tiot Aemoving 4t1tht4 Aom a giyen tiabnic.

Given .ampe otain temovat age , the 4tudent mitt
be abte to cta44iliy 4tain.4 and t ' the 4stain temovat.
agent needed ta the type o 4sta-in.

Given exampte4 o 4.tain temovat ptoduct4, the 4tadent
mitt be abteto 4ummunize the advantage4 and
daadvantage4 ming di6lietent pudacts-tiot temov+
4tain4 6tom 6ibe1'.4 and)6abnic.s.

.

Wing ideazo g4ned tiAoM 4tady o chtotine and powdeted
bteach, the 4thdent ctt be abte to 4eteet and me the
ptopet bteach the ?)etected 6abtic.

type4 o 4tain4ion tiabitic4, the 4tudent
mitt be atbe to Aemove vatiom type4 oi 4tai14 sum
dibietent tiabtic4.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Categories of Stains

--Water-Emsed stains
.Wet piocess (detergent'and
water) to remove stain

--Oil-based stains
.dry progess (solvent or
spot remover) io.remove
stall

InfPormation Needed Prior to
Removing a Stain

--Type of stain
- --Fiber content
--Available cleaning agents
.--Treatment recommended'for

specific stain and fabric

Stain Removal Principles

--Treat stains as soon as
possible.

--Learn correct procedures to
use.

--Repeat stain removal
procedure several times.,

299

Identgy common stain's and ways
'of removing the stain.

Stain feric samples that will
require use of the wet proces's and
some that will require the dry
process. Treat apptoftiately for
stain removal.

Briii'g in clothins or prepare
various samples of fabrics with
stains.

Identify fiber and stain.

Determine method and malerials to
use owthose identified.

Prepare'a display on stein.
xemova?. showing proper procedures
to use.

ir



Methods of Stain Removal
--Soaking in water for a
washable garment

- -Detergent spread over the
stained area

--Bleaches added to wash water
,accordingtb manufacturer's
directions

- -Solvents'used to remove
greasy stains prior to
placing into water

General Guidelines for Removing
Stains

. --Identify the stain.
--Treat stain as soon as
possible.

--Select method of stain-
removal that will be safe for-
'fabric and user.

--Mark location of the stain
- -Use the gentler methods

first.

Method of Making Stains Permanent
'in Fabric -

- -Delayed treatment of stain

7-Using hot water
--Laundering fabric before
pretreating stain

--Using wrong cleaner,

Removing Stains--Wet Process
-7-Examples of stains

.Catsup .Ice cream.,

.Coffee, tea .Leather dye

.Grass .Milk

-.Wine .Washableink
.Mustard .Soft drinks
.Urine .Blood
.Chocolate

Removing Stains--Dry Protess
--Examples of stains

.Candle wax .Printer's

.Ballpoint, ink

.ink .Wax shoe

.Makeup polish

.01.1. and - .Typewriter
grease ribbon
.Road oil and tar

--Removal
.Soak stain in warm sudsy or
cold water.
.Scrub the stain.
.Rinse,stain thorou

f

IV-074

Briefly discuss the principles of
huccessfully removing stains *from
fabrics.

List-precautions to observe when .

using stain removal products on
different fabrics and discuss the
results of not observing these
,precautions.

Discuss safety precautions given
on the labels of stain removal
supplies.

List the general steps for
removing stains.

Collect samples of fabrics with a
variety of stains. Test stains
using name brand products and
commOn household chemiAls.
Compare cost and effectivenegs Qf

-the different products. *
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--Removal
.Plate white paPer towel
jinder siained area.
.Saturate stain area with
fluid.

Rub stain.lightly with
fingertips.

.Remove towel.

.Wipe on outside edges.of the
spotted area Usint a piece
of cheese cloth moistened
with cleaqing fluid.
.Allow fabric to. dry.

Bleaches
--Chemical product§ -

.Remove dirt and stains

.MAke fabrics whiter
Providedisinfectant action

Types of Laundry Bleaches
1--Chlorine bleaches

.Sold in liquid form
'.Less expensive

.Used for natural and
synthetic fibers

.--Oxygen bleaches
.Sold in powdered form
.Not as ssong as chlorine
bleaches 7

ikiised for manufactured fiber

Forms of Bleaches Available -on
the Market

--Powder
---Liquid
- -Tablet

Using,Bleach in xhe Laundry
--Read instructions before
.using.

--Add to wash water.
- -Use only on,types of fiberx.;

recommended by manufacturer,

t-

IV-075

Compare the cost of the different
types of bleaches.

Collect fabric samples. Place one
drop.of each type of bleach on
samples. lgote the effect of
bleach'on the samples.

Prepare an exhibit showing the
various form4 for bleaches and
types of fibers for which each is
suitable.

RESOURCES

Tdxtbooks
Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking

(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 303, 306.
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Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New_York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973) 277-278.

---aroSs-,-A. Enjoying family living. PhIladelphia, Pa.: J. W.
14.ppincott Company, 1973, 350-351.

Crowley, C. All about clothes. New York: Gregg Division, McGraw-
Hill gook Company, 1978-, 65-67.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed:).
/11.: Chas., A. Bennett Company, 1918, 19p-191, 4096-197.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company) 1982, 136-137.

Gawne, E. Dress 44th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,

IV-076

Peoria,

1975, 2531723-6, 265-270.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothin N4.11 York:
Division, McGraw-Hill. Book Compan 197., 260-261.

Webster

Jones4 J. Clothing=-Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J:: Prentice-41111,
inc., 1977, 131-133, 137.

-
Keiiy, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:

Chas. A..Benneti Company, 1981, 179-180:

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 1171 122.j/

Oppenhein, I. Living today. Peoria, Ill.: Bennett Publishing
Company, 1981, 239-242.

Paolucci, B., Faiola, T. & Thompson, P. Personal perspectives
(2nd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1978, 249.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts,
clothing (3rd ed.). 'New York: Webster
Company, 1973, 127-132.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and cargers.
and Company, 1061, .10-172, f75-178.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothu.s=pnIt_of_your_world.
and Company, 1973,

,Bulletins

J. Guide to modern
Division, McGraw-Hill Book

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
0

Lexington, Mans.: Ginn

Hilliker, J. A. Stain removal made easy. Lexington,.Ky.: University
of Kentucky Cooperative Atension Service, 1980.

Removing stains front fabrics.* Corvallis, Ore.': Oregon Stnte 41

University Cooperative Extension Service, 1976.

Stain removal from washable fabrics. Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana
Statg university Cooperative Extension 'service, 1980.,

Stain removal guide. Newton, Ia.:, The Maytag Company.
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IV- 077

CAREERS IN CLOTHING AND TEXTILES

TOPIC . JOB ACVSITION SKILLS
SUB-TOPIC Competencies, Job Preparation, Training

OBJECyVES Given inlimmation on ea/Levi . in ctoth(:ng amd textifes,
the student wi.tt be abte to desclibe !ivne.'zae
competene.(es on 6Life.s needed tiok those jobs.

Welt tistening to a oesentation by a ctothing
managen, the student wife be abte to detemfne the job
pk-epatation tasks essentiaf to .a dothin9 bu4(n056.

Upon compte,t4n oti the study on job acquoition sf:(res,
the student wite be abf to identiO and demoncorato the
plocedule seerAj/c(qoui a colec7 <b c_ectilmq -nd
textacs.

rafowing a Itevi.ex 06.Taacning pnogkams otilieked, Ole
student wit(' be abte to anatyze speccrcic ovoums
6o1 specqied ea,leof options.

CONTENT

Cempltencies Required for Clothim!.
and Textile Jobs

- -Principles of design
- -Clothing selection

- -Knowledge of textiles

- -Abilities in clothes buying,

alteration, and construction
- -Care for clothing

Preparation for a Job
--Adequate education
- -Personality development
- -Good health habits

Job Acquisition Skills
- -Employment oiiportunities
- -Career decisions

- -Personal data information
--Resum
- -Applications

.--Letter of employment
- -Job interview

- -Personal appearance

--Do's and don't's
--Communication
- -Interpersonal skills

30j

1 STUDENT LEARNING /1CTIVITIES'

Compile a list if jobs and careers
in clothinv, lnd te,tile,

lect a specific !,.. in clothing

and textile!. and determine the
competencietZ needf.; lor Inc job.

Illustrate competencies needed
for a specified ,career option via
bulletin board or other visual.

Invite the manager of a clothing
business to explain the employer's
expectations of employees.

Determine job preparliion tasks
essential to the cloaing
business.

Visit a local employer to discuss
the prepc&ations necessdry for a
specific job.

Collect newspaper advertisements
of.jobs related to clothing and
textiles, Discuss preparations
neded for entry into clothing
;And textile careers.

Prepare a resume!. Ky it to..ihe
job market.



Locating a Job

--School placement offices
--Advertised positions
--Public employment agencies
--Private employment agenctes.
--Professional and technical

associations

--Apprenticeship programs
--Vocational training pro ams

RESOURCES-

111V-078

Participate in practice job
interviews.

Read resources on do's and don't's
in d.i4/..eloping job acquisition
skills. CompiTe a list'for
display and reference.

Write a letter seeking employment
for a dpecific clothing or textile
job.

Survey agencies for employment '

opportunities.

Textbooks
Brinkley, S. & Aletti, A. Altering ready-to-wear fashions. Peoria,

Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Compav, 1976, 10-17.

Cincinnati Public Schools, Home Economics Department. Exploring
fabrics)-(4th ed.). Bloomington, Ill.: McKnight Publishing
Company, 1977, 94-102, 147-153, 234-254, 326-349.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. Nkz York: J. B.
A.ippincott Company, 1973, 356-375.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev._ed-.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chag. A. Bennett Company,'197g, 506-515.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J, The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 187-238.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1977, 148-14

Graef, J. & Strom, J. boncepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 12-14, 19, 26, 62-63, 162,
167.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 170-171, 190-191, 254-255.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodb art-Willcox Company, 1977, 308-334.

-
McDermotti , I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:

Book (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,
52-63.

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979.

Oppenhein, I. Living today. Peoria, Ill.: Bennett Publishing
- Company, 1981, 307-322.

Paolucci, B., Faioia, T. & Thompson, P, Personalyerspectives (2nd
ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978,
253-265. -

A
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Quick and easy guide to sewing techniques. New York: Butterick
, Publishing Company, 1978, 157-172.

Serviap, M. S. Fashion and textiles careers. Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Engiewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1977, 1-120.

Strum, M., Grieser, E.,xLyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.).\ New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1973; 169-199.

Variderhoff, M., Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Textiles for home and
people; Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and'iompan9, 1973, 456-477,.

Vanderhoff, M. .Clothes, clues,and careers. Lexingtoh, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 341-367.

Vandehoff, M. Clothes--P'art of Your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1973, 249-264. ,
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1V-080

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

The topics for clpthing constrpction skill development for the
.nonprerequisite semebter course intlothing and Textiles aresfound.in Level 11 on pages 11-043 to 11-128 and in Level III on pages-II1-043 to 111-089. Specific topics and page numbers in Level II .and III,afe listed on pages IV-1 to IV-iii in the beginning of this section
for Level 1V-As
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LEVEL IV-B - ADVANCED CLOTHING AND TEXTILES

(advanced semeseer course)
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LEiIEL IV-B - ADVANCED CLOTHING AND TEXTILES
(advanced semester course)

Page

SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CLOTHING
HiPtorical Influences on Clothing

77 IV-083
Societal Factorg Affecting Clothing IV-085
Fad, Fashion, Style

-\Ch- IV-087

TEXTILES

Fibers
.

Clapsification IV-089
Yarns (Classification) I1-093
Fabric Construceipn

Basic Weaves (Plain, Satin, Twill) IV-095
Complex Weaves IV-098
Knitted (Types; Characteristics)

r IV-101
Matted, Bonded/Interlocking, Braided, Knotted,
Twisted, or Looped IV-104

Design
' Dyeing IV-107

Characteristics and_Methods-of Printing Design IV-109
Selection and Kindrof Surface Designs IV-111

ECONOMICS ASPECTS OF CLOTHSG
Family Clothing

Values'and Life Cycle IV.2113
Selection and Features of Children's Clothing IV-115
lmiChildren's Clothing--Measuring and Sizing, Work-

manship, Buying Tips IV-118
Men's Clothing IV-121
Women's Clothing IV-125
Older Person's Clbthing IV-127

,Special Needs IV-131
Shoppingfor Clothing.

Pre-deterrafted Goals IV-133
Extending Clothing Resources

Minor amd Other Changes in Recycling Garments IV-135
i6 Recycle an Item of Clothing-%L , IV-137

Alteration of Custom-Constructed Clothes IV-139
Energy Needs

Factors Affecting Thermal Comfort While Using
Clothing to Save Energy, Conserving Energy
Wbile Sewing, Effect of Energy on Future Wardrobes- IV-141

CLOTHING CARh 4 4*

Home Laundering
Equipment
Space IV-148
Products IV-150
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CLOTHING CARE (Cont'd)
-Commercial Care

Laundering, Alteration/Repairs
Dry-Cleaning

IV-155
IV-157

CAREERS IN CLOTHING AND TEXTILES
Advancemet4 Possibilities

Factors Affecting Opportunities for Advancement IV-161
Leadership Development in Clothing and Textile Careers:- IV-163

to'

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT
Sewing Equipment

Selection of Large Equipment (Sewing Machine) IV-167
Care of Large Equipment (Sewing Macgine) IV-169

Pattern Selection
Recycling Patterns IV-171

FabriL Considerations
Stripes IV-173
PlaidS-=-/aentificatioq, Selection IV-177
Plaids--Pattern Placement, Construction
Techniques IV-180

Napped and/or One-Way Designs IV-183
Pressing a

' Equipment- IV-187
Fullness

Pleats IV-191
Sleeves

Finishes, Qpenings, Cuffs, Bands IV-193
Trims and Tapes

Types, Selection, Application IV-197
PocIrts. ,

Types, Construction, Applicatiqn
Belts

Types, SelectiOn, Construction IV-205
Tailoring

Types--Identification IV-207
Equipment IV-209
Standards IV-211
Fabric and Pattern IV-213
Pre-Construction IV-215
Lining, Underlining, Interfacing IV-217
Pressing IV-221
Principles of Fitting --t 1V-225,
Construction Techniques IV-227

fki
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TOP4C

OBJECTIVE

IV- 083

SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF.CLOTHING

HISTORICAL INFLUENCES ON CL,g,HING

Fottowing a ,stady o6 pazt -and cavtent 6a4hion4, the
tudent witt be ate to compme hoW41shion,s evotve, .

cifcee, aRif Le.:Iect wftert condaivPs.

CONTENT

Fashions Influenced by
- -Individual creativity. and

feelings

(/

--Developments in chemistry,
business, and industry

,

A Historical Overview of Fashion
e

- -World War I--Soldier look
- -1920--Straight, boyish

silhouette,short skirt,
cloche, bobbed hair

--1930--Classit look,
conservative styles,
long narrow skirts,
fashionable pants

- -Social anfi cultural

happenings
-Economy'of people and'the
country

--Entertainment IndOstry*

- -1940--Wartime influence;

broad,padded shoulders;
military styling of
garments

-1947--Dior's new look--tight
waist, bosom emphasis,
long,full skirts

- -1950--Sack dress, gray

flannel suit

--1960---Sh4 ftg, iSnidrtEsses,
longer hair and-bright
colors for mtn

--1970--Silhouette softer and
more natural looking
with classic styling;

introduction of unisex
concept

--1980--Individualized fashion

310

iSTUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Bring personal photographs of
clothes worn by parents,..youth,

grandparents to depict fashions of
the past.

Discuss how changes in society
ha;le brought gbout changes in

attitudes influencing past and
present fashions.

4
Prepare a display depictinghow
fashions of the past influence
current fashions. Note
similarities line and cut of
garments and the changes in
fabrics.

Identify events of netural interest .

that have an influence on fashions
in clothing.

'View film: "American Woman: 200
Years of Authentic Eashion." Make
a/group summary of findings.

rist trends that.are fashionable
in the current seasOn.

Select a specific fashion and trace
influences in the era of its
inception. For each era, depict_the
economical influpnces that arose
during clothing selection.

Have a community fashion show of
historical clothing for an FHA
fund raiser.

In groups, research fashion in one
of the periods listed. Make a felt

silhouette to show basic lines.
Share findings with the entire
class. Silhouettes may be used as
wall hangings in the department.



1V-084

.Cause for Rapid Fashion Change
- -Modern methods of

communicti
- -Fashion in stry promotion
--Societal conditions
- -Technological adhnces

gESOURCES :

Textbooks
--Craig, H. Clothing--A cOmprehensive'study. New York: J. B.

Lippincott.Company, 1973, 72-75, 80-t87, 138-156.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill ,guide to clottring.. New York:
Webster biviion,'Mctraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 50-56,'5.8-63,
66-67. I .

, I'

Gal.+, E. 'Dress' (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: C116 A. Bennet CompLy,
1975, 23-33.

Graef, J..& Stebm, J. Concepts in clothing.
Division, McGraw-1-1ill Book Cpmpany, 1976,

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers.
and Company,. t981, 230.40.

Vand rhoff, M. ClAes--Part of your world.
and Company, 1973, 2-6, 12-13.

40.
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New York: Webster
9-14.

Lexington, Mass.; Ginn'

Lexington, Mass:: Ginn
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TOPIC

OBJECTIVE

IV-385
A,

SOCIAL-PSYCHOI.GICAL ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

SOCIETAL FACTORS AFFECTING CLOTHING

Given a histonicat nevietei the <student mat be abZe to
ducnibe the in guence4 and e66ect4 06 woAtd conditit4
and <societal inguence4 on clothing vaLue4.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Clothing and Behavior
--Clothing may ,produce

specific behaviors

Imitative dress of teachers,
stars,or other persons
.Sloppy dressing and
behaving badly
.Dressingfor a formal
occasion and behaving well

Clothing and Self-Conept
--A person's clothing reflects

self-concept, attitUdes
toward society and basic
needs.

.HowoAe feels about
self or how one is
perceived by others is
reflected in one's dress.

.Acceptance of the values of
society is displayed when
one conforms to societal
Standards of dress..
.Various movements resist
society by wearing

unorthodox clothing.
.Clothing can reflect a need
o belong as well as a need

Ior. recognition.

one s

Watch a television prograd with
a setting in the 1950's and write
a summary of the way clothing is
used to picture each character's
attitude toward society.

Research a,dpecific sociological
or psychological aspect of
clothing. Prepare a written and/or
pictorial report.

Write a skit appropriate for FHA
to present to its membership and/or
to another school or community
group. Focus on a specific -

sociological or psychological -

aspect of clothing as influenced
through history.

1;

RESOURCES:

Textbooks

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippipcott Company, 1973, 168-169.

FaiolajA% & Pullen, J. 'The McGraw-Hill guide to_clothing. New York4
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 45-48.
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TV-086

10 Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Chas. A. Bennett Compa4,
1975, 18.

Paolucci, B., Faipla, T. & Thompson, P. Personal perspectives (2nd ed).
New Yor4: Webster Division, McGraw-till Book Company, 1978. 11-13.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, tind careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 42-43.
\

,
Mak
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TOPIC

OBJECTIVE

-1

SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL-ASPECTS OF.CLOTHING

-AD, FASHION, STYLE

7V-087

Given delcinition's o6 4peci6ic 6a6hion teims, the ztudent
witt be abte to di,Lcuzz and iau4tnate di46ehencers among
6ad,16,mlon, and Atyte.

CONTENT
. STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Vocabulary
--Fashion

.Prevailing style of dress
at any given time

--Fad

.New.idea in clothing that is
popular for a short time
(one season or less)

--Style

.Specific unique

characteris4cs (different ,

from others) prominent for
long time periods ft

--Clasgic

.Popular style that is
lasting and becomes custom

--Fashion Bomb

'Collect pictdzes illustrating

fashion, fad, style, classic, and,.
bomb. Make group arrangement on
bulletin board.

Make a list of current fads.
IdenO.fy fads Sikely to become
fashion.
0

Write arti or the school
newspaper entitled "Fashion vs.
Fad," and speculate on the future
in fads and fashion.

Develop a .display of the

"Continentals" and "Edsels" of
clothing industry. include
illustrations and definitions of

. fashion, fad, style..A style that people reject

Interview individuals whose teen
years were in i'specific time
period. Compile information

/concerning fashions and fads of
the interviewee's teen years.
Also, identify the styles of
today which originate'd in that
same time period.

View examples of fashion classics.
Discuss advice to give someone
buying a fashion classic.

An'alyze reasons for fashion bombs.
Mount illastrations on tulletin
board.'

RESOURCES: e

Textbooks

Brinkley, J. & Aletti, A. Altering ready-to-wear fasflions. Peoria,
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976, 277-278.
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IV-088

Craig, H. ChOthing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 75-76. .

Cross, A. Enjoying family living. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott
Company, 1973, 284-285.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The Mcbraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 68-69.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bendett Company,
1975, 21-22.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepte in clothing.
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976,

Kelly, J. & Nbanks, E. Today's teen (Rev.
- A. Bennett Company, 1981, 163-164.

New York: Webster
62-64.

ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas.

Liddell,:L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
'Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 93-96.

Pavlucci, B., Faiola, T. & Tho oson, P. Personal perspectives (2nd ed.).
. New,York: Webster llivision McGraw-Hill Book Company; 1978, 199.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Ly e, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern clothing
- (3rd ed.). New York:. Webster Diyision, McGraw-Hill Book Company,

1973, 54.
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TEXTILES

-J
TOPIC FIBERS

SUB-TOPIC ClassIfication

B7089

OBJECTIVES; /Wen 4dy oi avaLlabte Amourrzez, the 4tudent wat beabte to necatt the tao majok gkoup4 o6 6iben4 and
exptain each.

Fottowing a ctaim dactazan on 6ibeu, the ztudent ctifoa2 be abte to eta/5.64:6y 6,ibeA4 acconding to zotace.

CONTENT
STUDENT LEARNIRG ACTIVITIES

Fibers

--Raw matelials from which
yarns and fabrics are made

Major Groups of Fibers
--Natural

.Fibers that grow-in nature
as plants and animals

--Manufactured from natural
sources

.Fibers made by transforming
the natural sources (rayon)

--Manufactured from-chemical
sources

.Fibers not found in natuu
but are created from a
combination of phemical
elements (nylon and
polyester)

Natural Fibers
--Major plant sources

.Cotton

Seed pod of cotton plant

Woody core of the flax
plant

- -Minor plant sources
.Hemp

Similar to flax
-Jute

Bast fiber from ihe stalk
of a semitropical plant

- -Animal sources

.Wnol

Fiber from the fleece
of the sheep or lamb

Collect and display raw materials
used to make fibers. Explain how
fiber's are made froi the raw
materials.

Read references on methods of
fiber classification.

Develop a series of exhibits on
textile products of natural and
man-made fibers.

Prepare individual booklets on
the classification of fibers.
Corlect samples of each group for
futurveference.

Prepare a bulletin board display
on a fiber from.one of the major
groups. Collect and mount labels
with terms that refer to the
selected fiber.

Select and read information on a
fiber used for clothing. Prepare
and present a report-to the class.

Make a school survey to find out
which fiber is most popular for
school wear and analyze results.

'Conduct a spelling beeon the minor,
of chemical and manufactured fihorr.
ac well as some'of the less
fomiliar natural fibers.
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.Specialty hair fibers--
obtained from several
families or species of
animals
camel -goat

-alpaca -ox
- 11amat .-reindeer
-vicuna
.Silksilkworm

- -Mineral sources

Manufactured Fibers
- -Natural sources

.Rayon

.Rubber

.Triacetate
--Chemical Sources

.Nylon.

.Acrylic

.Creslan

.01efin

.Polyester ('

.Acetate -

Glass fiber

--Blends
Blends
.A combination yara

Reasons for blending:

To obtain cross dyed effects
or new4co1or effects
TO improve spinning,
weaving and finishing
efficienCy for uniformity of
product
.To obtain better texture,
hand or fabric appearance
.For economic reasons
:expensive fibers blend with
more plentiful fibers
.To produce fabric with
better performance, i.e.
polyester/cotton blends give
more duiable products,than-
100% cotton..

Examp/ed oT Blends:
.Polyester/cotton
.Polyester/acetate
.Polyester/nylori

4

.11

IV-090

Take a field trip to a fabric mill
to observe the.blendink process.
Hand in Imitten report.

Visit a garment store. Note the
label on garment. Look for
"blended fabric. Note the
combination of each fabric.

Display garments of various blends
for students to feel, touch, and
study.
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TEXT I LES

TOPIC YARNS .

iUB-TOPIC Classification

4-

IV093

OBJEGTIVES Aga Aeading Ae4ou4ce materLiatis on yaAn6, the 4tudent
witt be abte to cite Aeazon4 OA adding textuAe4 to yanim.

Given iloioAmation on the type6 o6 y4/1314, the <student witt
be abte.to tete the di66ekenceo between simp.4e and
comptex yannis.

aie

Foaming a te44on on yartn conotAact'ion, the 4tudettt mat
be abte to zetect exampte4 o6 vaitibuz 1zind4 o6 ya4n
con4tAuction and discuu di66ekence4.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Yarn

--Group of fibers or fiiaments

spun or twisted into a
continuous length

Adding Texture to Yarns
- -Add surface interest to

fabric&
--Increase bulk
- -Make lightweight fabrics lgss

transparent
- -Increase wrinkle resistance

--Increase the stretch and
reco'very properties

Kinds of Yarns
- -Simple yarn(uniform)

. Defined--single strand or of
several parts such as plies
and cords

--Complex ya!rn(nonuniform)

. Dgfined--two parts'which are
similar in size, fiber

, content, twist, or general
appgarance

Yarn Construction
--Spun yarn

. Defined--twisting short,

staple fibers
. E)kmple

crochet yarn

32u

Unravel a piece of yarn and
observe its composition.

Compare a sample of muslilvand
percale. Note and explain reasons
for the difference in texture.

State differences between simple
and complex yarns.

Find examples'of simple and
complex yarns. Explain the 7
'ctassification of each sample.



--Monofilament yarns

.Defined--one strand of
filament used as,a yarn
:Examples

-hoisery
-laces

-plastic-like thread
--Multifilament yarns

.Defined--many filaments are
twisted to form yarn
.Examples
-silk

J -textured yarn
/7--Ply yarn

Definedtwisting together
two or more single yarns
.Examples

-Home knitting
- Crochet

--Cord yarns
:Defined---twisting of ply
yarns together
.Example,
- rope

IV-094

Evaluate two pair of nylon
hosiery: one made from
filamen yarns and one from
staple yarns. Discuss the
diffetence in appearance and
'feel.

Discuss how yarn construction
affects durability and care of
fabrics.

Coniect labels or advertisements
of fabrics and threads that have
terms "cord" or "ply" yarn.

a.Give reasons for using
each type of yarn.

b.Name garments for which
each kind of.yarn is used.

RESOURCES

Textb6oks
Craig, H. ClothingA cOmprehensive study. New York: J. B.

Lippincott Compeny, 1973, 246-249, 255-258.
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Paolucci, B., Faiola, T. & Thompson, P. Personal perspectives (2nd
ed-.). New 'York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978,
208-209.

.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973; 61-62.

Textile handbook- (5th ed.). Washington, D.
Economics Association, 1974, 34-42.

-Vanderhoff, M. 'Clothes, clues, and-Careers.
and Company, 1981, 113-114.
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Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
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'TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

Se

N

Weaving

--Process of producing cloth or
fabric by interlacing at
least two sets of yarns at
rightlangles

Plain Weave
--Each filling yarn passes

alternately over and under
each warp yarn.

.Characteristics of weave
- most common weave
-less absorbent than,other
weaves

-wtinkles easily
- closely woven, very strong
.Examples
Organdy Muslin
Batiste Gingham
Percale

. .Varlation of piain weave
Basket weave--two or more
filling yarns interlaced

witti the same number of .
warp yarns ..

.Examples--Monk's cloth,

/.

Oxford cloth
..°.4 Rib Weave--variatio of
the plain weave in which
the filling yarna1are
larger in diameter than
are the warp yarns

.Examples--Broadc190,
Poplin,Grosgrain

TEXTILES

FABRIC CONSTRUCTION

V

IV-095

Basic Weaves (Plain, Satin, Twill)

qteit. 'Leading ini6oAmation on weavez, the 4tudent wift
be abte to exptain the pkOce.64 ol6 weaving.

Given 4ampte4 o ctoth, the 4tudent mitt be abte to
identi6y t e bazic typeA o Weavez, necatt
chaxace4co o each type, and name 6abiLic
exampta.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES
t-

322

Demonstrate the weaving process.
Use paper,strOs and interlace to
make a woven mat.

;

Construct small samples of basic
weaves using narrow strips-o.f,

colored paper or colored yarn.

Make a display of the different
types of weaves; use fabric
samples of each wexe. List the
characteristics aneuse 9f each
weave.

Construct a booklet on the basic
weaves including a collection of.
fabric examples.

tt



Twill Weave

--Each warp ot filling yarn
floats across twb or more
filling or warp yarns with a
progression of interlacings
by one to the right or left
to form a diagonal lines

.Characteristics of weave
-Ciose in texture, heavier
and sturdier than plaiA
weaves

-Fifm and durable
-Resist§2arinkles
-Hides soil
.Examples of weave
-Denim -Ticking
-Drill -Gabardine
.Varihtion of weave
Herringbone weave--twill
line reversed at regular
intervals to give a design
that resembles the backbone
of a fish ,

Satin Weave

--Each waip yarn floats ovet
four filling yarns and
interlaces with the fifth
filling yarn, with a
progression of interlacings
by two to the right or left
.Characteristics of weave
-Lustrous appearal7ce
-Snags easily
.Examples

-Satin
'Made with filament fibets

-Sateen
Variaiion of satinweave
.Made with staple fibers

--Sateen weave

:Fabrieiaoven the reverse of
satin with the floats in the
filling yarn and made A
cotton
.Examples
Cotton sateen
.Damask

1V-096
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IV-097
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TOPIC

SUB-;TOP/I.,P

OBJECTIVE

IV-098

TEXTILES

FABRIC CONSTRUCTION

Compiex Weaves

'Wen Aeading zetected Aelietencez and tiztening to a
ctazz dizcuzzion the ztudent wite be abLe to Aecognize
examptez o6 compeex weavez.

, Wert examining and tezting zamptez o6 the comptex
weavez, the ztudent witt be abte to compake,the diaekent
weavez az to appeaxance, ztungth, and dunabiZity.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Decorative or Novelty Complex
Weaves

--Pile weave--Interlacing of
three sets of yarns in such
a manner that one set forms
loops or cut ends on the
surface of"the cloth

.Characteristics of weave
-absorbent
-warm
- drape nicely

- reflect ligkt differently

according to direction of
nap

.Examples of weave
-velvet -velveteen
-cordulpy -terry cloth

--Leno Weave--Two sets warp
yarns which are interlaced
around one set of filling
yarns

.Characteristics of weave
-net-like appearance
-add stability to sheer
fabrics .

.Examples

-Marquisette
-Mosquito netting

-Shipping sacks for fruits
and vegetables

--Jacquard Weave--Warp yarns
are individually controlled
by rods which, in turn, are
controlled by a series of

325

Examine samples of complek weaves
with a microscope. Identify weave
and fabric sample.

Survey personal weaving apparel
and note types of complex weaves
used in your garments.. '

Prepare a report on basic

characteristics and used of
various types of complex weaves.



punch cards. Perforations in
the cards determine which
waxy yarns are raised as the
filling yarn passes through
to create the design.
.Characteridtics of wealie
- Design on one side, texture
or color is background
fabric on the other side
and vice-versa. .

-Design is satin weave and
the background plain weave

.Examples

- Brocade -Damask
- Tapestry cloth

--Dobby Weave--Small figured
or geometric designs,
repeated throughout a fabric
are woven by a dobby
attachment on a plain harness
loom.

.Characteristics of weave
- Durable

- Strong

.Examples
- Madras -Birdpeye
- Huck toweling -Pique

--Swivel and Lappet weaves_
Surface of plain fabrics can
be decorated with small

designs, dots, and other
patterns woven into the
surface of the fabric
.Characteristics of weaves

.Examples
- -Dotted swiss

--Double cloth weaving--two
fabrics are woven as separate
layers on the loom and
attached togethei during the
weaving process with extra
Yarn.
Characteristics of Weave
different weave used in
"each,layer
-yarns of different bolors
and fiber contents used in
layers

.Examples
-do le-faced blankets

ting materials

3 60
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SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

TEXTILES

ado

IV-101

FABRIC CONSTRUCTION

Knitted:(Types, C aracteristics)

A6te4 examining-samp d keading setected ki6exence4
on knit abllics, the student witt be abte to expeahluthe
advantage's and disadvantages 06 Laing knit 4abn2c4
ganmints.

Given tesounces to study, the student tOilt be abte to
name the basic categotties 06 knit and. tdenti6y
chatactekistics 06 the valtiou4 types 06 hnit4.

CONTENT
'STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Knitting

Method of fabric cohstruction in
which loops of yarn are interlocked
in either the lengthwise or
crosswise direction

AdvIptages of Knit Fabrics
--Comfortable
--Neat

--Elastic
--Good wrinkle recovery
--Laundered easily -

--Versatile

Disadvantages of,Knit Fabric ---.

--Stretches out of shape easily
--Sbrinks easily
--Retains heat and moisture
--Snags when worn

Hold a group discussion on advant-
ages of knit fabries for wear and
for garment construction.

List garments in wardrobe that are
knit. Tell why you do or do not
like knit fabrics.,

Basic Categoiies of Knits View examples of each category of
--Weft knits--one continuous knit; identify the type of knit.

strand of yarn runs crosswise
to form a horizontal row of
interlocked loops.

--Warp knita--process of
interlooping many parallel
yarns to form loops in the

lengthwise direction of the
fabric

Types of Weft Knits

--Double knit--two interlocked
layers that cannot be
separated

Study samples of different types
of weft knits. Determine the
characteristics of each type of
knit.

34,),6



.Characteristics

-Same appearance on the face
and back sides

-Draliep well

rRetains shape
-Is stable
-Resists wrinkles

knit-,made with only
one yarn ana h a definite
right and wrong s de
.Characteristics
s-Lightweight
-Soft and s
-Cut edge curls

. Examples

Tricot, jersey, -Mattejersey
--Interlock knit,7smooth .

surface on both sides but has
less elasticity than other
weft knits

Characteristics
-It tends to run from,
one end.

-Seam'edges must be
, finished.

Types of Warp Knits
--Tricot-warp knit fabric with
vertical wales or-rows of
loops running lengthwide on
the face of the fabric
.Characteristics
- Run proof

-Non-raveling
- Good stability, elastoiocTly

and drapability
.Examples
-Lingerie fabric
-Jersey

--Rapchel knits--lacy open-work
and surface patterns"-
.Characteristics
-Yarns aretextured to give
speciA. interest.

.Examples
-Thermal underwear
-Laces
-Bridal veil

-

IV-102

Explain the differenCes between
double knits andsingle knits

Discuss differences between
tricot and raschel fabrics.

A

Provide fabric swatches of knit
vfabric. ,Compare strength and
stability of knits to woven
fabrics.

329
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TOPIC

SUB7TOPIC,

OBJECTIVES

IV-104

'TEXTILES

'PABRIC CONSTRUCTION .

Matted, Bonded/Interlocking, Braided, Knotted,
Twisted, or Looped

Given inliowtion on the minot-method4 oi Otbnication,
the-otudent mite be abte to identi6y, £L6.t -chaAacteti.4,a6s,
and give exampta and w6e, o the.oinon ifveocazez in
mahing textitez.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Matted Fibers

--Applying resit, heat,

.moisture,.and pressure to
interlock fibers.

Characteristics of Matted-Tibers
--Weak fiber

--Nonstretcb
--Versatile

--Used on household.items that
require no edge finish

'Examples'

--Felt

--Interfacing fabrics

Bonded Fabrics

--Two fabrics made to adhere
together by an adhesive or a
flame-foam process.

Advantages of Bonded Fabric
--Self-lining
--Reduces sewing time
--Can eliminate interfacing,

ividerlining, stay-stitching,
seam finishing

--Up=grade cheap fabrics

Disadvantages of Bonded Fabric
--Does hot hold a sharp crease
--Usually bonded off-grain
--Hems, darts, and facings are
stiff

--Bonding may separate from
fabric

--Does not use expensive fabric
--Uneven shrinkage_
--Poor drape

331

Collect several felt items.
Examine fiber& to deterEine
compositiOn and characterisitcs.

Test felt for strength. Compare
. with knit fabric.

. .

Read references ana'axplain the
definition of bonded fabrics

View swatches of,bonded fabric.
Discuss advantages and
disadvantages of bonded fabrics.



Methods of Bonding Fabric
.

--Wet-adhesivvmethod--adhesive
is applied to the underside

; -of the face fabric and. the

liner fabric is joined by
passing through rollers..

--Foam-flathe process--
polyurethane foam acts as
the adhabive for the face"
fabric.

Sewing Hints for 'Bonded Fabrics
--Use a pattern with simple

aZyling.
- rDo,not.finish seams.

==Use.grain.on the face fabric
for pattern pL4ceme4.

--Press only oft right dide.
--Mark mitti tailor tacks.

Braiding
. --Three or mCre yarns are--

interlaced lengthwise and
diagonally to form..i-fabrid.

Types of Braids

--Flat--strips or narrow flat
tapes

- -Bound or tubular--may be.. .

hollow or have a center core
of same material..

Uses for Braiding
--Handmade rugs
- -Trim for garments

--Straw hats.
--Cords and tapes

Knotted Fabrics
--Interlacing or interlooping

of threads

Characteristics of Knotted Fabrics
--Hard to unravel

--Light in weiiht
--Open weave

Examples of Knotted Fabrics
--Tulle --Laces
--Net --Tatting
--Macrame

Looped Fabrics
--Single strand of thread is

used with special bond to
form lc:lc:pi-as fabric is made.

IV-105

Visit a local fabric shop.

Determine the.demand.for bonded
fabrics.

11

Displafexamples of braided,
_knotted, and looped- fabrics.
Piscuss types, characteris.tics,
and uses of each dabric type.

3 o



Examples ok Looped Fabrics
--Narrow edging
--Crocheted dresses and sweaters

J.

IV-106
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TEXTI LES

TOP IC DES I GN

IV-107 .

SUB-TOPIC Dyeing

OBJECTIVES A6te/r. teitding zetected telivt.ence4, the 4tudent mitt be
abte to deliine the term dyeing.

)41
Upon the comptetion a di4cazzion on 4eimg phocuses,
the 4tudent witt be abte to examine £abnie zampeez and
name the dyeing p4oce64 iused:on the £abnic.--

- CONTENT., STUDENT LEARNING ACTIViTIES

111.
Dyeing

--Proces& of adding color-to
fiber, yarn, or fabrtc .

Types of Dyeirtg Processes

..--Fiber dyeinN,

L.Defined

-Fibers are dyed before they
are'spun'into yarn.

.Methods of fiber'dyeing
-Solution dyed--in
manufactured fibers the dye
is Added to the thick
liquid before it is forced
through the spinneret

- Stock dyed--in naturql-

fibers, the dye is added to
the loose fiberS,'

--Yarn dyeing
.Yarns, wound onto sp6ols
.Yarns placed in a dye bath
to dye ,

.Examples of,use
- plaids

-stripes
dyektg

-.Coior is added after the
fabric has been made

.Characteristics -

-Very common
-Usually solid colors
-Easy and inexpensive

--Cross dyeing
.Fabric made of two or more
fibers placed in dye bath
resulting in a different

Define dYeing.

Examine several fabric-samples.

Dgtermine which type of dyeing
process was used on fabric.

Identify, mount, and assemble
on a bulletin board fabrics that
have been dyed at Various stages.

Tie dye a tee shirt.
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IV-108

.

color for each fiber
--Union dyeing

.Fabric composed of two or
more fibers placed in a dye
bath resulting in thee
finished fabrib being a.
solid color.

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Craig, H. Clothing --A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 262.

Faiola, T. &-PUllen; J. The McGraw-hilltuide to clothing. New York:
:Webster DiJision, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 80-85.

Gawne, E. Dress '(4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas.A. Bennett Company,
1975, 419-421.

Levy, L..& FeldmAn, B. Textile' workbook (Rev.-ed.). Belmont, Calif.:
yearon Pitman Publishers, 1970.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appeatance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 202-204.

. .

McDermott, T., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
' Book II Oth ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,

241-242.

Strum, M., Grieser, E Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 75.

Vanderhoff, M., Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Textiles for home and people..
Lexington, MAss.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 199-203.
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. TEXTILES

TOPIC DESIGN

IV-109

SUB-TOPIC Characteristics and Methods of pr?.ting Design

OBJECTIVES Given in4o4mation on pAbaing, the 6tudent tate be,abte
to exptain the term p,t-Enting and 4ecatt chtmaamizti.cs
o6 the type (,4 de4ign.

el

Fottoule.ng a dacu,6,6.ion o4 method4 used liox ;minting

4abitic4, the 4tudent witt be abte to identiiy and txptean
methods used in ptinting

CONTENT

41k Printing

- -Application of colOr and
pattern to'fabric surfaces

Characteristics of Printed Designs
--Wrorirside is lightertthan

the right side of fabric

Methods of printing fabrics
, --Direct roller printing

.Separate cylinder used for
each 'color

.Cloth passes through rollers
with each one transferring
the color and pattern to the
fabric

--Rotary screen printing
.Dye is forced thrultgh a
pattern of holes in cylinder
scieens which roll over the
fabric leaving designs

--Discharge printing
.Dyed cloth is passed between
engraved rollers containing
a bleaching §ubstance.shat
removes color from the'
fabric to achieve effects
such as stars or dots

--Duplex printing
.Direct printing applied to
both sides of fabfic to make
it reversibae resulting in
an eXpensive and rarely used
process ,

336

STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES I

I t

Prepare a flip chart te share ways
of printing fabric. and to explairt
each method.

Devise a game using methods of
printing fabric and their
definitions.

Using dinoleurii-block or potato

block, print a' square of fabric

to be made into a scarf.



--Resist printing
.White or light fabric

printed,with a substance
that resists dye so that
said areas remain T4lite,
after dyeing

--Photographic printing
.A photograph that is applied
tlthe cloth by direct or
,silk screen paineing\

--Screen printing
.Stenciling process in which
a film with a design is
adhered to a silk screen
for each color in the print

...;--Warp printing

.Design is printed on the
warp yarns before the
filling yains are woven into
the cloth

Iv-
L__ffr

Collect and make a display of
printed fabric samples. Iden.tifY
the method used to apply design.

114RESOURCES.

Textbooks
Craig, H. Clothing--A coMprehensive stuay.' New York: J. B.

Lippincott Company, 1973, 263.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982; 81-85.

Galme, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: *Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 423-424.

Levy, L. & Feldman, B. Textile workbook (Rev. . ). 1Belmont, a if.:
Fearon Pitman Publishers,,1970.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill..:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 204.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nichola, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976.,.
241-242.

r

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Bodk
Company, 1973, 76.

Vanderhoff, M., Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Textiles for some and people.
Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 204-208.
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TEXTILES

TOPIC KS I GN
) -

SUB-TOPIC Selection ancPKinds of-Surface Designs

Objective Fottowing a atudy o6 autiade design4 uased on vanious
WiticA, the atudemt wilt be able'to exptain the meaning
oi amiace duigna.and

,the vaitioto fand..6 oi
auqace deoigna apptLed'to iabiticz"fr

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES..

Surface Designs

--Pattern or color applied to
fabric that modifies the
appearance by either
mechanical or cheiical means
-.Examples -embossing

flocking -hand-painting
-glued-on-trim

Selecting Surface Designs
--Judge effect of design on
,wear life and care of_garment.

Kinds of Surface Designs
--Flocked

.Fabric is.Printed wien An
adhesive substance in a
specific design.

(Embossed
.Engraved rollers apply heat
or chemicals to produce
xaised designs on surface of
fabric. $

--Hand 'Sainted

.Texxile paints are applied
by hand on surface of fabric
-to create designs.

--Moire
.Rollei machine or chemical
process applied to fabric
to producea wavy design on
fabric.

--Glued-on-trim
.Glues or aqesives hold,
designs on fabric

I.

Explain the term :'surface designs "

ailect and mount examples'of
surface designs.

View examples of fabrics with
surface designs. Classify
according to kind of design.

Formulate rules' for ;caring for
fabrics with surface designs.
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RESOURCES

Textbooks
. Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. g. Bennett Company,

1975, 424-426.

Levy, L. & Feldman, B. Textile workbook (Rev. ed.). Belmoht, Calif.:
Fearon Pitman Publishers, 1970.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Robers, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1973, 77.

Vanderhoff, Ms. Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Textiles for home and
people. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 209-211. .
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TOPIC

- ECONOMIC ASPECTS OE CLOTHING

FAMILY CLOTHING

IV-113

'SUB-TOPIC Values and Life Cycle

OBJECTIVE Given.a chaltt with vatua itetated to ctothing, the
ztudent wilt be abte to ident,Z6.-ctothing vatuez that
change az the liandy tik cycle changeZ.

I.

-CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Influence on Clotbing Change
--Influences in coatemporary

living cause clothing values
to change through the life
cyele.

.Custom and.tradition
,

(garments of the religious,
wedding gowns)

.Family, friends, and
community

.Change in social status

.Geographical atea

.Advertising

:Credit purchases--

Emerging Roles'

--Values change as toles in the
family life cycle emerge
Infancy
- comfort

.Early childhood

-efficiency
.Kindergarten
- comformity

Elementary school
'44modesty and self confidence
.Adolescense

-conformity and sex'appeal
.Adulthood,

-Prestige, beauty
%Older ages

- self-eiteet, coinfort, and
efficiency

Read applicable parts of Packard's
books: The Status Seekers and
The Waste Makers. How do economic

considerations influence clothing
behavior? What values underlie
clothing choices baSed on
consideration as "planned
obsolesence"?.

OR

Use popular movies or television
shows.

Prepare a:bulletin board on
clothing needs, for each stage in,
the life cycle. Identify clothing
needs for various stages of the
life'cycle.

-How can clothing be todified for
illnessesl-

t
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RESOURCES :

Textbooke
,

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New Yerk: J. B.
'Llppincott Company, 1973, 160-163, 169-174.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Xlivision, McGraw-Hill Book.Company, 1932, 96, 141.

e'r

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett
Company, 1975, 20-21.

Paolucci, B., Faiola, T.
(2nd ed.). _pew York:
1978, 200-202.

E.,
clothid (3rd ed.).

. Company, 1973, 2-6.

Vanderhoff, M., Franck, L. & Campbell, L. .Textiles for homes and
people:Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 254-258

& Thompson, P. Personal perspectives
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,

Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to mod4rn
'New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
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TOPIC_

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

"r

*IV-115

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHI

FAMILY CLOTHING

Selection and Features of Children's
Clothing

Fottowing the ob4eAvation o6 a kinduigaAten cea4,4 and
4tudya9 4e2ected xe40unce4 on chitdnen'4 cathing, the
4tudent wat be abte to exptain impontant comidetationis
6°4 ctothing a chitd.

A6teA viewing 4pecitl1e exampe o chi2d4en'4 ctothing
and dizciaoing ctothing 6eatuke4, the 4tudent ta.tt be
abte to tizt gene/cat 9uidetine4 04 4etecting chitclnen'4
ctothe4.

Utitizing e4tabtiahed cnitetia 04 the dezign
chitctten'4 ctothing, the 4tudent wilt be abte to anatyze
quaity katune4 cr6 chi2chen'4 clothing.

NTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Importance of Clothing to a Child
--Appearance similar to that of
other children

--Acquire attention-and
ahroval

-:-Ownership,and resimnsibility
--Independence and self-

confidence
--Freedom for activity
--Atlows decision making
--Allows creativity and use of

imagination

Factors to Consider Prior to
Selecting_Clothes for Children

- -Griowth pattern of child
--Amount in budget for
clothing

- -Number of garments that can
be recycled

- L-Amount of wear and tear child
gives to clothing

--Reused garment can be worn
by another child in the
family

List factors related to the
importance of clothing for
children:

-

Visit a kindergarten class and
list types of clothes the children
are wearing. Ditcuss.sImilarities

-in clothing.

Survey selected mothers of children.
"What factors do they considet
before selecting clothes for their
children?



,

Guidelines for Selecting
Children's Clothing

7-Garment design
.Grpw.th features

.Self-help features
- -Proper fit 4:

--Quality workmanship .

--Characteristics.of fabric
--Care requirements

Garment Design
- -Style--simple, attractive,
and appealing

--e.ecoming Eo child

--Suftable for:one's personality
--Self-help and growth features
- -Provides for freedom of

movement, comfort, and
safety

Exam les of Self-Help tures
--Front openings
- -Large armholes

- -Zippers

--Large buttons
- -Snaps

--Stretch fabrics

.

IV-116

Show examples of children's A

clothes. Show quality features on .

the%'clothes. Have some clothes
tha't are oor quality so

l'
.comparis ns can be made:

,Bring an example or picture pf a
child's garment. Using priteria
for garment design, evaluate.use
ofigarment for specific individual.

Debate the effect of choice of
clothin on children's personality.

Examplgs of Growth Features
- :--Adjustable straps

- --Tucks

--Deep hems
--Indefinite waists
- -Two=piece garments

Sdfety Features in Children's
ClOthing

--Flame retardant finishes
--Reinforcements for knees and
elbows

--Elastic at neck
--Smooth hemmed pants 'or long

skirts ,

--Bright colors
--ProteCtive shoes

Quality Features in Children's
Clothing"

--Shrinkage-Tree fabrics-
--Adjustable features
--Reinforcement at points of

strain .

--Double knee trousers
--Suitable trim
--Soft, firmly woven or
knitted-fabrics

lect.and mount piCtures of
children'i. clothing-depicting
growth ind.self-help features

Name some guidelines for helping
a child learn to dress.

P`

Arrange a display of A-hildren's

garments to show safety features.

Make a collage Of pictures from
.catalogues showing quality features
in children's clothes.

Invite a buyer to speak to.the
class on "how to buy quality in
ready-to-wear" Children's
clothing.

3 4 3
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Fabric Selection

--Comfortable to,skin
--Wrinkle resistant
--Washable
- -Soil resistant

Care -Requirements

--Colorfast

--Machine washable
--Minimal itoning
- -Shrink resistant

111-11.7

Bring to class articles of a
clothing from younger sister or
brother. Point out construction
features.

Analyze eXamples of clothing
according to criteria established
for selecting a suitable fabric.

Shop from a' catalog. After
selecting an item, analyze the
choice.

'RESOURCES

Textbooks

Brinkley, J., ChamberlaineN. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking'
(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1971, 135-137.

Craig, H. Clothing-4 comprehensive study% New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 169-170, 307-310, 331-333.

Cross,.A. Enjoying family-living. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company,...1973, 178-183. :

GaWne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
'-1975, 286-311. 1-

Bulletins

Buying clothes for small children. Lexington, Ky.: University of
Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, 1978.

Clark, K. Selecting clothing from tot, to teen. Morgantown, W. Va.:
West Virginia University CoopetAtive Extension Service, 1975.

Dedic, B. J. Buying chipren's cloihing: Shopping guides. Lexington,
Ky.: University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, 1980.

How toselect infants' and children's clothing. Chicago, Ill.: Sears,
Roebuck and Company, 1980.

Landry, L. Buying clothesjfor small children. Madison, Wis.:
University of, WisconsiV Cooperative Extension Service.

Rader,-H. Buying children's clothing. Knoxville, Tenn.: University
of Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service, 1972.

Roberts, H. L. Children's clothing. Storrs, Ct.: University of
Connecticut Cooperative Extension Service, 1972.

Rue, Sonja. Buying clothes fot.-children. Fargo, N. D.: North Dakota
State University Cooperative Extension Service, 1975.
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IV-118

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF LOTHING

TOPIC FAMILY CLOTHING

SUB-TOPIC Children's ClothingMeasuring and Sizing,
Workmanship, Buying rips

OBJECTIVES Fotiowing a discussion on measuiting childAen's
ceothing, the student tulle be'able tq denionstAate how
to measune the body liot garment size.

Using the teconded body mea4ukoment4 p6 a chad, the
student wite be abZe to 'Lead the sizing chaxts to
deteuline coktect size 6ot puitchased clothing oft
pattan selection.

Aeit esabUzhing standaAds o6 good wotkmanAhip
in chitdnen's ctothing, the student mitt be abte to
identiliy qualities o wotkmanzhip essentiai to chadnen's
clothing.

Given in6onniation on.buying tips 6ot ckitdnen's ctothing,
the student witt be abte to choose speci6ic clothing items
6ot a child's cmAdtobe.

CONTENT STUDENT.LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Reason for Measuring for Size
--Changes in body shape

.,-Variation in proportions

Recorded Measurements for Size
,Breast --

.Underarms over fullest part
of chest in front, just under
the shoulder blades in,back

.Around natural indentation
--Hips

.Around fuliest part of
buttocks

--Back waist lengtly

.Promitent boneiat base of
. neck to waist/
--Shoulder len h

.From top o arm, over bent
elbow, to waist

--Crotch depth
.With child seated on a firm
chair, feet flat on floor,
measure from waist to their
seat -

Prepare d-list of directions
on how to measure'children for
fit.

345 .



Determining Size for Clothing
--Height and weight
--Body measurements
-Commercial garments

--Garment design

Size Groups for Children's
Clothing

--Infants and babies (3mo-36mo)
- -Toddlers (1-4)

.Cut roomy at waist

.Broader_pants to cover
diaper

--Children (2-6x)
.Styles are grown-up in older
age groups

--Girls (7-14)
--Boys (7-20)

.Allowance is made for
increase in height and
weight

Basis for Standards on Sizing
Children's Clothing

--Height and weight
--Chest, waist, and hip

measurements

Qualities of Workmanship
grainline

--Smooth, plain.seams
- -Felled seams are flat and

strong,

--Machine stitches, 12 perrinch
--linings and interfacings-are
usually made from a different
fabric than Outer part of the
garment but with same care
instructions.

- -Trimmings sewn on irery well .

--Reinforcement at points pf
strain.

- -Hem*T-wide, even, and stitched
-well

Considerations for Children's-
Clothing

- -Reusable garments in wardrobe
--Growth rate
.--Garment wear

- -Money budgeted for clothing
- -Care labels on garments to

read and folloW

IV-119

Record height and weight of a
child in the family-or one in the
neighborhood and determine size
to buy from the sizing charts.

Divide class into five groups..
Make transparencies or other
visuals showing the clothing a
child in each age category needs.
Age categories 1. Infant
2. Toddler 3. Children 4. Girls
5. Boys. Make group presentations
to class.

Discuss with mothers of small
children basic qualities of
workmanship that are essential in
clothing. Summarize ideas on
board.
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RESOURCES

Textbooks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking
(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Boom Company,1977, 135-137.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 169-170, 307-310, 331-333:

Cross, A. Enjoying family living. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 1.78-183.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 286-311.

Bulletins

Buying clothes for small children. Lexington, Ky.: University of
-Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, 1978.

Clark, K. Selecting clothing from tot to teen. Morgantown, W. Va.:
West Virginia Universifiy Cooperative Extension Service, 1975.

Daigle, C. Buying children's clothing--By size not age. Baton Rouge,La.: Louisiana State University Cooperative Extension Service,
1975.

Dedic, B. J. Buying children's clothing by size, not age. Lexington,Ky.: University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, 1980.

How.to select'infants' and children's clothing. Chicago, Sears,
Roebuck and Co., 1980.

Landry, L. Buying clothes for small children. Madison, Wis.:
University of Wisconsin Cooperative Extension Service.

Landry, L. Measuring and buying the right size for your child.
Madison, Wis.: University of Wisconsin Cooperative Extension
Service, 1974.

Mead, M. Children's clothing sizes. Urbana-Champaign, Ill.:
University of Illinois Cooperative Extension Servite.

Rader, H. Buying Children's clothing. Knoxville, Tenn.: "'University
of Tehnessee Agricultural Extension Service, 1972.

Roberts, H. L. Children's clothing. Storrs, Ct.: University of
Connecticut Cooperative Extension Service, 1972.

Rue, Sonja. Buying clothes for thildren. Fargo,'N.D.: North Dakota
State University Cooperative Extension Service, 1975.
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IV-121

ECONOMIC ASPECTS_OF CLOTHING

TOPIC FAMILY CLOTHING

SUB-TOPIC Men's Clothing

OBJECTIVES Given 4etected itesoutce4 to 4ead on licahion 04 men, the
4tudent mitt be abte to cite 4ea4on6 04 high intetut
in men'4 041zion.

Fottowing an invent:0/(g o6 one.14 waAdAobe and pubentation
on .wanclitobe ptanning; the 4tudent mitt be abte to ptan 4
mvAdAobe and coondinate gaitments using item on hand and
4etect new 6a4hion item in tome 4tote4.

Upon comptetion o a 4tudy o6 6acto44 to con4idE4 in
buying vartiop's _ctoth,Lngitemz, the-4student witt.be,abte
to 4etect needed piece4 oS ctothing to comptete a
4ea4ona2 w be.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Interest in Men's Fashions

--Influence from ybuth
--Money and leisure
--Individualism
--Foreign irtfluence
--Wide media coverage
--Functionalism
--Back new trends to make money

Wardrobe Planning for Men
----Key wardrobe colors.

--Use only one or two patterned
fabrics.

--Harmonize with or complement
tie and suit color.

--Keep texture of accessories
congruent with garment and
occafton.

--Coordinate texture
and belts.

Effect of BOdy Build on
Styles

--Vertical lines
.Tall and slender

--Horizontal lines
.Heavier appearance

of shoes

Clothing.

34. S

Collect illustiations of men's
caothing. Discuss how 'fashions
have changed through the ye-a-rs.

Take a field trip to a men's
clothing store to view current
styles, fabrics, and price ranges.

List garments in wardrobe; Note
colors, patterns, and textures.

Invite a manager of a men's store
to discuss coordinating a wardrobe.*

Plan a wardrobe for a male family
member. Using a. mail-order

capalog, coordinate items of
clothing, -and calculate costs.
Discuss factors involved in
planning a man's wardrobe.

Develop visuals depicting fashions
designed for body build and size.

Dsing specific clotfiing items, show
the effect of different lines and
colors on body builds.



Color Selection
- -Light açd bright colors

. .Appear rger-
- -Dark colo

.Appear smal

Points to Consider Prior to
Buying Clothing

* --Needs
--Fit of clothing
--Budget allocation

Buying a Suit

--Cloihing budget
--Fabric--color

,--Qtiality-and workmanship
Straight grain
.Matched patterns
.Firm, closely woven lining.
-Close, even stitching on
buttonholes

--Cood fit

Buying-Shirts

--Basic shapes
.Regular

.Contour shape

.Tapered

_-Body shirt
--Collar styles
--Sleeve types
- -Fibers and fabric
--COritrtiCtIon processes
--Care requirements

Buying Undergarments
--ConifOrt

--Types
--Fabric types
--Sizing
- -Construction details

,sa

7"-

IV-122

Ideritify points to review before
buyimeclothes.

'Make a personal inventory of
clothing items on hand.

Prepare a bulletin board or
display that explains points to
consider in buying men's clothing.

Discuss factors involved in buying
suits, shirts, and/or undergarments.

Discuss the importance of physical
comfortan selecting and wearing
different types of wear* apparel.

Prepare a list of questions to ask
a salesman on buying different
types of men's clothing.

FHA: Prepare exhibits of different
types of garments for various
occupations.,

Prepare a personal spending plan

for clothing for a male college
freshman..

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.

Lippincott ComPany; 1973, 303-307, 318.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill _guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company; 1982, 170-172.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett 'Company,
1975, 316-336.
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Bulletins

Appearance makes a difference. New York: Celanese Fibers Marketing
Company, 1968.

Rader, H. Buying men's-clothing. *Xnoxville, Tenn.: The University
of Tennessee Agriculture Extension Service, 1971.

Speeoe, J. Menswear:. Criteria for fii. Lincoln, Ne.: University
of Nebraska-Lincoln Cooperative Extension Service, 1P

Speece, J. Menswear: Measuring men and boys. Lincoln, Ne.4
University of Nebraska-Lincoln Cooperative Extension Service.

Young merOs clothing. Chicago, Sears Roebuck and Company, 1980.
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TOPIt

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

N.M.&

IV-125

ECONOMICASPECTS OF CLOTHING'

FAAILY CLOMING

Women's Clothing

Given a'Sonmation on how women cute inituenced by speciiic
clothing decisions,.the student mite be abte to exptain
'why clothing id inipontant to the weaurt.

Aiten studying waAditobe needs Lox women in di66ekent
/totes, the <student witt be-able to ptan a woman'4
wandnobe Son a 4peci6ie

Upon comptetion o6 ganment evaluation o 4peci6iC
ieatUAe4, the student wite be abte to deteAmine essentiat
quati,ties oi wo4kman4hip in women's clothing.

Following a compnehensive neview oS Seatunu in women'.6
aothing, the 4tudent witt be abte to zelect clothing 60A
6peci6ic needs o6 the woman.

CONTENT STUDENT' LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Importance of Clothing to 'Women
--Goals

--Social Expectations
- -Self-Image

Buiiding a Wardrofpe

--ProfessionaL,aspirations
- -General.homemaking

activities
- -Physical requircments

Selecting Woman's Clothing
--Correct size
--Good workmanship
--Colors and textures to'
harmonize with wardrobe

- -Becoming styles

Desired Features in Women's
Clothing,-

- -Becoming design

--Warmth/coolness
- -Color

.

--Fit
- -Workmanship

- -Fiber content and finishes

Measuring--Sizing for Women
-=Bust, waist, hip, back waist

-

Brainstorm ideas on importance of
clothing for women.

'Debate the solloWing: The
_importance women plaee on clothing
influences their decisions about
clothes.

ite0ort on history of house dresses
and work clothes.

Observe activities of a mother for
one week. Arrange-garments
according to activity.

Discuss'the clothing needs for a
working mother.

Prepare a collection.of clothing
and.accessories for
, children,.

II; Mother/civic actlirity, and
c. Mother/business husband.

Determine type oi clothing women
prefer for hotisiwork.



length measurements

=-Variations
.Use hip measurement for a
narrow-skirted dress.
.Use bust measurement for a
full-skirted dress.

Standards of Workmanship
--Construction,of-seams and: .

- seam finishes' A

--Durable fasteners
--Construction details
--Matching designs in fabric

Buying Tips
--Care requirements
- -Proper fit

--Fabric qualities and finish
- -Garment construction

IV-126

Demonstrate the diffdrencies 4.1
measurements'between a narrA-
skirted and a fel-skirted dress.

Determine from women's
measurements the size needed by
looking at mail-order catalogs or
pattern books.

Divideinto groups of four and
hand out commercial garments.
Discuss the workmanship features.
Report on ways to improve
workmanship of garments.

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.

Lippincott Campany, 1973, 293-303.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill4p.O.de to clothing. New York:

Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 62-63, 172-174.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: ChasA. Bennett Company,

1975, 312-316.
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.ECONOMIC ASPECTS OP CLOTHING

TOPIC FAMILY CLOYHING

SUBTOPIC Older Person's Clothing

OBJECTIVES Wet 'Leading tesounces and tistening to a ceass
discussion-on clothing the advt. pemoh,' the student
wite be abZe to identy chatactetistics to use when
seeecting clothing designs Sot the adet petson.

Upon compeetion oi the study about ceothiyig selection
OA. the advt. peioon the student wit!. be allee to
compau tieatuARA Lathing Sot advt pemon4 in
tetatZon to design, caeca, com4olt,caAe, and manual
dextmity and zttength.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1_

Changes that Make Special Clothing Complete the crossword puzzle on
StAyles Necessary Clothing for the'Older Person.
e' --Physical

iShift in weight distribution!"
'<I:Flabby arms

Limited energy
%Stiffening of muscles

,--Economics

.Reduced income
--Sociological
'4Lese active social life
.Indefinite role

--Psychological
..ChangeS in values and self-

JO!

ncept

intenance of a positive
self-image

Selecting Clothing Designs
--Consideration of skeletal
alignMent

--Location and prominence of
body contours

--Amount and distribution of
weight

--Coloring
--Comfort
--Body agility

AManual dexterity and strength

Clothing Desisns for'the Older
Person

--Neck fullness

353

Create a bulletin board'depicting

appropriate crothing designs for .

the older person.

Explain factors that may influence
clothing designs for the older
person.

IntervieW an older person and
inquire about desired, features in
clothing.



--Raglan sleeves
--Necklines with,a softening
effect

--Extra sleeve width
--Tucks and darts from shoulder
--No waistline seam

Selecting Colors for Clothing
--Muted colors of the middle
values

--Vary colors of fabric
the face

Clothes for Cotfort
--Protection from heat and sun
--Absorb perspiration
--Provide for air circulation
- -Smooth, soft, absorbent
fabrics

- -Fiber selection

near

Designs for Manual Dexterity and
Strength

--Full-length front-openings--
- -Large zipper tabs-that are

easy to grasp
- -Large buttons and buttonholes,
- -Different cut on sleeves

Garment Care--
--Fabrics with small, allover
prints and surface texture

--Fabrics which hold a press
well

IV-128:

Invite grandparents to speak
on special features-of clothing
which would aid the oldet person._

Divide class into groups. List

,pointers on selecting clothing
for the older persoh.
Constder these points:

(1) Clothing design (2) Col-Ors

(3) Comfort (4) Manual dexterity
'and strength.

Solicit resources for obtaining
,special clothing for older
persons.

Write a paragraph describing
suitable clothing-designs-
available for the older person.

AAlotc_ at sample garments. Prepare
a chart to show type of care these
garments require.

FRA Ask a family relation oi
clothing specialist to speak on
family clothing and the life cycle.

RESOURCES

Bullétihs

Baker, M. Y. Always'attractive in the elderly years. Corvallis, Ore.:
Oregon State UniVefsity Cooperative Extension Service, 1971.

Dedic, B. J. Clothes for independent living--Yor the mature moderns.
Lexington, Ky.: University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service, 1979.

Reich, N. Textile comfort features. Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University,
4980.

Retirement: Clothes for a new10e4le. Little Rock, Ark.1
University of Arkansas Cooperative Extension Service, 1976.
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. .

-CLOTHING FOR THE OLDER PERSON

This word puzzle will help yolt to understand desirable features
found on clothing for the older peirson. Read the statements and place
the correct words in the numbered blocks.

2

6

5

6

2_10634---. J

ACROSS

1. Clothing feature for a person with s
2. Change in older person that refers t
3. Changes that occur as a person grow
4. Feelings an older person receives
5. Feature that is appreciated by old

and/or a physical disability.
6. Type of change that occurd when

5

ff mukles or a disability.
feelings about oneself.
lder.

m being well-dressed.

person who has figure problems

older person retires.

, DOWN
1. Physical characteristic that occurs to shoulders in older person.
2. Feature on clothing that promotes independence for childern as

well as the older peison.
3. , Type af change in the older person that relates to association with
'others.

(continued on next page)
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4. Clothes that allow the older person to move and carry things.
5. 'Feelings that are important.to well-being for the older person.
6. People with special needs appreciate this feature on clothing-

(hyphenated word).
7. Children as well as the older person need clothes that have

this quality.
8. As the older person retires this is reduced.
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IV-131

ECONOMIC K§PEcTS OF CLOTHING

.SPEC I AONEEDS

_OBJECTIVE 'Wert 4tudying the 4peciat dothing needs (16
capped peuon6, the 6tudent wilt be abte to identi6y
apoopniate etothing vaALation's 6ot 4peci6ic handi-

, caps on. age amitation6-.

4

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Elderly and Handkcapped

Individuals max -require special
clothing styles and features
--Physical status
--Income

- -Social life activities

--Psychological changes

Determining Factors.in the

Selection of Clothes for Special
Needs

--Comfort-and fit
- -Ease of putting on and taking

off

--Appropriateness.to specific
activities

- -Attraetiveness and flattery

Make a poster depicting types of
garment;.suitable for special
needs.

Talk to an'older person and a
younger person with special needs
and' determine changes needed in
clothing/textiles with changes in
age.

Prepare a checklist on clothes used
for tpecial neehs

Seek sources Of help for individuals
with special needs in clothing.
Compile a catalog oi information
for ;reference in quiriet.

Invite guest speaker fr m clothing
store that carris a li4e of clothes
for

4lpecia1 needs.

RESOURCES :

Textbooks

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGrWrHill guide'to clothing. New York:
.Webster Division,'McGra-Hill Book Company, 1984 183-184.

Bulletins \

Baker, M. Always attractive in the elderly yearsu, Pcirtland, Ore,:
The Oregon State University Cooperaiive Extension'Service, 1971.

Clothes to fit your 'needs: Berkley, California:. The UniveisitY of
California Extension Service, 1979.

, Mead, M. Clothing for people with physrcal handfcaps. ..Urbana Ill.:
- The UniVersity of Illinois at'Urbana. Chaipaign CooDerative

Extension Service, 1980. .
.
.

,-,

. ,
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHINp

TOPIC SHOPPING FOR CLOTHING

SUB-TOPIC Pre-determined Goals

OBJECTIVES Wet 4tu4ing 4etected te4outce4 on 4hoppin9 Sot
clothing, the <student witt be abte-to name and
bniefey expeain 4etting pite-4hopping goat4.

Given inSounation on budgeting, the 4tudent witt'be abee
to de4ign a budget OA. a 4peci6ic 4i.tuation and individuae.

Fottowing a 4tudy oS poticy and puceduke4 Sot 4hopping,
the 4tudent witt be abee to demon4tnate the ptocedute4
utabei4hed by the matketptace.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES
t

Pre-determined Goals
--Needs
--Wants

--Budgets

Variations in Clothing Budgets
--Income
--Family size,-

--Locality .

--Socioeconomic status

-

Planned Spending
--Where to shop-
--When to shop
--Ways to purchase
Cost effectivenes

Policies and Procedures for
Shopping

--Return items
--Damaged goods
--Bargains vs. Sp;ecialities

Discuss reasons for planning one's
wardrobe.

Study family clothing budgets from
commercial sources.

Determine the division of the
clothing budget for family members.

Design a clothing budget for a
hypoifietical family.

Discuss factors that influence cost
. of clothes.

List ways that savings in the
clothing budget can be effected/

Estimate money spent on clotiling
during the past year. How can
that expenditure be extended to
the current year?

Determine if the amount spent for
each family member is a fair share
of the clothing dollar.

Plan a clothing budget for a year
for a family of four using quotes

from"Sears, Penney's,or Montgomery
Ward catalogs.

Role play situations that
illuStrate use of policies in
shopping (Example: Returning items
or damaged goods.)



--Lay-aways
--Cash vs. credit

Debate both sides of the issue
Cash vs. Credit. Summarize pOints
on chalkboard.

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen_guide to homemaking
(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 232-233, 290-295.

Cross,'A. Enjoying family living. Philadelphia, Pa.:. J. B.
_Lippincott Company, 1973, 212, 283-284, 294-297.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 156, 164-167.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982,37-38, 149-159.

Jones, J. Clothing--your way. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice--
Hall, Inc., 1977, 116-125.

Liddell, L. Clothes ans3 Your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977; 85-86, 150-152.

Paolucci, B., Faiola, T. & Thompson, P. Personal perspectives (2rid
Rd.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978,
243-246.1

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1973, 92, 94, 99-107.

How to set up a clothing budget: Forecast for Home Economics. March,
1978.

Williams, E. Quality before you buy. Baton Rouge: Louisiana

State University Cooperative Extension Service, 1972.

Wilson, R. A. Investment in dressing. University'Park:
Pennsylvania State University Extension Service, 1979, 14-16.

, 35J
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF. CLOTHING

TOOIC EXTENDING CLOTHING RESOURCES

SUB-TOPIC Minor and Other Changes in Recycling Garments

. OBJECTIVE A6teA making a waitchobe inverttom, the 4tctdent coat be
abte to detuunine the taztaz invaved extenciing a
wad/Lobe by Akcyceing 4e2eaed Lteirds cuivt.e.ntey in the
watchobe..

CONTENT ISTUDENT LEARNING-ACTIVITIES .1

llinor tasks involved in Recycling

--Adjust, hem lengthso(Skirts,
-pans).

--Replace buttons, hobks,
fasteners.

- -Sew ripped seams.

- -Add a new accessory (belt,

scarf, pocket).
--Ada a seam finish for
raveling edges.

--Re-work buttonholes.
--Cut a too-short long sleeve
and hem for a shorter sleeve.

- -Alter width of legs on pants.
--Alter waistline size.

Other Changes
- -Appliques, embroidery

--Decoratiye stitching
- -Dyeing

--Tie-dyeing
- -Painting.designs on fabric
- -Darning

-Patching
- -Changing collar/cuffs

- -Adding length to pants/
skirts

-Altering jackets
--Adding a lining for a jacket

or coat

Students should make a written
plan for recycling an item:

*Identify the garment to
refashion.

*Explain how it is to be done.
*List the supplies and equipment
needed.

*Provide the procedure to be used.
*Determine cost-effectiveness of
the task.

*Evaluate procedure according to
success and wearability.

Use same procedure as given., eXcept
work through a project where items
at-home too small or too large
for a family member are used.
Evaluate for cost-effectiveness,
success, and uSe.

RESOURtES

Textbooks

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. Neg York:-
Wet/ster Division, McGraw-Hill Bobk Company, 1982, 141-143.

. 36u
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Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 623-625.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1977, 102-107.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance.
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 102-103

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D..& Roberts,
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster
Book Company, 1973, 216j217.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and-careers'
and Company, 1981, 320-331.

Clark, K. Today's look with yesterday's clotheS. Morgantown, W. Va.:.
. West Virginia Cooperative Extension Service, 1977.

DcAl't let your clothes get dated--.Re-create. .Storrs, Conn.: University

of Connecticut Cooperative Extension Service, 1976.

Gotwals, 1. M. Recycle your wardrobe.- West Lafayette, Ind.: Purdue
University Coopeiative Extension Service.

Koester, A. W. Decisions about recycling clothing. Corwallis, Ore.:
Oregon State University Extension Service, 1976.

South Holland, Ill.:

J. Guide to modern
Division, McGraw-Hill'

Iexington, Mass.: Ginn

Landry, L. Clothes with a new look.- iladison, Wis.: University of
Wisconsin Extension Service, 1975.

Rader, H. Recycle your unwearables. Knoxville, Tenn.: University of
Tennedsee Agricultural Extension Service, 1972.

Rags to riches. LexingtOn, Ky.: University of Kentucky'Cooperative
"Extension Service, 1980.

Rankin, V. ClOthes closet ecology. Columbia, Miss.: Columbia

Extension Division, 1978.

Recycle your wardrobe. Moscow, Id.: University of Idaho, Cooperative
Extension Service, 1975.

. .

Roberts, W. J. & Mosher, K. L. Second time around. Little Rock,
Ark.: -University of Arkansas Cooperative Extension SerVice, 1978.

Spiece, J. Restyling or remodeling a garment'. Lincoln, Ne.:
University of Nebraska-Lincoln Cooperative Extension Service, 1978.

WflSon, R. A. Investment in dressing. University Park, Pa.:
Pennsylvania State University Cooperative Extension Service, 1979.

Other Resources
Dewey, M. Teaching home economics to special students. Portland,

Me.: J. Weston Welch, 1976, 61-65.

361
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

TOPIC EXTENDING CLOTHING RESOURCES

SUB-TOP.IC Recycle an Item of Clothing

OBJECTIVES A6tek 4matt gnoup dacuzzion with individuat Aui-dance
Prim the teache& and with ittu4tAation6, exampte4, pnope4
equipment and zupptiez, the <student will. be abte to
te6a4 hion ort. mend a minimum o6 two garment!).

NOvided guidance and an oppoittunity, the 4tUdevit
witt be abte to make a new gaAment cm. item {tom a
pneviowsty dizcaAded one.

CONTENT

Refashion Garments

--Determine the validity in the
project.

--Review examples anestep-by7
step procedures available.

- -Follow basic yrinCiples for-
appearance and construction.

Makins a New Item from Discards

--Short& or cut-offs from pa
too short or worn at kne s

- -A tote-bag or back-pack from
jeans too small

--A straight skirt from flared
or circular skirt

- -Vests from skirts or frOm
men's pants -

--Holiday gifts br decorations
from scrapi or appropriate
fabrics

--Home futnishingp from
_suitable.fabrics

1

STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Prepare a bulletin boarS entitled
"Creative Fashione--Recycled."
Display examples Of garments before
and after recycling.

Malse a list of at least 10 items-
which could be used tb recycle.a
,fashion ital. Compute costs and
ime required:

Determine fabrics, procedures and
design to use for a special_
project.' Use basic construction
techniques tb develop'a useful/
decorative item from discards.
heeermine if the project could be
part of an FHA fund raising
.activity as well as learning-basic
skills for application on a home
experience (extend the classroom).

RESOURCES n...

..
-Faiola, T. & Pullen, J.. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:

...7.Webster Division, McGraw-HilyBook Company, 1982-, 141-143.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Chas:A. Bennett Company,
1975, 623-625.
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Jones, J. -Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1977/ 102-107.

Liddell, L. -Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Cbmpany, 1977; 102-103.

Strum, M., Grieser,-E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.)., New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 216-217.

Bu).1etins

Clark, K. Today's look with yesterday's clothes. Morgantown, W.Va.:
West Virginia Cooperative Extension Service, 1477.

Don't let your clothes get dated--recreate. Storrs, Conn.: University
of Connecticut Cooperative Extension Service, 1976.

Gotwals,L.M. Recycle your wardrobe. West Lafayette, Ind.: Purdu'e
University CooperativA Extension Service.

Koester, A. W. becisions about retycling clothing. CowalliS, Ore.
Oregon State University Extension Service, 1976.

Landry, L. Clothe4 with a new look.
Wisconsin Extension Service, 1975.

Rader; H. Recycle your unwearables.
Tennessee Extension Service, 1972.

Madison, Wis.:

Knoxville, Tenn

University of

.: University of

Rags to riches. Lexington, Ky.: Univ.ersity of'Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service, 1980.

Rank n, V. Clothes_closet ecology. Columbia, Miss:: Columbia
ension Divibion, 1978.

-

Recycle your wardrobe: Moscow, Id.: .University of Idaho, Cooperative
Extension Service,.1975.

'Roberts, W. J. & Mosher, K. L. Second time around. Little Rock, Ark..:
'University of Arkansas.Cooperative Extension Service,-1978.

Spiese, J. Restyligg or remodeling a garment. Lincoln, Ne.:'
University of Nebraska-Lincoln Cooperative Extension Service; 1978.

Wilson, R. A. Investment in dressing. University Park,-Pa.:
Pennsylvania State University'Cooperative Extension.:Servide, 1979.

-Other Resources
.

.

Dewey, M. -Tiichifig 'home economics to speCial students. Portland, Me.:
J..Weston Welch, 1976; 61-.65:
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TOPIC

SOB-TOPIC

"OBgECTIVES

IV-139reo

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

EXTENDING CLOTHING RESOURCES

Alteration of Custom-Constructed Clothe;

Given genekat nequiuments On weaning ease in a ganment,
the student witt be abte.to exptain 6actoics that a66ect
weaning ease in a gatment. 7.

Given type& 06 aetetations used on cuztom-coutAucted
ctothez, the student witt be abte to demoatAate how to
make needed atetation& on specitic akeas 06 gaAment.

CONTENT STUDENT' LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Altering-a Custom-Constructed
Garment

--Amount of ease needed
- -Arrangement of fabric grain
--Placement of seam lines,

darts, and design details

Wearihg Ease in a Garment
--Personal preference
-7:Figure

--Size of person

-.7-Purpose of garment

- -Fabric-thicknsss and stretch
--Design and cut-of garment

Minor Adjustments after Cutting'
--Changing size of seams
--Relocating darts for better

. .

-shaping

Alterations for Ifidividual
Measutements

7:-Shoulder and neckline
---Chest ahd bust
--Back..

--Armhole and Sleeves
--Waistline
--Hip, abdomen, and dertAre
--Skirt, dress, or pant length

Standards for Fit of a Custom-
Constructed Garment

--Lengthwise and crosswise
grain-structural lines

--Silhouette-lines of garment
parallel'general body outline

Digcuss factors affecting wearing
-ease in a garment. Show,examples
to,illustrate.

;Identify the typds of alteration's /
needed on-personal clothes._ .

U;e the decisiofi-making process to
decide on a method.to alter a
garment.

Select a garment and make
'necegsary alterations.

Using an altered garment, evaluate

the accuracy/effectiveness of the
alterations.

364
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7-Garment hangs strgght
--Aplevate 'ease

--Silhouette of garment same
'oil both sides

IV-140

RESOURCES

Text oks ,
Brinkl , J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion

h ed.). New York: Webster
1 ;7, 345-346.

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 48-56.

Craig, H. ClothingA comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 418-419.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 285-298.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 281-283.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 469-470.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothlng. New Ycrk: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 183-186:

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University Press, 1979, 26-42.

Teen guide to homemaking
on, McGraw-hill Book Company,

Jones, J. ClothingYour way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977, 86-90.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks,,E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas.
A. Bennett C mpany, 1981, 227-228.

New Sim licit sewing book.* New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 195- 04.

Strum, M,, Gr eser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts,.J. Guide to modern
clothing .(3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973,249-256.
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'ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLOTHING

TOPIC ENERGY NEEDS

SUB-TOPICS Factors ffecting Thermal Comfort While Using
Clothing to Save Energy

Conserving Energy While Sewing
Effect of Energy on Future Wardrobes

OBJECTIVES Aga AeacUng 4etected ne6e1tence4, Ottowed by dibcuszion
in cta44, the 4tudent (AJZte 6e abte to identi6y 6actou
ati6ecting theamat com6oat.

Fottowing cta4.4 ditcuszion on method's o heat tnanzia,
the 4tudent utUt be abte to tizt the 4:46ekent way4 to
aegutate intennat tempaatute.

Given the 6actou which a66ect the/unat comlioat and the
AkthoG o heat tnan46en 6aom the body, the 4tudent witt
be abte to u4e ctothing to 'save enengy.

Mtn. Aeading zetected Aektence4, Ottowed by cta4.6
di4cu44ion and activitiez, tke 4tudent witt be abte to
demonstaate way4 to conzekve enetgy ctothing
wartd4obe4.

Having undeutood the e66ect oti the AL4ing co4t o enagy on
zynthetic 6iberr2 and apptiance4, the 4tudent oat be
abte to zetect duaabte 6abAie4 and ctothing which mitt
hetp zave 6utuke enagy.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES'

,RelatJonship of Clothing to Energy
--Clothes worn,affect personal
comfort and efficiency.

--Clothing worn can affect
household energy (air

.

conditioning or'heating).

Methods of Heat Transfer
--Conduction
--ConvectiOn
--Radiation
--Evaporation

Thermal,Comfort

--Feeling of satisfacl\ion with
the surrounding environment

Factors Affecting Thermal Comfort
--Physlcal activity

Discuss reasons for dressing
according to climatic conditions.

Explain the terms: cond6btion,

.convection, radiation, and
evaporation.

Discuss everyday-life examples of
the methods of heat transfer. ,

Read referencei on factors
affecting thermal comfort.

O'rr'1"..



--Environmental conditions
--Clothing

Variation in Thermal Comfort
--Feeling varies from one
person to-another

Clothing Features vs.. Transfer of
Temperature

--Fiber content
--Fabric construction
--Color.

--Clothing design and fit
.Moderate draping
.Size of neck and sleeve
openings

--Cleanliness

--Layering inner wear
--Accessories

.Closed toe vs. open toe shoes

Functions of Clothing
-,-Breathability

--Insulation
--Protection

Approach_to Energy,Conservation
--Paper selection of clothes
--Layering of clothing to body
--Study of current wardrobe to
make wise choices

Other Factors Affecting Energy
--Clothing care
--Shopping
--Grooming habits
--Recycling
--Sewing by hand or machine.

Keeping Cool
--Design features of garment
--Fabric loosely,constructed
--Water repellent garments
breathe

--Color
-=Type of garment

.Skirt vs. pants
--Layering

.Sundress and jacket
,--Accessories to a minimum
--Open shoes
--Hats to sliade the head

Brainstorm ways through which
the,factors affect a person's
thermal comfort.

Discuss how special clothing
features can help save energy.

Calculata personal energy use for
a selected period of time.
Ekraluate the effects of clothing
on eriergy use.

Brainstorm how factors affectheat-
escapes, insulation, and/or
protection.

Discuss different ways one can
dress to keep the body warm or
cool.

Review fabrics, styles, and
accessories for men and women.
Discuss the information sheet on
"Energy Saving Cibthing Tips at a
Glance" (Appendix). Add any
additional, tips following class
and/or home discussion.

Review mail order shopping as it
relates to energy conservation.

Discuss ways to conserve energy in
personal good grooming habits when
using appliances.

Review use, cart, and storage of
sewing equipment. Discuss how
proper handling of sewing equipment
will help conserve energy.

Prepare an exhibit using clothing
items to illustrate the concept of
keeping Cool.?

Discusi how various clothing
features can contribute'to a
dooling effect.
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RESOURCES

Textbooks
Textile handbook (5th ed.). Washington, D. C.: American Home

Economics Association, 1974.

Bulletins
Culp, B. Clothing tips for energy savers. College Station, Tx.:

Texas Agricultural Extension Service, 1979.

Dedic, B. J. Keep cool with clothing. Lexington, Ky.: University of
Kentucky Caoperative Extension Service, 1980.

. Keep warm with clothing. Lexington, Ky.: .University of
Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, 1978.

Insulate yburself--With your clothes. Fargo, N. D.: North Dakota
State University Cooperative Extension Service, 1978.

McConkey, L. K. & Kahabka, B. Cut cooling costs: Keep cool with
clothing. Fargo, N. D.: North Dakota State University--
Cooperative Extension Service, 1978.

Mead, M. Saving energy with what you wear. Urbana-Champaign, Ill.:
University of Illinois Cooperative Extension Service, 1980.

Minifie, F. G. Energize your wardrobe. New Brunswick, N. J.: The Rutgers
State University of New Jersey Cooperative Extension Service, 1980.

eavy, M. Keep cool with clothtng. Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana
State University Cooperative Extension Service.

Roberts,, W. J. & Masher, K. L. Clothing comforE--Keeping cool.-
Little Rock, Ark.: University of Arkansas Cooperative Extension
Service, 1979.,

^-7
Saving energy with textiles. -Washington,, El: C.:. American Textile

Manufacturers Institute, 1979.

Saving gnergy with 'eaRthing and textiles. Consumer and-Educational
Affairs Depari:ment, Stamford, Ct:: Coats & Clark, Inct, 1979.

Schluckebier, M. Be aware OCWhat you wear. Lincoln, Ne.:
UniVersity of NebraSka-Liricoln Cooperative Extension Service, 1977.

Flimstrip
Energy saving ideas from Coats & Clark. Consumer and Educational

Affairs Department, Stamford, Ct.: Coats & Clark, Inc., 1979.

3GS'
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CLOTHING CARE

A

TOPIC HOME LAUNDEING

SUB-TOPIC Equipment

OBJECTIVES Given ineollmathn on taundeting equipment, the student
witt be abte to identitiy equipment used eot home
taundeting.

Using ittustutions oe taundeting equipment, the student
witt be abte to setect suitabte taundeting equipment 6on
6utute peroonat use.

Fottowing a demons.ttation oe the ctothes &ashen, the
student witt be abte to exptain pupa ptocedutes eot
using the washert and demonstAate use eot setected items.

Fottowing a study oe &Lying ctothes, the stugient witt
abte to exptain guidetines eot &Lying ctothing.

Aetet viewing inoning/ptessing equipment, the student
witt be abte to identiey and demonstAa.te use oe setected
0.u41.ng equipment. '

CONTENT -"( 'STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Factorsto Consider in Selecting
Laundry Equipmeat
_--Size and frequency of

washloads
--Types of garments to be

laundered

--Flexibility and degree of
automatic conttol needed

- -Special featura

--Installation and servicing
requirements -

--Space available
--Warranty

Equipment Used in Laundering
--Washers

.Conventional

.Automatic
--Dryers
- -Iron

- -Ironing board

- -Pressing cloth

Types of Automatic Washers
*--Ton-loading agitator

.Central agitator to keep

Brainstorm to identify factors to
consider in selecting hoMe laundry
equipment.

Identify equipment used in home'
laundering:

Collect illustratiOns of the
different laundry equipment

foruse in the home;
share information witli class.

Review manual for automatic
washer. Summarize procedure for
using the clothes washef.

4

4

Use Consumer Reports or COAsumer..
Bulletin to Compave features o

.

washers, dryers, and iron.

369

;
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fabrfcs and water in motion,
forcing water through fabric

--Front loading
.Tumbling clothes and water
together in orbit by
spraying the wash water
through the revOlving
clothes

Features Available on Automatic
Washers

- -Varying Water temperatures

-Extra setting
--Varying features
..Three agitator speeds
.Two spin speeds
.Diffefent combinations -

of wash-iinsetemperatures
.Many wasoping cycles

Determining Load Size
--Weight of fabrics
--Bulkiness of,the fabrics

Methods of Drying Clothes
--Line.drying
--Spreading garmentWon flat

surface
--Automatic dryers

Advantages of an Automatic Dryer

- --Convenient
--Reduce drying time
- -Used in any type of weather

conditions

Features Available on Automatic

Dryers
- -Devices to control drying

temperature
--Air setting for drying
--Programmed cycles
--Automatic temperature
'controls

- -Varying drying speeds

- -Dampening devices

--Sensory system

Types of Irons
--Steam
- -Steam and spray

--Dry irons

Features of Irons
--Dialed controls for

different natural and/or

items

1

Compare the procedurea used in
washing clothes by the type of

automatic washer.

Research the advantages and
disadvantages of special features

of automatic Fashers. Share

findingswith class.

Visit an appliance center to study
various types and models of dryefs.

Observe a demonstration on the use
of the dryer. Explain procepres
for using a dryer.

Collect clothing pieces. Decide

on the drying cycle for each

piece.

Identify features and use of the

:
various irons available to the

\ consumer.

37çi

View a'film on ironing or read the

instruction booklet that collies

with the iron. irmarize facts
learned-about the iron.

rz



man-made fibers . .

- -Spray attachment to eliminate'

sprinkling clothes

Special Features of'Ironing Boards
- -Adjustable for varying
heights

--Special treated covers
--Good padding
X4ightweight
--Surface open to.scatter and

throw off heat and moisture

Extra Pressing EOuipment
- -Sleeve boards

7Padded pressing shape,
=-Pressing cloth'

'11-14:7

Use:mail order catalogs or store
lbrochures to identi6 spectfic
features which-the individual
deems important. Defend the
choice:,

RESOURCES

'Textbooks

4Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking
(4th ed.). Nel.; York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Zook Company,

...4971, 303-304, 308.

Cross, P. Enjoying family living. Philadelphia, Pa.: J.:B.--
Lippincott Company, 1973, 347-348.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in cBkthing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
- Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 205-209.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-41i1lguide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Boole Company, 1982, 135.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 251-253.

-
'Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. ,Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-All,

Inc., 1977, 134, 138.

. Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
. Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 178, 182, 184.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland;
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 117-118, 122, 124-125.

- Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts; J. Gu4le to modern -

clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Divisio , McGtaw-Hill
Book Company, 1973,-123-136.

Vaqderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and cat-gets. Lexirqgton, Mass.: Ginn
'and Company, 1981, 181-1182, 187-190.

VanderhOff, M. Clothes--Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Ceoany, 1973, 142-143.

ct
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CLOTHING CARE

TOPIC HOMi LAUNDEIRING

SUB-TOPIC Space

OBJECTIVES Fottowing a atudy 06 taundty akea4 in the home, the
..atudent witt be abte to name and bai;e6ty de4caibe the.
tocation o6 taundky axecta in the home.

Age& tiatening to pteaentatLona by homemakert4 on
tocating the taunday atea4, theztudent tt be abte to
tete..the advantagea and dizadvantagea o6 IgthioU4
tocation4 o6 the taandity a/Lutz in the home.

Given iJ2u6tAation4 o6 wett-ptanned taunday atea4, the
atudent witt be abee to cite 6actou to.conzidea in
determining tocation o6 the taunday aitea in the home.

Given bazic Apace kequitementa 6ort. pet6oaming home
taandming, the atudent witt. be abte to deviae.a pean
6oa pnoviding adequate apace 6ort. the vartiou4 taundny
taak.a.

CON...t"StIZ..1

7

- STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Location of Laundry Area
--Utility room
--Kitchen.
--Hallway
--Bathroom
--Bedroom

Amount of Space Needed for
Laundering

--How much laundering is done,
--The amount and size'of-

laundry equipment on hand
--Available space in home for
laundfy purposes,and

Advani>-he of Locating Laundry
Areas within the Home

--Convenient far hOmemaker to
combine tasks with the
laundry process

--Eliminate heavy basket-lOads
of clothes

13.a8ic Requirements for Locating
a Laundgy.

.--Plumbing that includes drains

372

Make a study of"locations of
laundry areas. Collect
illustrations of laundry areas
from magazines.

Inyite a panel of-homemakers to
speak on latations of the laundry
area and explain the reasons for
their choices.

Write a brief summary on locating
the. laundry in a specific area of
the home._ *

A
Explain the basic'requirements for
locating laundry equipment.

o



and a good supply of hot
water

- -A 220-volt electrical outlet
or a gas line connection

- -Location near an outside wall
for dryes exhaust'system.

Factors to Consider in Locating
Laundry.Area

- -Location

- -Size 'of family-and budget

--Cost of insta4ation for
equipment

7-Care necessary for
maintainence

Determining Space Required'for
Laundry Tasks

--EquiPment on hand
- -Space to work

- -Future equipment needs/wants
- -Related activities associated
with clothing care

Worying Arrangements for Laundry
Areas

--Washing center
--Drying center
--Work table
--Ironing center
--Equipment and supplies

RESOURCES

Textbooks

:7- 14S`

Plan a bulletin board showing
well-planned latindry areas.
List equipment that you would
use in the area.

Measure basic laundry equifmnent
and consider square footage
required.

Evaluate plans of laundry area
for space requirements to' meet
needs of the family.

Using magazines or catalogs,
colltct suggested working
arrpngements of laundry areas...

Using models to represent the
laundry area, set up the ideal
arrangement. Display the set
and reaso for chpides.

Desig a laundYy area fot use in
home 'of the future.

,

,

Keiser% M. Housing, an environment for,_ tying. New York: Macmillan
Publishing Company, Inc., 1578, If

,

Sherwood, R. J. Homes, today and tomorrow. Peoria, Ill.: Bennett
Publishirig Company, 1981, 305-310..

.

Wedin, C."S..& Nygren, L. G. Housin: .ers" ectives. Minneapolis,
Minn.: Burgess Pub i 1976, 197-198.

;Oi
)

..)
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CLOTHING CARE

TOP IC' HOME LAUNDER I NG

SUB-TOPIC Products

'OBJECTIVES Wet teviewing the denition.o6 4oap and detetgent,
. the 4tudent.mal be abte to d-atingui/sh between.a

'oap and a deterEgent.

Wet obzeoing 4epakate demon4 tA:ati.on4 on taundening
with 4oap and detetgents, the 4tudent witt be abte to
determine how .Soap4 and detekgent's'witt liunctiqn in
the taunderting p4oce44.

inliormation on Iiibek's and watek 'condition's, the
4tudent witt be abte to determine the type and amount
o6 419ap Oh detagent to U6e.. 66A the wa4h watet.

FottomZng a 4tud4j o taundky prLoduc46? the 4tudent*tt
be age to name and identi6y faunday,aid4 (othek than

s_40oap4 and detekgent4), and give'4pecqic LOP, 07
advantages.

Given inliorMation an the vatiou4 &and/Ey aid4 u4ed in
the taundeting ptoEes4, the,4tudent witt be abte to
Ashow how to toe a 4pecic prLoduct on a gatment.

1

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES I

'Laundry Products
--Soaps --Detergents
--Pre-soaks 4Finishes

. --Softeners --Bleaches

Soaps

--Combination of fats and oils
that are carefully selected

.to obtain desired color,
hardness, and other specific
properties

Using Soaps

--Ptrform best wileh used in
soft water '

Kinds of Soaps
--Light dtity

.Washing delicate fibers and
lightly ,solled garments,
hose, and lingerie

Make a list of personal laundry

products and defend the choice of
that particular aid.

Set up an exhibit of diffetent
soaps and deergents and discuss
their usea.

'Compare the effect of soap ip hard
and soft water (experifent-Mradd

equal amounts of soap to one cup
, of hard water and one cup of soft
water). Measure, amount of suds .

formed in each type of.water.

Prepare written results of lab
experience.

374
dr.



-Heavy duty
.Family wash and heavily
soiled items

'Eorms of Soap,'

--Bar
- -Flake

--Liquid
--Powdered

Detergents
- -Chemical compounds mixed with
water that help to remove
dirt and grease from clothing

Types of Detergents
--Low Sudsing

4 .Produces a contr011ed amount
of suds

--High sudsing
.Produces a lot of foam

Determining Amount of Soap or
, Detergent Used in Washing

of the washload
- -Kind and amount of soil in

the clothes
--Water.conditions (soft ort""'

&

bard)
--Water capacity of the tub
--Types of items,in the
washload

Pre-Soaks
--Used for heavily soiled

clothing .

Fabric Softener$
--Lubricating a

the fast rinse
laundering proceas

into dryer

,Why Use a Fabric Softener
. --;Softens fabrics

-Makes clothes fluf
--Reduces stltic electric ty
--Relaxes finrs, making

clothes easier to iron

nt added
ater in

pu

*
0

he

Kinds of Fabric Softeners
--Liquid
- -Tear-off sheets

How to Use Fabric Softeners
--Add liqui,d to last rinse

water.

s.
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Research how water can be made
wetter.

Explain thg difference between
soap and synthetic detergents.,

Compare the effect of a soap and
a detergent in hard water and in
soft water.

Divide into groups. Each group
can investigate a soap or
detergent: Report findings to
class.

Discuss rectors that will
determine the amount of soap or
detergent to use for a specific
.washload.

'Discuss the *amount of detergent
necessary for different types of
clething care needs. Why does
the amotpt vary?

,

Summarize and evaluate a T.V.
commercial using a soap` or
detergent. Discuss appeals made
in the commercial. Determine
consumer decisions to be made.'

Read information on'fabric
.softeners. Explain.the reasons
for using a fabric softener.

Compare the feel and appearance
of towels waShed with and without
the Use of a fabric softener.

Compare washer softeners with
dryer softeners on falirics.

'Collect examples of fabric
softeners. Prepare an exhibit.



--Use liquid,softener in about
one,of every-irNiap15,ngs to

cut%down pf-

-moisturF:

--Add dryer sheets or pin.. tins
im the drying process
according to'ihe fkind of

opi-oduct selected.

Starch

--Stiffening product added
after the washing proCess or
juSt before ironing garments

-

Reasons for Using Starches
=-Add crispness and body to

fabric

- -Provides some resistance to
soiling

,

Classification of Starches
- -Vegetable starch

.Available in dry and liquid
forms

.Diluted with water or
available in aerosol cans
and applied to garments

--Synthetic starches
.Plastic starches soldin

-. spray cans

.Sprayed 'onto garthents.either.

.before or-during-the ironing.
process

. -Renewed after each washing

Forms of StarcheS

--Powdered
\- --Concentrated liquid

- -Spray

Bluing

--Colorless dye that makes/'

white clothes appear bri ter
when exposed to light

Bleaches

--Removes stains, loosens soil
. quickly, destroys bacteria,

and helps white clothes stay
white

--Cleansing agents but.never
. used alone.

--Always,mixed with water first
"--Never'used on some fabric

-e.g. wool, silks, spandex

IV-152

View a display of various types of
starches. Read labels. Share
information-with class.

Contrast two soiled garments:
starched item vs. an item of
clothing with no starch.

Plan and give a demonstration RD
pioper prOcedure for starcfiing a
specific garment.
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RESOURCE.,

Textbooks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to homemaking
(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 305-306.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive studyi New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 281.

Cross, A. Enjoying family living. Philadelphia; Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 197.3, 349-350.

'Crowley, C. All about clothes. New York: Gregg Division, McGraw
gill Book ComRany, 1978, 55-57.

Drape,'W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.).' Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 203.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to` clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 134-135.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 253-257. 1

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice,.
Hall, Inc.:1977, 135-138.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1981, 180-181.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland; Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 120-122.

Strum,.M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd .ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 197a, 126-129.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers.
. and Company, 1981, 173-178.

Vanderhoff, M. ClothesPart of your world.
and Company, 1973, 131-134.

Bulletins

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

Lexington Mass.: Ginn

Judging how much laundry 'detergent to use. New York: The Soap and
Detergent Association, 1980.

Malone, A. Selection of laundry products. Storrs, Cann.: The
UnOersity of Connecticut Cooperative Extension SerVice, 1978..

Soaps and detergents. "NeW York: The Soap and Detergent Association,
1981.

-Soaps and detergents for.home 1atndering. Washington, D.C.: U.S4
Government Printing Office; 1973.

What you need to know to choose your laundry detergent. Newton,
Ia.: 'The Maytag'Company,

.
S

t
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# STUDY 00/LAUNDRY PRODUCTS

Exainine five brands of a laundry product. Supply information re-quested on form. Compare Price of identical sized items and'note how
prices vary from size to size.

. .

BRAND PRICE/OIZE
How does price vary
from .size to size?

What olaims are made
about the product? COMMENT

1.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2.

. -

.

_

"3.

.

.

t.

.

,

_ _

4.

.

.

.

, .

_

,

._
.

.

r

.

5.

.

..
...:- .

.
_

.

.

. '
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CLOTHING CARE

TOPIC COMMERCIAL CARE

SUB-TOPIC Laundering, Alteration/Repairs

OBJECTIVES Fottowing a discussion o6 am/ices o66erted by a
commenciat Zaundky, the student witt be abte to name
and btiegy discuss the vaitiows sekvices oaelLed by
a commaciat 6acitity.

Upon compeetion oi a study and touk oi a commetcime
taundky senvide, the student witt be abte to Aecatt
the steps in the taundky pkocess and comparte the expenses
invotved in using a commi2 taundky sekvice vs. tho,se
invotved in home taundening.

Given speci6ic quatites oi gakments that have been
thAough a taandeking pkocess, the studtnt witt be abte
to set up guidetines 6olt judging gaAment.6 that ake
taundeked commenciaay.

TV1-155

fr

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I

Services offered by Commercial
Laundry

--Washing
--Drying
--Pressins/ironi
--Starching
--Simple clothing airs/

alterations
--Water-repelltncy

Expenses Involved in a Commercial
Laundry Service

--Cost of installation and

maintehance of special
laundry equipment

--UtiliEies to operate the
equipment -

*plies for laundering and
f.ackaging materials

' --Lboi cost
--Adveftising
--Physical plant
--Office and administrative
expenges

. .

Effect of Expenses in Laundering
--quality Of laundry service
---COst for the consumer

Identify services
local commercial 1

Aelate experience
using services of
laundry.

offered by the
aundry.

of persons
a commercial

I
--

Request an opportunity to observe
the laundry proceSs in a
commercial setting.

Prepar% a displa shUwing the
steps inyolved.in,laundering
clothet-commercially.

Compare expenses'incurred by a.
commercial laundry service vs.
th"ose of home laundering.

Cite reasons for cost of clothing
care services by. a commercial
facility.



Quality Laundering Process

--RetAined shape
--Ironed smoothly.
-Cleanliness

- -Finishes applied to specific
areas

- -Appropriate service--hanger
or folded 1

Alterations/Repairs Performed by
Commercial Launderies

- -Fasteners

- -split seams

- 7Tears and rips

- -Zippers

- -Hem

--Size adjustMents

IV-156

Set up guidelines for judging the
quality of a good laundry process.

04.

Investigate types of alterations/ .

repairs performed by the local
'Iundry. Note cost and procedures
fol"performing the tasks..

RESOURC-ES

Textbooks
Craig,,H. Clothing--A comprehensive study.

Lippincott Company,'1973, 278-280. .

Crowley,'C. All about clothes,. New York:
Hill Book CoTpany, 1978, 53.

Gawne, E. Dress '(4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.:
1975, 270-273.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts,
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster
Company, 1973, 137-139.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, arid careers
-,and Company, 1981, 184-187-

`soir

3 5

.

New York: J. B.

Gregg Division,'McGraw

Chaw..A. Bennett Company,

. New York: Webster
, 261:

J. Guide to modern
Divisoin, McGrew-Hill Book'

. Lexington, Mass..) Ginn
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CLOTHING CARE

TOPIC COMMERCIAL CARE

SUB-TOPIC Dry-cleaning

OBJECTIVES Fottowing a 4tudy 66 the d,ty-cteaning pAoceu; the
'ztudent uL be abZe to exptain bazic pAoceduAez uzed

eity-ctearang.

Given act.o on 4-eAvice Auponzibitity by the dAy-cteaning
eztabizhment, the -student witt be abte to Aecognize
Aeoonzibititie4 that -shoutd be auumed by the
estabtizhment and by the conzumeA in the dny-cteaning
vtoce.54 .

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Dry-Cleaning
- -Process of cleaning garments

in "dry" solvents other than
water.

IThy Use the Dry-Cleaning Process

- -Removing soil which does not
dissolve in water from
garments

- -Killing bacteria

--Cleaning garments that
contain fibers, finishes-, of -

dye that may be Idamaged by
.uater .

--Reducing shrinkage
- -Preserving tailoring details

Types of'Processes-Used in Dry-
Cleaning_ f

--Professional dry-cleaning

.Process inciudes the.
spotting and minor mending
of garments- and the

finishing aAd pressing-of-
-.garments:after they have..
been cleaned by tralned,
personnel.,

-

--Self-seryice.dry-cleaning '

..Person accepts tile

'responsibility for spotting,
mending, pressing:and .

finishing his own garments.
,,.

,

Explain the term "dry-cleaning."

-
Identify garments in the wardrobe
that need to be dry-cleaned.

Distinguish between professional
and self-service dry-Cleaning
service.



Steps Used in the Professional
Dry-Cleaning Process

--Tag garments and removal
parts for identification.

- -Inspect clothes for spots,
stains, and soil.

--Classify garments according
to color and fabric.

-Allow solvents to flow
through cylinders and dry
clean the soiled clothes.

-Solvent is extracted after a
detergent and rinse cycle.

- -Tumble-dry or air dry the
garments and remove\spots.

--Hang garments.

--Finish with steam ahd air
equipment used to remove
wrinkles and restore fabric
shape, texture, and luster.

- -Make minor repairs to garment'

--Make final inspection.
-Assemble and bag garments.

Steps Used inathe Self-Service
Dry-Cleaning Process

--Check and follow cleaning
instructions on labels,of
garments.

--Separate light colored
garments from dark garments.

--Remove all decorative details
(metal buttons; buckles)."

7-Make necessary repairs.:
--Clean sp'Ots and stains.

-Follow directions for using
a self-service dry-cleaning
machine.

-Remove gafmeht after cleanings
process and pdace Oh hangers ;

Co prevAt.wrinkling..
-7-Press'as needed.

Advantages and DisadVantages of
Using-Self-Service Dry-Cleaning

--Advantages
;Economy in time and money

Appropriate for garments
that need little presbing
or finishing

.Quick results

IV-158

Invite a dry-cleaning

representative .to discuss
procedures used in the dry7
cleaning process and tile costs.

visit a professional dry-cleaning
establishment to observe
procedures used.in dry-cleaning
garments.

Bring a garment to class that
requires dry-cleaning. Determine
why dry-cleaning was recommended
by the manufacturer.

Investigate reasons for cost
variations when dry-cleaning
various types of garments

Visit a self-service dry-cleaning
establishment to note procedures
used in dry-cleaning garments.

Prepare a garment for cleaning in
a.self-service dry cleaning
machine."

Compare the advantages and
disadvantages of usihg-a self-
service dry-cleaning_machine.

Take a garment to a self-service
dryircleaning machine. Report on
theresults to the class.



--Disadvantages

.Less satisfactory cleaning

.Wrinkles in garments.

.0dors may remain in garment

.Process for cleaning is same
for all clothes

EXtra Services Provided by Dry-
Cleaners

--Mending. and alteration
--Blanket cleaning
--Fur cleaning and storage
--Reweaving
--Drapery cleaning
--Laundering
--Shirt laundering
--Sizing

--Leather and suede cleaning
---'---Waterproofing

Ways to.Minimize Dry-Cleaning
Bills

--Watch for special sales in
Cleaning.

--glean soiled clothes promptly..

.--Deliver and pick-uy personal ;

items.

--Use dress shields for
protection from perspiration,.

--Buy clothing with few frills
-or items that require special
care.

--Apply spot and stain
repellent finisheb to areas

N.
of heavy soil.

.

Care for Leather and/or Suede
--Wear a scarf at the neckline

to protect garment from
cosmetics and hair.

--Clean garments as soon as
soiled.

--Use a gualified cleaner for
thorough cleaning of garment.

7-Allow garment to hang
between wearings for air
circulation. -

--Allow damp garments-to dry
slowly.

-.-Do not expose to heat.

IV-159

Visit a dry7cleaning establishment
to gain information on extra
services available to the consumer.
Report findings to class.

a,

Summarize ways,to reduce dry-
cleaning bills.

'Review care practices used on
suede and leather garments.

Determine type of care neededby
a leather or suede produet.pu own.
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RESOURCES

Textbooks

Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. fi Champion, F. Teen guide to. homemaking

(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1977, 309.

. 0

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New Yark: J. B.

Lippincott Company, 1973, 278-280.

Crowley, C. All about clothes. New York: Gregg Divispn, McGrdi-
Hill Book Company, 1978, '53-54.

Faiola, T. & PulIen, J. 'The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 136.

bawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 270-273.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977, 140-141.

Oppenhein, I. Living today. Peoria, Ill.: Bennett Publishing
Company,-1981, 243.

'Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.).. New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Bd
Company, 1913, 137-140.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 184-186.

Bulletins

Minifie, F. G. ,Fingertip factS forleatherand sliede. New Brunswick,
N.J.: Rutgers University Cooperative,Extension Service.:

Winge, J. The story of dry cleaning. Fargo, N.D.: North Dakota
State University Co-operative Extension Service, 1971.
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TOP-IC

SUB-1"Oyi6

CAREUS IN CLOTHING AND TEXTILES

ADVANCEMENT,POSSIBILITIES

Factors Affghing Opportunities
for Advancement

OBJECTIVS Ptovided with backgtound inOtmation on caneera in
aothing and textite,s, the 4tudent tate be abte to
ast liacto4 that ctat enhance advancement Fo44ibitZtLes.

Wing inliokmation gained 64om xeading4, theotudent
witt be abte to identi6y,sibte advancemeAt
opprAtunLUe4 in oeci6ic arteafs.

IV-161

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Factors Influencing Advancement
in Clothing and Textile Careers

--Skills

--Experience.
--Adaptation
--Interest and enthusiasm
--Cooperation and work with

people

Opportunities far Advancement
--Dress designer

.Major designs of costume
--Textile designer

.Main designer of fabrics

--Merchandising
.Executive positions

--Production
.Career pattern maker
.Supervisor and trainer for
pattern makers

- -Communications

.Personal company manalgpment

.Fashiork-7magazine editd

.Commercial art work-
- -Retailing

,Top level,store management

--Teaching

.Administrator-or program
head

- -Research and'Develbpment

.Developiimplement'activitY
1.n special subject matter
area.

385

Invite a person in a clothing/
textile area to discuss factors
which helpedlwith advancement
possibilities.

Determipe which factorscontributed
most to advancement in clothing
occupations.

Read selected references on

opportunities for advancement in
clo hi g and textiles.

Summ riz jOb opportunities in,
selected aareers.

Interview people,on the job to
determine advancement possibilities
in their work. S'urvey for j.ob
satis'faction.

Prepare a bulletin board of

newspaper.and magazine articles on
people who have moved forward in
the Clothing and Teictiles area.

'Sel.act a job in clothing or
textiles-and research opportunities
for advancement. Report flndings
to the class.

Develop a career ladder for a
specific career and specify
experience plus educational
requirements for advanCement.



.Improve existing products
or develop new ones.

..,
,

Review catalogs of post-secondary
schools and note courses offered
for job advancement in the field.

*FHA:.Write a spot anhouncement
for radio or television on job
advancement using clothing arid
textile knowledge:

RESOURCES

Textbooks
CincinnAti Public Schools, Home Economics

fabrics (4th.ed.).. Bloomington, Ill.
Company, 1977, 178-191, 326-349.

Department. Exploring
: McKnight POlishing

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. . New York: J. B.

Lipp-incott Company, 1973, 356-375.

Faiola, T. & PlUllen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:

-Webster Division, McGravid-Hill Book Company, 1982, 187-238. .

Graef, J. &'Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster,

Division,' MoGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 12-14, 19, 58, 63, 26,
162, 167, 62. r.

Jones, Ji Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N. J..: PTentice-

Hall, Inc., 1977, 150-168.

Liddell, L. Clothes and-your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:

.Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977,\308-334.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:

Book. II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,

52-63.

Servian, M: S. Fashion and textiles careers.' Englewood Cliff, N. J.:
Psentice-Hall, Inc., 1977, 1-120.

Strum, M., Grietser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern

clothing f(l'rd ed.). Ngw.York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill BOok

.C2mpany, 1973, 09-199.

yanderhoff, M.
ahd-Compan-y,

Vanderhoff, M.
and Company,

\

Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexingtons Mass.: Ginn

1981, 341-367.

Clothes--Part of'your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

1973, 249-264.

A



. TOPIC

OBJECTIVE

CAREERS IN CLOTHIk AND fEXTIL6

LEADERgH1P DEIVELOPMENT IN CLOTHING AND TEXtILE
CAREERS

,Upbn cOmptetion o4 extenoive keview o6 avaLtabte
ke.souncez, the 'student witt be abte to anatyze tpe job
wicket 04 poterttiat teadeizzhipoppontuniti.e4 in
aotki:ng and textitez.

CONTENT

IV- 163

STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES 1

Need for L adersh,ip Development
'--Meet challenges
.Provide skills needed
--Serve-as-resource person foi
peers

- -Maintain-self-satisfaction
--Be a wise consumer and/or

provider

Ways to Develop Leadership
- -Adjust attitude

--Participate in classroom
instruction

- -Experience work

- -Maintain wholesome look'
- -Exhibit positive self-concept
--Assume responsibility
--Seekdevelopmental resources
--Read success'stories/printed
'materials
- -Explore entrepreneurship

Contacts for Trends and
Opportunities

--United States and LOuisiana
Departments of Labor

- -Occupational outlook

--School counselors.
--Employment agencies
--Business and industry
--Libraries
- -Colleges/universities

--Cooperative Extension Service
--Personal contacts .

Profile:a leader, malelor female.
Share the developmental proceses
of that person;With'the class.-

Review the literature for evidence
of persons lip may have become
leaders only after failure. Tell
their story in class.

Prepare an entrepreneurs hip
program suitable for indiVidual
interest. Determine cost-
ef'fectiveness and job satisfaction
a*pects ch such an endeavor.

Discuss futureNousiness needs
for emploOes with clothing and
textile skills in indu,stry,
future needs for clothing skills
in the home.

Determine areas in Clothing and
textiles for which one with a
secondary education could secure
employment. Consider.career.
options with additional education.

Investigate job market for summer
employment in an area of clothing
and teXtile business.



164

Conceras by_Clothing and Textile
Leadership

--Management/Labor
.Competency levels of
personnel
.Financial plans and records
.Government rules and,
.regulations.
.Safety of merchandise and
persons

.Customer needs, wants, and'
satisfactions
.Facilities

Job satisfaction of
.personnel
.Employer-employee relations

- -Unions/Organizations
--Vendors

--Marketing specialist
- -Community/civic

tesponsibility

Competencies Necessary for
Clothing and Textile Careei
Leadership

- -Strong'knowledge base
--Variable work place skills
- -Superlative interpersonal
skills

- -Wholes6me attitude

- -Strong business and

managerial abilities

Interview management personnel in
a business to identify specific
needs and concerns for employers
ind their employees.

Where feasible, visit a clotliing/
textile industrial setting.
Observe needed skills,'operations,
and Moductivity. Interview the
leadership to determine various
job responsibilities.

Design an individual plan to ,

address competencies needed for a

selected career opportunity of
personal interest.

Review case studies of career
individugls ahd/or legalities
regarding indiyidual cdmpetencies.
Describe positive and negative
aspects of the leadership
responsibility.

Where feasible, set up an
alteration shop, operate as a
business, and rotate
responsibilities.

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Cincinnati Public Schools, Home Economics Department. Exploring

fabrics (4th ed.). Bloomingeon, Ill.: McKnight Publishing Company,
1977, 94-102, 147-153234-254 326-349.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 12-14, 19, 26, 62-63,
162, 167.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 356-375.

Jones, J. Clothiri--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1977, 150-168..

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. South Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Millcox Company, 1977, 308-334.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. &.Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,
52-63. ,
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Quick and easy guide to sewing techniqUes. New York: Butterick
Pbblishing Company, 1978, 157-172.

Servian, M! S. Fashion and Textiles Careers. Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1977, 1-120.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Robe'rts, J. Guide to ylodern
clothing (3rd ed.)70w New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1073,.169-199.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexingted; Mass.4 Ginn
and Company, 1981, 360-367.

' .4/Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part of .your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
a4d Company,'I973, 249-264.
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

,
, TOP IC SEW I NG EQUI PMENT .

>

SUB-TOPIC Selection of Large Equipment (Sewing Machine)

OBJECTIVES Given rteisouir,ceis to Astudy, ,the student wite be abte to
compane modet, styte, _and 6ea.tuit.es o sewing machinez.
Uoing in6olunat,Lon gained 6tom the study o6 setainfte
machinez, the. student will be abte-to seeect a sewing
mach-LIN 'ion use accoAding to peksonat need and budget.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Selection of a Sewing"Machine
:4-Purposes

- -Kind (used or new)
- -Model

- -Budget

--Space

--Total cost

--Service agreements and
guarantees

CategoLes of Sewing Machines
--Straight
--Basic zigzag

r-Cann zigzag
-Tri-motion zigzag

Styles of Sewing Machines,
--Flat bed or open arm
--A sewing machine for disabled
persons

--Cabinet or portable machine
--Machine or attachment
buttonhole

--Speed control: foot-pedal or
knee lever

Visit local stores 'or check store
catalogs to find out what kinds of
sewing machines are sold inTthe
local.area.

Compile a reference file on the
the sewing machine and other
personal sefItions'oClarge
equipment.

Compare the uses and price of the
different models and/or categories
of sewing,machinea.

Invite a sewing machine

representative to stress the types
of sewing machines available and
qualities to look foi in bitying a
machine.

'RESOURCES

Textbooks

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sdwing. Philadelphia Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 95-100..

Craig, H. Clothing--A coirrehensive study. New York: J. B. .
Lippincott Company, 1973, 379-381.

Draper, W. &Bailey, A:Steps
in clotihing skills (Rev. ed.). Reoria,Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 242.

390
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,123
(Faiala,'T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill Guide to Clothing: New York: 111/1

- Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 243.,

Iowa Hobe Economics Association.
(6th ed.). Ames, Ta.: Iowa

Jdnes, J. Cloching--Youi way
a

,

ne. 0977, 6.
-r-

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Mi.: Chas.-
A. Bennett Comp.Lly, 1981, 221.

-Unit method of clothing construction
State U44yersity.presgc 1979, 9.

Englewood Cliffs, N.J,: prentice-Hall,

New simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,,
. 1979, 42.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & R'oberts, J. --Guide to b6aern
clothing (3rd ed:). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 219222.

kr
Vanderhoff, M. Clothes,,clues, and careers.. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

and Compagy, 1981, 198.

a.
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TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

a

CLOTHING.CONSTRUCTION WILL pEVELOPMENT

SEWING EQUIPMENT'

Care of Large Equipment (Sewing M

Given oeci6ic dinection4 the .student wI beoable't0
lemonstAate the pAceduke 60k cleaning nd oiting the,
Aming machine.

Fottliving ictudy\06 thAead and needee zetection, the
/student witt be-allee to zetect a zeming 4achine'needee
and thkead 604 a 4peci6ic machine and 5abAic.

Given exampeu 06 machine 4titching, the 4tude witt be,

abZe to determine accurcacy 0 6 tenzion 604 a 9iven.6abrL1Jc.

IV469

,

CONTENT

Care 'Considerations of Sewing
Machines '

- -Safety.

- -Instructions

- -oiling

--Simple problems
- -Ma,intenanoe plan

Needle and Thread Size Depends on
Use

- -Fabric weights and types,

- -Fabric composition
--Availability of machines

needles
- -Course to fine size thread
- -Long to short stitch lengths

I

Perfect,Stitches
--The tension on the upper

thread must be equal to that
on the bobbin.

To Achieve A.Orf ct Stitches
--Use the t nsion regulator for

upper thr ad tension.
a 7-Use thumb screw"for tensi,ori

on bobbin.
--Adjust stitch length
regultor.

--Adjust stitch width regulaton

4

STUDEN7 LEARNoiNaACTIVITfES

I

Demonstrate correcE procedure for
cleani.ng and oiling different
parts of the sewing maehine. ,

0,1

Study a chart on the combination
of needle, thread, an'd-fabrics.

po test runs using vAring needle,
threads and fabrics. Anaityze

results.

Demonstrate how to Lthe the tension
regulator. r'

Demonstrdte adjustments of the
stitch regulaior.

**

I.
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RESOURCES

Textbooks
, .

Burns, M. Altering t.eady-to-wear. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
st,Lippincott Company, 1976, 100;-101. ."

faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide Unclothing. New York:. v
. Weftter Division, McGraw-Hill Book sCompany, 1182, 251-25 .

Gawne, E. Dr'ess (4th ed.). .Peoria, fll.: 'Chas. A. Bennett Company,_
1975, 520-521.

Graeft.J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book COMpany, 1976, 137-139:

Jones, J. ClothingYour way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977, 48.-

Strum, .14., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts; S.' Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New 'fork: Webster-Diyision, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 235.

.16
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC PATTERN SELECTION

SUB-TOPIC Recycling Patterns

OBJECTIVE Given inOttmation on intachanging pattetn piecu, the
I 4tudent mitt be abte to anatyze a gaAment which ha's been

conistxucted Otom a tecycted pattetn.

CONTENT .

Recycling Patterns
- -Interchanging pattern pieces

from pattern to pattern if
they are the same size and
type of a compatible design.

Plan of Action for Recycling
Patterns

7-Sort through patterns.

-Be cognizant of current
pattern styles and what is
selling in ready-to-wear.

.7.7-Retain patterns that are
current and suitable.

- -Save patterns that have

appealing details which could
be updated.

-Set aside patterns that you
cannot use.

----Set up a pattern exchange.

-Make sure patterns are
kept in good repair.

Suggestions,for Recycling Patterns
--Bodies

.Change shape of the neckline.

.Remove collar or change

shape and dimensions of the
collar.

.Design a new neckline
treatment.

.Create a yoke.

.Convert a bodice into a
jacket.

.Add pocket, belt, or'trim.
--Skirt

.Adjusting length to current
fashion,

391

STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Explain the meaning of recycling
patterns.

Cite examples of recycling patterns.

Using references, list basic
suggestions for recycling patterns..

Design a bulletin board on
"Revitalize Your Patterns."
S,how how-various pattern pieces
can be redesigned to make the
garment of your choice.



.Adding pockets or belts

.Changing skirt design

.-pleat

-flare
-front or side ,button

opening
"'yoke

--Sleeves
.Eliminate sleeves.
.Change sleeve length. .

.Redesign lower edge of
sleeves.

.Change`sleeve design.
--Pants

.Change.length.

.Add or reduce flare at side
seams.

.Add or subtract cuffl.

Suggestions,for Interchanging
Pattern Pieces

--Always use the same pattern
size and type.

--Use pattern pieces from the
same pattern company.

--Make sure seam lines on
pattern pieces match in
length, at armholes, and on
shoulder seams.

IV-172

Practice using miniature patterns
to make changes in bodice, skirt,
sleeve, dr padts.

Show how to interchange.pattern
pieces from one pattern to
another.

Evaluate a garment made from
interchangeable pattern pieces.

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Retycling patterns. Morgantown, W.Va.: Cooperative Extension Service.

West Virginia University CenterAttr Extension and Continuing

Education.,

.Recycling. patheins.'Ithaca, N.Y.: New York !tate College of Human

Edology, Cornell University.

Pattern select,ion. College Station, Tx.: Texas Agricultural Extension

Service.

3 (.J
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TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

IV-173

CLOTHING CONS1:RUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

FABRIC CONSIDERATIONS

Stripes

Fottowing a 4tudy o6 4tniped 6ab1ics, the student witt
,be abte to identi6y kinds o4 stitipes and ti4t thein
dnguishing chartacteAisties..

Wet heaAing a ctass discusUon on stapes and pattem
setection, the gtudent wite be abte.to setect stAiped-

suitabte /Soit a panticutat pattetn.

Given speci6ic patteAn and stAiped 6abAic, the 'student
au:Le be abte to cotuetty peace pattetn pieces on
stAiped

Upon compteting a discussion on sewing with 4,tAipes,
the student witt be abte to outtine steps to 6oZtow in
constAucting a garment made with a 4tAiped 6abAic.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Types of Stripes
-7-Balanced (even) -

.Repeats the same pattern,

colbr, and width from left
to right of the dominant
stripe

--Unbalanced (uneven)
.Varies in pattern, color,
g4d width

Determining a Balanced or
Unbalanced Stripe

--Fold fabric lengthwise along
grain with right sides
together. Turn back one
corner forming a right a g e.
.Even stripes meet on fLd
line and match in width,
color, and soquence.
.Uneven st:ripes do dot meet
on fold line or match in
width, color, or sequence.

Selecting Striped Fabrics
--Place emphasis on fabric

design rather than pattern
details.

--Draw stripe lines on
pattern picture.

:396

Look at samples of striped fabric.

Identify the saitiples as to type.

s,

Observe a demonstration on how to
differentiAte*between a balanced
and an upalanced stripe%

Collect pictures of garments made
with striped fabric. Describe the

effect of each.

Judge fabric in relation to
garment design..



V.

Paltern Selecti.on for Striped .4

Fabrics
---==.ge-lect pattern with feW

pieces'and siMple lines.
.--Avoid curved lines.
--Check p ttetn envelope to

deterMi e if.it is
...recomm ded.for striped fabriè .

u llars on the fold.
.Make A p.ne and gored skirts,
.Cut sleeve in One with<the

bodice.

Pattern nacement
--Plate.pattern piece to matc
!. at seam lines rather than Al
cutting lines.

--Make all alterations on
pattern before placing on .

. fabric.

--Cut even stripes on double
. layers of fabric; cut uneven

,str-ipes on single layer of

fabric.
-

Construction Techniques for
Striped Fabric

--Follow instructions given
with pattern.

--Slip-baste seam's-for
perfect matching:

Examine swatChes of striped
fabri.c, Decide type of pattern

to select for the differnt
swatches.

Show how to place pattern on
striped 'fabric by u4pg either
papeirmodels or fabric.

%
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`

RESOURC'ES

Textbooks
,

Craig, H. Clothing-,A comprehensive'study. New York: J..B.

Lippincott Company, 1973,-235, 392.

Faiola, T. &,Pullen, I. The.McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:

Webster Division, Mcdraw-Hill Book Company, 4982, 267.

Gawile, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,

1975, 591-594.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976; 57.

Iowa Home Economics Association, Unit,method of clothing construction
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: iowa'State University Press, 1979, 43-44.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:

Book II (4th gd.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,

285.

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,

1979, 83-84, 180-181, 215-216.

37
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Strum, M., Giieser, E., Lyre, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book,Company, 1973, 427-429, 436-437.

The vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.)._ New York: Butterick Division4-
.American Can Company, 1973, 177-179.

Bulletins

- Clark, K. Stripe4 stripes! stripes! 'Mgrgantpwn,,W. Va.: West
Virginia Uniyersity Cooperative'Exteasion Service, 1976.

Dedic,. B. J. FabriE tips. . .stripes. Lexington, Ky.: University

. -

Clark, K. Design fabric know how; Mtorgantown, W. Va.: WestsVirginia
Unive"rsity Cooperative Extension Service, .1980.

: of kerituCkyCooperative Extension Serivce, 1978.

.Futtre.11, E. Sewing with stripes. Baton Rouge, La.: louisiana State
University, 1977.

,

-Koester, A W. Sewing with stripes, Checks, ana plaids. . Covallis,
Ore..: Oregon State University.Oooperative ExtensiOn Service, 1979.

Skinner, G. Plaids and stripes. lincoln, Neb.: University of
NebraskaLincoln Cooperative pcZensionsService, 1976.

.

Stripes, plaid's,,prints. Stamford, Conn.: American Thread Company,
1-6.
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC FABRIC CONSIDERATIONS

SUB TQFC Plaids--Identification Selection

OBJECTIVES Given inlioAmation on ptaido and viewing examptea oti peaid
designs, the student witt be abte to identZ6y hinds 0,6 .

ptaid desigks and List distinguishing cha4acte4istics.
.

Fottowing a ctass discussion on 6ab4i.e. and patteAn
setection ling a ptaid design, the student wilt be
abte to setect a ptaid 6ab4ic suitabte 04 a paAticutaApattan.

:-

CONTENT .1

STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1

Plaids

--Fabric designs made ofStripes
crossing each other at right,
angles

Repeat

,-Four sided area of a
complete plaid design

Types of Plaids

--Even plaid

.Symmetrical--the design is
the same in both lengthwise,
'and crosswise directions.

--Uneven plaid

.Desiin will differ in the'
lengthwise or crosswise, or
both directions

do Determining Whether Plaids are
I Even or Uneven

--Find the dominant stripe in a
fabric.,

--Fold stripe in half along its
length, turning back a corner
of the fabric to make a true
bias fold.

--Plaid ii even if evety line
matches in both width and
cqlor at the fold.

is uneven if it doesn't
match..

Read references and define "plaid."

Explain the meaning of."repeat."

Read references on types of
plaids.

Collect samples, mount,.and label
as to type of plaid.

Collect satilples, mount, and label
as to type of plaid.

View examples of plaid fabric.
Explain procedure used to
determine whether thilplaid is
even or uneven.

Using a chevron skirt, illustrate
special effects created with
plaids.
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Rules for Selecting and,Working
with Plaid Fabrics

, --Select a fabric design in
relation to the desired end-
use.

--Drape fabric dn figure to geti
a better idea of how it will
look.

- -Match plaids.

- -Make fabric selections ftom
a bolt of fabric.

Pattern Selection for Plaids
--Use simple pattern with

few seam lines.

--Avoid curved seams or
circular yokes.

- -Adhere to inslructions on

pattern e.g. "Not suitable*

for plaids."

Estimating the Amount of Fabric
toy_Bu

w--Locate arid measure the design
repeat of,the plaid.

- -Count the number'of major

pieces (front, back, sleeves):
-Add one extra repeat for each
major pattern piece used.

al IV-178

Cut pictures of plaid garments
from a f,ashion magazine. Select
Plield garment you like best and
tdll why you lin the garment.

Select fabric and pattern k.)

compatible for use with a plaid.

J

Gather samplesN.of plaid fabric
with different widths of repeat
design. Using a specific pattern,
calculate the amount of extra
fabric to buy for each design

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.

Lippincott Company, 1973, 392..

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Stepstin clothing 'skills (Rev.
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1978, 98, 103, 520.

Gawne, E. -Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 591-594.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New ork: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 23 , 57.

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction.
(6th ed.). tNmes, Ia.: Iowa State University Press, 1979; 43-44.

,McDermott,,I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria,-Ill.: .Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,
273-284.

New Simplicity sewing book. New York:, Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 83-84, 2157216.

ed.). Peoria,
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Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J., Guide to mddern
clothing (3rd ed.).. New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1973, 260, 426-428.

The Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Division,
American Can Company, 1973; 172-176.

I.

Bullet:ins t.

Clark, K./ Plaid know-haw. Mprgantown, W. Va.: West Virginia
University Cooperative Extension Service.

* Dedic, B. J. Fabric tips. ...plaids. Lexington, Ky.: .University of
Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, 1978.

Koester, A. W. Sewing with stripes, checks, and plaids. Corvallis,
)7 Ore.: Oregon State University Cooperative Extension Service,

tif

1979, 2-12.

Plaids. Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana State University Cooperative
Extension Service.

Stripes, plaids, prints. Stamford, Ct.: American Thread Co 1974,
7-11.

1
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC FABRIC CONSIDERATION

SUB-TOPIC Plaids--Pattern Placement
Construction Techniques

OBJECTIVES FottoaLing a diseussi.onsand demonstnati.on on pattenn
ptacement ptaid dezign4, the student witt be abte to
desctibe how a apeci6ic pattom mast be ptaeed on Ptaid
Aabkic4.

Given intiokmation on comotAuctiny a gaAmemt o6 ptaid, the
student win' be abte to ketate cha1tac,teic,i4t,ic6 o6 pfa,i44
to ganment constAuction tee/au:gam.

CONTENT STUbENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Selecting the Dominant Design in
Fabric

--Major vertical line should
line up on center front,

center back ofgarment, and
center of the sleeves

--Major horizontal line should
lie near hem of the skirt,
lower edge of the lacket, or

.oyok.tiline,

Using illustrations show how to
place the major vertical or
horizontal line in specific areas
on a plaid garment.

Guideline" for Pattern Layout of Prepare the fabric and pattern for,
,Plaids, layout.

--Do alterations on pattern
before placing on the fabric.

Lay out pattern Of ajaimple
--Use a single layer of,fabric
when cutting plaids.

--Select the best pattern
layout.

-1Extend the lengthwise
grainline arrow on pattern
for easier measuring and
matching.

--Select and usedbminant bar
for center front, centerback,
and center of the sleeve.

--Match plaids at theseam line.
--Trace lines of the plaid

onto the pattern tissue for
matching:

--Plaids may not match at
shoulder seams, side seams,

garment on plaid fabric according
to the guidelines provided.

Explain how notches of pattern are
used to ensure matching of design
lines.

Examine a purchased garment
made of plaid fabric. Determine
if guidelines were used in laying
pattern on plaid fabrics,
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,

darts, at back armhore
seamline, or ingathervd area.

- -Match At center tront and
back seams, side seams, or

"front set-in sleeve.
- -Lines of the plaid should

continue both horizontally
and vertically.

- -Pockets, curfs, and collars

should match the plaid area
they cover.

Construction Techniques for Plaids
- -Follow directions on

instruction sheet of pattern.
--Slip-baste seams for perfect
matching.

,

1

RESOURCES

TextboOks

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.

. .

Lippihcott Company, 1,973, 392.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothingo New York,
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 271-272.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 593-594. .

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1976, 278-283.

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Comj4iny
1979, 82-84..

Strum, M.i:Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 427-428.

The Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Division,
American Can Company, 1973, 172-176.

Bulletins
ft&

Clark, K. Plaid know-how. Morgantown, W. Va.: West Virginia
University Cooperative Extension Service.

k..

Dedic, B. J. Fabric tips. . .plaids. Lexington,.Ky.: University
of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, 1978.

Koester, A. W. Sewing with stripes, checks,10nd plaids. Corveliis,
Ore.: Oregon State University Cooperative Extension Service, 1979,
2-12.

Plaids. Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana State University Cooperative
Extension Service.
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Stripes, plaids, prints. Stamford, Ct.: American Thread Co., 1974,
7711.
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4

TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC Napped and/or One-Way Designs

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

FABRIC CONSIDERATIONS

OBJECTIVES Having Aead setected Aesounces and vi-e-wed tnanspaAencies
on napped 6abAic4, the student wiet be abte to examine
samptes and determine the diuction o6 nap in the ObAic.

Fottowing the setection 66 a napped 6abAic OA a
4pecitiic puject, the student witt be abte to deteAmine
the Aetationship o6 the napped and/oA one-way design to
garment conztAuction.

Aga studying*the patteAn envetope and oimeAving 6a6Aic
tayouts, the student witt be abte to 6iguke yakdage and
determine yartdage Aqui/Led 6oA napped OA one-way designs.

Given iniormation on patteAn tayout OA napped OA one-wuy
de4ign 6abkics, the student Witt be abte to show pAopek
methods ta use in ptacing, cutting, and maAking on these
6abAics.

a

Using the in6oAmation gained 6Aom a study o6 napped and/
OA one-way design 6abAic,'the student will be abte to use
coAuct conztAuction techniques in woAking with these
speciat iabAics.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Fabrics with a Variable Lengthwise
Effect

--Napped fabrics

.Woven from shca fibers with
the ends brushed up to.form
a nap surface.

--One-way designs

.Fabrics with printed designs
with a definite top and
bottom

Examples of Napped Fabrics

--Wool fleece; flannel, and
broadcloth

--Suede cloth
1 --Cotton flannel

--CordurOy
--Velveteen

Define nap.

Examine samples of napped fabric
to identify the nap. Determine
how to lay a pattern.

View two pieces of napped fabric
placed so the nap runs in the

opposite direction oft each piece.
Discuss the difference in
appearance.

Collett samples of napped or
one.lway designs. Discuss-methods
of working with each.

405
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'Selecting Napped or One-Way
Design Fabrics .

--Read labels for fiber content.
- -Determine care requirements.
- -Review wearing qualities.

Determining Direction of Nap in -

Fabric
---=171Old opposite ends of the

fabric to the light beside
each other.

--Fabric is darker and feels
rough when the nap runs up.

--Fabric is lighter and shinier
when the nap-runs down.

Buying Fabric
--Use yardage figure on back

of pattern envelope for
fabric with nap.

- -Try layout of pattern on
paper.

Placing, Cutting, Marking
--Follow "with nap" layout or
place all pieces with the nap
running in the same direction

--Cut with sharp shears in same
direction.

7-Mark as required-by thickness
of fabric.

Construction Techniques
*--:-.Cut notches larger 15*cause

of raveling.
- -Cut facings from lighter-
weight fabric or cut without

a seam.
- -Finish hem edges by stitching

!T. inch from cut edge and

I
pink or overcaSt.
Use longer machine stitch and
reduce pressure on the
presser foot.

- -SlashAarts open and overcast

--Grade seams when two layers
of fabric are together.

1
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View transparencies illustrating
proper pattern)placement on
napped fabrics.

Cut two 3x6 inch samples from a
n6pped fabric. Sew 5/8 inch seam
on the longer side without any
instructions. Look at sample and
discuss differences in appearance
of the ones stitched correctly and
others. (Some samples will show
a definite light and dark effect
because students will not know how
to sew napped fabrics.) Determine
areas on a garment where this
problem could arise:,

Determine fabric yardage for
napped or one-way designs.

Using examples of pattern layouts/
on napped or one-way designs,
determine and defend the laYouts
you select.

Practice pattern layouts on napped
or one-way design of fabric.

Prepare a bulletin board or a
display showing layout of pieces
on a napped or one-way design
fabric. Discuss the effect of
light reflection on different
fabrics

Practice techniques using napped
fabrics by making samples to
illustrate the construction
.proeess.
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--Open seams to cut down on
bulk.

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing': Philadelphia, Pa.: J.B.

Lippincott Company, 1974, 85, 178, 164; 174, 179, 233.

Craig, H. 'ClothingA comprehensive study. New York: J.B.
'Lippincott Company, 1973, 392.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 128, 266, 271.

Gawne, E. Dress '(4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 350, 426.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1977, 15, 26, 29.

& Eubanks, E. Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas.
A. Bennett Company, 1981,'218.

Liddell, L. Clothes and your appearance. SoUth Holland, Ill.:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1977, 205.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Bo k II (4th ed.). ,Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,
2 1297.

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 24, 83, 186-187, 211-212.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing° (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 423-424, 434-435, 496.

The vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Division,
American Can Company, 1973, 171, 203-204, 217.

Vanderhoff, M. Olothes,-Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1973, 122, 145, 204-205.
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

PRESSING

Eauipment

Given xesoutces to 4tudy, the student witt be abte to
dik6eteqc'ate between pussing and -Luning.

Given examptes o6 pussing equipment, the student win
be abte to identi6y, and give 6unction o6, vartiouh types
o6 equipment used in ptessing.

Given samptes o6 6,5E6/au with di66exent 6ibex4, the
4tudent witt be abte to identi6y"the colotect pnessing
tempetatute to use on di66etentlibeu.

Using pxessing equipment, the studtnt witt be abte to
demonstxate how to use and caxe 6ox a &team ilton.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Pressing
Differentiate between pressing

Lowering and lifting of the iron and ironing.
along the grainlines

Ironing

Gliding motion of the iron on the
fabric

Purpose for Pressing

--Shape the fabric to
figure

--Flatten seam and edges
--Save time
--Create a profeesional-looking

garment

Equipment used in Pressing
--Steam/dry iron
- -Prees cloths

--Seam/sleeve roll
--Sleeve board
--Point presser
--Needle board
- -Tailor's ham

Iron

- -Temperaiure used is

determined by fabric
High temperatures for
cotton and linen

Identify pressing equipment.
Discuss use in clothing
construction.

Select one piece of equipment and
describe its use to the class.

View a filmstrip on pressing
equipment and report on techniques
of using selected pieces.
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.Medium termperature for
animal fibers (wool)
.Low temperatdres,for
synthetic fibers

--Blends
.Set the iron for the fiber
that reguires-the lowest
setting.

Press Cloth
- -Piaced oyer the fabric to

protect fabric
--Lifted often for moisture to

escape
--White or colorfast
---Free of sizing

- -Free of Ii

Seam or Sl eve Roll
--Press seams and sleeves by
running the tip of iron along
seam line.

'Sleeve Board
--Press sleeves
--Iron baby clottes

POin't Presser

--Pressing enclosed seams of
thaped pieces
.Collars,

.Cuffs

Needle Board
- -Press pile fabrics

- -Prevents a .pile surface from

becoming matted down

Tailor's yam
--Press curved seams

---Darts and other curved seams
to be pressed to fit bod
curves

Types of Irons.

--Staam iron
--Dry iron
- -Combination steam and dry

iron

Selectiog a Steam Iron
-.-Sufficient and well-spaced
holes in sole plate

--Thermostat control

UsingLa Steam IrOn

-Usft distilled water.
- -Use a press cloth on the
right side.

OV1,
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Show materials te-use for a press
cloth.

Demonstrate use of a,press'cloth
on specific fabrics

De onstrate use of each piece of
pressing equipment at appropriate
level.

Create a sleeve roll or a tailor's
ham for personal use.

Demonstrate how to fill the steam/
dry iron with water and practice
_filling and emptying the steam/dry
iron.

Preheat the iron.

41.1`j



71-Avoid bearing down on irot.
--Test on scrap of fabric or

wrong side of fabric to
determine\tbe correct

.Temperature

.Pressure

.Amount of steam

Caring for Steam Iron
--Read use and care book.
--Operate on a single circuit.
- -Empty water-from iron soon
after use:

- -Store iron in upright
position.

1V-189

,
Iron around alraspe items
.Zippers .Hooks .Snaps *

Unplug cord when adding water.

Select different fabric'samples.
Decide on correct iron temperature
and pressing techniques for each
sample. -

Demonstrate how you would leave
the iron after use.

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Brinkley, J., Chamberlain; V., & Champion, F. Teen uide to home kin

(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGray-H 11 Bdok Company,
1977, 318-319.

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelp a, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 67-68, 77-79.

Craig, H. _Clothinga comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company,.1973, 386-387.

Cross, A. Enjoying family living. Phijadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,1978, 500502, 361-362, 365-368.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill_guly to clothing.. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Ccimpin-Y, 1982, 255-256, 278.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 527-529, 532.

Graef, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing: New York: Webster
. Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976-, 154-157.

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction(6th ed.). Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1979, 48-50:
Jones, J.\ Clothing--your way. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-.

Hall, Inc., 1977, 15.

;Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E. Today's 'teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria, Ill.: ehas./ A. Bennett Company, 1.9 1, 183-184.

Liddell, L. Clothes an your appearance. South Holland,., Ill,:
Goodheart-Willcox C mpany, 1977, 212.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. _Homemaking for teen-agers:
book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bendett Company, 1976,
333-334.
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New Simpli4ty sewing book.
1979, 48, 185.

Oppenhein, I. Living today.
Company, 1981, 135.

New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,

Peoria, Ill.: Bennett Publishing

Quick and easy guide to seWing techniques. New York: Butterick
Publishing Company, 1978, 15.

Ready, set sew. New York: Butterick Publishing Company, 1977, 173.
_

Strum, M., Grieser,'E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern '

clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Divsion, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 233-235,.311-312.

Cloihes, clues, and careers.
1981, 187-190, 209-210.

Clothes--part of your world.
1973, 142-143, 157-158.

Vanderhoff, M.
. and Company,

Vanderhoff, M.
and Company,

Bulletins

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn

4Dedic, B. J. and Herndo . Pressing tedhniques for home sewing.
Lexington: Univers f Kentucky Cooperative Extenstion
Service, 1979..

Landry, L. When you press. Madison: University of Wisconsin2
Extension, 1974.

McFatter) B. Making youf awn pressing equipment. Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Cooperative Extension Service, 1975.

McFatter, B. Zeagler, E. L. & Daigle, C. Pressing equipment. Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Cpoperative Extension
Service, 1973.

Pressing. Morgantown: West Virginia University Cooperative
Extension Service.
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TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

IV-191

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

FULLNESS

Pleats

Alitet Atudying Ae.,66cace in6o/mation on pteatz, the student
witt be abte to identi6y the kinds o6 pteat4 used in
cgothing constkuction.

Given suppties and matertiats, the student witt be abte to
;show how to tkaa4et pteat makkings 6Aom pattekn to
6aMic.

Given estabtished ckitekia dot making a pteat, the student
wilt be abte it() demonzttate the stitching and pfl.essing o6
pteats.

CONTENT F STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Pleats

--Folds of fabric of varying
widths
.Provide controlled fullness
in a garment

Kinds of Pleats
--,-Knife pleats

.lap from right to lOt to
coven the side placket

--Box pleats' c

.Two pleats turned away from
each other

--Inverted pleats
.Two pleats turned,toward
each other

Marking Pleats
--Different colored threads to
distinguish pleat lines

Stitching Pleats .

--Work on right side of garment.
--Lap fabric in direction

indicated by pattern.

Pressing Pleats

--Press lightly over basting.
--Remove basting and press

again.

Study-references on'pleats.
Define and give function of
pleats.

Collect examples of various kinds
of pleats. Identify and briefly
describe each kind of pleat.

Read one of the selected

references'Abd report on methods
used to transfer pleat markings.

Make samples of different kinds
of pleats.

Practice pressing pleats. Defend
the procedure of the practice.
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RESOURCES

Textbooks

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincoct Company, 1973, 440. ,

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.). Peoria,Ill.: has. A. Bennett Company, 1978,.452-457, 502.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill gUide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 325-327.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 161, 576-577.

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing,cOnstruction
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University,Press, 1979, 69-71.

New simplicity sewing book. New YOrk: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 151-152, 192.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.);, New York: -Webster Divi-sion, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 398-0400.

The Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Division,
American Can Company, 1973, 234-239.

Bulletins

Rader, 1.1:"& Potter, G. Basic sewing tebhniques. 'Knoxville, Tenn.:
University of Tennessee

Agricultural Extension Service, 1976, 38-41,51.

Speece, J. Plotting pleats for skirts. Lincoln, Neb.: University of
Nebraska-Lincoln College of Agriculture, 1973.
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

IV 7193

TOPIC SLEEVES

SUB-TOPICS Finishes, Openings, Cuffs, Bands

OBJECTIVES Utilizing avaitabte
te4ouitte4, the 6tudent wite be abte

to identiliy and zetect buitabte 6teeve 6ini4he4 io4 C.
baected item.

Wing intioAmation gained thAugh the btudy.o6 4teeve
iinizhe4, the 4tudent mitt. be abte :to identiiy and
de4c4ibe the pucedukez abed to pupate a 4teeve opening.

Given zupptie4 and equipment, the /student wit-C. be abte
to pupate a 6eZected aeeve opening.

Given 4uppeie4 and equipment, the 4tudent witt be abte
to demonstAate the apptication o6 a cu66 on band to a
aeeve edge.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Sleeve Openings

--Continuous lap opening

.Applying a separate strip of
fabric to raw edges of
opeding with small stitches.

--Hemmed opening

.Seam allowance turned and
stitched

--Faced opening
.Piece of facing similar to
a reinforcement patch
applied the same as facing
to a garment piece

--Dart opening

.Sewing a small dart which
ends with the wide part
about 2 inches above the

edge of the sleeve

Two Basic Categories of Cuffs
--Extended cuff

.Separate piece of fabric
attached to the bOttom edge
of a sleeve

--Fold-up Cuff
.Folding the fabric and
holding it in position with

Observe sleeve openings in
different types of cuff's. Identify
type of opening.used.

Demonstrate how each type Of
sleeve opening is constructed.

Construct and apply approiriate
sleeve opening to a selected
cuff example.

Identify examples of cuffs for
classerevieW. Determine the types
of cuffs reviewed.

Select and compile examples of
sleeve openings and cuffs.
Identify eaCh illustration and
_tell when each can most
appropriately be used.
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small hand stitches or
machine stitching

Three Types of Extended Cuffs
- -Buttoned cuffs-

.0pening plackets closed with

.buttons or other fasteners
- -Barrel cuffs

.No opening

.Large enough to allow the
hand to slip through easily

--Fold-up cuffs
.Used at bottom edge of
pants and sleeves

.Deep hem folded to the right
side of the garment

Bands

=-Decorative accents
.Detail
.Contrast

Fashion interest

Three Basic Types of Bands
--Extended bands

.Extended parts of a garment
that become a design
feature
Used at necklines or
armholes

- 7Placket baRds

. Used on openings, necklines,
and sleeiies

- -Knit bands

.Finish the edges of knit
garments
.4low stretchability
.Give professional look

*Identify pieces of garments
picked at random from within
a covered carton. The game
may be competitive, each
correct answer having a set
number, of points. Place

garment piece by the sign
describing it.

Identify the three basic
types of bands used on sleeves
by using illustrations from
magazines. Display best choices
by individuals on bulletin
board.

*Student learning activities
for special needs students'
(esp. EMR's', LD's)

IV-194

RESOURCES

Textbooks -

( Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
lippincott Company,.1974, 141-144.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothipg. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 324.

Greet, J. & Strom, J. Concepts in clothing. New,York: Webstqi
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 231.

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction.
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University Ptess, 1979, 110-111.

New Simplici67 sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
. 1979, 165. 0
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Quick and easy guide to sewing techniques. New York: Butterick
Publishing Company, 1978, 59-61, 131-133.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modernclothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill BookCompany, 1973;k 471-472.

Textile handbook (5th ed.). Washington, D. C.: American Home
jtonomics Association, 1974. 279-291.

.Bulletins

Rader, H. Sleeve finishes. Knoxville, Tenn.: University of
Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service.

Other Resources

Dewey, M. Teaching home economics to special students. Portland,Me.: J. Weston Walch, 1976, 66-67.

4.-
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. CLOTHING 'CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT ,

TOPIC TRIMS AND TAPES

SUB-TOPIC Types, Selection, Application

OBJECTIVES Given in6oAmation on tAim4 and tapers, t stuhe 'dent wat be
aVe to identi6y di66etent tniiro and tape that wite hap
to impuve the appeaAance o6 an item.

46ten ptacing examptu o6 t)this;and tape on 4peci6ic
AWAiCA, the 'student ma2 be abte to exptain iteazonis
6ot the eecLon o a speci6ie tAim and/on. tape.

Fottowing a 4tudy o6 tnim and/cot tape apptic on, the
4tudent wat be abt.e to identi6y the method6 6 appeying
tAiM OA tape.-

Fottowag a demonztAation on tA,ZAO and/oA tape's, the
4tadent wat be abt.e to appey tAim and/oA tape to a
4peci6ic pAoject.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Trims

--Nonessential decorative
-items

--Complement garments if
appropriately chosen and
neatly applied

Examples of Tapes and Trims
--Rickrack --Seam binding
11Braid --Bias tapes
--Ribbon --Lace=
--Ruffles c-Fringe
--Appliques

Role of Ttims used with Garments
--Functional

.Reinforce and stabilize
seams

--Decorative
.Add finishing touches to a
garment

Guidelines for Siflecting Trims or
Tapes

--Pur'pose of tape or trim
--Size and design of the
project

7Fabric-
.Color

Visit a fabric store to view trims
which may be made or bought.

Show garments or illustrations that
depend on trimming for the major
interest. Picture same garment
with no trim. Discuss differences.

Make a list of trims found in
fabric store.

Collect and mount,pictures of
different types of trim currently
in fashion.

Present a short demonstration
illustrating how trims can change
the appearance and appropriateness
of different garments.

Study pictures in magazines 'or
pattern books and suggest trims
appropriate for*Oarious garments.

List do's and don'ts for using
trims.

Construct a bulletin board on how
*clothes could be updated with trim.
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.Weight

.Hand compatible with the
tape or trim r

--Pattern requirements-
.Type

.Size (width)

.Yardage
--Care requirements
--Cost of trim in relation to

cost of project
--Amount of trim

Methods of Applying Tape or Trim
--Flat method

Baste trim in place with
pins or basting stitches.
.Stitch in place.

Used for rickrack,

appliques, soutache, and
braids

--Edging method'
.Stitch trim to the
garment along edge of
the seam line.
Finish edge by turning.
seam allowance to the(
inside.

- Used for pregathered lace,

eyelet', piping, and fringe
--Inserted method

.Mark slash line and cut
the fabric.

.Press edges along the slash
to the wrong side of
fabric.

.Place folded edges of
the slash along trim and
edgestitch through all
thicknesses.

-Use with trims that have
two unfinished edges.

Evalorating the Application of
Trim or Tape

- -Suitabi,,lity for its use
- -Neatn s of application

--Achievientof desired effect
--Meets pattern require ents

IV-198

Observe a demonstration on each
method used to apply tape or trim.

Summarize steps in applying
various trims.

Using scraps of material and trim,
apply different types of trimand
-keep these samples for a reference
file.

Make plans to update a previously
purchased garment with trim.

Evaluate the trim usea on a
specific project or sample.
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RESOURCES

Textbooks
Brinkley, J., Chamberlain, V. & Champion, F. Teen guide to hometaking

(4th ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill nook Company,1977, 287, 290.

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 24-25, 62.

Draper, W. & Bailey, A. Steps in clothing skills (Rev. ed.A*Peoria,Ill.: Chas A. Bennett Company, 1978, 489-491.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 257, 345-344.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas'A. Bennett Company,
1975, 511-512, 616-617.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,Inc., 1977, 110-111.

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 35, 150, 220-222, 230-231.

Quick and easy gv(cle to sewing techniques. New York: Butterick
Publishing Company, 1978, 134-1,38.

)
Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern

clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 402-405.

The Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New YoTk: Butterick Division,
American Can Company, 1973, 385-394.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn '

and Company, 1981, 329-330.
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC POCKETS .

SUB-TOPIC Typt, Construction, Application

OBJECTIVES Given it.e6ottAce6 to ztudy, the ztudent Witt be abte
to necogn,ize the vanioca pocket.s toed in
coutAuction.
Fottowing a demoutitation on coutAuction o6 a pocket,
the 4-Went witt be abte to comtAuct a pocket 6on a
given pnobtem.

Wing matetiatz and 4uppeie4, theAtudent witt be abte
to appty one type o6 pocket to a.4peci6ic pAoject.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Use of Pockets in Garment
Construction

--Convenidlce
--Design purpose

Considerations for Placement of
Pockets

--Pattern design

- -Design principles

- -Shape and size of pockets
-Uumber of pockets

Types of,Pockets
--Patch pockets
--Inseam pockets
--Setin pockets
--Front hip pocket

Patch POcket
--Separate piece of fabric
stitched to right side of
garment'

Constructing a Basic Patch Pocket
--Turn the upper edge ;4 inch to

inside and edge stitch.

--Press top hem to outside.
--Stitch on seam line all-

.

around the pocket.
--For a square pocket, miter
the corners.

420

Discuss the reasons fo; using
pockets in garment constructioft.

Using illustrations of pockets,
cite reasons for placement in each
situation.

Find and mount examples of garments
which have various types of
pockets. Identify each type.

Describe the general procedure for
constructing a patch pocket.

Construct A sample of a patch
pocket that is either square or
rouna.



er,

--For a round pocket, cliP seam
allowances to stitching.

--Turn hem to the inside...

--151.ess seam allowance Along

the stitching line.
--Top-stitch hem in place.

In-Seam Pocket
- -Pocket placed inside garment

usually at one of the side
seams and invisible

Constructing and Applying an
In-Seam Pocket

- -With right sides together
.41 stitch with a 3/8 inch seam\

pocket pieces to front and
I.

back matching notches.
- -Turn pocket pieces to the

inside.

--Stitch the pocket together
starting from the 3/8 inch
seam and around the pocket.

- -Press pocket to the inside
and toward the front.

--Border top of pocket to the
garment.

Constructing a Front Hip Pock*
--With right sides together

stitch pocket facing to
garment.

- -Trim seam and clip curve,
--Turn facing to inside and

undAbStitch.

--With right sides together
stitch pocket to pocket
facing on outer edge.

--Pin side edges of pocket to
side of garment and top edge
to garment.

--Stitch side seams of skirt.

Set-In Pocket
--Pocket with special slash

made Somewhere in the
garment for inserting the
pocket

Examples of the Set-in Pocket
--Welt pocket

.Outside trim with pocket on
inside of garment
.Mens' and boys' jiCkets

-42
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Observe demonstration oR an
in-seam pocket.

List steps' in constructing and
applying an in-seam pocket.

Construct and apply an in-seam
pocket to a 'project. ,

Review procedure for making a,
front hip pocket.

Construct qnd apply a froihip
pocket.

Illustrate,garment with set-in
pockets.

Make a sample of a set-in pocket.

. 421
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--Bound pocket

.Similar,to a bound button-
hole

-Firmly woven

-Medium-weight fabric
--Flap pocket

.Welt turns up

.Flap turns down
...

-Men and Women's tailored
garments

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Burns, M. & Bishop, E.

Lippincott Company,

Craig, H. Clothing--A
Lippincott Company,

Super sewing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
1974, 136-139, 156-157.

comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
1973, 291, 440-441. 4.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill guide to clothing. tlew York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book iompany, 1982, 32330.

Gawne, E. Dress th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 564-56

Graef, J. & Strom,Y. Concepts in clothing. New York: Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976, 231-234.

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction.(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University Press, 1979, 114-118.
Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: PSentice-s, Hall, Inc., 1977, 79-80.

Kelly, J. & Eubanks, E: Today's teen (Rev. ed.). Peoria,
Chas A. Bennett Company, 1981, 248-251.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas A. Bennett Company, 1976,
327-330.

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 153-156; 182-183, 249.

Quick and easy guide to sewing techniques. New York: Butterick
Publishing Company, 1978, 102-110.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothin.g ifird ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book,Company, 1973, 406-408.

The'Vogue sewing book Neva., ed.). New York: Butterick Division,
American Can Company, 1973, 296-302.

Vanderhoff, M. Clothes, clues, and careers. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1981, 254-260.,
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Vanderhoff, M. Clothes--Part of your world. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Company, 1973, 202-203, 217-219.

Bulletins

Baker, W. & Roberts, W. J. Side pockets. Little Rock, Ark.:
University of Arkansas Cooperative Extension Service.

Rader, H. Pockets. Knoxville, Tenn.: University of Tennessee
Agricultural Extension Service.

Roberts, W. J. & Tite, K. M. Back welt pocket. Little Rock, Ark.:
University of Arkansas.Cooperative Extension Service.

Roberts, W. J. & Fite, K. M. DOuble welt pocket with flap. Little
Rock, Ark.: University 1)f Arkansas Cooperative Extènsioh Service.

Roberts, W. J. Patch pockets. Little Rock, Ark.: University of
Arkansas Cooperative Extension Service.

Roberts; 14:4J. & Mosher, K. In Seam pockets. Little Rock, Ark.:
University of Arkansas Cooperative Extension Service.

Roberts, W. J. & 'Fite, K. M. Single Welt Pocket. Little Rock, Ark.:
University of Arkansas Cooperative Extension Service.
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPME

TOPIC. 'BELTS

SUB-TOPIC Types, Selection, Construction

OBJECTIVES Fottowing a 4tudy o nuounce4 on bett4, the 4tudent4
wilt be abte to identiliy 4peci6ic couidenation4
4etecting beZt4.

Given 4peci6ic. appanet on LettotAation, the 'student
(vitt be abte to zetecetan appnopniate bett.

Alga obzenving a demoutAation on bat making, the
4tudent witt be abte to exptain the 4tep4 in making
one type o6 bat.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Function of Belts

- -Plain or fancy

- -Add final touch of beauty and

style to a garment

Types of Beltk
--Tie belt

- -Covered:or tailored belt
--Corded belt

Considerations for Selecting a
,Belt

-.7Style of the garment

- -Personal size and figure
- -Purpose of belt with which
the garment will be worn

Construction a Covered Belt
--Shape one'end of belting.
- -Place belting on wrong side

of fabric and stitchadWard
point on center of belting.

--Stitch on edge away from the
selvage.

--Foldthe fabric with right
sides together along the
stitched edge, and stitch
around the points ofthe
belting.

--Trim the seam at point'and
turn belt with the seam
enclosed.

424

Discuss value of belt used with
garments in a historical
'collection of pictures.

Identify the different types of
belts.

Find illustrations of different .

kinds of belts. Post .for review
by others.

Determine the characteristics of
a covered belt.



C.

--Fold the raw edge_under the
servage and pin in piace.'

--Top stitch the belt around
edges.

Steps in Making a. Tie Belt

--Press raw edges toward the
ifrong side.

--Fold the belt in half
lengthwige, witb the wrong
sides together,matt4.çg the
edges.

--Edgestitch through all ayers
ail around (add a secoI row
for the sporty loo

IV-206
9

Observe a demonstration on making
a. tie belt.

Construct a belt for a specific
project.

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Burns, M. & Bishop, E. -Super sewing. Philadelphia; Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1974, 107-111.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B. Lippincott
Company, 1973, 423.

Faiola, T. & Pullen, J. The McGraw-Hill gUide to clothing. New York:
tiebster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1982, 290-292.

Gawne, E. Dress (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company,
1975, 580.

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing tonstruction
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University Press, 1979, 125-127.

-New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 101, 102.

Quick and easy guid ,to sewing techniquet.
PubliShing C any, 1978, 26-28.

Strum., M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts,
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster
Company, 1973, 81.

New York: Butterick

J. Guide to modern
Division, McGraw-Hill

The Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Division, .

Aierican Can-Cmnpany, 1973, 320-323. -t
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC TAILOiRING

SUB-TOPIC Types--Identification

OBJECTIVES A6tek iteading 4dected 4e6ekenceS and viming zampte
,gartment4, the 'student witt be abte to diotinguizh
item.

Fattoakng a 45tu4y o tadmed gaAment6-, the 4tudent
mitt be ab.,te to.detekrnine the ta.itmi.ng technique)s
appqopt.,@e 10)L pujecto o individual choice.

IV-207

CONTENT

Tailoiing

'--Process.of stitching and
shaping flatipieces of fabric
into a garment

Types of Tailoring

--Custom tailoring

.Added detail with'much
, handwork

--Dressmaker tailoring
- .Softer and fewer

interfacings
.Litt/e taping
.Use simple dressmaker
methods

Factors to,Consider before,
Selecting a Tailoring Method

--Talent
--Time
--Budget
--Coping skills
--Wardrobe planning needs

,

Prq.cesses Unique to Tailoring

--Special treatment of inner
layers of fabric

--Special shaping procedures
--Special processes in

construction of pockets,
buttonholes, collars, or
sleeves

STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

,Read references or view examples
of tailored garments to gxplain
the meaning of tailoring.

Search for examples of garments
that,show the different types of
tailoring. Summarize the
differences.

Visit a local business and look
at patterns and/or garments on which
tailoring techniques are used.
Determine appropriateness of
one of the garments according to
factärs discussed.

Calculate total costs i 'ved when
tailoring a garment. Compare home
vs. commercial tailored item.

Prepare a display showing various
tailoring processes.

SI
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RESOURCES

Textbooks.
,

Burns, M. The tailored look. Philadelphia, P.a.: J. B. Lippincott
Company, 1976, 32-37, 56, 71, 63, 88-89.

Strum, M., Grieser, Lyle,-D. & Roberts', J. Guide to mOdern
clothing (3rd.ed.). New YOrkf, Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
CoMpany, 1973, 513, 518-529, 538-546.

Bulletins

Clark, K. Easy tailorins.. Morgantown, W.Va.: West.Virsinia
Cooperative Extension Service, 1980

Custom and fusible'taildrins. Stamford, Ct.: Coat's & 'Clark, Inc.

Potter, G. D. Making a .casual coat, Knoxville, Tn.: Universityof
. Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service, 1980.

*Rader, H. Coats. Knoxville, Tn.:
Agricultural Extension Service.

Rader, H. Tailoring. Knoxville,
Agricultural Extension Service.

University of Tennessee

Tn.: University of Tennessee

Speece, J. Tailoring touches. Iincoln, Neb.:
Lincoln Cooperative.Extension Service. ,.

University ef Nebraska-
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTIO SKILL DEVELOPMENT

-TOPIC TAILORING

SUB-TOPIC Equipment

OBJECTIVES Wet obLetving a puzentation.on taitoAing equipment,
the 4tudent mitt be abte tohmame and 4ummaAize 'the'

-.6unction o6 va1t2ou4 kind4 oi6 taitoning equipment.

Fottowing a Zezzon on Lae o6 taitonag equipment, the
4tudent mitt be ail& to 4how how tD uze vartiouA
piece4 o6 taitoning equipment.

:1.14ing,nelivience4 and dobig PeMonatihopping tó anaeyze
Seatukez, the 4,Cudent wite, be allee to devetop guidetineh
6oA zetecting taaoning equipment.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING-ACTIVITIESd -
Equipment for Tailoring

-=Fress cloth
--Tailorrs ham
--Press milt
7-Sleeve board
--Tailor board
- -Pounding black'
--Seam roll
--Tailor's chalk

Of

Analyzing Types of Tailoring
Equipment

--Features
--Cost

- -Versatility of specific items

Uses for Tailoring Equipment
--Pre-construction

.Placing, cutting, marking
--Hand sewing
--Machine stitchlng
- -Pressing

Criteria for Selecting Tailoring
Equipment

-,Nersatilit3i of item
--Use in construction
-:-Type of fabric used

--Construction processes
--Type of finish desired for

garment

Read selected refefences on
tailoring equipment and its Use.

Display different kinds of
eqUipment needed for tailoring.

Describe and summarize the
,functions of each item of
equipment needed for tailoring.

Collect information on various
kinds of equipment. Prepare and
giVe a report on findings.

Make a cOmparatfVe study of
various brands of tailoring
equipment. Note differences and
similarities among the brands.

Demonstrate use of various kinds
of tailoring equipment.

'Using selected tailoring equipment
for a specific situation, specify
reasons for use in a given
situation.

Take a field trip to a fabric shop
to study available equipment to\
use in tailoring:

428.



RESOURbES .

Textbooks

Burns, M. The tailOred look.
Company, 1976,116-118. ,

Iowa Home Economics-Association.
(6th ed.)., Anes Ia.: Iowa

Jones, J. Clothihg--Your way.
Inc., 1977, 42, 15.

Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B. Lippincott

IV210

Unit method of clothing construction.
State -Univ.ersity Press, 1979, 50-51.

4

Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:. Prentice-Hall,

New implicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1 79, 48, 188-191.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing .(3rd ed.). New York: _Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 228-230.

Vanderhoff, M., Franck, L. & CaMPbell, L. Textiles for hom:ond.people.
Lexington, Mass.:. Ginn and Company, 1973, 381-383.

Bulletins

Clark, K. Easy tailoring. Morgantown, W.Va.:
Cooperative Extension Service, 1980.

Custom and fusible tailoring. Stamford, Ct.:

West Virginia

Coats & Clark, Inc.

Potter, G. D. Making a casual coat. Knoxville, Tn.: University of
Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service, 1980.

Rader, H. Coats. KnoxVille, Tn...; University of Tennessee*
Agricultural Extension Service.

Rader, H. Tailoring. Knoxville, Tn.: University of Tennessee
Agricultural Extension Service.

Speece, J. Tailoring touches. 'Lincoln, Ne.: University of VebLaska-
'1gLincoln Cooperative Extension Service.
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CLOTH INC C6NSTRUCT I ON SKI LL DEVELOPMENT

TOP IC TAILORING

SUB-TOPIC Standards

4V-211

OBJECTIVES Fatow...ng a 4tudy o6 taitoud garment4, the 4tudent mat.
.- be abte to *crake the chartacteradstic4 o6 a taitoned

.gamient. -
,

_X4ovicted dith an exampte taitoted garment, the
4.tadenA-wbe-able netate 4tandatd4 OA a tattoted
garunekt

-Wen examining the 6.it o6 a'taieoned garment, the
. <student witt be abte tolzet (1, 4tandaA46 o6 6.Lt OA a

taaorted garment.

CONTENT "STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Character,istics of a Tailored
Garment

. --Properly interfaced to hold
shape

- -Garment molded to ;etain
shape

--Collars and lapels lie flat
or roll smoothly,....-

--Correctly pressed
-:.-Lining does not pull or

interfere with outer.fabric
--Invisible hems

Locate Standards for Judging Fit
.--;ength and width measurements
--Darts
- -Grainlines

- -Collars

--Sleeves and shoulders

--Pockets, flaps, and cuffs
--Cuffs

--Buttonholes,and buttons
- -Hems

biscuss characteristics that
classify a garment as tailored.

Prepare a display of tailored
garments showing specific

characteristics'of tailoring,

Arrange an illustration of
suitable patterns for a tailored
garment.

Point out features which meet
criteria for a tailored garment.

Set up standards for judging fit
of tailored garments and/or
component parts.

Discuss meaning df ease and fit
in a tailored garment.

Evaluate a tailored garment to >

determine if standards set have
been met.

RESOURCES

Textbooks
Jones, J. Clothing--Youriway. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,

Inc., 1977, 120.

Levy, L. & Feldman, B. Teztile workbook (Rev. ed.). Belmont, Calif.:
Frearon Pitman Publishers, 1970, 118-119.
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4.

Ready, set, sew. New York: Butterick Publishing Co., 1'971, 313.

The.ilogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Division,

American Can Company, 1973, 352.

Vanderhoff, M., Franck, L. & Campbell,-L, Textiles-for hiame and

people. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 368.

Bulletins .

Clark, K. Easy tailoring. Morgantown, W.Va.: West Virginia

Cooperative Extension Service, 1980.

-Custom and fusible tailoring. Stamford, Ct.,: Coats & Clark, Inc.

Potter, G. D. Making a casual coat. Knoxville, Tn.: University of

Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service, 1980.

Rader, H. Coats-. Knoxville, Tn.: University of Tennessee

Agricultural Extension Service.

Rader, H. Tailoring. -Knoxville, TA.: University 'of Tennessee

- Agricultural Extension Service.

IV-212
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Speece, J. Tailoring touches. Lincoln, Neb.: 'University of Nebraska-

Lincoln Cooperative Extension Service.
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC TAILORING

SUB-TOPIC Fabric and Patern

OBJECTIVES
7--

Wet comating 4etected 4e6etence4 on pattan and
6abAie. 4e2ection, the 4tudent wilt be abte to.t.i4t
6actofus that inguence 6abAie. and pattetn 4etection

taitoning.

U4.ing exampte4 oi taitoned gaAment's on by takincl a
getd tAip to view gaAment4-, the 4tudent witt.be abte
to pe4ceive cunxent tkend4 that wte coed in tado-ned
item. .

Fottowing a neview o6 pattan catatog4 and 6abAic 4ampte4,
the 4tudent witt be abte to 4e2ect a pattan and a iabilic
isuitabte oit u4e in conistkucting a taieoned item.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Factors Influencing Pattern and
Fabric Selection

- -Personal wardrobe needs
.--Personal budgets
--Current fashion
--Individual style
--Design of pattern for fabric

selected
- -Ability

- -Experience in construction

Choosing a Pattern for Tailoring '

- -Characteristics4of figure
--Principles of line and design
--Ease needed in various

types of garments

--Sewing ability

.Choosing a Tailored Garmdnt
--Compatible to figure
--Harmonious to lifestyle
- -Agreeable in pattern and

fabric
--Cost-effective for the

individual

Fabrics Adaptable to Tailoring
Techniques

--Firmly woven
--Pliable ,

--Interesting surface texture
- -Medium weight

432

List factors to consider in
serdcting fabric for a tailored
garment.

Review figure types and
characteristics as related to
tailored garments.

Determine lines suitable for
individual type of figure,

Identify iiinciples of good
design. Collect illustrations of
good and.poor design.

Discuss amount of ease to use in
garments for tailoring.

Select a patterb appropriate for
a tailoring project.

Take field trip to a local store
to review fabric and pattern
choices avail le.

Bring exampae or pittures of
tailored garments to class to note
current styles in relation to
pattern and fabric seligted.'

Trace the history of the tailored
garment. Identify societal
influence on the longevity of the
style.



Fabrics for Tailoring
--Wool and.wool blends
--Rayon
--Cotton
--Linen
--Polyester

Choosing Fabrics for Project
--Ease of care
-7.Durability

--Resiliency
.L-Fash41 trends
--Texture
--Color
--Oecasion

--Personal Qualities

.1 IV-214

Examine fabric samples. Discuss
handling required and adaptability
to tailoring techniques.

Determine pattern, fabric, and
notions suitable for tailoring.

Study care problems related to
fabrics for tailoring. Discuss
possible solutions to problem and
reasons for the decisions reached.

Study and discuss the choice of
various fabrics used in tailoring
19 relation to selected factors.

RESOURCES .

Textbooks

Burns, M. 'The tailored look. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B. Lippincott
. Company, 1976, 5-8,_10, 12-13.-

Singer fashion tailoring.- New York: The Singer Company,
64-70, 73, 143-166.

I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
(4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,

Hutton, J.
1973, 1,

McDermott,
Book II
332.

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 236.

t*
Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern

clAping (3rd ed.). New York: Webster DIvision, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 494-496.

Ready, set, sew. New York: Butterick Publishing Company, 1971, 294.

The Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Division,
American Can Company, 1973, 353.

Vanderhoff,,M., Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Textiles for home and
people. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company,1973s 374-381, 385-
388. .

Bulletins

Clark, K. Easy tailoring. Morgantown, W. Va.:
Cooperative Extension Service, 1980.

Cuitom and fusible tailoring. Stamford, Ct.:

West Virginia

Coats & Clark, Inc.
-

Potter, G. D. Making a casual coat. Knoxville, Tenn.: University of
Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service, 1980.

Rader, H. Coats. Knoxville, Tenn.: University of Tennessee
Agricultural Extension Service.
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILDEVELOPMENT

-TOPIC CAMPING

SUB-TOPIC Pre-Constiiiction

OBJECTIVES Given nesourtce4 to htudy, the 4tudent mitt be abte to
de4cAibe the pWiminany'.6tep.6. to cutting a taitone&
garment.

Wing matekiatz and zuppties, the 4tudent mitt be. a6te
to demon6tAate connect pnocedulte4 son cutting and
manking a taitoked get/went.

CONTENT STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Preliminary Steps in Cuttint a
Tailored Garment .

--Separate pattern pieces.
--Prepare pattern-and fabric.
--Alter pattern for outer

fabric.

--Select correct layout.

--Fold material for,pattern
placement.

--Place pattern on fabric with
the grainlind.

--Pin pattern to fabric.
--Prepare interfacing and

lining.

Preparing Fabric for Pattern
Placement

- -Straightening fabric
.Edges even
.Grain perfect

--Pre-shrinking fabric
.Steam press commercially
.London method

Cutting a Tailored Garment.
--Cut with grain
- -Cut with accuracy

Marking the Tailored Garment
--Tailor's tacks'

- -Thread-basting: center front
and buttonholes

--Tailor's chalk
--Dressmaker's carbon and
tracing wheel

Read text and references on
alteration of-patterns for
tailored garment.

Demonstrate principles of
pattern alteration for the
tailored garment.

Alter pattern and lining for a
tailored project.

Review basic principles in
placing Pattern for cutting.

Review procedures tpr straightening
fabric.

Study references to determine
reason for pre-shrinking fabric.

Demonstrate methods for pre-
shrinking fabric, interfacing, and
lining.

Demonstrate, procedves for cutting
a selected project

4z'

Study, discusst and determine kinds
of markings to use on each of the
fabrics selected for the tailored
garment.

434
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RESOURCES

Textbooks

IV-216

Burns, M. The tailored look. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B. Lippincott
Company, 1976, 11,'15-21. .

,
Hutton,-J. Singer fashion tailoring. New York: The Singer Company,

1973, 4-5, 29-34, 71.

Iowa fiome Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University Press, 1979, 45-47.

Jones, J. Clothing--Your way. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1977; 70.

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 237.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & :Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New Yorke WebSter Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 496-49V,

Ready, set, sew. New York: Butterick Publishing Co.; 1971, 294.

The VOguesewing book (Rev. ed.). New-Vork: Butierick'Division,
American Can Company, 1973, 353.

Vamderhoff, M., Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Textiles for home and
pebple. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 401-404.

Bulletins

Clark, K. Easy.tailoring. -Morgantown,14h,Va.: West Virginia
Cooperative Extension Service, 1980.

Custom and fusible tailoring. Stamford, Ct.: Coats & Clark, Inc

Potter, G. C. Making a casual coat. Knoxville, Tn.: University of
. Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service, 1980.

Raaer, H. Coats. Knoxville, Tn.: University of Tennessee Agricultural
Extension Service.

Rader, H. Tailoring. Knoxville, Tn.: University of Tennessee
Agricultural Extension Seryice.

Speece, J. Tailoring touches. Lincoln, Ne.: University of Nebraska-
Lincoln Cooperative Extension Service.
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TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

OBJECTIVES

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TAILORING

Lining, Underlining, Interf g

Given alioAmation on zuppott liabAica, the 4tudent (vitt
be abte to identy-ihe tertmla tining, undeAtining, and
intettiacing and exptain the liunction o each in
garment conztAticti.9n;i0,,,

.

Alitek 4eceiviig inztAuction _on 6abnic4 zuited
zuppott in gaAments, the itudent milt be -abte to
identiliy and zetect,liabAiu taing, undettinag,
on inteqacing a 4peciliic puject.

Fottowag a 4tudy o ppott liabnic4, the 4tudent witt
be abte to identiliy method6 u4ed to tine/undettine Oh
intenliace a pnoject.

Wing avaitabte .supptie's and matefulats, the 4tudent witt
be abte to ptace, cut, and marda zuppont liabca
zetected pattenn piece's.

Aga viewing demonistAationis on 4uppokt 6abnic4 in
ganment con4tuction, the 4tudent witt be abte to
penlioAm 4pecii.c. appticationet.

IV-217

CONTENT

,Lining

--Duplicate garinent made from
suitable fabric

--Completely assembled
--Sewn into garment with wrong

side of garment and lining
adjacent to each othet

Underlining
--gpecially selected fabric

use c to back parts ,of the
garm

%
nt not interfaced

Interfacing .

*--Layer of fabric placed
between facing and surface
fabric

Purposes of Lining/Underlining
Interfacing

--Provide shape .in construction
areas

--Redtice strain

:
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STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Read selected references onmeaning
of lining and underlining.

,Discuss reasons for using lining
or underlining.



--Preyent_distoxlion
garment fabric

--Add warmth to garment
--Provide finished inner-look

Appropriate Support, Fabrics for
Tailoring

--Lining
.Satin
.Taffeta

.Twill

:Crepe

.Insulated fabrics
%Silk

--Underlining
.Organza
.Undercurrent

.SiBonne
--Interfacing

.Muslin

,Alair Canvas

.Acso

.Siri

.Nonwoven

.Iron-on

Placing, Marking, and Cutting
Interfading, Lining, Underlining

--Place on lengthwise grain or
same grain as outer fabric.

--Cut from a separate pattern
or from same piece as outer
fabric.

--Transfer markings u-S.ing

.Tracing paper and wheel.

.Basting thread., and

.Tailor'c tacksOr chalk.

Constructing and Applying
Interfacing

--Trim interfacing diagonally
acrossseam corners.

--Lap seam lines and stitch
--Pin to wrong or underside

of garment piece.
--Machine stitch.
--Trim interfacing seam

allowance close to stitching
line.

Constructing and Applying
Underlining

--Pin underlining fabric to
wrOng side Of garment.

--Machine stitch underlining
and outer fabric together.

Constructing and Applying Lining
--Mark, stayr-stitch, and make

darts in lining.-

--Stitch and press-lining of
seams.

*Stitch lining and garment
together, wrong sides
together.

a
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Make a display of support fabrics.
Label the different fabrics and
explain.uses of each.

Using selected patterns for
project, determine type of support
fabrics to use.

View support fabrics used in
commercially tailored garments.

Identify fabrics used for support.
Discuss advantages and disadvantages
of each.

Observe demonstrations on applying
various,types of support fabrics.

Apply support fabrics tp a specific
project.
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RE so to: ES

Textbooks

Burns, M. Lining, Underlining, interfacing. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1976, 5-23, 32-50.

Burns, M. The tailored look, Philadelphia, Pa.: J.13. Lippincott
Company, 1976, 8, 44-56, 90-93.

Craig, H. Clothing--A comprehensive study. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1973, 390-391.

'Hutton, J. Singer fashion tailoring. New York: The Singer Company,
1973, 2, 57-59, 62-63, 174.
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Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing constructionc,
(6th ed.). Ames;.Ia.: Iowa State Univefsity Press,,1979, 61-62,"°
65-67. /

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,
342-344.

New Simplicity sew±ng book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 236, 251-253.

Strum, M., E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3r ed.). New York: Webster Division,.MtGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973, 508-511, 545.

Ready, set, sew. New York: Butterick Publishing Company, 1971, 294,
; 307-312.

The Vogue sewing book. .(reved.). New York: Butterick Division,
American Can Company, 197-3,369-373.

.

Vanderhoff, M., Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Textiles for home and people
Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 407, 423-428.

Bulletins'

C/ark, K. Easy tailoring. Morgantown, W. Va.
Cooperative Extension Service, 1980.

Custom and fusible tailoring. Stamford, 'Ct.:

: West Virginia

'Coats & Clark, Inc.

Potter, G. D. Making a casual coat. Knoxville, Tn.: University of
Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service, 1989.

Rader, H. Coats. Knoxville, Tn.:. University of Tennessee
Agricultural Extension Service.

Rader, H. Tailoring. Knoxville, Tn.: University of Tennessee
Agricultural Extension Service.

Speece, J. Tailoring touches. Lincoln, Ne.: University of Nebraska-
Lincoln Cooperative Extension Service.
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT '

TOP IC TPUOR I NG:
SUB-TOPIC Tres sing

Hi

IV-221

OBJECTIVES Aga Aeaca.ng_4e2ected Ae6ekence4 on taitort 1)/1.u/sing, the
4tudent will be abte to 4ummaAize ba4ic guidetine4 and
technique4 (toed 60/Cprz.e.64ing.

U4ing the patteAn guide and the taitmed garment 4ampte,
the 4tudent (vitt be ab4A,to 4h0w parct4 that writt need
pte44ing.

Wen ob4ming,a demon4 0n on pu44ing Auipment
u4ed in taitdAing, the .tudent witt be abte to demonztrtate
prtea4ing ehn.Lque le. constrtucting a taitoked garment.

'CONTEN $TUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES
. -

Purpose of Pressing
--Create and maintain garment

shape

. Form crease lines

.Flatten edges

. Restore texture

Basic Guidelines and TecbaA0esew.
for Tailor Pressing
, --Press on wrong,side.

- -Use steam iron and press
cloth.

--Raise and lower iron on
fabrics(noe pushing motion).

Requirements for Tailor Ellessing

--Moisture
.Steam setting on iron
. Dampened cheese cloth
.Spray or steam spray of iron

--Correct.heat setting
=-Pressure

Problems'from Improur Pressing
-=Iron shine
--Waterspotting
- -Impressions on the right side
of fabric

43,9

Review.purpose for pressing during
tailoring.

Identify specific techniques
associated with tailor pressing.

,Review use ,of pressing equipment:
needleboardj clapper, press mit,
seam roll, pounding block and

point presser, and tailor's ham.

Study selected4eferences on basic
guidelines for pressing a tailored
item.

Demonstrate Pressing techniques.

Discuss the basic requirements for
pressing. Determine specific
requirements for selected fabric.

Using various tailoring fabrics,
test the effects-of heat, steam,
and presdure on fabric.

Observe pressing techniques used
on tailored garments. Point out
areas of overpressing or those
which need additional pressing.
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Tailoring Processes that Require
Pressing ,

-rSeams
- -FUllness

.Darts

.Pleats

.Tucks

--Collar
.Lapel

--Facing
=-Waistline seams
- -Fasteners

.Zippers

.Buttonholes

--Sleeves
- -Hems

Construction Pressing
- -Pressing as you sew
--Seam pressing
--Blocking specific areas

.Create sharp, thin edges
--Final pressing

0IV -222

Using a tailored project, point
out specific areas that require.
pressing.

List special techniques of
pressing for a.tailored project.

Press construction details on a
specific project.

RESOURCES.
L.

Textbooks

Burns, M. The tailored look. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B. Lippincott

Hutton, J. Singer fanion tailoring. New York:

Company, 1976, 110-116, 118-124.
_

The Singer Company,

Iowa.Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing constructioo
(6th ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University Press, 1979, 50.

McDermott, I., Norris, J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Book II (4th ed.). Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Compdny, 1976,
333-335.

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company4
1979, 187-191.

Vanderhqff, M., Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Textiles for home and
people. Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 388-396.

Bulletins.

ll

1973, 175.

Clark, K. Easy tailoring. Morgantown, W. Va.: West Virginia
Cooperative Extension Service, 1980.

Custom and fusible tailoring. Stamford, Ct.: Coats & Clark, Inc.

Potter, G. D. Making a casual coat. -Knoxville, Tn.: University of

Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service, 1980.

44u
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Rader, H. Tailoring. Knoxville, Tn.: University of Tennessee
Agricultural Extension Service.

Speece, J. Tailoring touches. Lincoln, Ne.:
Lincoln Cooperative Extension Service.

4141
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University of Nebraska-
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TOPIC TAILORING

-SUB-TOPIC Principles of Fitting

OBJECTIVES Given in6onmation on 6itting a taitoAed gaxment, the
4tudent witt be able to sunmanize pni.xciples o good
6it ln a tai2o4ed ganment.

Usag selected point6 on punexples o6 good 6it, the
student witt be able to assess the,quaity o6 gt o6
a specqic tai2o4ed gaAment.

Fotiowing-a demomatAation on garment atteutions, the
student Witt be abte to ptan and make attenation4
necessav 6o4 a good 6it in a 4peci6ic tattmed p4oject.

CONTENT

Principles of a Good Fit
--Key lines on grain
--Lines comform to body

structure
--Adequate ease
--Balance

Determine Fit of a Tailored
Garment

. --Try on a fabric shell of
the garmeat.

--Compare pattern and body
measurements.

--Make a trial garment.
--Use a corrected master

pattern.

Basic Alterations for a Tailored
Garment

'0--Length

--Width
--Dart Placement

Planning Alterations
--Analysis of the problem

.Length.,

.Width

.Dart Placement

.Shoulder Shapes

.Colla plecement

.Sleevk length and placement

.Linin fit
-.Button le and,pocket
placement

442

STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Explain fit.

-Discuss type of alterations needed
on pattern. Compare

c
similarities

aand differences in teration
problems of tailored and non-
tailored items.

Evaluate a tailored garment.
Discover fitting problems and
-suggest possible solutions.



General Rules for Altering
--Width

.Add.or subtract 14 of desired

amount on each edge.
.Make identical alterations
on all corresponding.edges
and/or pattern pieces.'

--Length
.Add and trim desired amamt
from lower edge of pattern.
.Make changes in body of
pattern by inserting paper
or by folding a tuck in the
pattern.

IV-226

View a demonstration on altering

the pattern in length or TAdth.

Prepare a tailoring information
bulletin for distribution at local ,
stores or other appropriate
outlets.

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Hutton, J. Singer fashion tailoring. New Yorkl-- The Singer Company,

1973, 3, 6-28.

Rea y, set, sew. New York: Butterick Publishing Company, 1971, 303.

Vogue sewing book (Rev. ed.). New York: Tntterick Division,

American Can Company, 1973, 354-355, 367.

Vanderhoff, M., Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Textiles for home and people.

Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 398-399.
[

Bulletins

Clark, K. Easy tailoring. Morgantown, W. Va.: West Virginia

Cooperative Extension Service, 1980.

Custom and *fusible tailoring. Stamford, Ct.: 6oats & Clark, Inc.

Potter, G. D. Making a casual coat
Tennessee Agricultural Extension

Rader, H. Coats. Knoxville, Tn.:

Agricultural Extensioneervice.

Rader, H. Tailoring. Knoxville, T

. Agricultural Extension Service.

Knoxville, Tn-.: University of

Service, 1980.

University Of Tennessee-

n.: UniversitY of Tennesaee

Speece, J. Tailoring touches. Lincoln, Ne.:

Lincoln Cooperative Extension Service.

2 4 j

University of Nebraska-
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TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

OBSECTIVES

4

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION SKILL DEVELOPMENT

TAILORING

Construction Techniques

Upon comptetion oi pattekn 4tudy Ok a taitoked garment,
the 4tudent mitt be abte to.cite conotAuction technique's
/Levi/Led 04 the zetected 4v).

Fodowing demon4tAation4 on vaniows tadolu4ng technique4
60k a 4peci6ia pkoj&t, the 4tudent mitt be abte to
zummanize ztepo taed in the vakiows conztkuction
pkoce44e4.

Given caze ztudiez on congAuction pkocezzu 6ot a
taitoked pkoject, the 4tudent mitt be abte to exptain
keazon's 6ok uze o6 the technique's.

Wing 4upp1ie4and matertiats, the 4tudent witt be abte
to demonztAate 4peciiic conztAuction technique's in
taitoAing.

Anatyzing taitoted garments with 4pec4ic comtkuction
technique's, the ...student witt be abte to determine the
technAue's zuitabte 60K a .speci6ic phoject.'

A6tek 4tudy and.demonztAation on 4peci6ic technique's,
the Ltudent (vitt be abte to appty theze technique's in

'an apptied comtkuction activity.

CONTrNT STUDENT LEARNINb ACTIVITIES

Construction Techniques in
Tailoring

"Tailor tacking
--Underlining
--Linings
--Pad stitching
--Bound Buttonholes
--Weight application
--Covered hooks and snaPs
--Interfacing
--Special hand stitches
--Vents, pleats

Reasons for Using Special
Tailored Techniques

--Profes ional appearance
--Mold t the contour Of the
body

Study guide sheet of pattern.
List construction techniques used
in tailoring.

Observe demonstrations on speciftc
techniques.

I. Summarize steps in tailoring
processes.

Read about construction tailoring
in selected literature. Select
three reasons for using special
techniques.

444
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--Shaping
--Quality prOduct

IVisit store, observe tailored
garments, and note the use of
'special techniques.

RESOURCES

Textbooks

Burns, M. The tailored look. Philadelphia,
-Company, 1976, 22-44, 64-90, 94-1090t

Hutton, J. Singer fashion tailoring. .New York: The Singer Company,
1973, 34-56, 72, 117-142.
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Pa.: J. B. Lippincott

McDermott, I., Norris,
Book II (4th ed.).

335-341.

,

J. & Nicholas, J. Homemaking for teen-agers:
Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1976,

New Simplicity sewing book. New York: Simplicity Pattern Company,
1979, 238-250.

Strum, M., Grieser, E., Lyle, D. & Roberts, J. Guide to modern
clothing (3rd ed.). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hi/1 Book
Company, 1973, 500-507, 513-544.

iew. New York: Butterick Publishing Company, 1971, 295-
307.

The Vogue sewingfbook (Rev. ed.). New York: Butterick Division,
American Can Company, 1973, 356-369, 428-434.

Vanderhoff, M., Franck, L. & Campbell, L. Textiles for home and people
Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Company, 1973, 397-398, 405-422,

Bulletins

Clark, K. Easy tailoring. Morgantown, W. Va.: West Virginia
Cooperiltive Extension Service, 1980:

Custom and fusible tailoring. Stamford, Ct.: Coats & Clark,_ Inc.

Potter, G. D. Making a casual coat. Knoxville, Tn.: University,of
Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service, 1980.

Rader, H. Coats. Knoxville, Tn.: University of Tennessee
Agricultural Extension Service.

Rader, H. Tailoring. Knoxville, Tn.: University of Tennessee
Agricultural Extension Service.

Speece, J. Tailoring touches. Lincoln, Neb.: University of Nebracka-
Lincoln Cooperative Extension Service.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
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Acadernic Media Center

University of North Dakota
Grand Forks, North Dakota 58202

How The Teenage kale Can Apply Line, Design, and Color to Clothing
--ChalresT---Slide tape presenLaLiOn -00-4tdes-+Tuarrual) that-detatls
the use of line, color, design, and prOportion in creating visual
impressions which will aiithe teenage male to achieve the
physical appearance he -desires.

Bergwall Products, Inc.
839 Stewart Avenue
Garden City, N.Y. 11530

Filmstrips: Each filmstrip has an accampanying cassette plus a
study guide with review questions,

.930 Sewing Equipment 12-17 min.
1. Tools and Supplies

Measuring Tools
Using Cutting Tools
Marking Tools
Pins and Needles
Thread
Pressing Equipment

.Notions

2...Sewing Machine (Singer)
Parts

Changing Needle
Threading
Bobbin Winding
Choosing Machine Needles
Machine Stitching--Testing Tension and Pressure'

Pattern and Fabric 12-17 min.

1. Finding Your Figure Type
Figure Types Used byPattern Companies
Taking Body MeasutemenEi
Finding Correct Pattern Size.

/. Choosing Patterns and Fabrics*
Measuring for Patterns -

Pattern Selection
Reading and Interpreting Pattern Catalog and Envelope

(front and back)
Natural and Synthetic Fabrics
Choosing Fabric
Determining Amount of Fabric to Buy
Matching Notions

4 4 7
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934 How To Make a Blouse 11-12 min. (Simpliciiy Pattern #8293)

1. Preparing the Pattern and Fabric
Reading Guide Sheet
Pattern Symbols
Measuring Pattern
Altering Pattern

Fabric Preparation--Shrinking, Folding, Pressing, Straight-
..ening .

Placing Pattern, Cutting, ftrking

2. Sewing the Blouse
Stay-Stitching '

Pinning
Facing
Seams

Reinfording curves, clipping

Casing (sleeves, waistline)
HemMing

935 How To Make Pants 12-15 min. A(Simplicity Pattern #7872)

1. Preparing the Pattern and Fabric
Concepts/are similar to blouse

2. Sewing the Pants (Men)
Stay-Stitching
Fly Front Zipper
PoCkets
Back Yoke
Se ms--topstitaing
W stband
B lt Carriers
em Buttons'and Buttonholes

932 How o Make a Skirt 12-13 min. (Simplicity Pattern #8295)

Preparing the Pattern and Fabric
Concepts are aimilar to blouse

2. How to Make a Skirt
Stay-Stitching.
Darts, Gathers
Pressing Darts
Seams, Finishing
Centered Zipper Application
Waistband with Interfacing
Fasteners (Hooks and Eyes)
Hemming

4 `,3
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933 How To Make a Shirt 1.4-19 min.

1. Preparing the Pattern and Fabric
Concepts are Similar to Blouse

2. Sewing the Shirt
Stay-Stitching
Patch Pocket and Flap
Yoke
Shirt Collar -

Sleeve, Placket, Cuff
Finishing Seams_
Hemming
Buttons and Buttonholes

Career Aids, Inc.
8950 Lurline Ave., Dept F2
,Chatsworth, CA 91311

IV-232

Careers in Fashion - 35 color slides focus on three key areas--
design/production, retailing and communications--and stresses
skills transferable from one fashion occupation to another.
Cassette and a printed commentary are included with the program.

Fashion: A Provocative Complexity--The filmstrip/cassette pro-
gram presents a brief history of retailing. -Information on the
way we shop and the difference between style and fashion are
.discussed.

-Clothing Care Series--Five filmstrips and:accompanying cassettes
on all phases of clothing care include:

Teacher's Guide
Latindromat

Dry-Cleaning
Laundry Products
General Clothing Care
Ironing

Color and You--Program on the use of color in selecting basic.
clothes and accessor±es. Kit contains one color fimstrip and
cassette.

Learn-to-Sew Series--Cartoon filmstrip and ,cassettes are inform-
ative and highly motivating. Poster, Teacher's Guide-, and
Spirit Masters are included1.*

Let'a Learn About Sewing--Sewing history, equipment,
materials and supplies

Sewing a Beginner's Project--Step-by-step construction of.
a project

449
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Spending Money on Clothes--Depicts management of a clothing
budget in relation to the family

Sewing Clothes for Yourself--Basic sewing techniques

How to Dress Well Economically--Filmstrip and accompanying cassette
aids the student to learn important tips on planning a coordinated
war-drobe, when to buy, how to judge qu'ality, and how to care for
clothing.

Fit and Fashion--Filmstrip and cassette program dis-Cusses figure
type, selection of pattern size, where and how much to adjust
patterns, and how to make pattern adjustments.

Fashion and Textiles--Program covers interviews with professionals
on the job and emphasize abilities necessary for success in the
field of fashion and textiles--a good understanding of design, a
familiarity with the market, a knowledge of fabrics, and a solid
background in fashion technology. ,Ttee color filmstrips with
accompanying cassettes are included 'th the prbgram guide.

Plan Sewing and Handicrafts--Individualized course on basic sewing
skills used in fashion topics include:

Sewing Maching-Operation
Seams, Stitches, and Sewing Techniques

Designing
Patterns and Alterations
Linings and Interfacings'
Decorative Finishing Touches

Make-up fat the Natural Look--Program depicts value of good skin
care and using make-up to enhance the natural look.- A teacher's
manual accompanies the filmstrip and cassette.

Coats and Clark, Inc.
Dept. P81
P. 0. Box 1010
Toccoa, GA 30577

Basic Reference Leaflets
Thread--Thread construction and principles of hand and

_-machine sewing
Zippers--Basic and speclal zipper installations as well as

.-. facings and finishing techniques.
Tapes and Trims--Casings, facings, and bindings
Grain--Principles of grain in woven, knit,,and nonwoven

fabrics
Marking--How to mark pattern symbols, marking methods, and

equipment
Seams and Seam Finishes--Instructions for seams and seam

finishes plus handling special seams
Hems--Preparing hem, hemming stitches, and special couture

finishes

LI
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-MendingPatching, darning, replacing a zipper, turning
collars and cuffs

Tailoring--Tailoring techniques for women's jackets and
coats

ing Energy--Row to use clothing and textiles to save
energy in different kinds of weather

Metrics for Clothing Construction--Teaching ideas for

using metrics in sewing
Time,Saving Sewing--Techniques and hints to help speed up

your Sewing
Sewing for Children--Techniques to use for garments for

toddlerS and pre-Schoolers
Menswear IPantsFly front zipper; back welt pocket, and

waistband -

ButtonholesInstructions for bound, handworked, and
machine-worked buttonholes

Let's Face It--Facing and interfacing techniques; inter:-
facing resource chart

DenimSeams, topstitching, and fly front and flat-fell
zippers

Jersey Single KnitsRibbing, binding, and exposed zippers
Lingerie--Selection of patterns and fabrics; special

sewing and trimming techniques .

Short Pile Fabrics--Techniques for corduroy, velveteen, and
velvet

Sewing Today's Fabrics--Fake furs, double knits, sweater
knits

Educational Dimensions Group
Box 126
Stamford, CT 06904

Filmstrip: Each filmstrip has an accompanying cassette plus a-
study guide with short quiz of contehts.

408-Careers in Fashion Design--Part I Background--History of Fashion

408-Careers in Fashion Design--Part II--The Job

1065-Sewing Basics
Part I--Color and Fabrics
Part II--The Sewihg Machine
Part III--Body Measurements, Pattern Study, Cutting and

Making a Vest
Part IV--Fitting and Alterations
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.Homemaking Research Laboratories

Tony, WS 54563

I1/7235

Beginning Sewing Techniques--Packet contains lessons on sewing
mailine stitches, fastening threads, staystitching, lengthening
and shortening-patterns, marking and stitching darts, application
of facing, hand stitches, seam finishes, and zippers. Packet
contains student tens with illustrated exercises, student tests,
and teacher's key to exercise and tests.

Individualized Instruction Units in Cldthing--Units contain,com
plete lesson plans on actual construction of a garment. Program
includes a teacher's guide and key. Contract test sets for the
program can be used with content.-

Sew Your-Own--EmOasis is placed on sewing techniques used by
-"ReadytoWear":manufacturers.

Whole Sewing Catalog--Stepbystep instructions on pattern and
fabric selettion,.layout of material, cutting, marking, making
seams, darts; pleats, tucks, gathers, poekets, buttonholes, hems,
alterations, zippers, buttons, and mote.

Sewing KnowWhy--Student workbooks, teacher's manual, and re
production of workbook sheetS in wall chart.form and masters for
overhead transparencies. Covers concepts needed to learn to sew
based on understanding fabric, pattern, sewing machine., and
clothing construction.

Look Like Yourself and Love It--Guide to personal style contains
information on Projecting a successful image, changing handicaps
to assets avoiding future wardrobe-mistakes, choosing complemen
'tary haftitYles, makeup, glasses,iand understanding and valuing
yourself and others.

Home Economics School Service
10,000 Culver Blvd.', Dept 82
P 0 Box 802
Culver City, CA 90230-0802

11

Clothing--Twopart color filmstrip examines clothing from around
the world, the functions of clothing, different materials used
for clothing, pe ways they are prepared, and how clothing is
cared for. CaOette and ather's guide comes with filmstrips.

1

o

Great Sewin Activitie --Set of 50 spirit duplicating masters
test students knowle ge of the. sewing machine, fabrics, stitches,
styles, patterns, sea s, darts, mending, and sewing projects
that include patterns.

111/1
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Clothing joad Fashion: A History--Filmstrips with accompanying
bassettet show drawings of the cbstumes in vogue during history'd
major eras.

Fun with Sewing_Vocabulary,--Duplicaring masters and reproducible
pages focus on wora games, ana quizzes in sewing and fashion
vocabulary.

.

Try It OnAlress for LessKit centers on high_interest/low reading
level reader and an accompanying work text dealing with buying

,

clothing and related practicil consumer concerns. The kit also con-
tains a read-along cassette and two guides.

Crossword Puzzles for Textiles and' thing--Book contains 18
puzzles which can be reproduced by any photographic proCess.

Consumer Clothing-c-Packet contains 20 activities designed to help
students improve skills in clothing value, clothing care and repair,
and sewing machine safety and operation. Project contracts and
evaluation sheets'are included in packet..

Crossroads 3: Fashion and Textiles--Thrge color filmstrips with
cassettes presenf basic*skills needed for careers in the area.
Two of the filmstrips exAmine in-depth careers as fashion editor
and.manager of a retail outlet. ,Guide and 36 duplicating masters
are included in the media kito,

4)
,
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Maclean Hunter Learning-Resources
708 Third Avenue ;

New York, NY 10017

Butterick Sewing Series
A Trip to the Fabric Store'

Get_Set to Sew--Demonstratas how to mike pattern adjustments,
lay oue a pattern, and'cut and mark fabrics accurately;

Planning to Sew--Program teadfies studenta-fiow to evaluate
\ their wardrobe needs, select projects that fit'their

liEestyles, Rersonalities,.and budgets, and determine
their body types and pattern sizes.

Starting to Sew--Review .of the sewing machine and basic sew-
lng techniques ere given. .

Taking Shape-- Techniques presented are easing, gathering,
using,interfacing, grading, trimming, capping and notching.

Finishing Touches-=Program,t0Cfies aboxhems, closures, and
trims,

,

.

Each of the series contains V.& filmstrips, duplicating mastep,
.educator'm guide, and wall,charta..,''

,

4

4
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See and Sew Transparency Series

Get Ready to SewLessons on Know Yourself, iattern Envelope,
Consumer Decisions, Natural Fibers, Man-Made Fibers,
Labeling, Sewing Notions and Equipment

Get Perfect Fit-rLessons-on Measuring, Figure Types, Flat
Pattern Adjustments, Circumference Adjustments, Front and
Back Adjustments, Neckline to Shoulder, Sleeve and Armhole,
Fitting Pants,and Fit as You Sew

Get Set to Sew--Topics included are Instruction Sheet, Pattern

Symbols, Pattern.Layout,-Cutting and Marking, Language of
Shaping, Machine Stitching, and Pressing

Sew I--Covers Seams, Curves and Corners, Seam Finishes, Darts,
Facings, Zippers and Zipper Feet, Invisible Zippers, Conven-
tional Zippers, Snaps and Hooks, Waistbands

Sew II--Topics influde Shaping, Collars, Sleeves, Sleeve
Finishes, Buttons and Buttonholes, Bound Buttonholes,
Gatherings and Casings, and Pockets

Menswear I--Topics covered are You and Your Clothes, Pattern
Enveldpe, Notions, Measuring, Flat Pattern Adjustments,
Pattern Symbols, Instruction Sheets, Pattern Layout,
.Cutting and Marking, Shaping and Machine Stitching

Menswear II--Topics include Bands and Yokes, Banded Collars,
Plackets and Pockets, Machine'Buttonholes, Sleeves, Fly-
front Zippers, Waistbands, Cuffs, and Hems

Quick and Easy ewing Transparencies--Sewing information con-
tains 76 transparencies divided into subject areas with
instruction sheets

Clothing Communicates--Filmstrip designed to help students
understand how clothing reflects one's personality and
society's tranditions and attitudei

Making Clothing ChoicesFilmstrip detonstrates how to apply
the eleme4s and principles of clothing design to studsnt's
individual needs

Planning Your WardrobeFilmstrip shows how to plan and de-
velop a wardrobe that suits one's lifestyle and budget

Spending Your Clothing Dollars--Filmstrip teaches one how to
shop and care for clothing intelligently by comparison
shopping,.credit, and proper cleaning and storing

Careers in Fashion Design and Manufacturing--Shows students
what they can expect from a career in fashion design or
Manufacturing; two filmstrips, duplicating masters, wall
chart and educator's guide

Careers in Fashion Merchandising and PromotionFilmstrips
introduce students to the opportunities available in the
fashion Merchandising and promotion fields. Program con-
tains duplicating masters, wall cliart, and educator's guide

At Hame with Textiles--Filmstrip contains infbrmation on the
conStruction and uses of textiles. Program contains
duplicating.masters, wall chart, and educator's guide

Living Color-:-Filmstrip discusses color terminology and ex-
plains basic color schemes. Duplicating masters, wall
chart, and educator's guide are included with program

4
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Basic Concepts in ClothingTopics covered are fad and fashion,
elements of fashion design, basic clothing construction,
and how to plan, purchase, and maintain a wardrobe. Program
has four filmstrips, duplicating masters, transparencies
and educator's guide

Discovering Fibers and FabricsFilmstr4ps explore fibers,
steps in fabric production, qualities of different fabrics,
the reasons for blends, and_the effects Of finishes on a
fabric's performance

Sewing to FitReview of making accurate body measurements
and analysis of one's body structure

American Man: 200 Years of Authentic Fashion--Story of how
events and attitudes of each era have been relected in
men's clothing. Kit contains two filmstrips

American Woman: 200 Years of Authentic FashionDepicts for
students how women's fashion has been influenced by his-
torical events. Program has two filmstrips, wall chart,
and educator's guide

The Butterick Fabric Handbook--Complete source book,for fabr'ic
selection and care

The McCall Pattern Company
P. 0. Box 9119

Manhattan, KS 65502

Filmstrips

Fabric Fashion Forecast
McCall's Custom Method of SewingColor 'filmstrips detailing stelis
in garment construction

Begin With the Pattern
Start to Sew
Facing a Neckline
Making a Bound Buttonhole
Setting in a Sleeve
Applying a Waistband
Hemming a Skirt
Handling Plaids and Stripes
Figure Your Size

Historical Highlights and Contemporary Clothes

Birth of a.Pattern--Color filmLtrip showing how a pact" is made;
includes career information in the pattern industry

How to Make It.in Fun FurFilmstrip, details instructions for sew-
.

and with,fake fur

McCall's tustom Method of Tailoring--Two filmstrips with instruc-
tion commentary.on step-by-step process in jacket.or coat con-
struction
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Leaflets
Guide for Color Study, Revised
Color and You
Careers in the Pattern Industry
Know Before You Sew

IV-239

Knit Novelties--Information/activity sheets dealing with
characteristics and handling of spviarknits

Border-Print Basics--Innovative use of claspic and new border
prints

Quilteds--Quite Easy--Design selection, layout hints, and
special constructions

:.Booklets

The Creative Art of Tailoring--Techniques for tailoring a
coat or jacket

Elementary Pattern Adjustments--Quick guide to making basic
pattern adjustments for perfect fit

Careers--Information about various jobs in.home economics
field

Aow to Fit Book--Sewing tips and how to's for solving fitting
problems

Charts

Linewise--Principles of optical illusions
Female Figure Types--Male Figure Types--Body measurements in

customary units and metric units. Tips for determining
ottern size and how to take Measurements

Color Wheel--Charts with color discs illustrating how to
teach color step by step

Optical Illustion Posters--Line art illustrating simple
optical illusions and how they are used in fashion

All Basics Chart of Sewing--Wall flip chart consisting of
fundamental sewing constructions and terms

Fabric Conversion Charts

ManMade Fiber Producers Association, Inc.
1150 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036 4 k

ManMade"Fibers--Histoty of manmade fibers, types, production,
and the combining of fibers to make fabrics
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Nasco

901 Jamesville,Ave.

Fart Atkinson, WS _ 53538

GAMES

Wheel of Fabrics, Fibers and Finishes--Fabric
selection and,care

ClothinA StylesTerminology used in fashion ads and pattern
descriptions

SeWlng ToolsStudents become aware .of different kinds of sewingtools

Good Grooming Gamejr-Good grooming practices
Yardbird--Game teaches students fo,purchase the proper amount of

yardage for sewing prOjects.
-Fashions from the Past--Game designed for increasing fashion

vocabulary

Teaching Packet for Fabric Recycling--Student guide, study ques-tions, and work plan for fabric recycling

Activities for Clothing Classes--Activities include crosswords onsewing tools, sewing machine parts, identification of different
types of sleeves-, collars,

necklines, spelling tricky sewingwords, pattern envelope information, and fabrics

Grooming and Personal DevelopmentTen
puzzles designed for boys

on manners, personality, posture', grooming, careers, makeup,and skin care

Nasco Fabric Filev-Files designed to teach composition and
. characteristics of the different fabrics

, Sewing InstructiOn FoldersDeNieloped for knit fabrics. Folders
contain' printed instructions, and examples of sewing, methods
are included. Topics are patch pockets, seams and seam
finishes, elastic waistband, stay-stitching, hem finishes,
interfacings, zippers, and linings.

Nasco Clothing Construction
Folders--Discusses techniques to (Ise. .

forzippers, seams and seam finishes, buttonholes, hems,
. ,

_gussets, bias, set-in sleeves, plain cuffs, mitering, pockets,
and tailoring tips, Folders contain detailed directions in
each folder and actual samples of sewing methods are attached
to inside of the folders.

Nasco Plaid KitTransparencies of plaids plus fabric samples of
different kinds of plaids with description of characteristics

Nasco Interfacing Kit--Samples of interfacing fabrics with over-
head projeCtor transparendy

Nasco Lining Kit--Collection of lining fabrics with characteristics,uses, and fiber content
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Neckline Sampling Kit--Eit includes 10 neckline samples-, student
booklets and exercise sheets, and a teacher's guide.

Color Kit--Kit contains materials for color schemes; color Vocabu-
lary; color wheel; and color in relationship to one's likes,
dislikes, personality, body shape, complexion, hair, and dSies.
Teacher's manual, 12 color collars, student workbooks and tests,
-and two color wheel posters come with the kit.

Nasco Sewing Transparenciei
Equipment for Sewing
Measuring for Pattern Selection
Figure and Fit
Pattern Study
When You Shop for Fabric
Use of Interfacing
Understanding the'Grain of-Fabric ,

Making Fabac Grain Perfect/Preparation of Fabric for Sewing
Pattern Layout
Methods of Marking Fabric
Finishes for a Plain Seam
Seam Variations
Basic Hand Stitches
Stitaing and,Finishing Darts
Directional Stitching/Stay Stitching
PresSingTechniques
Application of a LapPed Zipper
Application of Slot Seam Zipper
Waistband Construction and Applicati.on -

Clipping and Notching--Removing Bulk from Seams
.Dressmaker Collar Construction
Application pf Fitted Neckline and Armseye Facings
.Construction of Bound-Buttonholes
Construction of Machine Made .Buttonholes
Understitching
Hem Finishes/Hem Stitches
Hems for Flared and Circular Skirts
Understanding Bias
NocabUlary of Sewing Terms
Proper Hem Measurements .

Applying'Grippers
. Select the Best Fasteners

Making Covered Butt'ons

Fabric Structures--Four Basic Weaves'
Fitting Pants ,

,

Gaze-of Hands and Nails--Slide set program teaches-Student how to
. care for hahds, nails, and feet.
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Pellon Corporation
Education Department
.119 W. 40th Street
New York, NY 10018

IV-242

Interfacing: What, Why, Where, How--The program describes the im-
portance of interfacing, why interfacing is used in a garment,
when and where to use a sew-in or fusible interfacing, and_hour
to select an interfacing according to styling of garment. Kit

. contain& a color filinstrip, tape cassette, teacher's guide with
duplicating masters, Pick-a-Pellcin Guide Sheet, Swatch Pad of
interfacings, and a poster.

Sears, Roebuck'and Co.
.Sears Tower
Chicago, IL 60684

Booklets

Selecting FashionsEmphasizes style, figure types, fit, workman-
ship, and coordination of-the ataxure woman

Selecting Teen Fashions-Considers how to build a wardrobe for.teen
girls.with fashion, fit,' and quality

Young Men's Clothing--Tells how clothing communi-cates with em-
phasis on vocabulary; care, coordination, buymanihip, ana 'fibers

How to Select Infants' and Children's ClothingDia-cusses the
clothing requirements of.chijdren.from birth through...age five
with emphasis on de§ign, fit, and.growth features

_

A Cash Buying Plan for Children's ClothesGuide to the planning
and management of limited-resources for-children's clothing With
a step-by-step clothing_budget, buyingylan; 411,d buying chart

Sears Colar,Whee.-441,1nth.ieolor%wheel illustrating different .

Guide is enclo-sed'to help assemble and u;e color wheel
color'schemesand,ipply COlbr'principles

Sears Fabricare ManualFeatures_seVen swatches of most commonly -

used fabrics with extensive -care information for each

The Basics: Clothing and,AccessoriesBasics of men's clothing,
defined and illustrated in the 80-.frame filmstrip with cassette
narration ane.study guide

The Basics: Sportswear-80-frame filmstrip with cassette narration
and study guide covers sportswear separates, fabrics, outerwear
arid current style trends
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Simplicity Pattern Co.
901 Wayne Street

-Niles, MI 49121

Leaflets and'Booklets
Simple Pattern Adjustments
Pressing Pointers
Fashion Smarts.
Sewing Shortcuts
Say it with'Stitches
Simplicity's Mini Dictionary
Fabric-Wise Shopping
Knit know-How
All About Plaids
Fabric Makes the Fashion
MeiTic's Sew Easy
Sewing on Your Own
Measure Up
What Pattern Size Am I?
Napped Fabric Know-How
A Fuss-Free Guide to Fitting Pants
"How to Sew" Lesson Set
Sewing is Fun and Easy with a Simplicity Pattern
Find Your Size Wall Chart
Fashion It .

Sewing Sheers and Laces
Sewing Quilted Fabrics
Nariped Fabrics'

The Soap and Deiertent Association
41 Park Avenue South
New York, NY .10016.

'Measuring,Your Way to a Better Wash-IBooklet describes how much

laundry detergent to use:

Soaps and Detergents--Information about cleaning products--

ingredients, how they are made, how they work, and the various

kinds of products available to the consumer

on,
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.soclety for.Visual E"ducation

%Department LP
1345,D1.versey Parkway

Chicago, IL 60614

Getting a JobIgrOgram of filmstrips, cassettes, teacher's
manual, 'and 25 skill Octenders include the following titles:
Making a Career Decision, Preparing to Had a Job, ,L.00king
for a Job, and The Job Interview.

Advancing on the Job--Set of filmstrips, cassettes, teacher's
manual,and 25 skill extenders has-the following titles:
Job Success, Developing Good Work Habits, Evaluating your
Work Performance, and Advancing on the Job.

Good Grooming--Complete good grooming.program includes filmstrips
with cassettes and teacher's manual. Titles included are
Looking Good, Feeling Good; Diet and Exercise; Skin Care and
Hair Care; Choosing Your Own Style.

Understanding Your Sewing Machine--Program of filmstrips and
cassettes along with teacher's manual include these titles:
What Makes Your Sewing Machine Sew; Taking Care of Your Sewing
Machine; Corrective Maintenance on Your Sewing Machine; and
Easy Solutions to Sewing Difficulties..

aching Aids Incorporated
Box 1798

Costa Mesa, CA. 92626-0798 .

Fundamental of Sewing Knits--Filmstrip titles included are:
Round Neck Knit Tops, "V" Neck Knit Tops, Slacks and Shorts,
Swimwear, Cardigan, and Alpaca Sweaters. Teacher's manual is
included-with materials.

Fundam'entals of Sewing: Woven Fabrics--Eight filmstripg with

accompanying teacher's manual include the following titles:
Equipment and Supplies, Fabric Structure; Sewing Terms,
Prephration, Triangle Scarf; Construction of a Jrper--Part 1;
Construction of a Jumper--Part '2; Construction of a Jumper-
1:)rt 3; Construction of a shirtdress--Part 1; Construction of
a shirtdress--Part 2; and Construction of a shirtdress--PArt 3.

How to Make a Skirt
Preparing the Pattern and Fabric--Cassette and filmstrip shows
how to read a pattern guidesheet., how to understand pattern
markings, and how to lengthen or shorten a pattern.

Sewilig the Skirt--Filmstrip shows how to make a skirt with
gathers in the frqnt, darts in the,back, and a zipper.
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Study guide and cassette come with the filmstrip.

Clotcling: Age Cycles and Choices--Function and age cycles; cost,
style, quality and planning. Twelve transparencies, 16 duplica-ting masters, and a teacher's guide are included in the program.

The Psychology of Fashion--Filmstrip explores the world of
fashion and how it affects personality. Cassette and teacher's
guide are,included.

Webster Division
McGraw-Hill Book Company
Manchester Road
Manchester,M0 63011

Clothing Construction Film Loops--Set of 24 includes Preliminary
Techniques, Basic Sewing Techniques, Advanced Sewing
Techniques. Each film is fodr minutes in length', comes with
a guide,and illustrates.the techniques used to solve the
problems encountered in learning to sew.

Guide to Modern Clothing,Transparencies-11 Color transparencies
on line and color in clothes and another set that contains
nine visuals' on Design in Clothes. The transparencies contain
acetate sheets, front matter, and Teacher's Guide Notes.

Westinghouse Learning Corporation
5005 West 110th Street
Oak Lawn, IL 60453

Plan Sewing and Handicrafts--Individualized activity program that
includes the following topics: sewing machine operation,
patterns and,alterations, seams, stitches and sewing techni-
ques, linings_and_interfacinge, designing, decorative-finish
ing touches. Kit contains student'progress boon, teacher's
guide, test card se , and aqswer pads, daily progress wall
chart, duplicating nasters, and teacher p4anning forms.

4



Clothing Construction

Topic:. Sewing Equipment'

Subtopic: Selection, Use, and Care of Small Equipment

"TOOLS OF/RE TRADE"

Use quality pictures or minuatures or models of small equipment
and attach them to the bulletin board attractively.

Use thfee dimensional letters for identification of equipment.

Topic: Sewing Equipment

Sub Topic: Selection of Large Equipment
(Sewing Machine)

"GET ACQUAINTED WITH ME."

Draw or get picture of sewing machine.

Attach to bulletin board.

Write nazi:as of parts on construction paper. Students can attach
them to the appropriate place on the sewingmachina picture.

Topic: Sewing Equipment

Subtopic: Use of Sewing Equipment

(Sewing Machine)

"1CAWTWORKALONE."

"I NEED SOME THREAD."

Attach a picture of a sewing machine to the bulletin board.

Use a strip of tarn and connect with pin on parts to be threaded.



IV-247

Topic: Sewing Equipment

Subtopic: Sewing Notions

4t!Use real notions and attach to bulletin boara.

-JM, Oceans p,
of AL

.7" No±ions

CutCout wave which represent ocean !rom.construction paper and
'attach to bo ; or use.cottop, to represent waves,

4id 1
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Topic: Paetern Selection, Preparation, Alteration, Placement, and
Recycling

Subtopic: Commercial Patterns

Put up patterns that you suggest
that your students malce.

:

..

,

.- ..

Attach different types of pattern envelopes attractively tprethe
bulletin board.

465
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Topic: Pattern Selection

Subtopic: Size and Mea'surement

"WHICH TYPE ARE YOU?"

(Use back of a pattern envelope for drwings.)

Misses Miss. Junior Junior'
.,

Petite Petite

Waist to Waist to Waist to Waist to
hip--9" hip--7" h6-49" hip--7"

Sketch, cut out, or use commerdial figure types.

Attach to bulletin board.

Write the different figure types on construction paper
Misses about 5'5"
Miss Petite about 5'2"-,5'3"
Junior about 5'4"--515"
Junior Petitg about 5'--5'l"

Attach these to the figure types they match.

Indicate the waistline of each figure type and the measurement from
waist to hip.

Resource

Textbooks

Iowa Home Economics Association. Unit method of clothing construction.
(6th_ed.). Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University Press,19)7, 14.
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,Slibtopic: Packet InforMation
,

"WHEN NOTHING ELSE WORKS TRY READ*,"

'Attach envelope bf paftern ith back side up on bulletin board.

"*

Subtopic: Packet InformationPattern Symbols, Selecting Pattern
Pieces

V

"DO YOU KNOW YOUR SYMBOLS?"

Pin pattern pieces on the bulletin board.

Write names of symbOls on construction paper and attach to symbols
on pattern piece.

6 Subt ic: Placement

. '

'WATCH YOUR PLAC.E."

Make lines and symbols more!Jegible`on patte ieces to be used.

Pin a piece of fabric or soft paper folded_cor ectly on the bulletin
board.

Attach pattern pieces teboard.

4 67
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'IV-251

Topic: Fabric Consideration

Subtopic: Fabric Preparation: Woven, Knit, Nonwoven

"KNOW YOUR FABRICS."'

KNOW FABRICS

YOUR

Cut heart shapes from construction paper.

Attach fabrics to pap

Write names of fabric on paper.

Attach to bulletin bo d.

Suhtopic: Stripes

"WATCH YOUR STRIPES."

Collect pictureg of garments.made from stripes--vertical, horizontal,'

diagonal.

Arrair them attractively on the baletip board.a.

,
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IV-252

Subtopics: Plaids--Identity, Selection

"DRESS UP WITH PLAIDS."

Cut pictures 'of garments made from plaids--even, symmetical, uneven.

Arrange on n bulletin board.

Topic: Fabric Consideration

SubtopiC: Napped and/or One Way Design,

"SEW WITH NAPPED FABRIC."

Get a piece'of fabric with nap or one way design.

Attach pattern pieces to it..

Attach to board.

Topic: Pre-Construction

Subtopic: *Cutting
,c

,from construction'paper:
,

Cut pareof garment from construction paper.

Write naMes in star,s.

Arrange oh board.

46(j_J
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IV-253

Subtopic: Marking .

"MARK AND BE MORE ACCURATE."

Get small pattern pieces.

Attach them to pieces-of fabric.

Da a different method of marking on,each.

Attach to board.

Suhtopic: Pressing

"PRESS WHILE YOU SEW."

Cut.pictures of pressing equipment.

Write names an construction paper.

Attach,pictures to board and place names either above or below them.

Gathering and Shirring

"DRESS IT UP WITH GATHERS."

Make step by step Sample.

Attach to.';construction paper.

Write each step on construction paper.

,Attach to the board.

Topic: garts and Tucks

"TUCK'YOUR DARTS."

Use, the same ideas as above.

a
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Subtopie: Pleats

"PLEATS ARE FASHIONABLE."

Make samples of pleats.

.Mount on construction paper.

Write names of pleats either above or below.

Attach to a iloard.

Topic: Seams

"GOOD SEAMS GIVE GbOD FIT."

Make step-by-step samples of different seams.

Mount on construction papet.

Topic: Facings
.

"WE ALL NEED FACES."

Cut different types of facings. f

Mount on construction paper..
.

Alit

Write names on c ction gaper..

4

IV-254

Topic: Collars

." "A WORLD OF 'COLLARS."

.

Collett pictuTes of diff rent kinds of collars.

Arrange them on the board in a circle.

Write the names on construction paper and attach.

e\,
4 7



Topic: Sleeves

"ONCE XOU'VETAb0:OVE t.EM."

%
Collect Ottures of different typesoFsleeves.

'*
Write names and.moOt.

"KNOW YOUR SLEEVES."

'Cut Sleeves from pattern piece.

Write names of parts on construction paper.

Attaoh sleeve to board and label parts.

Topic: Zippers

"ZIP THEM UP."

Label and display different types of zippers;

Topic: Hems

,."LET'S GO WITH HEMS."

Make samples of different types of hem finishes.

Attach to construction paper and,label.

Attach to board.

Topic: Fasteners

' "WHY USE PINS."
"KNOW YOUR FASTENERS."

Collect different types oftfastenings; label and put on board.

A
/-
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Topic: Trims and Tapes

"TRIM THEM UP."

Collect satples of.different types of trims and tapes.

Attach them to pieces of fabrics using different method.

Attach to'construction paper and label--name of trim or tape
and method of applying.

,Topic: Pockets

"DRESS IT UP WITH POCKETS."

Make samples of pockets.

Attash4'to construction paper.

Label,

OR

Collett pictures of clothes With pockets.

Attach to construction paper.

#1,

IV-256

Topic: Waistline Finishes

"SHAPE UP-YOUR WAIST.".

Collect pictures of pants and skirts that are made with different waist
finishes.

Attach to constructi,pn,paper.

Write method usea for finishing.

,a
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IV-257
-

Topic: Buttonholes.and Buttons

"BUTTON THOSE HOLES."

Ilake step-by-step samples of buttonholes--hand and machine.

Attach to construction paper.

Write step I, etc.

Divide boad into two halves with "hand" on one side and "machine"
on the other.

Topic: Tailoring

Subtopic: Standards for a Tailored Garment

"THE TAILORED LOOK."

Collect patterns suitable for making tailored garments.

Subtopic: Fabric

Add samples of fabrics
boaid.

to the bulletIn

Collect samples of fabrics sUitable for making tailored garments'.
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Subtopic: Equipment for Tailoring

"USE ME FOR A BETTER FINISH."

Cut pictures of tailoring equipment.

Attach to construction paper.

Write names of equipment on paper.

Attach to board.

Topic: Tailoring

-
Subtopic: Lining, Underrining, Interfacing

"CREATE A,MORE PROFESSIONAL LOOK."

Collect samples of-fabrics used for lining, underlining, and.
interfacing.

Attach to construction paper; write names of fabrics on paper.

Attach to board.

Topic: Tailoring

Subtopic: Fitting--Principles

"HOW DO I LOOKS .

Collect pictures of tailored garments--good, fit and bad fit.

Divide board in two.

44,

Discuss why pictures were placed under each,heading

'ave stadents arrange good fit on one side and bad fit

IV-258

-.\

on the other.
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- IV-7259 ,

Stibtopic: Construction Techniques for Tailoring Factors that
Influence Selection of Tailoring.techniques

"SAILING WITH TEGHNIQUES."

Using construction paper, cut out'shapes of boats.

Write the tailoring techinques on each paper board.

Arrange on board.

elt?

\Tailor Tacking

N.)
,N\ Interfacing ( etc.

4.



IV-260

Economic Aspects of Clothes

Topic: Decision Making

"DECISION! DECISION!"

Write the steps in the decision-making prOcess on constrdction paper.

Locate pictures which correspond to each 'step. i4

Topic: Wardrobe Planning

Sub Topic:- Clothing Design-PrinCiples
Fibers and Fabrics

"PLAN YOUR WARDROBE ACCESSORIES."

- . -

Cut tfiis picture from construction paper. Write principles on
tonstruction paper.

,

Sub Topic: Care Requirements
*

"READ AND TAKE CARE."
. ,

Ask students to collect_and take to class labels which include
information on the'cafe an:ci ftber content of a gement.

, Arrange on'board.



IV-261

Topic: Family Clothing

Sub Topic: Children's ClothingImpottance, Selecting Features

"KIDS ARE PEOPLE TOO."
-

Collect pictures of chipren's garments, depicting growth, self help
features; attractiveness,, etc.

MOunt on conitruction paper.

Sub 'Thpic: Children's ClothingMeasuring and Sizing, Workmanship,
Buying Tips

"CHOOSE CLOTHING WISELY."

Collect pictures of clothing a child in each age category will need.

Motit on construction paper.

-
Divide board in five equal karts.

Write the name of each group on.construction paper.

Sub Topic: Men's Clothing

"MEN ARE IN FASHI N TOO."

Collect pictures of men's clothing whia should be included in the

wardrobe.

Mount .on construction paper.

, .

1
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Topic: Accepting Consumer Responsibilities

Sub Topic: Sources of Consumer Information

"SEA OF INFORMATION."

Cut shape of fish from construction paper..

Write sources of consumer information on paper.

Cut bubbles for fish.

Use blue construction paper for background.

Sub Topic: Basic Rights

("LETS EXERCISE OUR RIGHTS."

Ask students to collect articles from magazines and newspapers
wliich describe consumer responsibilities.

4
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IV-263

Sub Topic: Labels

"THEY GIVE A WORLD OF INFORMATION."

Ask students to collect different clothing labels.

Arrange in circle.

Sub Topic: Complaints

"CONSUMERS HAVE RIGHTS.'"

Ask students to collect letters of 'consumer complaints from
newspapers and magazines.

Sub Topic: Advertising

"USE THE AD SECTION."

Collect Pictures of clothing advertised in newspapers, catalogs,
bulletins, and pamphaets.4

Mount on construction paper.

Topic: Energy Needs

Sub Topic: Factpfs Affecting-Thermal Comfort
Save Energy

Usipg Clopag to

,"IT PAYS TO DRESS WARM."

Collect piCEures of clothing that provides marmth..-- _

14bunt on construction paper. .

IT-L.1r; 77, JD/
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